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INTRODUeTION 

The third volume of the proceedings of the 

International Design Participation Conference

DPC'85 is went into print after a very long 

delay. The planning originally allowed for 

publication at the end of 1'!85, but due to the 

load of duties conneeted with my research work 

at the university and further delays eaueed by 

articles not arriving in time I was forced to 

postpone editing this volume for a long period 

of time. 

In this introduetion I will not repeat the 

issues mentioned in the introduetion to the 

preceding volumes. Therefore, the reader 

should refer to volumes one and two of these 

proceedings for the goal of DPC'85, its con

tente, the framework of the need for it and our 

definitions of participation and the Design 

Co a 1 i t ion 'i'eam. 

Apart from the remaining articles, this volume 

contains the text of some of the panel dis

cussionsas well as a few reports on the confe

rence, an address list of the conference dele

gates and panels of the Poster Session. At the 

end of this volume the reader will find my own 

reflections on the conference which will hope

fully be helpful to the organisers of the next" 

conference (DPC'87). This latter with the theme 

of Housing and Participation, co-incides with 

the United Nations Year of HABITAT (Interna

tional Year of Shelter for the Homeless, IYSH-

1'!87). 

Dr. M.R. Beheshti 
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TH-Eindhoven, The Netherlands, 22-24 April 1985 

DESIGN PARTICIPATION: THE MEDIUM AND THE MESSAGE 

Riçhard Foqué, prof.ir.arçh., m.sc. 
National l1igher Institute of Architecture and Town Planning, Antwerp 
Univarsity of Technology, Delft 
F.A.A.D. architecte and engineers n.v., Antwerp 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We are at a time of retrospect. Design participation has been sown 
in the sixties as one of the by-products of an economically 
'golden' era: an affluent society, an-everything-should-be
possible-period. It grew up, it was cultivated and even 
institutionalized in the seventies: a decade of changing values, 
of growing pessimism, but above all a time of failing confidence 
and of fundamental distrust. The existing demoeratic institutions 
are at stake and are fundamentally shaked. 
As far as our profesaion is concerned, the series of very clear 
pictures of what and how people ought to live, put forward by the 
great architecte of the century, were highly questionned as their 
socioloqical'failures became more obvious. The belief in the 
professional expertise of the designer vanished, and the 
self-confidence in his own profesaion with it. 

This explains, why the need for design participation in the early 
saventies is not only claimed by the numerous user preesure qroups 
but also by a great lot of architacts themselves. 
For the first qroup it was an answer to, in their opinion, the 
fundamental ignorance of the designer to provide adequate answers 
to their needs; for the second qroup it was welcomed as a curious 
sublimatien of a misplaced feeling of quilt. As if they would find 
their professional identity aqain throuqh a process of purifyinq 
participation. 

The meanwhile often quoted and well-known statement by 
Rittel (1972) is very typical for the elimate wherein design 
participation flourishad all these years. He condemns the 
assumption that there exists a professional expertise of somabody 
else's problems: He therefore questions the ability of the 
professional designer not only to provide adequate answers to the 
needs of a client, but even to understand the underlyinq problems 
and wishes. 
Rittel calls this 'the assymmetry of iqnorance' and replaces this 
concept by what he calls 'the symmetry of ignorance': the thesis 
that nobody can quarantee that his knowledge of a design problem 



is superior to the knowledge of samebody else. 
In other words: Paar architects, what are you talking about, let 
the user decide for himself what kind of a building he wants! 
It ia the period of 'Architecture without architect&', the period 
of the do-it-yourself movement as the final stage in the design 
participation process. 

All those years to my opinion, the design participation movement 
haa relied toa much on this 'Hittellian' philosophy and has 
greatly suffered from it. 
But in spite of the simplicity of the argument one thing should be 
very clear: participation questions no doubt the concept of 
professionalism in design. The professional designer, who is 
trained to solve a particular type of problem in a particular way 
should know that he never, will be fully trusted again, because he 
inevitably has a vested interest in the type of solut=~n he 
proposes, because he has failed in his aasumed responrability to 
predict and to design-out the adverse side effects of his project 
(Cross, 1971). The so-called layman, the naive user, the one who 
is on the receiving end of the design process will no langer 
tolerate these harmful side effects nor will he consit~r these as 
inevitable. 

The problem of participation in the design process is na doubt a 
problem of communication between parties, who distrust each other, 
who speak different languages and use different levels of approach 
to come to a design solution. 
It is therefore necessary to readjust our ideas of design 
participation and free ourselves of the too popular approach of 
the seventies. 

In the following I shall try to indicate possible new ways of 
looking upon the problem of participation. 
To do this I shall make great use of the information -and 
communication theory as developed by Shannon and Weaver (1949) in 
the late forties. The relevanee of this theory with regard to 
processes of design participation is underestimated. This theory 
provides us with a useful framewerk to understand how information 
can be transformed into messages, how messages can be transferred 
by using adequate media and how these media influence the message. 

As I believe that communication is the most essential oart of the 
participation process and therefore is crucial to it, information 
theory indeed, may offer us a vital key towards a new 
understanding of this process. 

I am aware of the fact that my view will be biassed and coloured 
by my professional spectacles. But the issue is toa important to 
leave it only to the user as it is done in the past. 
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2. MODELLING THE MESSAGE 

The word communication will be used here in a very braad sense to 
include all of the procedures by which one mind may affect 
another: this involves not only written and oral speach, but also 
drawings, pictures, music, algorithms and in fact all of human 
behaviour. 

Befare analysing the aspects of communication, let us first 
discuss the process of information exchange. This process always 
involves two parties: the transmitter of the information and the 
receiver (see fig. 1). 
The first produces the information and sends it to the second, who 
on his turn sends back information to the first acknowledging the 
receipt of that information. 
As information is immaterial, we need a vehicle to transfarm the 
information into a message which can be transferred to the 
receiver. This vehicle is called a code. Languages are codes, but 
also drawings, mathematica! formulas, movements, etc ••• 
In order to allow for the information-vehicle to reach the 
receiver we need finally a channel. Both the channel and the code 
we will call the medium (see fig. 2). 
The medium offers a method of materializing information into 
messages and messages into transportable signals, thus making the 
process of information exchange possible. 
There is no message without a medium. 

The process of information exchange becomes a communication 
process if two other conditions are fulfilled. 
Firstly, the message should be meaningfull. Secondly, this 
meaningfull message should be understood by the receiver as such. 
In other words, real communication assumes that both the 
transmitter and the receiver know and agree upon the code and the 
channel used: they should have a common medium. Both of them 
should be aware of all characteristics of that medium and should 
be able to 'play' it. 
There is no communication without a mutual knowledge of the used 
medium. 

Each time we are coding information into transmittable messages 
and signals, we make a material model of that information-package 
using the medium as a rnadelling technique. 
This activity of rnadelling the message seems to raise questions at 
three levels: 

- How accurately can the symbols of communication be transmitted: 
The syntactic level. 

How precisely do the transmitted symbols convey the desired 
meaning: The semantic level. 

How effectively does the received meaning affect conduct in the 
desired way: The pragmatic level. 

3 



On the syntactic level we are concerned with the accuracy of 
tranference from sender to receiver of the message: on this level 
we deal with problems of correct application of grammar and syntax 
of the language used, with problems related to technical 
functioning of the channel and to possible physical noise which 
may disturb the transmission. 

On the semantic level we are concerned with the identity, or 
satisfactorily close approximation, in the interpretation of the 
meaning of the message by the receiver, as compared with the 
intended meaning of the sender. This is a very deep and complex 
problem, even when one deals only with the problems of 
communicating through the medium of spoken language. lt is closely 
related with problems of effectiveness which occur at the 
praqmatic level. 

The problem of effectiveness involves not only aesthetic 
considerations but also considerations, which range all the way 
from the mere mechanica of style, through all the psychological 
and emotional aspects of propaganda -and publicity theory, to 
these value judqments which are necessary to give useful meaning 
on a particular message. 

As the purpose of all communication is to max~m~ze the influence 
on the conduct of the receiver by the transmitter, the code or 
model used should meet following three important criteria: 

- lts syntax and structure should be clear, simple and easy to 
understand by all parties involved. 

It should allow for systematic 'explanations' in order to get 
a closer and more common understanding of the meaning of the 
message. lt should use a symbolism which has previously been 
made reasonably clear by other operational means. For example 
~t does not take long to make the symbol 'yes' in any language 
operationally understandable. 

- lts effectiveness should be measured by the meaningfulness of 
the reactions to the message by the receiver and the way he 
becomes on his turn a transmitter. 

4 
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3. PARTICIPATION AS COMMUNICATION 

The question now is how ca.n we make use of this comaunicatien 
model for a more profound understanding of the desiqn 
pa.rticipation process. 
The complexity of this process is directly propo-rtional~t.o the 
va.riety of the design activity itself. . 
This variety depende on two important ch&racteristics: ontbe ·one 
hAnd the variety of participante, messa.ges, media a.nd methode; on 
the other hAnd the uni•ueness of the desiqn ce&lition team, the 
desiqn-problem a.nd -pro-ce-ss and the design.,.end-:-product •. ~,· 

; .. -:. 
This last important feature implies that previeWs experiArftc;e lllt!i:lo·, 
know-how can be used in a •uch le!.sser way t-.n it is the~ç.ase. in 
other production processe•. It .. ans in fact that Qch -~ 
process is a. rather unique event and even•o· the .partic~bn i 
process, whi eh i t supports. · :é.,;. 
If we look upon desiqn participation aa a cOIIII!Iilnication PI:'Ocesal ·'"'' 
par excellence between all parties involveà, sa.e· af tRèae · 
features become extre•ely. important .• They c&u.se noise ... ...a.d.,._ke 
information exchange diff.icult. P>~ · 

\j~'A?<· 

.,·,··~:![:r.·-,·· 

', 
3,1. Variety of participante and unigueness of the desiqq 

coalition team. ·-'}\ 

Althouqh the nature of the several participante in a des~-qn 
process is usually the sa•e: elient, authority, archi.tec:t;~. 
consultant engineer and builder, the physical persons r.ep!i:,eaen~ "· 
them are different ea.ch time. . . ..<; 
Usually a desiqn coalitidn team starts as acollectionQC· 
strangers, who do not know each ether, who have co•pletely 
different intereets and even opposite goals. 
This variety of goals and interesta is even more problema.tical as 
these p&rticipants have a àifferent professional expertise .as far 
as designing and building is concerned: r&nt"ing from extTeme 
specialist knowledge on certain aspects to ábsolute na'i'W!té on 
ethers. One persen may be. the absolute top as -f.&r as heatîng 
problems is concerned, but may know absolutely nothingot" 
foundation techniques or of the epecific function-s the wilding ia 
build for. · 

3.2. Variety of messages and ynigueness of tbc problems. 

Even if desi4JO problems lllii:Y show repeating cbaracteristics and 
general patterns, even if they may belang to similar building 
typologies, they are unique for several ether reasons: different 
sites, different materials, different physical conditiont;;., 
different particular needs, different users, etc ••• 
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This mixture of kaleidoscopic information. is produced by a design 
coalition team as we described above. All in turn are transmitters 
of infÓrmation, trying to get their messages through, understood 
and affecting the other partners. All in turn are receivers of 
information, trying to understand.the messages of theethers and 
trying to built up a as complete as possibll! model of the design 
problem at stake, on which they can act and apply their personnal 
expertise. 

3.3. Variety of media and methods and unigueness of product and 
process. 

The typical characteristics of both the participante themselves 
and the messages these participants want to communicate imply a 
wide range of different codes and techniques. 
This 'is another inain feature of the participation process: there 
is no mutual knowledge ·by the coalition part;ners on the u.sed codes 
or methods underlying their communication. 
In fact they speak.different languages with different accents. 
Nonethèléss they shou1d arrive to an end-product that satisfie·s 
everybodies needs and goals. · 

3.4. The Noise-Box of Participation. 

It should be clear by now that the analysis made above of the 
communicational problems in design participation is even far too 
simple, The reality is much more complex as all these parameters 
interfere with each other in a 'Variety-Uniqueness-Matrix', 
causing a tremendous 'Noise-environment' of almast unlimited 
variety on all three levels of communication: the syntactic, the 
semantic and the pragmatic (see fig. 3). , . 
I will call this 'the noise-box of participation', a model of the 
kind of universe, wherein design participation takes place (see 
fig. 4).; . 
·I:f we want to: imprave the quality of design participation we 
should have to reduce the noise-box anQ. look for techniques to do 
so. ·It should be clear however, that the nature of, a des;ign 
process does not•allo"W fora reduction of neither the variety of 
partietpants nor of the variety of tne massages. 
I will call this 'the assymmetry of knowledge', paraphrasing 
Rittels notion on 'the symmetry of ignorance'. 
This means that if we want to reduce the noise-box, we should do 
it by acting upon the media. The medium is the key to the ~essage. 
Understandinq the•messaqe is the key to participation. 

6 



4. UNDERSTANDING THE MESSAGE 

A design participation process is not only a question of 
collecting as much relevant information as possible from the 
several parties involved. It is a dynamic process of 
personification with the design problem at stake leading to a 
solution, which should be acknowledged by all parties as the best 
possible cernpromise within the given context. 
It implies that the messages, which are exchanged among the 
participants should be understood and that the reasens why, should 
be clear. 
A design participation process should evolve from an assymmetry of 
knowledge towards a symmetry of understanding at the end. 

4.1. The assymmetry of knowledqe. 

There are two important misunderstandings about the 
'knowledge-condition' of the several participants in the process. 
The first one is already mentionned and is known as Rittels 
'symmetry of ignorance': the belief that none of the participants 
should have professional expertise regarding the design problems 
of the others. 
The second one is even worse and could be denoted as 
'the expert-omniscient': the belief by every participant that he 
knows better about all of the design problems than everybody else 
of the team. Architects seem to suffer quite a lot from this 
belief: Designing an hotel, they are expert hotel-managers, 
catering-officers, etc.~ designinga psychiatrie hospital, they 
pretend to be a psychiatrist, a nurse, a psychologist, a patient, 
the last one may be true anyway. 

An important first step towards real participation is the 
willingness of each participant to accept that the other has very 
specific knowledge, which he bimself has not, but what he needs by 
all means to solve his part of the design problem. 
The second step is the awareness of each participant that he 
bimself has expert knowledge, which the other has not and which 
the other needs to solve his problem. 
The belief in this assymmetry of knowledge is vital and crucial. 
It brings back professionalism and expert knowledge to its real 
dimensions again. It removes thought-blocks and gives more space 
to the players in the participation play-ground. 
All partners start realizinq that what they each know is important 
and indispensable to come to a good design solution. 
They will start realizing that they are participatinq. 

4.2. The symmetry of understandinq. 

Once we aqree upon the idea that each participant in the design 
coalition team stands for a vital piece of the design puzzle and 
that he is the only one, who can fully provide the necessary 
information to make that puzzle complete, we have taken an 
important step towards the understanding of what design 
participation is all about. 
It is a dynamic processof communication between 'experts', who 
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mutually send and receive messages in order to find design 
solutions, which fit the requirements set by all participante 
together. 
The aim is to find the solution, which is understood by all 
participante as the only possible one. In other words design 
participation is a process which at the beginning is determined by 
a state of assymmetry of expert-knowledge bUt at the end should be 
turned into a state of symmetry of understanding. 

The scheme represented in figure 5 tries to illustrate this 
process between two merobers of a design coalition team: the 
architect~designer and the client-user. It is clear that similar 
schemes can be set up between all merobers of the teamr to built up 
a clear communication model of the design participation process. 

4.3. The medium is the method. 

I already pointed out that the media we use for comrnunicating our 
messages are the vital key to participation, to make the symmetry 
of understanding possible at all. 
It means for instance, that architacts and clients should look for 
media, which they both understand on all three levels of 
communication. These media or languages should have sufficient 
syntactic, semantic and pragrnatic capaçity to deal with highly 
complex inforrnation clusters of totally different professions and 
knowledge-areas, in order to provide the maximurn understanding of 
the message. 

Several methods and techniques within this context were tried out 
over the last decade. Swinkels (1985) discussas several of them. 
I like to mention two important ones in particularly and this from 
own experience. One is the Pattern Language of Alexander, which I 
used several times within the context of psychiatrie hospital 
design (Foqué, 1981). The other is CAAD, as I pointed out already 
some 15 years ago (Foqué, 1971), CAAD indeed will proveto be 
another high-powered medium in the near future, with almest 
unlimited semantic capacity. Its speed of message handling will 
reduce considerably the time-gap between the state of assymmetry 
and the one of symmetry, thus speeding up the design process in 
general. 

As the design process is the transformation from the life-factual 
to the world of the design-possible, every methad used will imply 
a reduction of experience.and life-factual evidence into farms and 
models which can be described by the media used. 
All media are descriptive and statie. So all phenomena and all 
information have to be cut to fit the media. 
When in the design participation process the media is the method, 
the media is the message to. 

Me. Luhan (1964) in his famous book on Onderstanding Media used 
this last slogan to point out that the message of any medium or 
technology is the change of scale or pace or pattern that it 
introduces into human affairs. 
It introduces an extra dimension to the process of design 
participation. It is not only a process that is engaged in the 
handling and processing of messages between the several groups of 
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interest but it ia a medium of design itself. 
It introduces a new scale in the design process by extending our 
own individual brains and capabilities. 
What matters is the way in which design participation changes the 
relations between the human beings, who are involved in the 
proceas, the way by which it changes the attitude towards a design 
end-product and the use of it afterwards. 
It is the true meaning of design participation: It is the message 
of the medium. 
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What is common to most successful teehoical enterprises is the need for 

collective decision making and guidance in which specialiste 

participate, contributing the needed knowledge or experience. The 

building industry is unusual in most countries in that this view is 

disputed largely due to professional divisions between archi tects and 

engineers. The architect sees the priori ty as artistic and social -

cultural continuity. His education reflects this view. The engineer 

sees himself as achieving change in the intereets of increased economy. 

Surprisingly they aften argue about control when both disciplines are 

needed if building of quali ty is to be achieved. 

truly successful partnership is found. 

It is rare that a 

Buro Happold is a design practice structured to carry out the 

engineering aspects of design in partnership wi th archi tects. Th is 

paper will examine our professional heritage which so largely defines 

our values and outline our structure and methods. It will then 

illustrate by example some of the results of this approach. 
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AN ENGINEER'S PERSPECTIVE ON BUILDING DESIGN 

Professor Edmund Happold 
School of Architecture & Building Engineering 
University of Bath 
Ciaverton Down Bath Avon UK 
Senior Partner Buro Happold Trim Street Bath 

DESIGN is thinking about sernething before one makes it - an extremely 

sensible thing to do when building because making all the decisions as one 

went along would nowadays be ruinously expensive. 

Participation is how one achieves a salution with the widest range of 

qualities - sernething of value to many people. 

In wri ting and speaking at this Conference I repreaent someone who has 

worked in building most of my life yet I am not an architect but an 

engineer. Primarily a structural engineer but werking also in building 

physics and services, I can suggest and I can quantify some possibilities. 

Yet I represent a certain education and training, a certain heritage and 

certain attitudes. 

Today the variety of choices possible is enormoua. What inhibi ts us 

performing better? In ancient times choice was much more limited. What 

people built was entirely dependent on the availability of materials and 

their structure sized by what people could work wi th hand tools. The 

range of materials was limited: stone or brick, streng in compression but 

weak in tension, and timber, goed in both tension and compression but 

limi ted in size and difficul t to joint. Essentially structures were 

designed on the basis of proportion. There were written rules but these 

were based on shape not on strength. 

Thus in V i truvius' Books on Architecture ( from the first century BC) 

potential structural problems are described together with broad 

descriptions of solutions but not dimensioned. For example descrihing the 

behaviour of arches 'composed of voussoirs wi th joints radiating to the 

centre, the outmost piers at these points must be made broader than the 
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others, so that they may have the strength to resist when the wedges, 

under the pressure of the load of the walls, begin to press along their 

joints towards the centre, and then to thrust out the abutments. 

the piers at the ends are of large dimensions, they will 

Hence if 

hold the 

voussoirs together and make such walls durable'. Yet when the 'orders' of 

architecture are described proportions are given and, while the argument 

for their correctness is always based on visual correctness, the si zes 

achieved obviously ensured safe stresses and adequate stability. 

So structural possibilities were limited and since services such as 

artificial lighting, water, heating, etc were virtually non-existent the 

design possibilities were in planning of space and texture - essentially 

sculptural. Thus the Elizabethan Sir Thomas Waoten could describe 

architecture as 'firmness, commodity and delight' and an individual artist 

could claim to be a successful designer with no other help than some good 

craftsmen to carry out the actual building work. 

For many centuries more knowledge was not required. In the classical 

world, basically an agricultural slave owning society, there was little 

need to develop mechanical power or new structural materials. 

The mediaeval society was still basically agricultural and while serfs may 

have had slightly more interest in mechanical devices the Church's view of 

life as a religieus mystery inhibi ted enquiry. The story of Galileo, 

imprisoned by the Inquisi ti on until he would recant his scientific work 

well illustrates society's fear of ill understood farces. 

The non-conformism of the Renaissance overcame such supersti ti ons and a 

wave of scientific enquiry began. Studying nature and determining how it 

acts became a division of knowledge in its own right. 

recognition in Britain in 1662 of the Royal Society 

For example the 

by Charles !I 

represented acceptance and Newton with his articulation of the composition 

of farces and his laws of motion, Hooke with his definition of elasticity, 

Boyle with his work on gases and many others made enormous advances in 

scientific understanding. 
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Primarily science started as an intellectual exercise but became important 

because i t enables the predietien of performance. This is well 

illustrated by Wren' s discusslons wi th Hooke when he was designing the 

dame of St Paul's. Hooke records in his diary for 5 June 1675 that Sir 

Christopher Wren 'was making up of my principle about arches and altered 

his module by it'. This at much the same time as Vanburgh designed an 

enormous bridge, with 33 rooms in it, for the entrance to Blenheim Palace. 

Then a lake had to be created for the bridge! 

That science could be useful in architecture was only slowly recognised. 

In 1742 Pope Benedict XIV, concerned wi th the state of the dame of St 

Peters, requested three men, Le Seur, J acquier and Boscowich to carry out 

a st.~uctural survey to determine the causes of distress and to devise 

remedial measures. The report, published the following year, was prefseed 

by an apology that said they had assessed it with theoretica! mathematica! 

reflection only because the building was so unique. Then foliowed a 

detailed survey of the dimensions and a discussion on possible 

explanations for the damage and named the yielding of the tie rings at the 

circumference as the cause. But the interesting part of this report was 

the second part because an attempt was made to calculate the horizontal 

thrust and to prove that the two tie rings built in at the time of 

erection -.~ere no langer able to carry this thrust. 

The report caused a furore. One camment at the time stated: 'If it were 

possible to design and build St Peter' s dome without mathernaties and 

especially without the new-fangled mathernaties of our time, it will also 

be possible to restare it without the aid of mathematicians and 

mathematica .••• Michelangelo knew no rnathematics and yet was able to build 

the dame ... Heaven forbid that the calculation is correct. For, in that 

case, nat a minute would have passed befare the entire structu.-e would 

have collapsed.' Certainly the analysis contained some errors. But in 

spite of disagreements as to the causes of the damage most people were 

agreed on the measures to be taken, and in 1743 five additional rings were 

built in the cupola. 

So even 100 years after Wren and Hooke's conversations there was 

resistance to the stability of a structure being based on a detailed 

survey and mathematica! analysis. 
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The development of technology as a division of knowledge is less clear and 

the difference between it and science probably still not widely 

understood. One of its founders was John Smeaton whose desire to be able 

to predict the performance of water mills and windmills led him to conduct 

some very elegant physical experiments and from them to develop a 

framework of knowledge which mill designers 

conclusions, described in detail in a paper 

could use. Smeaton's 

'An Experimental 

concerning the Natural Powers of Water and Wind to turn Mills' 

Enquiry 

(1759), 

provided a considerable basis for achieving efficiency. This work however 

was only one of Smeaton' s many achievements, Yet further work, for 

example the purely mathematica! enquiries of Jean Charles de Borda (1767) 

were required for further development, and in fact subsequently led to the 

design of the turbine. This interest in the sourees of power in nature, 

together with the performance of materials represents one aspect of a 

technologist's body of knowledge. The other aspect is in the development 

of construction methods; the organisation of work. Some of the work of 

the other accredited founder of the profession of civil engineering in 

Britain, James Brindley, well illustrates this in the construction of the 

Bridgewater Canal (completed 1769) when he popularised the use of 'puddled 

clay': mixing sand and clay, available everywhere, together and getting 

his workmen to tramp i t wi th their boots into the bottom of the canal to 

provide an impervious yet flexible lining. 

Perhaps the key discovery came when two foremen at an iron works in 

Coalbrookdale produced iron using coal, not wood, as fuel. It was the 

beginning of the era of using non-renewable resources metals and fossil 

fuels. Yet there were many other causes for the revolution. Religieus 

persecution in Britain meant that non-conformists were debarred from 

professions and the most able applied their abilities to the impravement 

of industry with its effect on transportation or vice versa. Increased 

agricultural efficiency meant urbanisation, discipline of the work force, 

changing patterns of work organisation and increased manufacturing 

efficiency. Social and economie changes interact wi th technical ones. 

Complex systems had arisen. 
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The Growth of the Professlons In essence professlons grew up around a 

body of knowledge, made up of general principles, certain diagnostic and 

problem solving procedures and an attitude to the performance of services. 

In the forty years that John Smeaton, the 18th century civil engineer 

worked as a consulting engineer, he regularly used the word 'professional' 

to describe himself. That he saw his scientific studies as the basis of 

his work is well-described by his daughter, Mary 'his afternaons were 

regularly occupied by practical experiments, or some other branch of 

mechanics' • He was employed on a time basis to consider problems and 

design schemes 'they who send for me to take my actvice up on any scheme I 

consicter as my paymaster; from them I recei ve my propos i ti ons of' what 

they are desirous of effecting; werk with rule and compass, pen, ink and 

paper, and figures, and give them my best advice thereupon.' His ethics 

are well expressed by his reply to a request to camment on another design 

'i t is contrary to the. usual praetics of professional men to gi ve their 

opinions upon each others work unless regularly called upon the ways of 

their profession; and upon reflection you will readily see the want of 

confidence in the persons employed, and confusion, that in many cases a 

procseding of this kind would naturally create'. 

Engineers today would have no difficulty agreeing with his entire 

approach. John Smeaton died in 1792 but it is not surprising that by 1818 

a group of civil engineers had formed the first professional institution 

largely to continue their education - 'for the exchange o:f i de as and 

experience for the betterment of the work'. 

Same of the early members of this Institution were architecte and 

certainly the concept of a professional body must have appealed to them 

because, rather defensively, the Royal Institute of British Architscts was 

founded in 1834 for 'securing uniformity and respectability of praetics in 

the profession' though that they saw their body of knowledge as a 

different one is perhaps illustrated by the importance they gave to their 

historie drawings collection. 

Schon, in an interesting book on how professionals think in action(l), 

suggests that i t was medicine, a learned profession wi th crigins in the 

mediaeval uni vers i ties, which observed the success of the engineers • 
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professional methods which would not be surprising in the light of the 

tremendous increase in life expectancy achieved by the advsnees in water 

and sewerage engineering in the 19th century - and restructured their 

profession in a new image of a science based technique for the 

preservation of health. 

The concept of a profession being built around a body of knowledge which 

is as scientific as possible has pervaded Western education and led to the 

commonly followed approach that young recruits are given a body of 

knowledge of general principles, as scientific as possible, at Univarsity 

- after all what are academ:ècs for but to add to that central core and 

then learn the diagnostic procedures under an apprenticeship to a skilled 

practitioner. 

To some extent this is extremely ef:fective and has certainly helped the 

tremendous technological advsnees of the western world wi th the amazing 

advsnees in comfort and convenianee which we now have. Science is 

studying nature and determining how it acts and as a basis for developing 

useful obj ects or processas which are new and more effect i ve i t is 

desirable. 

This concept has had 

uni vers i ties. The more 

higher academie status 

a strong in:fluence on the formation 

exact, the more scientific, a subject 

it has. Quantification of behaviour 

of 

is~ 

is 

our 

the 

the 

objective and the less amenable a subject is to this the less academically 

respectable it appears. The advantage of an 'exact' subject of course is 

that i ts methods of use, i ts diagnostic and problem sol ving procedures, 

are easily systemised and can be taught by rote while the more complex 

subjects, those with a considerable number of independent variables, will 

require more open-ended projects with the tutoring requiring more time and 

being more a matter of apinion and dependent on experience. 

It is this problem which affects much engineering research and teaching. 

The temptation is to limit research to the behavioural study, physically 

and numerically, of some structure or structural detail. It is partly why 

engineers tend to think of types of structures: 

structures, aircraft, etc. Evolution is seen as 

solutions and amending them. 
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Moore(2) defined 'the two primary basics for specialisation within a 

profession as 1) the substantive field of knowledge that the specialist 

professes to cammand 

and 2) the technique, production or application of knowledge 

over which the specialist claims mastery'. 

He goes on to say 'if every professional problems were in all respects 

unique solutions would be at best accidental and therefore have nothing to 

do wi th expert knowledge. What we are suggesting, on the contrary, is 

that there are sufficient uniformities in problems and devices for solving 

them to qualify the solvers as professionals .... professionals apply very 

general principles, standardised knowledge to concrete problems ..• • 

This can be clearly seen in the whole field of structural engineering. 

For example, the body of knowledge of the various formulations of concrete 

and its construction with steel reinforcement as a composite material are 

extremely well codified. Numerical methods of analysing structural 

behaviour define the st:rength of concrete required (which is measured by 

standard tests) and the amount and position of reinforcement. The type of 

concrete and cover required to the reinforcement for use in different 

environments is known and so on. Such codification exists for several 

materials and when it does not exist engineers tend to dismiss the 

material as 'nat an engineering material' • Farces, different types of 

structures and environments, methods of construction and so on are all 

codified. 

This knowledge is then collected from a braad field of observation and 

experimentation being eerried out world wide and professional groups 

gather it into formal codes of practice or specificatien for use 

regionally, nationally or internationally. 

Such codification means that any design suggestion has to be checked for 

its behaviour against the relevant area of knowledge - analysed in fact -

and the thoroughness of this exercise is the major part of the attitude to 

the performance of services of a profession. 

Cardwell has written(3) about how the pace of advance in technology 

generally is set nat by the most brilliant and able engineers but by the 
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capaci ty of the indi vidual - engineer or skilled mechanic - to master and 

use an impravement efficiently. It is only too easy to see how, as the 

need for specialists has increased in building, the problems of design 

have increased. 

By and large the engineers have little problem in agreeing that economy 

and appropriateness is the major ambition in their attitude to service. 

It is expreseed by what an engineer produces and how he produces it: the 

product and the process. 

One di vision of human personality suggests that there are two types of 

mind(4). The first is romantic, seeing the world primarily in terms of 

immedia te appearance; the second type is classica!, seeing the world 

primarily as having underlying forms. A piece of machinery may have an 

appeal to a romantic but a mechanical drawing or calculation has li ttle 

because he is interested in feelings, not facts. Yet to the classical 

mind the drawings and calculations can have tremendous richness because 

they express reason, bring order, and make the unknown understood. 

An engineer' s training is classica!; i t is a training in con trol. An 

architect's training is primarily romantic, a training in aesthetic 

conscience. This is not to say that no architect can reason or that all 

engineers are unromantic. Yet people certainly tend to think in one mode 

or the other - and to misunderst~~d what the other mode is about. They 

see conflict between the two modes and control by their own mode 

essential. 

It is this belief in classica! thought that is both the strength and the 

weakness of the engineer's position. 

explaining sarnething removes the 

While romantics tend to believe that 

mystery and the beauty is lost, 

classicists believe in the exposition of methods and patterns of thought. 

As Peck has said of soil mechanics, 'The everyday procedures now used to 

calculate hearing capacity, settlement or factors of safety of a slope are 

nothing more than the use of the framewerk of soil mechanics to organise 

experience' . This constant campulsion to organise experience is 

obvious in the profession where memhers have a strong sense 

responsibility to serve on ad hoc, standards or Codes of Practice 
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committees. But as knowledge is more organised and better rnethods are 

developed, especially wi th the growth of computing, for most structures 

the engineering becomes simpler or rather an engineer will able to do more 

with it because he knows more about what he is doing in a shorter period 

of time. Like the instrument maker of yesterday, the numbers of engineers 

may decline and many fewer be needed. Yet this is an era when technology 

in building is growing, not declining. So while the romantic mode of 

thought is as essential as element as ever in the success of the product, 

it can only hope to share with the classica! mode control of the process. 

Galbraith defines technology as 'the systematic application of scientific 

or other organised knowledge to practical tasks' (5). This defini tion 

encompasses building very well as it involves complex organisations and 

value systerns. Building is too big for one person to steal all the fun -

and seciety's needs far too broad to really be satisfied by one value 

system. What is comrnon to most successful technica! enterprises is the 

inevitability of collective deelsion making and guidance in which 

specialists participate, contributing the needed knowledge or experience. 

While recognising that the building industry has had rnany successes, it 

also has had many failures. One of the rnain reasens for these failures is 

a lack of awareness of the need for joint decision making - for an 

arrangement by which specialists, of whorn the architect is perhaps the 

first of rnany, share the inforrnation or expertise which is relevant to any 

important decision and of which no person can fully comrnand. 

The existing design situation: The engineer has gone through an education 

in materials behaviour, mathematica! rnadelling and conternporary solutions 

to problerns. He has been taught how to access to an immense codification 

of information about the forces he should design for, the specification of 

materials and the production of engineering details. It is not surprising 

that he usually just uses these with the benefit of judgernent based on his 

(or someone else's) experience to size and detail a design either 

conceived by an architect (with sorne discussion on optimising the cost) or 

a varlation of an accepted standard design. Both clients desire to 

irnrnunize design costs and the self interest of the engineers leads to the 

simplest solution, carried out competently. Yet the architect often 
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complains about the unimaginative nature of the engineering input while, 

at the same time, the engineer complains at the lack of rigour of the 

architect. Both are right because they fail to understand the context 

they are working in. The engineer tencts to believe his strong education in 

numerical analysis that quant i tati ve, :formal (pre:ferably computerized)) 

models can optimise solutions. In this they are :following the concepts of 

operational research which, by numerical probabilitic methods, predict 

behaviour. 

Certainly such modelling has some success but a·t present only :for 

relatively simple problems such as auditing and stock controlling. 

Predicting the performance o:f a nation's economy is still well beyond such 

methods. Yet the desire to live in a state of certainty is extremely 

important to many engineers and they respond immediately analysing in 

detail anything given to them - such actions seeming to be essential to 

their con:fidence in their methods. The purist formal modellers go into 

academie life to join the physical experimentalists. 

design adjust by selectively using such methods. 

Those who stay in 

The architect can be restricted entirely differently. He is usually happy 

in a state of uncertainty. To a elient expressing his wishes he can 

respond by suggesting ideas rather than designs. Since his body of 

knowledge is of previous examples he deals wi th images exp!'essed in 

drawings - see how o:ften an architect will illustrate a scheme to his 

elient wi th dravlings or photographs of bistorical buildings. At least he 

is educated into designing solutions to problems and having them 

criticised by tutors so he is skilled in communicating with lay clients 

unlike the engineer who tends to serve only engineer clients who have the 

same 1 imi ted language as himself. The archi tects look :for a ere a ti ve 

approach to form-finding from engineers yet are often uncertain because of 

a :fear o:f losing control. 

This control is largely achieved by arguing for visual beauty and that 

visual beauty to comply wi th cri ter ia set up by those who studied the 

arts. The central core of professional knowledge of the architect is 

o:ften provided by art historians and critics in University and Foundation 

Schools of Fine Art who study ancient works of art, seeing in them 
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successive deposits of the human imagination. Few are equipped or even 

interested in the work of their contemporaries - where the aesthetic is 

'bare' and more likely to re late to a precedent from nature than a 

historica! one. 

Thus the architect tends only to develop existing farms because continuing 

visual cultural continuity is important to his discipline. The engineer 

can, since he has a continually enlarging body of new knowledge available, 

produce original art since what he produces can extend people's vision of 

what is possible and given them new insights. Same societies encourage 

this belief, s·ome do net. As Ralf Dahrendorf concluded, after studying 

Bri tain for some years, 'economie performance and cul tural values are 

linked' and that it will only be by understanding the culture of 

technology that an economie revival will come. Certainly in Britain, 

society' s view of engineering is as a service to artists. That is also 

often seen as the nature of engineering practice. 

Several writers have examined the gaps between these professions' bocties 

of knowledge and the needs of practice. The professional bodies 

themselves constantly point them out and try to restructure practice into 

their own patterns. Yet most building problems are extremely complex and 

ill-defined starting in uncertainty and trying to end up with certainty. 

In essence it is defining the problem, these aspects which designers will 

try to solve, which then allows the professional techniques to be used to 

solve them. This de fini ti on of the problem is the first major stage in 

the design process. The secend is how to realise the enormous knowledge 

of physical performance which the engiineers have access to in a creative 

farm-finding sense and this will, I think, only come when a habit of 

critically examining previous designs in a broad context is developed. 

The design process: There have been many analyses of the design process. 

They are all only indicative. 

One relatively simple description divides the process into several stages 

which are all basically the same in other words i t is a cyclical 

process. 
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Each stage subdivides into a) analysis 

b) synthesis 

c) evaluation 

and d) communication. 

The ambition is, as consciously as ia possible, to divide the stages so 

the designers are likely to be rigoreus, unprejudiced and able to find the 

salution in the best value. 

For example the sketch or preliminary design stage subdivides into: 

a)Analysis i) defining the problem 

ii) defining the restraints on the problem in terms of 

the physics of the environment 

materials suitability 

construction methods 

iii) examinatien of previous solutions to similar problems 

b)Synthesis 

c)Evaluation 

d)Communication 

production of as many solutions as possible to the 

criteria defined in stage a) and rnadelling at an 

appropriate level. 

listing the advantages and disadvantages of the 

alternatives and coating them 

defining and explaining the alternatives or the design -

so a decision can be made whether or not to proceed. 

In principle this process is just repeated three or four times until the 

final design is completed. 

Every one of these stages could have a book written about them and that I 

have not got the space to carry out. 

though. 

I do want to raise some points 

I said earlier that defining the problem, these aspects which the 

designers choose to try to solve, is the first major problem of the design 

process. 
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Somebody pays the money so there is a elient but he may be a company, a 

public authority, government or even an international agency. But 

whatever is built effects those who live or work around the building. 

Many of the statutory processes of approving designs are directed to 

protecting those affected beople; their needs and their wishes have to be 

respected. 

Perhaps one of the better aspects of modern morality is that the means and 

the end are seen as the same. It is not only the product but also the 

process that should be profi table and enjoyable and those who use the 

building, construct the building and even design the building should find 

their lives satisfying. The client, in modern socie·ty, really embraces 

all those effected by the operation. Which is why, of course, the skills 

of architects as well as engineers are both needed. And this definition, 

in effect a statement of what the designers will address themselves to, 

should be as conscious as possible. Some examples of this will be given 

at the Conference. 

Defining the physical restraints of the problem is equally important - it 

aften makes many aspects of the salution inevitable and also, perhaps not 

surprisingly, visually compatible to the local environment. Some examples 

of such an analysis will also be given at the Conference. 

Finally I think we have to learn more about each others methods - not only 

to produce objects of better value but also to make werking tagether more 

satisfying. 
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ABSTRACT 

Since participation in the design coalition 

team is, in my view, an important aspect of 

the profesaion of architects, structural de

signers, contractors, production technolo

gists, etc., education programmes should pay 

special attention to this aspect. 

'!'he Faculty of Architecture, Planning and 

Building of the Eindhoven univarsity of Tech

nology trains experts in most fields involved 

in the design coalition team and therefore has 

the possibility to create a more or less comp

lete process from design to realisation within 

the education courses with participation from 

different future experts in order to confront 

them with the complexity of such a process in 

the real-world, and their role and function in 

this activity. 
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~his paper describes the boundary conditions, 

the execution and the results of seminars on 

this subject as organised at this univarsity 

and concludes with the author's recommenda

tions. 

INTRODUCTION 

The education of students at our universities, 

and in this case I am mainly talking about 

engineers and architects, has a rather abst

ract character. He train them in mathematics, 

physics, building technology, knowledge of 

materials and their use in structures. 

They get to know all about concrete, steel, 

wood and sametimes about other materials like 

aluminium and plastics. Building history, 

modern and ancient architecture, construction 

and a lot more is taught. At least at our 

department, many architectural and structural 

designs are made on the drawing board but 

never, or hardly ever, the students get the 

opoortunity to be confronted with all the 

effects of their work which only occur when 

the design has to be realized. Hhen each tiny 

detai 1 has to be worked out, every part has to 

prove i ts archi tectura 1, structura 1 and phys i

cal validity. 
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The inevitable necessity that every part has 

to he producible and functional, and that 

everything has to fit tagether when a real 

building has to be the result, gives t~m new 

extra dimensions to the work of the students. 

At first one cannot finish the design and say: 

"~<ell, the overall design looks quite alright; 

we go now to the next subject". This does not 

seefil feasible. Everything has to be investi

gated, tried out and manufactured. Secondly, 

by consequence, many abilities are required. 

This is within the frame of this conference of 

even more importance. These abilities have to 

be represented by many students who are lear:

ning their different professions and who have 

to cooperate in a design participation process 

to reach the goal of the erection of a real 

building in the end. 

In the authors view, if possible, students 

should have the opportunity to experience this 

whole process in the course oftheir study. 

They should be strongly confronted with the 

fact that buildings do not stand up only by 

the efforts of one single person. They ought 

to know that a whole team of designers, manu

facturers, contractors, skilled and unskilled 

workers is involved. 

They a lso ought to know the kind of work, the 
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problems and above all the interaction of the 

different activities. Our today-stuRents are 

the possible membere of the 

coalition team that we are 

during this whole conference. 

future design 

talk ing a bout 

If we do want a successful development of 

design participatiön in building practice, 

then we not only have to conceive new methods 

and techniques, but we have to prepare the 

skilled people who have to carry them out and 

imprave them in the near future as we 11. 

An important result of thie conference could 

be, and the author does really hope so, that 

the confrontation of the ideas from people 

werking in this field all over the world, 

appears to be a souree of inspitatien for 

everyone of us who is invo 1 ved in the educa

tion of future participante in the design 

process. 

Maybe the description of some work we aarried 

out on this subject by means of so-called 

seminars on light-weight structures can offer 

a srnall contribution in this respect. 
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2. CHOICE OF THE SUBJECT 

There are severa 1 reasens for the choice of a 

light-weight structure as a subject for prac

tising the design process in an educational 

situation. This type of structure is very 

attractive for structural engineers and archl

tects because of the purity of the load

be~ring systems and hence the elegance of the 

form. 

These forms with their single or double clas

tic or anti-clastic curvatures and the inhe-

rent minimum amount of mass present a lot of 

very interesting problems for production tech

nologists as well as building physicists and 

offer the possibility of very creative solu

tions for foundation, anchorage and erection 

of the structure. Therefore, a lot of diffe

rent future partleipants in the design process 

may be interestad in the subject. 

Furthermore, the small amount of material per 

m2 offers the possibility to build,without 

extreme financlal consequences, a structure 

which is at least big enough to have a nice 

party in it to celebrate the successful erec

tion of the structure. 

Cable-nets (like the very beautiful aviary in 

th<> Munich zoo, picture 1) lattice structures 
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~viary Munich 
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( Like the mul.ti-purpose hal L in t"\an nh e im, in 

whi c h '::'e d ll upr_:>o ld "as invol v ed as a consu l

tant, p icture 2), dornes in different materials 

(pi c tures 3 and 4), a ir- s upported s tr uc tures 

li ke this v ery a tt r acti v e salution to c ross a 

river shown in p ict ures ~ and r; , and r.o r.l b ina

t i o ns o f these, l ike t h e a i r-suppo r ted cab L e 

mem~)rane structure \ J e rJa ,Je w ith 1ftinke and 

Oleke r (pir. tures 7 and fl), and a ve ry unusua l 

one we fin ished just a short time ago (pi c 

tures 0 and 10) ; all these examp les do illust

rate indeed the intere sti ng possibilities o f 

the ligh t-weigh t structu re s in this respect . 

3. RECOI-IMENDATIONS 

Based on our experience with semi na rs on 

li;~t-weight structures , I will n ow try to 

extra ct several important condi tions and con

s ide ra t i ons which could have, in my op in i on , a 

ge neral meaning in situations whe re you try to 

create an imitation of bui lding practice in 

education. 

3.1 Participants and d u rat ion 

Be cause of the unusual character of such a 

seminar which does nat fit in the r e<Ju lar 

education p rogramme at a ll, y ou should werk 
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"Lc 1 • re 3 
\/oo.le n nor1e , ~.H.r-: . 

l?ic t 1re 4 
,a, l um L n i um Do me, '1' . 11 • C . 

Piel 1re 5 
11ater-v1a lk l>y the gro up !': vent 

Structures 



;> 1 t re 6 
1·.,• · - - wnlk by the 
'J r uu p 
r.ve n t S t ructu r es 

Picture 7 
l? neu "'·'l. C . 

" i ctu re '3 
Pneu T.H. ": . 
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Picture 10 Pneu~atic stabilised cable-membrane structure, T.H.E. 
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''ith students in the fina l stage of t:heir 

education so they would not get too ~uch 

trouble in attending lectures and things like 

that. 

The siJ'lulation of the design process has to be 

as comp lete as possible so you have to try to 

involve students from many fields. 

In our seminars we had students in architec

ture, st ructural design, construction, pro

duction technology and building physics, all 

tagether in the game, to cope with a wide 

range of proble~s. 

To put enough pressure on the boiler, like in 

real practice, you should restriet the dura

tion of the seminar to less tha n ahout five 

weeks of very intesive work. 

3.2 Conditions 

To makesure that such a seminar will result 

in the erection of a real building, several 

conJitions have to be fullfil led; 

3.2.1 A nearby site for the erection of the 

structure should be avai lable, so you 

have to contact the authorities in tiQe 
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to ~et the perm1ssion (pictures !1 anct 

J 2) . 

3.2.2 An appropriate place to handle large 

structural compontents, for example fab

ric r.1ernbranes, during fabri cation is 

necessary (pictures 13 and 14). 

\Ie could dispose of a 200m 2 
free 

covered area which is meant to be used 

as a 1:1 model. \Ie also used this for 

some ether purpose as wilt be mentioned 

la ter. 

3.2.3 Co-operation of a professional workshop 

has to be ensured because of some spe

cialised werk like electric we lding and 

things lik e that. ~ Ie could dispose of a 

nicely equipp ed workshop with very co

operative people, ~\O were always ready 

to answer the most unusual and always 

urgent questions (pictures 15 and 16). 

3.2.4 ëecause of the necessity of tests of 

rnaterials and structu ral compontents the 

cooperat ion of various laboratories and 

their crew also has to be ensured. In 

our last case, '" e found the crew of t11e 

laborator ies of structural design, soil 

me chanics, materials and building phy

sics ready to help us (pictures 17 and 
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'.:'<). 

3.2 . S ~he financial a~pect should not he fo r

g o t ten. The cast s of proje c t .<; like thcs 

clo not really fit into tlle non;1a~ budge t 

of a rlepartment, so you have to asl< the 

~ndustry to support you. c f you approa h 

the producers of the m terials you in

tend to use 1vith sufficie n t P.n thusiasm, 

you will probably be successful. 

3 .? . 6 Pror.lO tion in general is very impor tan t , 

so all people wh ose cooperation could be 

necessary, hav e to be informed on the 

spec i. a 1 a spects of the subject and the 

general mean ing of the project. One 

should pay conside rabl e attention to 

this aspect. 

3.3 Organization and support 

~l 1 participants ha ve to be thoroughly intre 

duce d in , a n d in v o l v e d vl i t h t he gener a l con 

cept of the buildi ng you want to mal<e. ~o give 

the studertts a "wa rming-up", the first step of 

the seminar can he a brain-storming proce ss in 

which t hey have to generate var ious structural 

sol11tions fora given princip le (pictu re s l') 

and 20) . 
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Picture ll Site of the structure 

nieture 12 Site of the structu r P 
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Picture J.4 Membrane workshop 
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Picture 1 r> 
Pro fess ion a l wo r ksho p 



Pictu re 18 Labara tory wo rks 
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Pict ure 2~ Brain -stormi ng session 
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Tn o ur: tast exa;nple th ey per:fo r: one d in five 

q r:o ups of f o ur: students e ach and ev e r:y g r: o up 

deliver:eJ fo ur: dif fer:ent possibi liti>' s (pie

t u r:e :?. 1). 

I n the se cond day, a se le ction o f fiv e solu

tions w s mad e (one out o f each gr:oup) and in 

the wor:kshop they built si~ple but instr:uctive 

models of them on scale l :lO (p i ctur:e ~:?.). 

The thir:d day , in a p l enar:y sess i on , we se lec

t e ..! one par: tic u l a r: sol. , .c_i o n to be built in 

r:eality. 'i'h er:e-af :.<or: , a new divis ion in to 

abo ut eight gr:oups was r~ad e in or:der: to study 

the various aspects of the str:uc tur:e. 

No1v th e s tude nts we r:e able to wor:k in th e 

fiel d o f their: own specialism and th e r: e ap

pear:s the danger: of l oosing contact with the 

gene r:a l concept . 

I t is ver:y impor:ta nt indeed t o keep eve r: yo n e 

infor:med about ever:y thing , because o ther:wise 

ther:e is a ser:ious r:isk of a dec r:ease of 

motivation be l ow the desir:ed le vel . To p r:e vent 

this you shou ld or:ga nize ever:y other: day , a 

short mee ting in wh i ch the whole g r:o up dis

cusses the pr:ogress , and s lides of ever:y acti 

v it y are sho~.om. So you have t o r:un ar:ound 

thr:ough the labs , wor:kshops and stud ios 1vith a 

caMera to make the nece ssar:y pictur:es of the 
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Picture 22 ~1odel l: 10 
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cl esi•rn skel:ch e :; (pi ctu r<O 2 1 ) mate rial tests 

( p i ctu r e 24) an so on, whi l e s uppo rti n g th<O 

ca lo..;u _i_ t-i o n s and e xpe r i men ts. 

A nea r by pho to - studio was ab le to produce the 

s l iJe s very quickly an~ in t he l:l mode l men

tioned be fo re, eve ry o t1er ay a li tt l e cinena 

was built, with i.n fi. ve rni nute s, \vi h the 

a v a i.lable pa n els to shO\v t he progressof the 

wo r~ (pic ture s 25 a n d ~ G ) . 

':'h i- tu rned out to he a ve ry a p propr i ate \·l ay , 

wh i c h t h e author stro n g l y reeomme n ct s to 

keep everyone info r meo and mo tiv ate rl . In the 

secend \-le ek of the s emi n n r, the ma nu fdct uring 

of all the components star t e d which gave rise 

toanother very important i'! Spect: An essen

tlal condition for the succcss o f a seminar 

li:'e this is the use of own r"e a ns and man

power available at the institute. 

':'he students have to execute as much of the 

\vOrk as possible by themsel ves , so they have 

to be very thoroughly informeel about the 

eguipment, materials, etc. you can nispose of. 

So you have to show stuclcnts he fereha nd the 

labs and the workshop anrl make them talk to 

their crew, to makesure what is possible and 

>Jhat is not. 

A very \-lelcome arlvantage of this p r oposition 
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Pictur-e 20 Cinena under constr-uction 
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is that people 'l.re encou t:n.g e d o r e ven fo r ce•l 

to develop very c re a tive solutions fo r a lot 

of prob lems they have to so l ve. For exau1p 1 in 

ou r last case, the anchor,>g e of the f ab ric 

( pi c t u r e 2 7) and c he flexib l e elernents that 

h a d to ensure an airtight i nd e pe nd a nt transi t 

of cables through the ou te r s i n of th e 

structure (picture 28). 'l' h c s e bellov; s werc 

ac l:ua lly roasted under a grill. <ie coulo d i s 

pose of a device normally u se1 to ma k e three

d ime nsional fo rms out of plast ic sheets. 

Transparant p .. c. was mounted on two disks on 

a spindle (picture 2"); four strips \vere put 

around it (picture 30) air was blm.:n into the 

inside a n n rotating under the grill t h e hel

lows took their desired shape (pi c tures 31 and 

32). ~his is a guite simple but very functie

na t and creati v e method . 

After the second week, the whole manufacturing 

of the components has to be finished as far as 

can be managed with own equipment and man

pow<>r. Sorne cornponents have to be fabric<:~ted 

professionally like in our last c<:~se, cable 

connectors (picture 33), electric we lding of 

s o me parts and anchorage of the cables (pic

ture 34). So at this stage you have to plan a 

period which is long enough t o order and to 

get the various components . So we finished the 

second week w " th <:1 little celebration which 
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P i c t ure 28 BellOW'S Picture 29 Ma king the be llows 
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Picture 31 l"'aking the h8llows 
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Cabie-connectors 

<' i.cture 34 Professi.onal work 
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vlas a l so u sen o give e v r yon e a su rvey of a I L 

t h e \vork that h r! b ee d o u e (p i ctut"es 35 an -1 

36 ). 

After this pe riod of r est y ou can call every 

o ne to t h e site of erect i on of the struc ture 

ano s t rt to b ui ld t he st r uctu re. Th is h appen s 

to be a gu ite e · c i ting event bec u se n ow it 

be come s c lear w ether a l l the work of th 

various ';!COu ps will f" t tage t he r or n ot . One 

group made the f o undat i on ( pictur e 3 7) nd 

ano t he r group of very persis ting student s 

sea ~ e hund red s of me ters to campos e th e skins 

( ,J a ma tte r of fact with a l<i nd of hair 

dryer) (picture 38) . 

Structura l nesigne rs ca l c u l n ted the geome t ry 

and t. he structur 1 behaviour (picture 39); 

b uilding physicists designed a n~ manufactured 

the air-pressu r e inst3.ll;;.tion and regulation 

(p i ctu re 40) and so on. After hand - transport 

o f the sl< in in horizontal and pneun;;.tic 

transport in vert ica l. direction {pictures 41. 

and 42), an acrebat connected the cable 

trusses (pictu r e 43) and the structure was 

stabil ised by interna l air - pr:essure between 

tbe inner and tl"\e outer skin (picture 4<1) 

Afte r seven days and somenights of very in 

tensive wor k we co ul<l celebrate the 

s uccessful erect ion of the st ructure (pictures 

4 5, 4 (i , 4 7 a nc'! 4 <1). 
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Conclusion 

Tho u<J h th e autl1o r i. s •le l a w re of t h e f ac t 

th<it the gui te speci<i l compos ition of our 

rl ec •r tr.1e nt, •,.;he re arr:hitectura l "l.nd st r uctur-3.1 

~es ign a nd r ese ar ch ta~e p l ce i n one ins ti

tu t e , g iv e s sp c ia l oppor t unities to realize 

s u ch a h p p eni ng , he strong Ly rec:or.1rnen ds to 

or3a nize si ,n i lar e vents , b ecause he be lie ves 

that they can be a very i nstructi ve a nd stimu-

1 t ing expe ri ence for a ll f uture part ic i p a nts 

in b u ilding p r act i ce . 
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Pict.ure 36 Briefin<J session 
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Picture 3'1 Geometry of the structure 
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Picture 42 Pneumatic transport of the skin 
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TEE MANAGEMENT OF DESIGN PARTICIPA'flON 

Geoffrey Trimble 
Professor of Construction Management 
University of Technology 
Loughborough 
Leics LEll 3TU U.K. 

INTRODUCTION 

There are many partleipants in a typical building project. Apart from the 

designers there are contractors, sub-contractors and suppliers. There are 

also the various executives within the elient organization. 

Design participation can be interpreted as the co-ordination of the design 

function e.g. the work of architects, engineers and eest consultants. 

However the success of a building project depends also on the actions of 

the executives within the elient organization and these in the contractors' 

organizations. For this reason we shall consider all the main partici

pants .ln the project. Their relationships are constrained partly by 

contract and partly by tradition. 

The traditional practices in Britain have recently come under increasing 

criticism and various remedies have been proposed. This paper describes 

the traditional arrangements and some of the alternatives that have been 

tried. It also comments on the alternatives and draws some very brief 

conclusions. 

The paper has been written as a basis for discussion and is not a report of 

specific research studies. It is to be hoped that the over-view it pro

vides will help in the identification of the key subjects that would warrant 

systematic investigation. 
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'l'RADITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

In this section we shall describe the arrangements by which a elient most 

usually obtains a building in Britain. 

Ideally of course the elient should state his requirements in detailed 

terms to enable the designers to proceed. This ideal is seldom if ever 

achieved. In practica the architect develops the brief by a process of 

discussion confirmatien and iteration setting down what he believes the 

elient requires. He will also usually try to identify one executive within 

the elient organization to act as the project representative. While this 

is a usual arrangement it is intrinsically unsatisfactory as it disregards 

the fact that the elient is usually an organization consisting of various 

departments each with its own executive and all having their own separate 

objectives. The act of selecting one particular project will often leave 

ether projects cancelled or deferred and as a consequence may leave many 

unsatisfied executives within the elient organization. Thus at the time 

the architect succeeds in obtaining a nominatien for the project represent

ative, the project ideas are seldom final and often open to internal nego

tiations which may continue well after the decision has been made to 

preeeed with the selected project. Further comment on the consequences of 

this procedure are made later in this section. 

Readers who are unfamiliar with British practice should note the existence 

here of the quantity surveying profession. This profession is unique to 

Britain and to a limited number of countries overseas which have been 

subject to British influence. The quantity surveyor is appointed directly 

by the building elient and his nearest continental equivalent is probably 

a building cost adviser. The British quantity surveyor however perfarms 

a number of ta.sks, notably the preparatien of a Bill of Quantities, which 

have a central effect on the nature of the administrative process. 

A further point to note about the quantity surveyor is that he roay be 

appointed to perform a task lmown as cost planning. This is a for:a of 

budgetary control exercised during the design stages of the building. The 

starting point of this process is the preparatien of an estimate of cost; 

this is done as soon as possible after the project has received initia! 

authorization. Ideally it should be done before even the preparatien of 

scheme drawings. In this case it is based on the functions to be provided. 
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For example in the case of a hospita! the functions would be the number of 

beds, the provision for outpatients, the provision for radiotherapy, the 

number of roeals to be served per day, laundry facilities etc. The estimate 

or budget cost is broken down between the main elements of the building for 

example the sub-structure the frame, the upper floors, the roof, stairs etc. 

A typical analysis of this form is set out in the Appendix. 

The architect develops the scheme design ru,d as he does so the guantity 

surveyor estimates the cost of the elements so far designed. He then warns 

the architect when an over-run looks possible in any element and recommends 

appropriate re-distribution between the elements. Such advice is good for 

cost control but is oftèn unwelcome to the architect. This procedure 

introduces another management problem in the sense that the quantity sur

veyor is largely dependent on the architect for his business. If he offends 

the architect he is unlikely to be recommended by that architect for future 

projects and thus the quantity surveyor cannot afford to have a confront

ation. The efficiency of the cost planning procedure therefore is quite 

crucially dependent on the capacity of the quantity surveyor to put across 

his points diplomatically; perhaps more so than on his analytica! and 

budgetary skills. 

There may be additional requirements in regard to cost control. These 

depend largely on the client. The Department of Education and Science in 

Britain has taken commendable initiative for the control of costs of 

schools and similar initiative has been taken by the Department of Health 

and Social Security for centrolling the cost of hospitals. Other major 

clients of the construction industry have their own particular cost control 

procedures. In passingit is worth noting that the procedures for the 

control of costs of schools have generally been successful while those for 

the control of hospitals have been less so. This may be attributable to 

the fact that hospitals are larger and more complex. Certainly it is the 

case that the total project period for major hospitals has frequently 

extended over many years. 

The design team for any building of significant size will usually consist 

of the architect,the quantity surveyor,the structural engineering consult

ant,and the mechanica! engineering or services consultant. There may also 



be additional consultants offering specialist services for example in 

machanical handling and landscaping. It is usually the case that the 

elient first appoints the architect who then advises on the appointment of 

the other consultants. Each consultant is appointed directly by the elient 

though the work is supposed to be coordinated by the architect. Many 

architects are unenthusiastic about the coordination role and have not 

always undertaken it with a level of efficiency expected by commercial 

clients. This in turn has led some clients to appoint the quantity sur

veyor in the first instanee and to give him the responsibility for overall 

coordination of the project. 

Architacts who conscientiously seek a good quality end product try to 

obtain the early involvement of the engineering consultants so that their 

advice can be taken into account in the development of the detail design. 

For example they may wish to discontinue selected columns at ground floor 

level so as to produce an attractive entrance hall. This results in 

structural engineering problems on which the structural engineer's advice 

is of central importance. There will also of course be many instances in 

which the decisions of the structural engineer and the services engineer 

inter-relate. Clearance around or through downstand beams to make way for 

ventilation ducts etc is one of the more obvious instances. Commercially 

motivated consultants often resist this co-operative arrangement as they 

know that the greatest profit for them comes from projects with the least 

time between the start and end of their design work. Such consultants will 

often deliberately delay their work until the architect has made all the 

important design decisions. They then add their pipes and ducts with little 

thought for their appearance thinking only of the relationship between fees 

earned and design office costs. The effect of such attitudes either on the 

quality of the design or on the smooth running of the total project can be 

disastrous. 

In theory the British quantity surveyor waits until all the working draw

ings are complete and then produces a Bill of Quantities and specification. 

The Bill of Quantities measures only the finished work e.g. cubic metres 

of concrete and tonnes of reinforcing steel. It is up to the contractor 

to allow for the work content of these items in his estimate. It is 

important to note that under British practice tenders are invited on the 



basis of the rates inserted by the ::om:ractors in the Bill of Quantities. 

(Strictly this applies only to Civil Engineering contracts. However in 

practice it applies also to building werk). 

It is important also to note that when design changes are made after the 

contract is placed the contractor is paid on the basis of the rates he has 

inserted in the Bill of Quantities. It is increasingly recognized that 

this basis is unfair to the contractor as additional items of werk usually 

cost quite a lot more than the main work carried out within the overall 

project schedule. The contractor has some proteetion against this situa

tion because, when major changes occur, he can claim extra payment but the 

onus is on him to prove his case. Settlement of such claims often takes 

years and can be crippling to a contractor particularly in times of high 

inflation. 

In practice the elient and the architect usually press the quantity surveyor 

to complete the contract documents as soon as possible so that work can 

start on site. The quantity surveyor at this stage does not have the 

necessary drawings and he will then estimate some of the quantities and 

allow substantially for prime cost items. The ease with which tender doc

uments can be prepared in the absence of completed drawings is a major 

weakness in the British systero. 

It should not be overlooked that, when the system is werking properly, the 

quantity surveyor is constantly checking likely costs and this should result 

in a building in which available money is prudently distributed amongst the 

necessary elements of the building. 

We must remember also that the client's involvement is often inadequately 

defined. The "representative" roay be in a hurry to secure a commitment in 

order to ensure that his particular project is not cancelled. Moreover it 

is probable that it is only the architect's pressure that has caused the 

elient tonominatea "representative". There may be many factors that will 

emerge later that will force changes in design; factors that the represent

ative will not be aware of owing to his somewhat precarieus and artificial 

appointment. 
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Once the contract has been plac:ea the cont,ractor will usually be required 

te produce a schedule of werk. He may in fact wish te do this as an aid 

te his own efficiency but his experience will probably lead him te believe 

that compliance with this schedule of werk will seldom be achieved. 

As the werk proceeds the various factors discussed above conspire to 

generate changes in design which legally constitute departures from the 

original contract. The contractor's attempts te control werk in accordance 

with his schedule are thwarted by these changes and he frequently becomes 

cynical about management methods which are designed te imprave construction 

efficiency. He is in fact put into a situation in which his skills in 

commercial negotiation pay far greater dividends than do his skills in 

efficient scheduling and control. The expression "co!111llercial negotiation" 

often includes careful recording of any factor which may be interpreted as 

adverse to the contraetar's position and will certainly include the late 

issue of drawings and other information and the design changes which appear 

regrettably to be an inevitable feature of building projects in Britain. 

SUpport for the views expressed above emerge from a research project which 

was concerned with contraetar's eest control. It became clear during this 

research that one or two very responsible contractors had installed manage

ment systems to monitor and expedite the issue of drawings. Their inten

tion was to take every possible step to eliminate the disruption of their 

schedule which the typical flow of design changes usually generates. Con

fidentlal enquiries amongst ether contractors revealed that they deliber

ately refrained from this process. It seems that they would prefer net te 

have drawings on time so that they could use this fact to support their 

negotiations for extra payment. 

To recapitulate 

• The real existence of the clients• organization is usually ignored. 

• Contract documents are produced befere details are available. 

• Changes te design invariably occur. 

• Efforts to coordinate design decisions are resisted by commercially 
motivated consultants 

• The contractors profits are enhanced if he devotes his attention to 
claims and negotiation rather than to efficient scheduling and control 
of the physical werk. 



REMEDIES 

This short sectien itemizes the procedures which have been tried in Britain 

to eliminate some of the problems highlighted above. A further problem in 

the traditional procedure is that the majority of the design must be com

pleted before tenders can be invited and work started on site. Clearly 

this sequentia! process has the effect of lengthening the project time 

between inception and completion. It should be noted that while there are 

several remedies none has taken a significant share of the total market. 

There may be several reasens for this including 

• Organizational inertia 

• Vested interests of influential professlons 

• Intrinsic limitations of the remedy 

• Lack of determination 

The principal remedies and their objectives are now discussed. 

Multi-discipline Design Teams 

These consist of professional firms employing typically architects, struct

ural and services engineers and quantity surveyors. Those firms of which 

the writer has details operate on the basis of project groups each contain

ing sorne merobers of all the necessary professions. The group, or project 

leader, is selected for his leadership and management skills and not on the 

basis of his profession. Thus he may be a structural engineer, an architect 

or a quantity surveyor. Only seldom will he be a services engineer though 

this position may change as the professionalism of this group increases 

and building designs include more mechanica! equipment. The obvious 

objective of such teams is to achieve well-considered designs in which each 

aspect has been properly taken into account. 

Not many practices based on multi-discipline teams have been established. 

Those that have been set up appear to be werking well and have established 

good reputations. Clearly there must be some minimum size of practice 

below which the arrangement would be impractical. 

Design/Construct Contracts 

While the design of industrial plant is usually undertaken by contractors, 

this arrangement is rare in building work. However there are a few con

tractors that have been established specifically to provide a combined 
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design and construct service. Their objective is to provide a service to 

clients who want to deal with one organization only and thus be able to 

define responsibility. (There are some contractors who will operate in 

different ways, e.g. traditional or design/construct, to suit the wishes of 

their clients) • 

The claimed advantages of this procedure are that 

• it enables design and construction to overlap and thus shorten the 
overall project 

• the designer is more closely involved with the building process and his 
designs are therefore easier (and arguably cheaper) to implement 

• the design will be more consistent in terros of plant capecity as the 
choice of site plant will be made duriog design 

• advantage can be taken of the specialist skills of the construction team. 

Negotiated Contracts 

These allow the contractor to be brought in at an early stage of design 

work. This in theory should secure some of the advantages of design/con~ 

struct work. 

Management Contracting 

There are many forms of this procedure but usually the following arrange

ments will apply 

• Design team separate from the construction team 

• The management contractor, in consultatien with the design team and the 
client,places contracts fortheseparate partsof the project. Each of 
these contracts is usually a direct contract with the client. 

• The management contractor is paid 
takes any physical workon site. 
translating design decisions into 
includes the co-ordination of the 

a fee for his work. He seldom under
His role is to manage the process of 
site activity. This necessarily 
work of the separate contractors. 

The objectives are to provide site management experience during all stages 

of the work. When applied effectively this can help to predict and fore

stall difficulties that can otherwise arise when a designer fails to 

realize the consequences of his design decisions. A further advantage is 

that it enables work to commence in stages and thus reduce the total project 

time (a procedure sametimes known as fast-tracking) • 

Project Management (or Construction Management) 

Under this arrangement a consultant advises the elient on all matters con-
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cerning the project even including tl1e appointment of the design team. The 

arrangement bas been described as providing a "Professional client". 

The arrangement ideally can solve many of the problems of construction 

including a direct involvement with the client's organization. This can 

remave some of the problems that have arisen from the naive customary 

process of nominating a single elient representative as described in the 

foregoing section. 

It would be open to the consultant to recommend the engagement of say a 

multi-discipline design team and a management contractor. Alternatively he 

could recommend a design/construct contractor. Thus if the consultant bas 

extensive experience of the right kind he should be able to select the best 

solutions for the ellent's particular problems. 

British Property Pederation Proposals 

The BPF is a federation of many private sector clients of the construction 

industry. Its merobership includes Banks, Department Stores, and Property 

Developers. This group, like the American Business Round Table, bas become 

dis-satisfied with the service it gets from the construction industry and 

seeks to remedy the position. 

At the end of 1983 it publisbed a "Manual of the BPF system" (ref 1) which 

proposes many significant changes in the way clients' obtain their buildings. 

The proposals could by themselves farm the basis of an extensive conference. 

Ta piek one very significant item the Bl?F propose that contracts should no 

langer be based on Bills of Quantity but should fellow the European and 

American practice of basing tenders only on drawings and specifications. 

BPF also recommend that the tender sum should be distributed among the 

activities defined in the contraetar's work schedule and that this analysis 

should be used as the basis for interim payments. 

The value of the Bill of Quantities bas been hotly disputed in Britain for 

some decades but there can be little doubt that when it is NOT in use the 

design team is under greater pressure to complete their designs befare 

going to contract. In the writer's view this must help the contractor by 

reducing or eliminating a potent souree of disruption. 
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SOME OF THE J?ROBLEMS OF THE ALTERNATIVE METHOOS 

Experience has shown that all the remedies described have been successful 

though, in regard to the BPF proposals, we must draw on parallel experience 

elsewhere. No single approach is completely without difficulty and these 

are now described. It must first be noted that only the project management 

procedure lays claim to being a total solution. 

Multi-Discipline Design teams 

A pre-requisite for practices based on multi-discipline teams is that the 

principals must be dedicated to the objective of improved total design. 

This arrangement is unlikely to be the most profitable in the short-term 

and the principals must look to long term profitability based on a high 

reputation. 

The problems associated with this approach are 

• Difficulties are experienced in maintaining staffing ratios to meet the 
varying demands of the total work-load. 

• Memhers of any one profession can suffer a sense of isolation. Only the 
more self-confident structural engineer for example is happy to work as 
the sole structural engineer in a project team. 

• There is a danger that the quality of the expertise for any particular 
skill will not be as great as that of a practice dedicated to that 
particular skill. 

• Experience has shown that some team memhers see their professional sta
tus to have been eroded. 

It seems likely that longer-term experience will cure most of these prob

lems except the first. Most of the problems seem to stem from the fact that 

the approach is an alternative way of doing things and comparison with long 

established routines is probably inevitable. 

Design/Construct Contracts 

The design department of a typical design/construct contractor is organized 

on a multi-discipline basis. Thus many of the foregoing observations apply 

here also. A further problem for the chief designer is that the general 

portfolio of projects may provide less scope for flare and imagination than 

is sametimes available in traditional architectural practices. Thus he may 

have difficulty in recruiting high flyers. 

A central problem that must be handled is that of demonstrating to the 

elient that he will obtain value for money. A responsible elient will 
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invite only a very sroall number of competitive tenders as the oost of 

producing designs and estimates is substantial. When the tenders are 

available there is difficulty in camparing them as the product affered is 

different in each case. Moreover, the detailed drawings are developed after 

the contract is placed and the quality of the work is more closely depend

ent on these than on the contract drawings. 

One methad of protecting the client's interest is to appoint an independent 

quantity surveyor (or cost consultant) to prepare appropriate contract 

documents including rigarous specifications. These provide a basis by 

which the quantity surveyor can monitor quality. A reputable design/con

struct contractor will usually recommend the appointment of the independent 

surveyor to proteet his own reputation. Reputation is more important for 

the design/construct contractor than for one who builds to the client's 

design. 

Negotiated Contracts 

Statistica! analysis of bids submitted in competition demonstrates quite 

clearly that the median bid is substantially higher than the lowest 

responsible bid. The difference is typically about 5%. Thus the elient 

pays a significant price to obtain the early involvement of the contractor 

under this arrangement. 

Management Contracting 

There appear to be few disadvantages in this approach and at least one 

British contractor (namely Bovis Construction Ltd) undertakes all its work 

as a management contractor. On the international scene Bechtel also 

practica extensively under similiar arrangements. 

Soroe public authorities find management contracting to be in conflict with 

the requirements of government accounting practices. For example the man

agement contractor works for a fee and, while the amount of the fee can be 

defined, the quality of the service cannot. Moreover the advantages of 

fast-tracking may be difficult to achieve for government projects as total 

cast is not known until after financial commitment is made in the form of 

initia! contracts. 

Despita these restrictions fora public sector elient at least one govern-
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ment department in Britain has appointed management contractors for build

ing work. 

Project Management (or Construction Management) 

In theory this approach may be considered ideal. It provides a total 

range of alternative solutions that can be selected to suit the specific 

needs of each client. In practica it demands an extremely high level of 

campetanee and experience. Thus the elient who wishes to praeeed on this 

basis should be very careful to check the ability not only of the company 

but also of any individual who is assigned to his project. 

Construction Management was very popular in the USA for some years but 

its popularity is now thought to be in partial decline. Rummours suggest 

that problems have arisen as to the legal responsibilities of the partici

pants. How far this is due to inadequacies of the individuals appointed 

and how much to the American tendency to litigation cannot be assessed at 

present. 

'British Property Faderation Proposals 

These proposals have yet to be fully tested in regard to building work in 

Britain. However the principle of letting work on the basis of activities 

defined by the contractor has been applied successfully elsewhere notably 

for the Hang Kong Mass Transit Railway. The proposals draw extensively on 

practice in continental Europe and experience there will throw some light 

on the likely success of the proposals in Britain. 

PROVISIONAL CONCLUSIONS 

The methods by which clients obtain buildings in Britain are in a state of 

transition. The initiative by the British Proparty Faderation provides 

clear evidence that many clients have recognized the shortcomings of 

traditional procedures. 

The widespread use of traditional procedures has probably conditioned us to 

believe that there may be one new approach which can successfully supplant 

them. The author's view is that this will nat happen and that a number of 

different approaches will flourish side by side. If this is the case the 

need for the elient to have a properly impartial souree of advice on the 

most suitable approach will become paramount. There are some indications 
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in Britain amongst the relevant academies that this view is finding in

creasing acceptance. 
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THE ENABLING PRACTITIONER AND THE RECOVERY OF CREATIVE WORK 

A Keynote Paper 

for the International Design Participation Conference 

Eindhoven, April 22-25, 1985. 

It is usual to introduce what one has to say with a text frorn 

sorne irrefutable souree as a shield frorn the rnissiles that one is 

exposed toon a speaker's platform. To make quite sure that I arn 

well protected, I have chosen five texts before introducing rny 

own. 

The first is the statement of an Argentinian squatter preven-

ted frorn irnproving his home and neighbourhood: 

"There is nothing worse than being prevented frorn doing what 
one is able to do." 

The second is one of a kind that I have heard rnany tirnes from 

Peruvian squatter settiement builders whom I have had the priv-

eledge to know and who often say, with justifiable pride: 

"We are the city builders." 

The other three statements are by my own countrymen. A London 

self-builder whom I know personally, was correctly reported in 

the (British) Architects' Journal to have said: 

"Never again is anyone going to tell me that there is some
thing that I cannot do." 

That was Ken Atkins, a floor-tile layer by trade, whose farnily 

had never owned a home of their own, for as rnany generations as 

they know. He and his wife together with the other participants 

worked closely with the architect Walter Segal on the lay-outs 

and house designs for the Lewisham Self-Build scherne, so well 

documented by your neighbour and colleague Jan Westra. 
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Kevin Byrne, secretary of the Weller Streets Cooperative in 

Toxteth, Liverpool, reflecting on the experience of this highly 

successful co-designed and contract-built scheme, said: 

"No wonder the world is in such a mess if what we are doing 
is made so difficult." 

His words were strenger, with a more profound effect than this 

edited summary suggests. When speaking of "the world" Kevin 

Byrne, a bricklayer by trade, was thinking of the ecological 

catastrophe with which we are all threatened as well as the 

more immediate inner-city disaster which he and his fellow-

members have tackled so effectively on all fronts, physically, 

economically and socially. 

Kevin Byrne's cooperative development was referred to in a 

speech by a distinguished observer, who is also well-known as a 

critic of contemporary architecture, and whose summary explains 

the last quotations: 

"I was electrified the atmosphere I encountered in the 
communities I I hadn't come across anything quite 
like it before. In the case of the Liverpool cooperatives 
the residents had been living in slum clearance areas and 
were due to be dispersed throughout the city by the Council 
(the city government). With the helpand expert advice of 
their own architect they fought their way through the 
seemingly impenetrable entanglements of red tape and offic
ial opposition until they finally succeeded in building the 
houses they wanted in the kind of layout they liked. The 
result ... was what amounted toa very attractive village, 
containing the whole of the original slum street community, 
nestling like an oasis in the midst of a barren, urban 
desert. The residents of the houses I visited all told me 
that their new situation was like a dream come true, in 
some cases after waiting for ~ years to be rehoused. They 
were now responsible for the maintenance of their proper
ties and that fact alone had virtually eliminated the 
vandalism that was previously so rife in the area." 

That was the Prince of Wales speaking to the Institute of Direc
ters in London a few weeks ago. 
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After so much down-to-Earth eloquence I hesitate to quote 

myself but I do have an ever-growing confidence in the key state-

ment of Preedom to Build written in 1971: 

"When dweilers control the major decisions and are free to 
make their own contributions in the design, construction or 
management of their housing, bath this process and the 
environment produced stimulate individual and social well
being. When people have no control over nor responsibility 
for key decisions in the housing process, on the other 
hand, dwelling environments may instead become a barrier to 
personal fulfilment and a burden on the economy." 

All that I would now change is "~ instead become a barrier" to 

will instead become a harrier .•. " and I often need to point 

out that this proposition refers to design and to management as 

well as to construction. 

Some readers of this co-authored book and other writings 

persist in misrepresenting me as a leading protagonist of self-

help construction as a panacea for housing problems -- in spite 

of frequent insistence that the real issue is control or who 

decides. As clearly stated in Preedom to Build, to be forced to 

build can be worse than being prohibited, as many of the very 

poor know only too well. In Housing By People I emphasised the 

facts presented in Preedom to Build: that as much or more money 

can be saved by people being their own general contractors as by 

being their own labourers. 

From evidence I have collected since I can point to the mater-

ial as well as the human gains from participation in design and 

the closely related and even more important activities of manage-

ment and maintenance. I am surprised that so many people I speak 

to are surprised when it is pointed out that more time and energy 

is spent on most dwellings during their useful life-spans than on 

their construction -- a fact that demolishes the division of 
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housing production and "consumption". The only common form of 

housing consumption is that of people so frustrated that they 

neglect or even physically attack their own environments. 

This paper is intended as a contribution to the shared task 

of understanding how and why genuine participation in the design, 

construction, improvement and maintenance of homes and neighbour

hoods is essential for the rapid increase of material production 

and creative work at lower costs. Helpful comments I have 

already received on the drafts of this paper suggest that the 

intended meanings of "personal fulfilment" and "economy" as the 

further ends of housing action should be emphasised. These 

purposes come together in creative work -- or good work as Schu

macher calls it: workof the kind that fulfils life both in the 

ways that it is carried out and by means of what is done or made. 

It is assumed that such work must be economie in the essential 

and original sense of using "income resources" as much as poss

ible and "capital resources" as little as possible. Again, I am 

using Schumacher's termsas I understand them: income resources 

are those of which we have an infinite supply, like the light and 

heat of the sun, and which are non-polluting if used well. Cap

ita! resources are finite and the most widely used, anyway, such 

as fossil fuels, are inevitably polluting in the most commonly 

used sense of fouling the physical environment. Sound economy 

therefore, minimises the use of these limited or polluting cap

ita! resources and maximises the use of plentiful, renewable and 

non-polluting resources. To call systems of production and dis

tribution "development" that do the opposite -- that make extra-
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vagant use of capital resources while wasting income resources -

is an insult to the common sense of the vast numbers of people, 

everywhere, who are badly injured by being wasted (a word 

sametimes used for murder). The IFDA Dossier and other essential 

readings call the still dominant urban-industrial systems "mal

development"; if, as I presume, real development means the ful 

filment of life, then IFDA's word for most of what we do is 

precise. 

Simply restated, then, the proposition is that participation 

in the key decisions governing home, neighbourhood and community 

building is essential if these are to be vehicles for real and 

rapid development -- for the impravement of material conditions 

in self-sustaining ways that are personally fulfilling. 

The "key decision" that we are dealing with in this conference 

is design, rather than either construction or management. The 

questions are: who can, who does and who should participate in 

the design of the built environment? As the keynote speaker on 

"user issues" I assume that my job is to say when and why I think 

"users" should be involved. I am sure my fellow-speakers on the 

technica! and management issues will have plenty to say about how 

they can and should be involved, technically -- and, of course, 

you will all be aware of what John Habraken says in his paper and 

what he has been saying even langer as well as more poetically 

than I. 

By agreeing that: "When people have no control over nor 
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responsibility for key decisions in the housing process 

dwelling environments may (or will) instead become a barrier to 

personal fulfilment and a burden on the economy" my co-authors 

and I were dismissing what Toffler calls "second wave" economics 

and polities. We no longer believe that social justice has to 

wait for industrial maldevelopment. Necessary as many industrial 

processes are and will continue to be, it is now hard to believe 

that they will ever close the growing gap between the rich min

ority and poer majority of the world until they are limited and 

complemented by the "third wave" or "another development" -- now 

possible with the knowledge and tools that the earlier wave of 

industrial science and technology has produced. I anticipate 

that this conference will be making important contributions to 

thought and consequent action on ways and means of achieving this 

symbiosis of industrial production and human activity. 

The achievement of this symbiosis depends on three interdepen

dent changes that are really taking place. Despite the momenturn 

of primitive centralization, demands for autonomy at all levels 

are increasing, at least partly because of the revolutionary 

changes in communication; demands for resource economy, espec

ially on the part of central authorities, are also increasing 

apace. Both of these prerequisite changes are rooted in the 

chanqinq paradigm of development -- of the perception and under

standing of what we fear and in what we can place our hopes for 

life. Fearful as we now are of the world ending with a nuclear 

bang or an entropie whimper, and of the organizations and instit

utions that threaten us with these disasters, we share an inspir

ing image of the world as a small and beautiful being in space, 

thanks to the science, technology and institutional powers that 
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enabled the astronauts to take the photographs and to give us the 

vital knowledge of the Barth's living systems. The pictures 

symbolise the regeneratien of the understanding which primitive 

peoples have of their oneness with nature or what we now call the 

biosphere and, at the same time, they show that we are all citi-

zens of Eucamenoplis the world-city that Doxiadis named 

whether we are residents of one of its many eentres or of their 

town or country suburbs. We can no longer find security isolated 

in our nationalistic tribes. 

There is not enough time or space here to discuss the various 

ways in which this transformation is interpreted but I have to 

say that I accept the widely held assumption that "the future is 

not what it used to be" that we are caught up in a change at 

least as profound as that of the Industrial Revolution. Some 

believe they can see the shape of the future and their project

ions may be useful and necessary. However, I am one of those who 

have more confidence in our ability to identify principles and to 

recognize matching tools that, when used in accordance with the 

rules, will generate truly humane and harmonious forms. 

The key principle is autonomy: the necessity of which is the 

subject of the chapter in Preedom to Build which opens with a 

reiteration of the central proposition that genuine development, 

or the fulfilment of life, depends on personal responsibility and 

local control. Like the word "participation", autonomy is used 

to label quite different and even conflicting principles: I use 

it in the original sense of self-management and not 

as a synonym for autarchy or self-sufficiency -- as different 
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from autonomy as both are from heteronomy or dependenee on the 

decisions of others. I am sametimes made to feel pedantic when I 

use these words but it is better than being sloppy and confusing 

even if I do have to remind some people, who think I am using my 

own jargon, that these words have been in common use by informed 

people for several thousand years! 

There are, of course, three very different ways in which 

decisions are made and communicated: ll by the orders of a supe

rior to an inferior in a hierarcbic pyramid, the heteronomous 

way; 2) unilaterally, by virtually independent decision-makers 

who are either at the peak of a hierarchy or ensconced on a self

sufficient island, the autarchie way; or 3) decisions may be made 

through negotiation by people with sufficient equality to do so 

-- interdependent memhers of a network, the autonomous way. 

Networks of people and organisations which recognise their 

interdepence and who therefore seek to negotiate and cooperate 

rather than to confront and compete, are the predominant charac

teristic of what is gaining recognition as the Third System (the 

First being the essentially heteronomous State and the Second 

being the essentially autarchie Market). Networks, the struct

ural characteristic of all nerve and brain systems, is shared 

with that of the Third Wave of development. 

Partly because we have been brought up to think more about 

things than about relationships, there is a tendency to see these 

three basic principles as "sectors" or segments like separable 

slices of a cake. Although there are clearly identifiable relat

ionships and decisions of all three types that everyone knows, 
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one can rarely describe any complex process exclusively in the 

terrns of any one of these basic principles. The design, construc

tion, use and management of hornes or neighbourhoods, for exarnple, 

is always a mix of unilateral decisions, orders and negotiations 

the results of which depend on the mix or balance of different 

applications of these different principles. In complex societies 

all three principles are almast certain to be present even though 

one, or two together, rnay dorninate and outweigh the other 

usually the third in urban-industrial societies. 

My argument will be rnisunderstood if I leave the false im

pression that the principle of autonorny is uniquely good and that 

autarchy and heteronorny are intrinsically evil. As the argument 

unfolds it should becorne clear that autonorny or self-rnanagement 

depends on governrnent and commerce. I arn not arguing for an 

irnpossible hegemony based on any one of thern. Like Jarnes Robert

son and many others, I arn arguing for a new balance or, rather, a 

new equilibrium: a creative irnbalance rnaintaining stability 

through rnovernent. In the essentially personal and local spheres 

of activity, 

that there 

as in home and neighbourhood building, I arn arguing 

has to be a renewed bias toward autonorny or local 

self-rnanagernent; that, without this, we cannot progress toward a 

just and real econorny with an architecture which embodies the 

creative spirit of people and their own particular culture. 

The first reason for the necessity of the participation of 

actual or future residents in local planning and building design 

of their own hornes and neighbourhoods -- and of users in urban 

design and architecture at all scales in different ways and 

degrees -- is a material one: as Dr. Tony Gibson says, the person 
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is world's greatest expert on his or her own situation. Without 

this intimate knowledge of personal and local space, time and 

energy, there can be no real economy -- as these are all the 

resources we have, in the final analysis, and most of them are 

used locally. And, without the economie use of our ultimate and 

limited resources of space, time and energy, there can be no 

harmony between people, between people and what they do, or 

between humankind and the biosphere. This is the final reason 

why participation is essential. Without it, if the principle of 

autonomy is not at work, there can be no vernacular and, there

fore, no architecture worthy of the name building rooted only 

in the organizations and institutions of political power or 

commercial profit cannot symbolise harmony between people and the 

world. 

New ways of thinking demand attention to relationships. What I 

understand to be traditional teaching suggests that we should be 

constantly aware of the three constantly present, inescapable 

relations I have just mentioned: ll our relationshps withother 

persons, whether we are with them physically in the present 

moment or not; 2) the relations that, tagether with others, we 

have with what we do; and 3) the overall relationship we have 

with the universe, tagether with everyone else and what we do 

with them. The Habitat symbol, by the way, identifies all three: 

the person, the triangle and the circle. 

Thinking in this way about the design of homes and neighbour

hoods, the area on which I am concentrating attention and for 

which participation is especially important, demands considerat

ion of how people relate to one another, in the first place. My 
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partners and I are calling the service we provide through AHAS 

"Tools for Community Building"; we have no interest in ways or 

means of building places that do not also build constructive 

relationships between people. If community is not built along 

with the material improvements these will either cost a great 

deal to maintain, or they will be lost prematurely. There are 

many dramatic and tragic demonstrations of this in all contexts, 

not least in my own East End neighbourhood in London from the 

impacts of market forces as well as from those of the local or 

central state. 

There is a dangerous tendency to assume that any identifiable 

group or local community is naturally demoeratic and open, anyway 

among those who have little experience of living in a neighbour-

hood or community in which people are in close touch. Those who 

do have the experience, or even second-hand knowledge, also know 

that the interests around which local groups or communities form 

can be undemocratic. Local communities, whether urban or rural, 

are often internally divided: by rival leaderships or small 

élites dominating the majority and sometimes the common interest 

is to exclude minorities. When I refer to "building community" 

around shared material interests I am not being naive: I am 

speaking from some personal experience and a substantial body of 

documented evidence that shows how genuine community can be 

built, or rebuilt, around home and neighbourhood improvement. 

I repeat this emphasis on management and maintenance partly 

because participation in this much longer and much more energy 

consuming part of the process is so often neglected especially 

by architects and builders -- and partly to remind ourselves 

that only very few of all the users or eventual residents can 
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possibly participate in the original design of dwellings and 

their surroundings. 

greater part of 

Given the predominant ways in which much the 

current housing is provided, even the first 

residents cannot participate in the design as they are not selec

ted or do not present themselves until the building is finished. 

But our own local experience in Hackney has shown that neighbours 

can act as surrogate users, participating voluntarily and with 

enthusiasm. Actual first residents who do participate in the 

initial development are also surrogates, of course, for the 

future users. While doing what we can to promote the more demo

eratic and economie ways of building, in which the people who 

will live in and pay for what is built come together beforehand, 

rather than afterwards, we must be careful not to forget that the 

first users are generally only a small minority of all who event

ually live in and invest or reinvest in what is built. 

So "building cornmunity" depends as much or more on the form 

and management of what is designed and built as it does on the 

organization of the design and construction process. We are 

learning how forms may inhibit or cultivate personal relation

ships; how design and construction methods can enable people to 

adapt their environments to changing priorities and how important 

it can be for people to maintain their extended family and neigh

bourhood ties for economie and cultural reasens as well as for 

their social security and sense of continuity. Buildings are not 

neutra!: if they are not contributing to harmonieus relations 

between people, by respecting their privacy for exarnple, they 

will be doing the opposite. And the same applies to the ways and 

rneans of building, of course: people can hate each ether from 

being subjected to decisions they have no share in, whether they 
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are wage-labourers in a conventional building firrn or unpaid 

self-builders in a self-help project designed and adrninistered by 

an alien organization over which they have no control. 

Many who will readily agree or who already share this view 

assume that what is socially and rnorally desireable is adminis

tratively complex and uneconornic. The cornrnon argument against 

participation, notwithstanding its' desireability, is a circular 

one when applied to decisions which should be made by people 

locally: of course the intrusion of participants with their own 

opinions and influence in a pyrarnidal, heteronorneus structure 

will lead to complications, delays and increased costs. In this 

case, local groups and organizations are assumed to be partici

pating in decisions made by central agencies, governmental or 

non-governmental. There are often good social, politica! and 

even technica! and economie reasens for this: the initial delays 

and higher first costs of rnodifying major highway plans, for 

example, may avoid even longer delays and higher costs resulting 

from subsequent opposition or failures to take local knowledge 

into account. 

On the other hand, when smaller, more locally specific and 

more personal decisions have to be made, as in the case of home 

and neighbourhood irnprovement, participation may and should have 

a quite different rneaning: the participation of supra-local 

authority in personal and local decisions. At the scale of the 

neighbourhood, village or small town -- the classic polis 

there is little or no need for the intervention of heteronomous, 

pyramidal structures apart from the generally essential guaran

tees that only the law and its irnpartial adrninistration can 
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provide for personal and local access to resources. Virtually 

through all local planning and building decisions can be made 

direct negotiation between individuals, small groups or, occas-

ionally, by the directly demoeratic public meeting. The only 

representatives in such cases may and probably should be from the 

interested central agencies with whom individuals, groups or the 

local community as a whole have to negotiate. But final decis

ions on specifically local matters must be in local minds and 

hands which must, of course, be free to work within limits 

that proteet society and personal freedom. 

When central authorities are participating in personal and 

local decisions, rather then the ether way around, and when the 

programme of work from designing to management is personally and 

locally specific, then and only then can full use be made of 

actually available resources: local space, local time and locally 

accessible energy in the form of materials, tools and fuel. And 

this, I assume, is the proper meaning of economy: to do what is 

necessary for a full life with the least expenditure of non

renewable or polluting resources. 

Economy, in the proper and original sense, depends on the 

appropriate form of participation: whether it is local participa

tion in central decision-making on supra-local matters or central 

participation in local decision-making in local matters. As Tony 

Gibson points out, there are two perspectives and two kinds of 

knowledge or expertise, both of which are essential if the whole 

is to be seen and understood. So, although I say that central 

agencies cannot make the best use or, even, good use of local 

resources for complex and variabie local improvernents while re-
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taining 

full and 

full control over them, I am also careful to say 

proper use can be made of locally available 

that 

and 

accessible resources when people are in charge of their own local 

affairs, not that they will do so. 

The wasteful use of land and space by corporate organizations, 

both public and private commercial, has been well documented by 

many, including Lionel March, Alice Coleman, and Carlos Caminos. 

The wasteful use of people's time and skills hardly needs to be 

referenced with the massive proportions of un-, under- and dis

employment in market and mixed economies and the poor use of 

skills and creative initiative in all modern societies. There is 

a massive and confusing literature on building technics and 

energy use but the widespread return to traditional materials and 

construction methods for local building, together with an 

escalating concern for insulation, speak for themselves (the best 

single souree for up-ta-date knowledge and practice that I know 

of, in his field, is the Parallones Institute in California). 

Relatively little attention has been given to the corollary: 

the generally apparent economy of basic resource use when local 

environments are locally built and managed when sufficient re

sources are available to people and their own local organisations 

who are also free to use them -- especially when use is disci

plined by limited materials and skills or by appropriate perform-

ance standards. Horacio and Carlos Caminos are among the very 

few that I know of who have compared, evaluated and drawn prac

tical conclusions from economie traditional design and wasteful 

modern farms. Carlos Caminos has suggested strong links between 

the invisible structures of decision-making and tenure with the 
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visible farms of the built environment. 

World-wide and at a very braad level of generalisation, the 

contemporary evidence of the relative wastefulness of modern 

environmental forms and their production is massive, even when 

cornpared with the constrained, distorted and huge urban settle

ments of the poor -- the cities that they have built, often ille

gally and rarely with any help from government or the "formal 

private sector". Paraphrasing a great rhetorician one can say, 

when contemplating the vast scale of direct housing action by low 

and very low income people in low incorne countries: "Never befare 

have so many done so much withso little." And, when reviewing 

what has been done for low-income people by their governments, 

one can also say that: "Never befare has so rnuch been used to do 

so little for so many." But this is not to say that there is no 

waste in what urban squatters or poor villagers do; it is to say 

that this is where the potential lies and that the rich have a 

great deal to learn from the poor -- lessons which they (or we) 

have to learn if concern for human development is sincere. The 

time has passed when we could innocently or ignorantly assume 

that what is wrong with the poor is that they are not like us, 

the rich. We now know that we have to change our own ways and 

means of living if we are to get off the backs of the poor and 

enable thern to d~hat they are capable of, as well as us to con

serve our shared environment. 

There is no need to explain that justice and social harrnony 

depend on the economie use of resources by the population of a 

crowded planet. But we do not all feel or see that the ways and 

rneans by which we build and rnaintain our homes and neighbourhoods 
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are critical vehicles for the social and economie changes we have 

to make. Nor do we all understand architecture as the symbol of 

the relationship we have with the universe which, I am informed, 

is the case in traditional Islamic teaching but exemplified as 

little in contemporary Islamic countries as anywhere else. I 

believe the renewal of a true architecture can only begin with a 

new vernacular which can evidently flower when people and archi

tects work together. It is significant that we admire the old 

vernaculars so much that we often travel considerable distances 

to see them and, if wealthy enough, many of us will pay a great 

deal more money to buy an old cottage than we would have to pay 

for a typical new modern house. Most of us feel more at home in 

the world when the architecture is fine, or even quite coarse, 

but truthful. With few and partial exceptions, modern cities are 

universally hideous, accurate reflections of our conflictive and 

destructive relationship with each other and, collectively, with 

the biosphere. It seems to me that if we care about life then we 

cannot ignore economy and we cannot work economically unless we 

participate and share responsibility for what we do. 

What is the architect's proper role, then? And what skills 

do architects need that they do not already have? Some fear that 

the participation of the elient reduces the architect's role and 

diminishes his or her status. This is a justifiable fear on the 

part of those who have been convineed by their education that 

their status and, more accurately and deeply, their power over 

others, depends on their knowledge and their client's ignorance. 

Illich and ethers have done much to blow their covers, so often 

based on deliberate mystification. Those who play this Expert 
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Game in order to increase their power and personal gain are the 

enemies; but there are many friends in the profession who misun-

derstand those who are committed to what some call "Community 

Archi tecture". Confusion in Britain has increased since Prince 

Charles' widely publicised attack on alienated architecture and 

his support for the "community architects". The common error, I 

believe, is to suppose that the "community" architect is a 

special kind of architect, suspected of abdicating responsibili-

ties and skills, rather than an orientation with some more devel-

oped skills that every one should have. 

I may over-simplify the issue but I believe it is simply 

between those with specialised knowledge and skills who use them 

in order to increase their powers over others, who are literally 

clients dependent on their secret knowledge, and those who share 

their knowledge and use their skills in order to increase the 

users ability to decide and act for themselves. This is not a 

fence one can sit on at all comfortably, the divide is far too 

sharp. The conventional stance has been analysed and clearly set 

out by Donald Schön in his recent book The Reflective Practit-

ioner. The conventional Expert, Schön points out: 

"Look(s) for deference and status in the client's response 
to my professional persona." 

While the Reflective Practitioner: 

"Look(s) for the sense of freedom and of real conneetion to 
the client, as a consequence of no longer needing to main
tain a professional facade." 

I interpret Schön~s thesis as an argument for what I prefer to 

call the Enabling one who is not only a reflective 

listener but, rather, an active collaborator with the "client" (a 

most inappropriate label, by the way, the meaning of which we 

must change from that of a dependent to that of a colleague 
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for which reason I refer to "users" rather than "clients"). As 

Schön reveals in his book, the "reflective practitioner" is more 

rather than less professional, needing more skill in communicat

ing with people, and a greater knowledge of the requisite tools, 

as well as all the knowledge and other skills any competent 

architect must have. 

It took me a long time to wake up fully to the facts and 

situations demanding this changeover from monopolistic profess

ionalism, rooted in mediaeval obscurantism, to professional en

ablement, based on the knowledge of interdependence and the joy 

of creativity. I had already had some experience of werking with 

people, in villages and urban squatter settlements in Peru. That 

experience shocked me into realising the significanee of what the 

mass of ordinary people do, in spite of all the difficulties put 

in their way by the élites and their supposedly representative 

governments. I cannot forget the responsibility I share with all 

others with knowledge and skilis hundreds of millions of deprived 

people so urgently need and which we are only now beginning to 

communicate. Some of my erstwhile Peruvian colleagues have been 

learning for longer than most of us -- Eduardo Neira set up the 

Oficina de Asistencia Técnica a las Urbanizaciones Populares de 

Arequipa (OATA) just 30 years ago, in 1955, three years before I 

started werking there myself. 

While talking with a group of Mexican students of architecture 

at the University of Morelos in Cuernavaca, some years later, it 

dawned on me that the ability of professionals to work directly 

with their "user-clients" was not only in the interest of the 

mass of ordinary people but also in the professionals' own inter-
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est. Unless ways and means can be found to by-pass the "impene

trable entanglements of red tape and official opposition" that 

Prince Charles described and which we all know so well, people, 

especially the poor, will continue to suffer more than they need, 

along with the increasing number of unemployed architects and the 

quality of architecture will continue to decline -- everywhere, 

notjustin the "Third World". 

For reasens I forget, I started my talk with the Mexican stu

dents with a simple question: How many, I asked, were confident 

that they would be earning their livings as practicing architects 

within five years of qualifying? I assumed a reasonable delay 

knowing that it was not easy to get employment or to set up a 

practice, especially for graduates of a provincial university. 

But I did not expect the answer: None. Not one of them expected 

to be practicing their vocation even after five years and most 

of them were already in their mid or late twenties having to 

study part-time. Explanations were soon forthcoming when it was 

agreed that we should discuss this appalling situation rather 

than the original subject, whatever that was. I was told that 

there were 6,000 students of architecture in Mexico at that time 

it was 1971; we estimated that about 5 per cent of the total 

population of Mexico, about 5 million people, represented the 

potential demand for architects' services. Tomasz Sudra, an old 

friend with whom I was werking in Mexico at that time and now 

Chief of Training at the UN Centre for Human Settlements in 

Nairobi, wrote to me from Mexico a year or two back, to tell me 

that there are now some 40,000 students of architecture in Mexi

can universities and technical schools! This is a caricature of 

increasingly similar situations in many much wealthier countries. 
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The students of the University of Morelos and I concluded that 

we had to change the ways and means by which architects work in 

order to serve the population as a whole, rather than a small 

minority. We agreed that large mass-housing projects cannot 

solve the mass of the people's housing problems, they cannot 

increase effective demands for creative professional services, 

nor can they generate an architecture worthy of the name. A 

minority of politically favoured people will get highly subsi

dised housing, a few architects will get easy, well paid jobs 

designing mass-produced units in generally hideous and alienating 

developments. 

Real progress, we agreed, 

bureaucracies by distributing 

lies in the short-circuiting of 

scarce funds directly to much 

larger numbers of small local groups who, in turn, can then 

contract their own architects with whom they can design and build 

genuinely creative, socially constructive and economie homes and 

neighbourhoods. Small is indeed beautiful for housing and local 

development: large numbers of small projects can make far better 

use of available land, labour and all kinds of capital than a few 

large ones, as the local government of my own home Borough of 

Hackney in London has discovered. There can therefore be many 

more good projects, as long as central government dismantles the 

many unnecessary bureaueratic harriers and makes the financial 

resources available (which our own is signally failing to do). 

There would be many more projects still, as the Liverpool exper

ience and others have shown, if local governments could learn the 

complementary lessons about the use of neglected social resources 

within the communities they serve. And, of course, there would 

be many more jobs for those architects who are able and willing 
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to work as enablers of those local cornmunity groups. I was not 

as well informed at the time of my conversation with the Mexican 

students as I am now but we did conclude that we have to press 

for institutional changes that increase local access to resources 

and for cutting down conventional public housing supply systems 

that take excessive shares of public resources in relation to the 

numbers or unnecessarily subsidised people they serve. 

I am pleased to be able to report that the Federal Government 

of Mexico is experimenting, at least, with the necessary changes 

(which Sri Lanka, for instance, is implementing on a much larger 

scale): my friend Enrique Ortiz, erstwhile Diractor of COPEVI, a 

pioneering "community architect/ planner organization set up in 

Mexico over 25 years ago, is now an executive of FONHAPO, a new 

funding agency set up to finance self-organized associations and 

cooperatives throughout Mexico. I also hope that this is the 

kind of initiative to which the World Bank will be giving prior

ity now that their urban lending policy is changing from 

funding pre-packaged housing supply projects to funding institu

tions that support local initiative (as indicated in the March 

1985 issue of Urban Edge). 

It was this concern for ways and means of accelerating these 

changes of understanding, demands and policies, sharpened by a 

workshop in Jakarta, sponsored jointly by UNESCO, the Internat

ional Union of Architects (UIA) and hosted by the Indonesian 

Institute of Architects, that led to my suggestion for a recently 

completed and published event: the 1983/4 International Competit

ion for Students of Architecture organised by the UIA for 22 

prizes including the principal one donated by UNESCO. The task I 
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suggested for the competition, and that was immediately endorsed, 

was a difficult and challenging one: the students were required 

to design a method that enables people, in circumstances of the 

students' own choice, to participate in the designing of their 

own homes or neighbourhood. The students were required to design 

tools rather than end-products -- although they also had to pres

ent a worked example of the kind of architectural end-product 

that they would expect from the use of the methods and procedures 

they specify. All this information had to be presented with four 

35 mm. transparencies which the Jury had to (and did) read from 

four projections side by side. 

I was afraid there would be few entries and very few that 

responded to the terros of reference. But there were 186 entries, 

almost as many as usual, and a third of these met all the re

quirements, understanding the importance of the "software" -- the 

meaning and function of a tool for participatory design. About a 

third interpreted the requirement in the way I expected: in 

"hardware" terros or a building kit that people could adapt to 

their own needs useful but more limited contributions; and the 

rest understood the task as the development of tools that enable 

the architect to be more responsive to the clients' needs but 

without involving the elient directly. Many of these entries had 

merit too, but did not qualify. The global distribution of the 

22 prize-winners is also highly significant: the principal prizes 

went to student groups in Argentina, the Peoples' Republic of 

China, Mexico, the Philippines, Poland, Thailand, Togo and the 

USSR (Lithuania). It was also interesting, and disappointing, 

that there were few good entries from Western Europe and North 

America where there are a relatively large number of schools 
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where this kind of work is actively encouraged. Fr om 

conversations with several entrants from schools in other regions 

it seems likely that many students were actively discouraged from 

entering this competition which was seen, correctly, to challenge 

orthodox professionalism. 

The most eneauraging result of this competition is not the 

only sign of a resurgence of interest in the third way of working 

and living: my partner and our associates of the Habitat Inter

national Council -- the international committee of non-government 

organisations or "NGOs" -- are uncovering a mass of evidence for 

the huge but largely unrecognised contribution the NGOs are 

making to housing and local development in all parts of the 

world. (This will be presented through the media and at the 

international events of the United Nations International Year of 

Shelter for the Homeless (IYSH) 1987. The resurgence is typified 

in my own country by the movement among practicing professionals 

such as the "Community Architects" within the Royal Institute of 

British Architects; by the nèwly formed Association of Community 

Technica! Aid eentres (ACTAC) with over 100 non-RIBA members; and 

by the Town and Country Planning Association, the oldest of all 

planning advocacy bodies which grew from an association formed in 

1899: under David Hall's direction, the TCPA has become a leader 

in the movement for devolution and local autonomy. 

I now have no doubt that that the escapist fashion that domin

ates the present professional and student view of the architect

ural scene is no more than that. The reaction to the awakening 

of the 1960s has covered the germination and tender growth of 

uncountable numbers of "third way" activities, like a protective 
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blanket of snow. But that is now melting away as the shape of 

the new growth emerges from underground. 

John F Charlewood Turner 
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THE ROLE OF CONTRACTORS IN THE DESIGN COALITION TEk~ ----------------------------------------------------
F.A.M. de Vilder 
Chairman AVBB 
Union of Dutch Contractors 
The Hague. 

I arn grateful for your invitation to corne and address your 

International Design Participation Conference. I have seen 

rnyself featured in one of your folders under the heading 

"The Building Industry" !technica! issues) with the mention 

that I've got sernething to do with AVBB, the federation of 

Dutch contractors' organisations. I have the privilege of 

being president of this federation and, besides, I am a 

working building contractor. So I'm afraid you will be 

disappointed if you expect me to dwell on purely technica! 

matters. As a businessman I look at things from the business 

point of view, so that, in actdition to technica! matters, 

I will pay attention to business economics and legal aspects 

as well. When running a company, you have to put out more 

than just technica! information. 

I have understood that my paper should be - quote - directly 

related to design participation in architecture and the 

functioning of the design coalition team - unquote. What am 

I, as an interested outsider, to make of this? Having looked 

up the word "coalition", I found it is "a temporary alliance 

of distinct parties, persons or states for joint action or 

to achieve a comrnon purpose", and the best Dutch dictionary 

adds: "against a comrnon enemy or hostile party". 

The cornrnon enemy or hostile party of the design coalition 

team is, presurnably, the obstacles that must be evereome in 

order to build a building with an optimum quality-to-cost ratio, 

fulfilling the desires of the principal. One of these obstacles 

can be lack of know-how in a specialist field, which the 

invited contractor can supply. 
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Yet this is too simple a conception. On the route from 

initiative via design to use of a building, there is a 

sharp dividing.line between design and execution. It is not 

so that this dividing line can be a reasen for not cooperating 

within a coalition, Far from it, but one should start by 

clearly fixing the positions of the partners. 

The need for design teams is being fed by a growing need for 

knowledge in order to build high-quality buildings, This calls 

for more specialisms. 

As a result, the structure of the building process is far 

more complicated today than it was. When I say "the structure 

of the building process" I mean the aggregate of relationships 

between the factors on which the duration, nature and size of 

the building process depend. At the dawn of civilisation this 

structure was a very simple one. The primitive cavernen had 

no principals, designers or contractors. All the building

-process functions were performed by one and the same person. 

Clearly, building was easy in comparison with what we have to 

put up with. 

By the Middle Ages, however, division of labour had already 

become fairly strict. As a rule, only guild merobers were 

allowed to carry on a trade. Buildings were made by carpenters, 

bricklayers and so on, who belonged to the respective guilds 

for those trades. The guild system, which saw to the sharing

-out of available work, precluded competition, so that there 

was no tendering either. 

In the 18th century we see an increasingly clear division 

between designing architects - the successors of the master 

builders -, and building contractors - who had taken over 

from tlle old master craftsmen. 
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The typical bond between art and craft, which had marked 

the building trade for centuries, was broken. Building assumed 

a more businesslike character. The open tendering system 

helped to draw a clear dividing line between design and execu

tion. tienee in the present-day building process a distinction 

can be made between three kinds of construction business: 

- principles, such as government, private firms and private 

individuals; 

- designers, such as government-employed and private architects; 

- builders, such as contractors. 

What I have said just now may be all right as a brief outline 

of the origin of our problem, but we are here to come up with 

solutions. A possible salution is perhaps a form of participa

tion in the designing, involving the contractor too. Now in 

the Netherlands many buildings are being built in ways that 

rule out any such design participation. Witness situations 

where: 

the designing is done by the principals, such as the Govern

ment Buildings Department (which in England is called the 

Property Services Agency), municipal Public Works Depart

ments and various housing associations; 

contractors have their own design divisions, which is the 

case for companies building homes, sports halls or schools 

of standard designs for the market. 

Clearly, we're not concerned with these cases in which 

the designers are employed either by principals or by contrac

tors. As a representative of the contracting industry I have 

been asked to give my opinion on a situation in which contrac

tors are invited by the principals to cross the dividing line 

between design and execution. In that case contractors contrib

ute their specific knowledge of the building process already 

during the design stage. Most of this knowledge concerns 

construction technology and costing. 
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Yet principals are not dealing with designers and contractors 

as well-defined parties. In fact these parties are in them

selves far from homogeneous. 

On the design side, the principal meets not only architects 

but also town planners, structural engineers, physical and 

installation consultants, garden and landscape architects, 

interior and industrial designers, etc. 

And on the contracting side, apart from the contractors 

for housing and non-housing buildings, civil engineering 

and public works, the principal encounters subcontractors, 

suppliers and electrical installation contractors. 

In a design coalition team, people from different organisa

tions have to cooperate on the design. Yet all these organisa

tions are not in business for the purpose of making buildings 

with an optimum quality-to-cost ratio, fulfilling the desires 

of the principal. 

For all partners in the design coalition team participa

tion is rather a means to different ends. For each of them 

the end is to ensure the continuity of his own firm. If building 

were to endanger this continuity, they wouldn't build. Nor 

will they build at any cost: it is all a matter of business. 

Of course, cooperation between businessmen cannot be based on 

pure idealism. Therefore the rights and obligations of the 

principal and the participants and those of each participant 

towards the others must be closely defined. And even then 

friction may occur. 

The term •coalition team• indicates a cooperative effort to 

some purpose, which in our case is to design a building. 

Contractors taking part in such a design team set great 

store by the closeness of the cooperation and by the related 

point of the sharing-out of liability between the partners 

for possible grave errors in the design. The sharing-out of 

liability can be a problem also in the case of any of the 

partners defaulting. Publication Number 5 of the Dutch 
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Construction Law Association, entitled in translation 

"Upscaling in the Building Industry", makes a distinction 

between design teams of the coordination and the integra

tion sort. No doubt the design coalition team can be either. 

The publication defines the two terms as foHows: 

"In a coordination team the participating designers are 

each given their own well-defined job, which they are to per

ferm in common consultatien to make sure that the individual 

sub-designs will dovetail into a cohesive whole. 

"Cooperation within an integration team is much closer, 

the participating designers being expected to essentially 

create the entire design together. This means they must not 

confine themselves to their own disciplines but must cross 

the boundaries thereof in order to arrive at an integrated 

whole." 

Roughly speaking, a coordination team is multidisciplinary and 

an integration team interdisciplinary. 

An integration team handles an assignment accepted by the 

merobers in common. 

It would not be illogical to see an undertaking to 

produce an integrated design as a contract indivisable by 

nature. 

In that case there may be collective indivisibility which 

means that, in the event of one merober quitting the team 

prematurely, the contract can no longer be carried out as 

intended. As I see it, the result would be that, not only 

the quitting merober but also the other members,of the team, 

are then in default towards the principal. 

In such a situation, as in the case of design errors, the 

contractor in the team finds himself in a much worse posi

tien than his fellow-member, the architect. Under Artiele 34 

of the Dutch "Genera! Rules for Remuneration of Architects and 

Other Legal Relationships between Principals and Archtiects", 
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an architect•s liability is limited to paying damages up to 

an amount equalling half his fee. 

The question of sharing out liability between the members 

of a design coalition team should be clarified. 

An International Design Participation Conference is primarily 

concerned with participation in design by building enterprises 

other than designers. The question for the Faderation of Dutch 

Contractors' Organisations is now in what measure and under 

what conditions contractors can contribute to the design process. 

As for the conditions it should be pointed out that a no

-cure-no-pay contract is a poor thing from the economie point 

of view. After all, no cure no pay means that a participating 

contractor remains saddled with all his development casts if 

no building contract materialises. 

A contractor invited as an expert by the principal on the 

architect•s advice and on the basis of many positive criteria, 

does not get paid for the know-how he has contributed. Need

less to say this is not a treatment which a contractor can 

afford to let himself in for too aften. 

A contraetar's offer to work on a no-cure-no-pay basis is, 

of course, the result of the market situation at a given moment. 

So it is incorrect to say that contractors are asking to 

be admitted to design teams to elbow out competitors. In design 

teams too, the contractor is subject to competition. The 

market situation certainly has an impact on the conditions 

governing a contraetar's participation in a design team. 

The ultimate beneficiary of the cooperation will be the 

consumer who is not necessarily the same person as the 

principal. A principal can have homes built and rent them out 

to tenants. 
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Much has been published about building teams of late, and the 

general tenor of the publications has been that building teams 

are a good thing. Contractors too, favour a trend towards a 

bigger role for building teams. 

The reasens why contractors rate. building teams positively are 

the following: 

- quality and cost both have their beginnings in the design stage. 

Early participation by the contractor pern1its making optimum 

use of his technica! construction and costing knowledge. Thus 

it can be decided at an early stage whether a principal's 

wishes can be reconciled with his budget. This will forestall 

later disappointments, the extreme consequence of which may 

be a falling-through of the building contract; 

- specifications compiled for tendering purposes leave too 

little room for innovation. 

By making allowance for innovations in the design stage and 

giving proper guarantees for the soundness of novel products, 

constructions and methods, one greatly enhances the chances 

of their being actually used. This offers better opportunities 

for innovation than does the practice of alternative bids 

under tendering procedures as defined in Artiele 16 of the 

Dutch Uniform Tendering Reglementation (UAR); 

the time it takes to complete a building plan is an important 

factor for limiting losses in paying interest on the invest

ment made in the design. By involving the contractor in the 

designing one can skip the tendering and price-fixing stages. 

No working time must be lost by including in the team 

participants who are only interested in short sub-facets of 

the building process. In such cases sub-teams may be a solu

tion; 

under the open tendering system the prices of the bids are 

virtually the sole criteria for awarding the contract. As 

it is hardly in the principal's interest to pay a slightly 

lower price for much worse quality, participation in the 

design team makes it possible for contractors to compete on 
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optimum quality-to-cost ratios. By involving the quality 

criterio in ~uilding decisions, the quality of the future 

building stock will be enhanced. 

Key noUons at this conference are "design participation" and 

"design coalition teamn, both of which centre on design. 

Unless I am much mistaken there is a difference between a 

design coalition team and a building team. In the former the 

designing industry holds the central position, which in practice 

makes the architect the key man. 

A building team is to my mind associated rather with greater 

equality between the architect and the contractor merobers of 

the team. 

This difference will be reflected in the structure of the 

teams. Properly speaking, the design team should be a sub-team 

of the building team, as are a programme team, an execution 

team and a fitting-out team. I have gathered that the organisers 

of this congress think different. The two kinds of team 

have similarities besides differences. Both seek to do away 

with the drawbacks of sernething that has happened far in the 

past, which is the divorce of design and execution. Both try to 

solve problems resulting from the increasing complexity of the 

building process. As such my positive evalustion of the building 

team extends to the design coalition team likewise. 

It must be noted that the design coalition team and the build

ing team both provide opportunities for the contracting 

industry to win orders. Hence it will be necessary for the 

contracting party not only to advise but also to try and get 

the building contract. 

Performing such a twin function is not objectionable in it

self, since the contracting party's position in tbis respect 

is clearly a dependent one. After all, the designing party 

already has its order in its pocket. 
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As to seeking orders, the contracting industry has several 

opportunities, such as various sorts of tendering. One of these, 

the system of open tendering should in my view be abandoned as 

soon as possible, because it is hung up on price as the sole 

criterion. A completely different situation is the one in which 

the contractor employs the designer and supplies a turnkey 

project. 

This practice does away with a good many objections which 

have prompted the conception of building teams and design coali

tion teams, since in turnkey projects there is no longer any 

division between design and execution. 

The position of the design coalition team on the route from 

open tendering to turnkey projects will depend in seeking orders 

upon what is required of the contractor for his participation 

in the team. Such requirements depend in large measure on the 

building-market situation, on which the individual contractors 

have preciously little influence. 

In conclusion I wish to raise the question whether early participa

tion in the design process is advantageous for the contractor 

invited to participate. That question cannot be answered until 

the overall building process is over and done with. So a 

contraetar's decision to participate or not can be based only on 

a weighing of his chances to introduce innovations and an optimum 

quality-to-cost ratio against the chance of missing the order 

after a period of involvement in the work, because even a team 

does not shield him from competitors, unless he is given reasonable 

guarantees by contractual provisions. 

Where competition cannot be reasonably excluded, compensation 

may be given by paying the contractor for his consultancy at the 

rates charged by the designing industry in the event of his 

missing the contract after all. 
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To wind up with a short summary: 

- the contracting industry is happy to see, in addition to the 

existing opportunities for getting orders, new forms of 

cooperation, invalving the contractor in the design process 

at an early stage; 

- the contracting industry prefers building teams headed by 

project coordinators who form a link between principal and 

part1cipators in the teams; 

- it is the opinion of the contracting industry that in any team 

structure there should be some connexion between the roles of 

the individual participants and their liability for errors made 

by the team. 

Design coalition teams should have no exoneration clauses such 

as proteet architects in the Netherlands; 

- the contracting industry stands to benefit from an arrangement 

allowing contractors some measure of compensation when they 

miss the building contract after participating in a design 

coalition team or building team. 

In conclusion I wish to assure you that, in spite of my somewhat 

critical observations, I have felt very much at home at your 

Design Participation Conference. 

May your happy initiative to think out this topic, get a follow

-up in due course. 
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--PROBLEMS OF LARGE-SCALE DESIGN - THE CASE 
OF GOALRT: A COMBINED PARTICIPATORY/MARKET STRATEG~-

INTRODUCTION 

Lucy Danilko, Russell Mathew, Alan Waterhouse. 
Programme in Planning, University of Toronto. 

(416) 978-2958 

While the concept of participation has received widespread 

attention in North American planning literature, little commitment to 

the concept is evident in actual practice. It is possible to trace a 

part of this lapse to operational difficulties that have been encountered 

in several well-publicized projects; however, to a large extent, the 

very modus operandi of liberal demoeratic institutions does not fit 

easily with participatory ideals. In Canada, for instance, various 

government agencies have for some time elicited public opinion on their 

activities, but the mechanisms of decision-making are, in the final 

analysis, ruled by the electoral system, tribunals, technica! rationality 

and the logic of the market. Increasingly, however, highly localized 

residenttal groups have successfully pressured government for a larger 

voice in their own affairs, to the extent that they frequently dominate 

planning procedure. This has led, in many instances, to the virtual 

exclusion of the interests of the population at large, and especially 

those of future inhabitants, who are effectively disenfranchised. 

G i ven this trend, the planning of programmes that have very 

large spatial and temporal mandates is faced wi th a number of contra

dictions. They are especially evident in the current attempt by the 

Province of Ontario to introduce an extensive intra-regional rapid 

transit system to link the expanding suburbs of the Greater Toronto 

area. It is argued in this paper that, in the Canadian context at 

least, participation is not a feasible strategy in determining the wider 

policies of this programme. However, once decisions affecting the 

undertaking, nature and location of the transit facility have been made, 

a strategy that combines participatory procedure with market forces can 

resolve at least some of these contradictions as they occur at a more 

localized design level. 

THE CONTEXT OF DECISION-MAKING 

Citizen involvement in Canadian planning and design is limited 
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largely to informational and consultative forms of participation.1 The 

liberal demoeratic principle of equîtabîlîty tends te lean heavily on 

objective means of decision-making. Thus, various tribunals are empowered 

to arbitrate disputes on the basis of principles and good faith, while 

the courts settle cases where some aspect of the law is in question, 

These avenues for citizen grievance are usually considered te be sufficient 

to ensure that planning decisions reflect the interests of all affected 

parties. Underlying this rationale is an implicit belief in the power 

of the free market and of technical rationality te take care of the 

future. Great relianoe is placed, for instanee, on the ab1li ty of the 

urban land market to adjust to the long-term effects of planning deoisions 

and future demands upon urban spatial arrangement. It is known, most 

pertinently, that certain land in close proximity te new transportation 

facilities will increase in value over time.2 Implicitly, then, while 

the current owners of such property might be adversely affected in the 

short run, eventual owners will be compensated by market increments to 

the value of their land, as the urban structure adapts te future needs. 

Nevertheless, confidence in the market logic is far from absolute, In 

particular, tl)ere exists an awareness that this log ie should, in the 

first place, be guided by technically-based public policy, and in the 

second place, not be subverted by short-term territorially-based special 

interests. 

Most of the evidence te date tends te reveal great difficulties 

when a decîsion context suoh as this is oonfronted by pressures for 

participation, particularly when technically complex, large-scale matters 

are under consideration. First, a consensus cannot emerge until partietpants 

fully understand the technica! intricacies of a proposal, but the eduoational 

process itself is always cumbarsome and expensive, and often impossible.3 

Secondly, the most active partietpants tend to be concerned with short-term, 

highly looalized matters, which raises problems of representativeness 

and bias. For instance, the 1972 Metropolitan Transportation Plan 

Review, in response to widespread citizen opposition to the region's 

proposed expressway system, was intended to provide an opportunity te 

voice opinions on a future regional transportation strategy.4 However, 

the majority of partietpants we re concerned exclusi vely wî th loc al 

matters, which effectively trivialized the whole prooess. Both Hartman 
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( 1981) and Gakenheimer ( 19711) suggest, therefore, that participation beco;aes 

feasible only when basic resource allocation decisions have either been 

made, or are not in dispute. 

THE GOALRT PROGRAMME 

These issues have been brought to the fore in the current planning 

and design of the Government of Ontario' s Advanced Light Rail Transit 

project (GOALRT). The northern route, which will be fully operational 

by the year 2020, is intended to provide accessibility and cohesion to a 

chain of suburban municipalities around Toronto that are experiencing 

protracted growth (Figure 1). While the downtown core continues to be 

the dominant employment focus, the long-term metropoliten strategy is to 

syphon new commercial uses to a series of suburban centres, thereby 

alleviating congestion downtown and enriching the suburban employment/service 

base. The key instrument of this strategy is the GOALRT northern route, 

an eighty kilometre elevated high speed transit facility to conneet the 

suburban centres. Employing sophisticated technology, GOALRT is estimated 

to cost 3.9 billion dollars.5 The vehicles will be fully automated, 

travelling in an exclusive right-of-way between stations located about 

two kilometres apart (Figure 2). A large number of engineering, urban 

design and locational parameters are being analysed to determine the 

specific alignment.6 

Essentially, given its regionel purpose, GOALRT has two objectives: 

(a) To meet long-term suburban travel demand; and 

(b) To provide a catalyst for the further development of growth 

poles within the suburban structure. 

The achievement of both objectives dictates that, for most of its passage 

through Metropoliten Toronto, the route will cut through areas that are 

already developed, now largely comprised of low density residentiel 

communities, 

THE PUBLIG INTERFACE - MACRO-LEVEL POLICY 

Given the enormous public investment and the potentiel disruption 

of the residentiel environment, GOALRT is a politically sensitive issue. 

Consequently, apart from occasional public announcements (through press 

releases and brochures), planning and design decisions to date have been 

made behind closed doors. Furthermore, GOALRT officials do not intend 
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to schedule public meetings until a preferred alignment is identified on 

the basis of technica! decision parameters. When these studies are 

completed, the recommended location of the facility will be endorsed by 

the local municipalities before a final decision is made by the Province, 

By way of explanation, GOALRT officials have stated that it is 

inappropriate to seriously involve the general public in these initia! 

stages of the project. The consequences of such a participatory effort 

would be threefold. First, the planning process would immediately be 

fragmented into a series of localized issues. Given the permanence of 

the facility and the potential disruptive effects, many residenttal 

communities would inevitably oppose any location of the facility in 

close proximity totheir homes. It is entirely possible that the government 

would heed their requests by halting the project or by locating the 

route in an undeveloped area. Such a decision may satisfy local demands, 

but i t would most lik el y undermine the two ma in object i ves of the programme. 7 

Secondly, by enfranchising existing residents, the government 

would in effect be disenfranchising a future population of 6 million in 

the grester Metropolitan Toronto region the population that the 

programme is intended to serve, given its long term schedule. Thus the 

government is obliged to act unilaterally on behalf of future generations, 

as they have no express representation in the present. 

The third consequence is aresult of the difficulty in communicating 

complex information to the technically uninitiated. Not only would such 

a procedure be time consuming (and therefore costly), but it is unlikely 

that participants would fully understand the nature of and relationships 

between the parameters and the stringent system design constraints (A 

total of 88 sub-factors are subject to analysis. Table 1). Hence, the 

utility of involving the general public in policy decisions to undertake 

and locate the facility is minima!, and potentially disruptive to the 

programme at large. 

In principle, then, the macro level decisions affecting GOALRT 

are not amenable to participatory input. Public accountability in these 

matters is probably best served -- however imperfectly -- by the electoral 

and tribunal systems. On the other hand, once a decision on the ~ 

and location of the facility has been made, the planning process may be 

devolved to deal exclusively with local concerns. It is at this point 
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that expediency itself demands a serious commitment t., participation.8 

In the absence of a genuine participatory programme at the local design 

level, large public costs would be incurred in the delays precipitated 

by the reststance of groups who will be negatively affected {Table 3). 

Therefore, in order to foster the incidence of public involvement and 

have regard for at least part of the future population, a "liberal 

democratie" alternative is proposed, whereby market forces are woven 

into a participatory procedure. 

LOCAL MICRO-LEVEL DESIGN - WHO PARTICIPATES? 

The question of who participates is crucial to the design of any 

participatory program. While the following strategy may be widely 

applied, for simplicity's sake, attention will be focussed on a particular 

group of people who will derive few of the benefits of GOALRT, while 

suffering many of the disbenefits and should therefore be given priority. 

In general, there are four {not mutually exclusive) groups who are party 

to the GOALRT issue: 

(1) regional suburban riders; 

{2) station vicinity property owners; 

(3) Ontario-wide taxpayers; and 

(4) groups exposed to negative system effects. 

The first two groups will largely benefit from GOALRT, without 

being exposed to substantial negative impacts. Regional suburban riders 

will benefit by the improved accessibility afforded by GOALRT, although 

they will indirectly pay for the system through taxation. Groups owning 

property in close proximity to proposed station locations will be able 

to capitalize on the increased value of their land, while being exposed 

to minimal system effects (as the stations are to be enclosed). Studies 

have shown that land near rapid transit stations experiences greater 

increases in value (due to its accessibility to transit service) than at 

any other locations along the corridor. 

All residents of the Province of Ontario will directly pay for 

GOALRT through their taxes. This is especially problematic for groups 

who are nonusers, as they will clearly not derive any benefit from the 

facility. This large inequity might, of course be resolved by adopting 

a zero-subsidy fare system, but ridership would be dramatically reduced 

in C'lnsequence. However, the groups who will be most detrimentally 
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affeoted by GOALRT are those who live close to the system alignment, but 

at some distanoe from the stations. Here, the negative impact will be 

so great that any benefits to be derived from usage will not offset the 

disbenefits. Although the preoise looation of this group will depend on 

the partioular oharaoteristios of the station areas (and the potenttal 

for increased land values), a di stance of approximately fi ve hundred 

metres around stations is generally oonsidered to be the limit of the 

twin benefioial effects of walk-in aocess to stations and of inoreased 

land values.9 Beyond this distance little, if any, short-term redevelopment 

will be induced by the presenoe of GOALRT, thereby preoluding any opportuni ty 

for homeowners to be compensated by the market. Furthermore, from a 

system-wide perspective, the integration of an elevated faoility is more 

diffioult in the re lat i vely stable low-density guideway zones than in 

the higher-density station looations, where complementary redevelopment 

will ooour. 

Thus, the most adversely affeoted people oan be identified quite 

precisely as those who live outside the 500 metre station radius, but 

sufficiently close to the GOALRT alignment to be exposed to the negative 

effects of noise, vibration, loss of privacy and view, and spoiling of 

the visual environment (Figures 3, 4). They are designated as guideway 

groups. Depending on the ohosen alignment, they are located in 12-15 

guideway zones, each oontaining 1000-5000 inhabitants. In determining 

an appropriate course of action respecting their welfare, the following 

points are oruoial: 

1. As stated above, in the long run, the resident i al price 

mechanism will adjust to the peroeived effects of GOALRT, 

thereby enabling ~ inhabitants to be compensated through 

the land market, although they will be paying low prioes for 

a less-than-desirable environment. Their legaoy, therefore, 

is generally a poor one. Even more serieus is that the 

burden of adjustment falls on existing inhabitants. 

2. Any attempt by government to acquire the negatively affeoted 

properties would be fisoally prohibitive. The smaller 

guideway zones oontain properties estimated to cost in 

excess of $60 million. Even if they were to be resold at 

future market value, the administrative and write-down oosts 
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would be unacceptable. 

3. In the absence of redevelopment potenttal in the zones, any 

participatory programme undertaken on behalf of guideway 

groups would be a vacuous exercise. Simply stated, without 

the means to restructure the guideway environment, there 

would be no basis for negotiation. 

4. Nevertheless 1 once the alignment has been located 1 expediency 

itself would dictate that a serious effort be made to involve 

the guideway groups. In the absence of a genuine participatory 

programme 1 they would vigorously resil:;t the project, incurring 

large public transaction and delay costs. 

A COMBINED STRATEGY FOR PARTICIPATION 

It is apparent that 1 under these conditions, any approach based 

either on market or participatory principles could not deal effectively 

with the problems of guideway groups. However 1 1f a combined strategy 

were applied 1 then the weaknesses intrinsic to each could be neutralized. 

At least four conditions must be met for this approach to work: 

1. The strategy rests on the ability to predict 1 with some 

accuracy 1 the potentlal disruption of the transit system to any given 

guideway zone (In effect, the determination of these impacts will be 

employed in the specificatien of the zonal boundaries. The spattal 

extent of the guideway zones will vary with the oircumstances between each 

station location). This specificatien is crucial to the identification 

of guideway group members. The effects to be predicted can be determined 

by straightforward empirical observation. They are: 

- Ambtent and intermittant noise levels; 

- Loss of privacy and view from habitable windows, and public 

and private outdoor space; 

- Vibration effects transmitted through structures; 

- Visual and soalar dissonance between the elevated facility and 

the residenttal environment. 

Each effect will, of course vary according to the position of 

the alignment relative to the structure of the affected vicinity. 
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computer aids, and at little eest. Large scale graphics, in 

particular, would be necessary te alert partietpants to the 



varied impact of the proposed transit system upon each 

property within the zone. Thus, the communication of important 

technica! data would no longer be an insurmountable exercise. 

Because, at this level, the technica! parameters are few in 

number and re late to everyday experience, the problem of 

communication would be virtually circumvented (Table 2). 

3. Based upon the distributton of negative effects, and upon 

estimates of potenttal transit ridership within the zones, 

it is possible to derive rough estimates of the net disbenefits 

(disbenefits minus benefits) incurred by each guideway 

group. By one of several relatively complex, but frequently 

used methods, an appropriate monetary cost10 cao be estimated 

for each set of net disbenefits, based upon imputed market 

values of affected properties. 

4. The GOALRT agency would then assign this money by way of 

compensation to the guideway group. The amount is not an 

additional project oost, but would be diverted from the 

property acquisition and transaction budget. 

The compensatory payments could then be used in several ways: 

(a) For those households who volunteer to relocate, payment will 

be based u pon their particular exposure to system effects, 

and would compensate for any loss in market value, use 

value, and relocation costs (in order to avoid misuse of 

this Qpportuni ty, a simple mechanism to ensure that these 

households dQ indeed relocate must be in place). Most 

households, however, would probably elect to stay. 11 

{b) Alternatively, the guideway group could be compensated as a 

self-organized collective. This would provide the means for 

the group to acquire a package of amenity/ameliorative 

benefits. Essentially, they would buy the package in exchange 

for the potenttal loss in market and use value of their 

homes. Then, with the advtee Qf professional design staff, 

and the aid of detailed graphics which explain the GOALRT 

system effects, the package could be deployed within the 

guideway zone. 

3. A combinatiQn of 1 and 2. 
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4 
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In the oase Qf 2 and 3, there is no practical reason why the 

guideway OQlleotives should not be afforded CQmplete decisiQn-making 

power over the ohoioe, design, even CQnstruotiQn of their bene fits, 

provided they are for oollective use. Thus, there will be some assurance 

that the manner in whioh oompensatien is used actually reflects the 

group's own perception Qf their incurred disbenefits. 

As part of their oompensatien package, guideway groups may 

choose from an almost endless variety of benefits. This could include 

land for parks and other open space, landscaping, daycare, nursery and other 

communal facilities, streetscaping, noise and privacy screening or other 

ameliorative measures, and communal works of art. The construction 

pt>ocess ltself could be self-help or contracted. The crucial point is 

that each group would have access to the means to facilitate local 

organization, participation and accomplishment, as well as alleviating 

the disruptive problems involved in the short .run following construction 

of GOALRT. 

Thereafter, an option open to local residents would be tQ incorporate 

eertsin benefits, such as daycare and nursery facilities, as a cooperative 

enterprise, enabling them to levy a fee upon users, and provide a small 

souree of employment. Moreover, because property values would remain 

buoyant, the loc al municipal fiscal base can be sustained, thereby 

providing public resources to maintain the benefit package over time. 

Finally, the future inhabitants would have the chance to buy 

into an enriched and sustainable residenttal environment, a legaoy that 

provides the choice and diversity necessary to effeotive market functioning 

(Table 4). 

CONCLUSION 

Any discussion of representativeness in the planning of large-scale 

facilities thus seems to revolve around two factors: The degree tQ 

which the private development market is able to respond to future demands 

through the mechanisms of diverse supply, self selection and sustainable 

residenttal quality; and the necessity to divide the affeoted territory 

into manageable participant constituenoies ~ macro-level polioles 

have been determined. Similarly, the oommunioation of technica! data 

beoomes feasible only at this stage, so that what remains to be understood 

is no longer complex. 
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NOT ES 

1. Arnstein (1969) describes these as token forms of participation, 
where citizens may "hear and be heard", but lack the power to 
ensure that their views will be "heeded". 

2. Knight and Trygg (1977) summarize several empirica! studies of the 
impacts of rapid transit systems on urban development. In general, 
there appears to be no strong evidence to suggest that increases in 
property values will offset the potentlal negative effects of a 
facility in all cases.. Land closer to transit stations has been 
shown by Lerman et al, (1977) to experience greater increases in 
value than at any other locations along the corridor. 

3. This is confirmed by a case study in Boston (Susskind, 1981) where 
ex ten si ve role playing and brainstorming sessions we re requi red 
before all partleipants fully understood the nature of the project. 

~. A complete description of the program may be found in Pill (1978). 
Gakenheimer (197~) describes a similar review in Boston where the 
partielpants took it upon themselves to define the spatlal focus of 
the process, examining the loc al consequences of al ternative proposals 
in great detail ustng maps at a scale of one inch to two hundred feet. 

5. The ALRT technology was ohosen on the basis of nine criteria ( including 
speed, operations and maintenance costs) over five alternative 
technologies ( including conventional commutor rail technology and 
intermediate capacity transit). (M.T.C. 198~). 

6. The facility will be located in.one of four corridors: A hydro-electric 
power transmission easement; an inter-regional expressway right-of-way; 
and two arterial roads. 

7. The least disruptive corridor fellows the hydro-electric power 
easement, in a location wi th little potentlal for generating new 
development, or capturing adequate numbers of walk-in riders. 

8. Most participatory methods are characterized by freedom of exit, 
lack of participant commitment, and under-representation of certain 
groups. They are appropriate when the o.nly objective is to educate 
the public and exchange information. 

9. The Toronto Transit Commission bases its walk-in ridership forecasts 
on a quarter-mile radius around transit stations. It is interesting 
that Donnelly (1982) found that redevelopment tended to be contained 
within this same distance, as did increases in land value. 

10. While there are several methods of estimating the disbenefit of 
intractable negative impacts such as visual intrusion or noise, 
none can accurately measure these va lues. Methods are frequently 
based upon changes in property values under the assumption that the 
land market will accurately reflect any loss of amenity. This 
assumption has some validity but all attributes of an environment 
are not necessarily involved in land price determination. For 
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example, some studies of the impact of highway noise on residentlal 
property value found that the noise disbenefit did not manifest 
itself in land price, but in an increased turnover rate of residentlal 
unit sales, Some real disbenefits will, thus, not be subject to 
cornpensation under a land value based estimation. An accurate 
valuation ?f disbenefits w?uld ideally be determined by the residents 
themselves, but there are two key problems with such a method, 
First, it would require the estimating of disbenefits in advance of 
their actual occurance. Secondly, it is not feasible for an individual 
or group to estimate such a value in the absence of a simulated or 
actual competitive situation where there are incentives to maximize 
and minimize the estimate. The guideway groups could not feasibly 
be asked to set their own levels of compensation. 
The monetary disbenefit must be set by an imparttal agency, and the 
land value approach is likely to be the only reasonable method. 
Some additional sum could then be added to account for factors not 
compensated by the market. In any event, the disbenefit estimate 
acts as a basis for compensation and negotiation so, depending upon 
the politica! capabilities of the groups involved, additional 
compensation over and above the initia! disbenefit estimate could 
be granted if unaccounted-for disbenefits are large. 

11. The threshold-of-utility concept in resident i al location theory, 
proposed by Wolpert (1966) and others, suggests that a household 
will only choose relocation when the sum of envir?nmental stresses 
reduces the utility of a given location below that household • s 
threshold level, Those members of the guideway group whose location 
utility is not reduced below the threshold by GOALRT impacts would 
not choose relocation. Relocation also imposes costs upon the 
hOusehold, which would not be subject to payment, such as the loss 
of social ties or the loss of familiarity with environment. The 
size of these losses partly determines the utility threshold. Only 
those residents with a low location utility threshold or those 
likely to experience large impacts from GOALRT would choose the 
voluntary relocation option. 
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FIGURE 5. A proposed station location where the alignment is 
just below grade. The commercial uses, redevelopment 
potential and low alignment make the integration task 
relatively simple. In this case, public opposition 
would be minimal. 

FIGURE 6. The same location, but flanked by two low-density guide
way zones (SGU7 and SGU8) through which the alignment 
(A ar B) is elevated. Potential disruption (and there
fore opposition) would be extensive. 
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SUMMARY 

PARTICIPATION IN THE DESIGN COALITION TEAM AND 
ENERGY CONSCIOUS ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 

Joep Habets 
Design Methods Group 

Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning 
Eindhoven University of Technology 

Eindhoven 
The Netherlands 

The integration in the architectural design of demands with a 
view to energy-efficinecy is a current problem. Decisions in an 
early stage of the design process considerably influence future 
energy consumption. Succesful integration requires a good 
collaboration in the design coalition team. 
Two design tools have bee.1 developed to enable such an 
integration: "patterns" and "concepts". 
Both design tools are based on a theoretica! model in which 
architecture and energy are related by the concept of change. 
A pattern is a structural description of the properties of an 
architectural artifact considered to be a means to reach certain 
goals. In this case the goal is energy-efficiency. 
A concept is a well-balanced, meaningful combination of patterns. 
Due to the structural character of both patterns and concepts it 
is possible for the memhers ot the design coalition team to get 
an insight in the energy-effects of a design in an early stage of 
the design process. 
Besides it enables to relate energy-aspects to the various design 
fields, like thermal comfort, acoustics and construction, and to 
geometry of the architectural design. 

INTRODUCTION 

Participation in the design coalition team, one of the topics of 
this conference is not a new theme of discussion. Bruegmann 
and Drowler mentioned an incident that occured in 1864. 
It shows that the collaboration in the design coalition team left 
much to be desired before. In order to design the Houses of 
Parliament in London it was thought that it might be good to 
involve a mechanical engineer in an early stage of the design
process. At first the architect, Sir Charles Berry was rather 
well-pleased with the teamwork of machanical engineer David 
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Boswell Reid and himself. For Reid asked, in addition to a huge 
amount of space for piping and apparatus, an enormous central 
tower to supply fresh air. Barry rather liked the idea, 
especially because it gave him an alibi to put another tower on 
the building. 
Finally they had a terrible row. Reed needed pipes where Barry 
wanted pillars and in Barry's vision Reid reduced the role of 
architecture to that of one big installation. The authorities had 
to intervent. At last they agreed with the architect. They set up 
that the architect had "unequivocal final authority over all 
design decisions". This incident marked the continuing separated 
development of architectural design and mechanica! engineering to 
control indoor climate. 

About 1970 the somewhat difficult relation between architecture 
and control of indoor elimate is raised by several people of 
various backgrounds. 

In 1969 "The architecture of the well-tempered environmnet by 
Reyner Banham did appear. In this book Banham describes the 
development of the knowledge on indoor elimate and the enormous 
growth of the installation-technique since the second part of the 
previous century. The architect was hardly involved in this 
process of growth. Only a few architacts acquired this knowledge 
and succeeded to integrate the control of indoor elimate in their 
designs in a satisfactory way. Much more often it happens that 
elimate and installations have been ignored. 

In the early seventies Broadbent argued that failure of Modern 
Building partly is caused by the total ignorance of climate
considerations in buildings. Many functional-looking buildings 
only seem to be functional. In reality one of the most important 
functions of a building, to act like an environmental filter, is 
not discerned as prominent. All over the world pretended 
functional buildings can be found which can't be heated in winter 
and can't be cooled in summer. 

In october 1970 appears a report written be Hamaker intended for 
the faculty of architecture of Eindhoven University of 
Technology. He broke a lance for a mechinical engineer with some 
architectural education and a more engeineer-like architect. In 
this view building, installation and indoor elimate are one 
indivisible whole. Some specialiaation is inevitable but a 
seperated development and education gives bad results. 
comfort-demands, high installation costs and multidisciplinary 
team-work are asking for a different approach: the discipline of 
the control of indoor elimate should be a part of building 
science. 
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Shortly after that the problem bacomes a hot topic. If it had to 
be proved that Hamaker was right, the energy crisis is a godsend 
gift. In all sectors of society possible savings and the use of 
alternative sourees are studied. 
It is clear that the solution of the energy problem in the built 
environment is another reason for collaboration in the design 
coalition team. 

How do we manage that? 

The integration in an architectural design of demands with a view 
to energy-efficiency and other requirements is a well-known 
problem. Many design-aids have been developed to meet this 
problem. However it is difficult to find information on energy 
conscious architectural design organized in such a way that it is 
applicable in the sketchdesign-stage. Most design-aids focus on 
the evaluation, not on the development of design-variants. 
Besides there is so much information that is difficult to select 
and to maintain survey. 

The objective of this study was to develop a design-aid for 
energy-conscious architectural design usable in the early stages 
of the design-process by improving the communication between the 
memhers of the design coalition team. 

The results consist of three parts: a set of patterns, a pattern 
diagram and the description of the concept. 
They have been developed for low-rise housing projects in The 
Netherlands. Therefore its validity is limited. However the 
system of the design aids is usable for application to other 
design problems and other elimat regions. 

PATTERNS 

Within every problem there can be found smaller problems or sub
situations, and for each of them solutions might also be found. 
Problemsolving usually consists of resolving lots of small 
situations leading towards a collectiva end or goal. 

The search for patterns, or typical solutions to individual parts 
of the problem is an usefull method. The collected patterns form 
a catalogue to be used in solving particular problems. 
Patterns can be found or developed wherever previous experience 
or a colleetien of bits and pieces exists. 
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In this study patterne are used to describe architectural 
elements as a means to reach certain goals in the field of 
energy efficiency. It opens up the possibility to analyze the 
energy aspects of an architectural design in a systematic way. 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE ENERGY PATTERNS 

Each pattern contains the following sections: 

1. The description of the goal to be reach in terms of the 
intended effect on the heat balance. 

2. The definition of the (sub-) problem. 
3. The principle of a solution. 
4. An indication of the effectiviness. 
5. An observation on positive and negative side effects. 
6. A description of the relations to ether patterns. 
7. An example of a design in which the pattern dominates. 
8. References. 

An analysis of 25 recent energy-efficient houses in The 
Netherlands resulted in a list of 42 different patterns. 
For example a simple one is given in figure 1. 

MEANS AND END HIERARCHY 

The individual patterne can be related to the goal the serve and 
to each other in a means and end hierarchy. 

The architectural design process is considered to be a process in 
which policy is established. Policy in this respect is the 
allocation of values in the various areas of the architectural 
design field. An architectural element is considered to be a 
means to reach certain preconceived purposes. 

Energy efficiency is one of the goals to be reached in the 
design of an architectural artifact. For example: 

The goal is energy efficiency, under Dutch elirnatic oircumstances 
it can be reached by: 
A. Minimizing winter heatloss: 
B. Maximizing the benifits of solar heatgain in winter. 

Subgoal A can be reached by: 
Al. Minimizing heatloss due to infiltration and ventilation; 
A2. Minimizing heatloss due to transmission. 
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FIGURE 1: ONE OF THE PATTERNS 

PATTERN40 
HORIZONTAL ZONING 
GOAL: MAXUiiZE ~INTER SOLAR HEAT GAIN 

problemdefinition: i! shading angleO( ( 16° then the lossof 
solarradiation due '%o shading will be ~10'!6. 
in high density low-rise housing projects 
it is probably difticult to meet this de
mand tor the living area. 

design principle: put the living area on the tirst floor and 
the sleeping area on the ground tloor. 

et.ficiency: 

side ettects: 

relations: 
example: 

ahading angle 16° instead of 25° tor the 
living area. 
decrea3e of solar heat gain in sleeping 
area. mostly less important. 
- disturbed relation garden/living area. 
- advantage of natural heat flow3. 
pattem 35, 36, 37. 
Nordica woning, Apeldoorn, architect 
Grooaman. 
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sub-subgoal Al. can be reached by means of: 
Ala. Earth berms; 
Alb. Airrecirculation systems; 
Ale. Evergreen trees; 
Ald. Draught screens. 

So at last a draught screen is a means to reach energy 
efficiency. 
A simplified means and end hierarchy for energy conscious 
architectural design is given in figure 2. 

PATTERN DIAGRAM 

The patterns diagram visually erganizes the individual patterns. 
In the diagram the patterns are clustered in two ways: 
- To their effect on the heat-balance: 

Decreases winter heatloss due to transmission, decreases winter 
heatloss due to infiltration and ventilation, increases winter 
solar heatgain, and so on. 

- To the architectural level on which they occur: 
Detail plan, building plan and urban lay-out. 

Using the pattern diagram operationally in architectural design 
these divisions enable to tackle the design problem in two ways: 
- A strategy can be chosen which starts with the goal definition 

and ends with the choice of the means. 
- A strategy is possible in which the diagram is used as a check

list in the design processes on the distinguished architectural 
levels. 

The pattern diagram for energy conscious architectural design can 
be seen in figure 3. 

CONCEPTS 

Not all patterns are applied in a particular design. In a design 
an useful, well-balanced and effective combination of patterns 
is desirable. Fundamental different combinations of patterns are 
called "concepts". 
A concept gives the principle of a range of design solutions, so 
it is a useful notion in architectural design as well as in 
architectural research. 
In architectural design the term concept enables to relate the 
various design fields in an early stage of the design process. So 
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FIGURE 2: MEANS & END HIERARCHY (SIMPLIFIEO) 

MEANS & END HIERARCHY 
GC:..t:DESIGN ENERGY EFFICIE!IT HOUSES 
subs:oal: N1n1mize heat loee due to transmission: 

means or pa~terns: 
l Smal.l houses 
2 Compact urban lay-out 
3 Avoid plasticity 
4 Building shape 
5 Decrease glasa area 
6 !nsulating shut~ers 
7 !nsulating glase 
8 Fenestration details 
9 Wall insulation 

10 Floor insulation 
ll Roof insulation 
12 Avoid oold bridges/envelope 
13 Avoid cold bridgea/details 
14 Earth shelter 
15 Insulating buffer 

sub oal: Minimize heat loss due to ventilation in!iltration: 
means or pat erna: 
16 Earth berms 
17 Urban shape 
18 Draught sereens 
19 Evergreen trees 
20 Building orientation 
2l Building shape 
22 Controlled ventilation system 
23 Weatherstripping 
24 Avoid construction joints and gaps 
25 Air looks 
26 Heat-recovery system 
27 Pre-heated air 

sub oal: Take care of an etficient atuillia 
e atJ.on ay-out 

29 Natural heat flow 
30 Adaptability 
31 Take benifit of solar heat gain 

subgoa!: Maximize the benifits of internal heat sources: 
means or patterns 
32 Thermal mass 

sub~oal: Maxioize winter solar heat gain: 
33 Theriîiäl mass 
34 Glass coating 
35 Greenhouse 
36 Windows as solarcollectors 
37 Vertical zoning 
38 Avoid ahading elements 
39 Orientation solar elements 
40 Horizontal ahading 
41 Active systems 
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FIGURE 3: PATTERN DIAGRAM 
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it is an instrument in the communication between the different 
partners involved in the architectural design process. In might 
beoome a tool for integration. 

In the last decade saveral concepts can be distinguished in Dutch 
energy conscious housing, for example: 
- standard; 
- improved insulation; 
- activa solar; 
- super insulation; 
- radical passiva and 
- no nonsense. 

For illustration we will have a closer look on the last two 
concepts. 

ENERGY CONCEPT: RADICAL PASSIVE 

In this concept the designer is trying to emphasis passiva use of 
solar energy. Under Dutch elirnatic conditions in reality only a 
small part of the energy load will be provided by solar energy. 
Houses with such a concept are usually energy-low on account of 
other energy saving measures, however they strike less the eye. 
There is always a good insulation of walls, roof and groundfloor. 
Insulating glazing and somatimes insulating shutters are used. 
Much attention has been paid to caulk construction-joints and 
gaps. Somatimes a machanical ventilation system with heat
recirculation is provided. 
Passiva solar systems are asking for a particular urban lay-out. 
Free access of solar radiation is necessary. The dwellings 
themselves have thermal zoning: rooms with the highest heat loads 
are situated on the south. The houses mostly have a high thermal 
mass. 

An energy-conscious life-style is desired to live in a passiva 
solar house. Often the designs for passiva solar houses have an 
ideological background. Somatimes they are related to an 
ecological philosophy. Lately a "high-tech" variatien did occur. 
Due to the alternative philosophy often soft technology and 
natural materials are used. 

This concept dates from the late seventies. It is an expression 
of the believe in soft technology. It can be seen as a reaction 
on the active concept. 
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ENERGY CONCEPT: NO NONSENSE 

Houses in which the energy concept "no nonsense" is applied have 
a good insulation of walls, roof and groundfloor. Insulating 
glazing is used en much attention has been paid to caulk 
construction joints and gaps. There is a conventional central 
heating system. 
The concept is founded in the striving to lower life time cycle 
costs. It can be seen in relation to to the current economical 
crisis. 
It is a typical concept of the eighties. The house has not to be 
only energy efficient but also cheap. Reduction of the over-
all costs is important. The measures are judged to their 
efficiency. The set of measures is strongly related to the 
building techniques. Projects with this concept are often 
initiated by housing coorporations and contractors. 
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ABSTRACT 
The widespread acceptance of the principle of user 
participati.on is the major achievement of architecture in the 
recent past. However, problems in participatory design theory 
have limited the impact of this new direction in architecture. 
Proposals for design participation, almast without exception, 
have looked to improvements in architecture as the measure of 
success. Adaptabi.li ty, good fit, and user satisfaction have 
been set out as key criteria for evaluating participatory 
projects. It is important to note that these are all ways of 
descrihing buildings, or at best relationships between 
buildings and users. A potentially more effective approach 
would start with a theory regarding the effects of 
participation on the participants themselves--and then define 
architectural practice in terms of desirabie individual and 
societal outcomes. The paper develops a critique of 
conventional participation theory and then proposes an 
alternative based on an analysis of the causes of alienation 
in the contemporary city. It concludes with a description of 
participation in Cuba, which numbers among its objectives 
women's liberation, eliminatien of class differences, 
opportunities for creativity and competence, and the making of 
a transparent world. 

KEY WORDS: participation industrialization alienation Cuba 
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TOWARD A THEORY ----

c. Richard Hatch 
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School of Architecture 

PARTICIPATION IN ARCHITECTURE 

New Jersey Institute of Technology 
Newark, New Jersey 07102 USA 

INTRODUCT ION 
The widespread acceptance of the principle of user 
participation is the major achlevement of architecture in the 
recent past. However, problems in participatory design theory 
have limited the impact of tnis new direction in architecture. 
Proposals for design participation, almost without exception, 
have looked to improvements in architecture as the measure of 
success. Adaptability, good fit, and user satisfaction have 
been set out as key criteria for evaluating participatory 
projects. It is important to note that these are all ways of 
describing buildings, or at best relationships between 
buildings and users. An alternative and potentially more 
effective approach would start with a theory regarding the 
effects of participation on the partielpants themselves--and 
then define architectural practice in terros of desirable 
individual and societal outcomes. 

PROBLEMS OF CONVENTIONAL PARTICIPATION THEORY 
The principal objections raised against conventional design 
participation--from both the right and the left--weakened the 
movement because they were fundamentally valid. First, 
participation rarely engages crucial questions of social life 
and the city. The movement has had a strong tendency to 
focus on the individual and the nuclear family and view tends 
to minimize the importance of relationships at the workplace 
and in the community. This questionable emphasis on the 
private realm and the ideal of individual satisfaction has 
also limited the arena for participatory design. Housing 
is the program of choice, and even within this narrow 
scope the majority of schemes involve users only in the 
contiguration of personal space. The concept of architecture 
as collective as well as personal representations is lost. 

Second, the architects' traditional building orientation, 
found even in particpatory designers, reflects an impoverished 
view of human needs. The fascination with architecture as 
object continues to obscure a braader view of buildings as 
elements in a total environment meant to satisfy complex human 
drives. This is, perhaps, an inheritance from the Modern 
Architecture which stressed "the problem of dwelling" and 
posed the alternative: Architecture or Revolution. In its 
most simplistic formulations, human needs are reduced to 
soleil, espace, and that these should be 
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incorporated in correct dwellings (to be enjoyed, presumably, 
soUpsistically) • Archi tects are still accustomed to 
thinking about needs only in terms that are tangible and 
quantifiable: numbers of families to be housed, acres of 
required parkland, work stations or hospital beds to be 
built.... The argumenthereis that there is a more 
fundamental level of needs that has at its souree drives to 
competence, to community, and to critical awareness, and that 
architecture--the process of making the world--is capable of 
both creating and satisfying these fundamental needs. 

Third, the participation movement's preferred conception of 
the user as consumer exercising sovereignty over an expanding 
array of choices has its own difficulties. It i.s silent on 
questions of energy and resource conservation. It appears 
indifferent to the socially-determined nature of consumer 
wants in a class society: wants that are exogenously induced 
and in constant change cannot be "satisfi.ed" by participation. 
Sharing a contradiction with other proposals about consumer 
sovreignty, design participation is unable to explain how 
individuals might indicate a preferenee for collective goods, 
such as art, leisure, education, or equality. Lastly, it 
minimizes the importance of production: conceiving, making, 
exchanging. 

Proposals about the direction that participation ought to 
take, the issues to be stressed, the nature of the encounters 
between architect and user, and the distribution of authority 
over decisions reflect particular conceptions of human nature, 
history, and the process of social change. An alternative 
theory of participation in architecture, then, begins with a 
proposition about architecture and human needs. 

ALlENATION AS A PROBLEM FOR ARCHITECTURE 
The problems which participation in architecture must 
address--from the intractability of mass housing to the strong 
lack of affection most people feel for urban environments--are 
of relatively recent origin. It is my view that they result, 
not so much from the gap between client, user, and architect 
which foliowed the industrial revolution, but from the radical 
changes in the organization of life and work which accompanied 
it. The combination of urbanization and industrialization 
closed off many traditional avenues for the satisfaction of 
human needs without reducing the needs themselves. The history 
of Newark provides us with an example of the transformations 
that created new problems for society--and new tasks for 
architecture and for architects. 

In the 1830s, the Industrial Revolution loomed just over the 
horizon. But in Newark, craft production was still the rule. 
Shops were small, and following the familiar pattern, they 
were usually attached to the masters' houses. Women and 
children played important roles in the workshop as well as the 
home. The family was the basic unit of production as well as 
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consumpti.on. Each worker owned hi.s own tools; journeymen and 
apprentices reasonably expected to be self-employed one day. 
Small groups of workers made enti.re products in their 
independent shops. Products made in this traditional,way were 
stamped with the personalities of their makers. As 
specialized workers, they were, of course, already tied into a 
market economy. In a market of these dimensions, economie 
interdependence was felt as personal interdependence. 
Exchange made these artisan households a community. 

By 1860, Newark's crafts had been industrialized or were well 
on thei.r way to bei.ng so. Factory competi.tion was intense: 
less than nine percent of male heads of households remained 
self-employed. The remai.ni.ng workers, who possessed neither 
tools nor skills that were not generally avai.lable, were 
rapidly losing control over the conditi.ons of work. Hours 
were up; wages were down. The likelibood of ri.sing to a 
position of ownershtp was becoming remote. once forced to 
give up control over the arena of production, workers found 
that control of other cruetal areas of life was also quickly 
stripped away. Workers no longer had dtscretton over the 
place of work, the pace of work, or the purpose of work. For 
most, employment came to be confi,ned to a few simple and 
repeated operati.ons. The ever-narrower division of labor, far 
from reftning the skilis of speci.alized workers, now ensured 
that each need know less and less about the processes of 
production in whtch they are engaged. Adam Smith, whose very 
name is associated with the division of labor, correctly 
feared that the result would be "torpor of mind." The 
continuous process of deskilling robbed work of meaning. 
Nothing has yet been found to restore it. 

The factory system finally broke the age-old nexus between 
life and work. The family lost its role in production and 
hence its independence. Dwelling lost its sacred character 
and became another commodity in a world of commodities, 
allocated in accordance wi.th the wage hierarchy of the 
workplace and organized into homogeneous communities based on 
class and race. Rather than the center of social existence, 
the family house became a place of escape, a haven in a 
heartless world. So long as home is consciously kept separate 
from the world of politics and power, participation in its 
design can be no more than an anodyne. 

In this sort of world, human capacities and desires tend to 
shrink to those that can be satisfted at a profit. Needs 
formerly considered among the most i.mportant--for creativity, 
for competence, for communi.ty--disappear. It is my view that 
in this too brief bistorical analysis lies the agenda for 
participation in architecture: participation can be the means 
for overcoming alienation. Let me cite example from my own 
observation. 
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THE EXAMPLE OF CUBA 
In Cuba, with its heritage of colonialism and exploitation, 
participation has accepted this new role. At the victory of 
the Revoluti.on in 1959, the social situation there was an 
exaggerated version of the general history of capitalist 
development. A sharp spatial segregation of classes and 
functions underscored the deep divisions within the cities-
and between the cities and the countryside. The separation of 
classes, and of manual and intellectual workers, was net. 
With little experience of self-government, no tradition of 
democracy or of self-government had developed. Almost from the 
start, the Revolution saw architecture as an instrument in the 
process of social transformation. At all scales, from the 
private to the nati.onal, architecture was called on to do more 
than make up the deficits common to underdevelopment. It was 
expected to change the relationships between men. As 
architect Roberto Segre has written: 

The building of socialism demands as a fundamental 
prtnciple the creation of an egalitarian society that 
permits to each merober the maximum personal development 
and maximum choice between alternatives •••• The 
designers of the physical environment have the 
reponsibility of interpreting these essenttal 
directives. 

In the early period, the need to build was overwhelming. 
Housing, factories, schools, hospitals, roads ••• everything was 
needed. But raw construction was not enough. In 1963, Che 
Guevara wrote, "I am not interestad in dry, economie 
socialism. We are fighting against poverrty, but we are also 
fighting against alienation." Grasping this truth, architects 
no longer focused entirely on quantitative results. The 
issues for Cuban architecture became eliminating segregation, 
challengi.ng the narrow division of labor (and the low skill 
levels which it implies), and creating active, engaged 
citizens. Participation became the hallmark of the new era. 
Building programs were altered to maximize opportunities for 
popular involvement. Structural systems were invented which 
permitted intellectuals, farmers, and factory workers to 
contribute, along side experienced construction crews, to the 
making of the new Cuba. New popular institutions were 
organized to channel the energies of citizens in campaigns for 
literacy, for improved public health, for cultural and 
educati.onal opportunities, and for social construction. 

The microbrigade program is the outstanding example of 
participation in the creation of the physical environment. 
Microbrigades are volunteer groups financed by their 
workplaces who come together to build new communities. 
On the large project site at Alamar in Havana, teams 
from the many of the city's varied industries and agencies 
are at work building badly needed homes, schools, factories, 
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and shops. Professionals and mechanics, teachers and truck 
drivers work side by si.de. Because finished apartments are 
allocated through their different workplaces, thi.s same rich 
social mix will end up as neighbors under the same roofs. 
Starting in thei r first year, student archi tects work on t.hese 
construction sites, first as laborers, then as liaison between 
the designers and the future users, and finally as project 
directors--an excepti.onal professional· preparation. 

At Alamar as on shii.lar sites across Cuba, participation 
includes issues of personal satisfaction, but stresses more 
central issues of social life and work. And if the overarching 
goal is the creation of an egalitarian society, the objectives 
of participation are many: 

1. Nation-building: participation in the creation of a 
modern Cuba is expected to build identification with 
the Revolution. 

2. Growth of political culture: involvement indecision 
making and in negoti.ations between citizens and organs 
of the state is intended to lower the barriers between 
the governed and the government for the first time in 
Cuban history. 

3. Women • s liberati.on: significant parti.cipati.on 
opportunities for women have brought them out of the 
home and into the mainstream of national life. 

4. Eliminatien of class divisions: carrying out common 
projects for the common good opens lines of commun
ication between groups and helps to evereome the 
traditional deprecation of manual labor. 

5. Competence: an opportunity to shape the social 
environment generates creative energy, refines 
productive skills, and reinforees collective concerns. 

6. Transparency: direct involvement opens windows into 
the structure of society, its i.nstitutions, its values, 
and its technology. The formerly incomprehensible and 
ali.enating city--built, and managed for and by ethers 
--is transformed into a place where people feel at home. 

A NEW AGENDA FOR PARTICIPATION 
The central hypothesis of this paper is that the paramount 
purpose of participation is not good buildings, but good 
c1 ti zens in a good society. Participation is the means, and 
the richer the experience--the more aspects of the total 
architectural project opened to involvement, the higher the 
degree of participant control, and the more comprehensive the 
education that surrounds participation--the greater the impact 
on alienation will be, and the greater the recovery toward 
health. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Argentine Republic is situated in the Southern Hemisphere 

and forms part of the group of Latinamerican countries colo

nized by Spain and Portugal in the XVth century. 

It has a population of 30 million inhabitants who are mainly 

living in the city of Buenos Aires and its metropolitan area 

where lives 30% of the total population. 

The remaining population is distributed in the capitals of 

Argentina's 24 provinces; it is a predominantly urban coun

try, with 80% of its population living in urban areas and 20% 

in rural areas, it is a semi-deserted country, with large sur

faces of land called "Pampas". 

Its frontiers are very extensive and in inaccessible regions, 

mainly on the west border along the "Cordillera de los Andes". 

The Secretariat of Housing and Urban Environment (SVOA) 

commisstoned us to study a methodology which would enable 

FONAVI (National Fund for Housing) to adapt a "user partici-
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pation system" in order to achieve better urban-architectonic 

solutions. 

~lha t is FONA VI 

FONAVI is a national complex system implemented by the "SVOA" 

in order to provide funds at national level to build up large 

urban-settlements for werking class people with low incomes. 

The funds for the FONAVI are provided by the contribution of 

2% of all salaries both of the public and private sectors. 

These funds are administrated by the "National Mortgage Bank". 

The SVOA has developed a broad set of basic performance Speci

ficatiens to be adapted to the 8 great regions which divide 

Argentina. 

In each of Argentina's 24 provinces there is a Provincial 

Institute for Housing and Urban Environment which is in charge 

of building the great FONAVI urban settlements, following the 

Specificatiens developed by SVOA. Each province finances the 

persennel and the SVOA remits funds for the financing of the 

buildings. 

Considering the great number of qualitative and quantitative 

variables, a system was organized to deal with the great com

plexity of the problem. (Fig.1) shows the principal components 

of the "Prosar-FONAVI" Program. 

FONAVI Design Strategy 

It was developed on the supposition that the architects werk

ing in the own regions know the real needs of the users how

ever the final results have shown that this is relative. 
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The contemporary architect is subjected to the pressure of the 

paperwork imposed by the dynamics of the FONAVI system, which 

contributes to the freezing of ~his design ideas in a short 

lapse of time. 

Consequently he is unable to achieve the different design al

ternatives and therefore, he finds it difficult to take into 

account the requirements of each family in particular, because 

FONAVI considers that a family is only a biologica! entity 

and not a single human group sensitive and different from 

other families. In fact, the family has become anonymous. 

This has brought about a certain uniformity of the design ideas 

that has erased practically all sense of identification among 

the users and the natural and urban environment. 

ANALYSIS OF THE USE OF EXISTING URBAN SETTLEMENTS 

The settlements located in "General Belgrano", "Ciudadela" and 

"Villa Soldatti" cities in the outskirts of Buenos Aires (metro

politan area) were analysed with the purpose of detecting the 

degrees of physical transformation and of uses, developed by 

the users as time went by. 

Through photographs, sociological surveys and physical in-site 

studies, the alterations made by the users: roofing of inter

nal courtyards, annexed bedrooms, internal adaptations and 

refitting, appropriation of common space as private or semi

private, etc. showed a sundry sampling. 

The resulting adjustments and disadjustments guidelines of the 

existing solutions were taken into account to develop the con

ceptual "support" as a starting point of the "PROSAR-FONAVI" 

Program. 
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DESIGN EVALUATION OF SUPPORTS 

The "PROSAR-FONAVI" Program was inspired after a visit that 

Prof. N.J. Habraken paid to Argentina during 1978. This pro

gram intended to apply the "support" methodologie concept 

embedded with the user's participation philosophy, an idea 

developed by Prof. Habraken in the S.A.R. at Eindhoven 

since 1962-1965 (1) (2). 

The application of this methodology was carried but for multi

family groups based on the "FONAVI Design Strategy" to which 

the user's participation approach was applied. 

The "support" defines some fixed aspects of the project and 

the degree of participation based on its design. 

In this manner, different supports were tested and their flexi

bility and growth alternatives were assessed. 

Zones of "USE", "SERVICES", "SEMI-ROOFED" and "CONNECTORS" 

were deterrnined and their combining possibilities. 

The following areas were defined according to FONAVI standards 

specifications: 
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Dwelling 

(specific) 

Dwelling 

(indeterminated) 

Connectors 

(specific) 

"SERVICES AREA" 

(basic functions):kitchen, bathroorns. 

"USE AREA" 

(private functions):leisure,sleeping 

dining, multiple. 

"CONNECTORS/BUILDING SPACE AREA" 

(interactions functions)horizontal 

and vertical circulations,staircases, 

elevators. 



Connectors 

(indeterminated) 

Urban 

(specific) 

"CONNECTORS/URBAN SPACE AREA" 

linteraction functions):urban space 

close to building. 

"URBAN SPACE AREA" 

(social organizations functions): 

urban space of the immediate envi

ronment. 

According to these areas a set of conceptual supports was pro

posed based on the following restrictions (Fig.2) 

Strict limits of total area based on the FONAVI Specifica

tions. 

Limits for future expansions. 

Basic patterns of physical and psychological use of inter

na! and external spaces based on conclusions pointed out 

in Introduction. Also in (Fig.)) it is possible to observe 

an axonametrie view of the "conceptual support" which was 

used not only for better technica! comprehension of the 

problem, but also for presenting to the potential user the 

spatial concept of dwelling alternatives. 

TECHNOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF SUPPORTS 

Taking into account a set of several typologies of supports, 

three types of interaction matrixes were organized in order 

to test different characteristics related to design and build

ing construction qualities. 

The first matrix (Fig.4) shows several supports with alterna

tive positions of: uses, services, expansions and terrace 

areas in interaction with the following variables: costs, 
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traditional building systems, industrialised building systems, 

operational facilities in the building production, expansion 

possibilities and costs of possible expansions. 

The second matrix (Fig.5) is concerned with the interaction 

between four basic dwelling typologies and seven types of 

structural gr.ids. 

It is possible to observe the typology Ng 4 (that was selected 

for the final design) tested against the seven most usual 

structural grid systen:s used in Argentina: transveraal, longi

tudinal, mixed (type 1 ), mixed (type 2), angular, box system 

and columns. 

The third matrix (Fig.6) also shows the interaction between 

the four basic dwelling typologies and the seven types of 

structural systems, but there is a calculation of the 

mean cost taking into account only the costs. of the five basic 

items of the building construction system: structural system 

plus vertical thermal isolation, concrete load bearing roofs, 

stratificate facades, internal partitions plus sanitary 

pannel and operational production process. 

The results of these rnatrixes are not possible for direct 

use, their application depends upon the time of execution 

along the great geographical regions of Argentina according 

to each case for one building system or another. 

Taking into account the above set of relations among qualita

tives and quantitatives variables, and the FONAVI area res

trictions for users belonging to the metropolitan area of 

Buenos Aires, a free open plan which included technical ser

vices and sanitary ducts was defined. 

A virtual area of 1.50m x 5.70m determines zones to the ser

vice area and a square of 5.70m x 5.70m defines the zone for 
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leisure, sleeping and eating areas. The terrace and expansion 

area is developed in a zone of 2.10m x 7.30m belonging to the 

internal facade (Fig.?). 

Actlvities are developed between a public and a private area 

and define a viable image of potentlal participation. 

The hollows proposed in the internal facades will enable futu

re alterations without spoiling the simple harmony of the total 

facade. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PRELIMINARY PLAN 

The building site where the first user's participation strate

gy will be applied in Argentina is at 15 and 525 street in the 

access to La Plata city, the capita! of the Province of Buenos 

Aires, 60 kmsouthof Buenos Aires city (federal district). It 

is a suburban low density zone with great flourishment of build

ing blocks that do not bear urban identity nor have urban spaces 

to give it a special character. 

For this reason a characteristic space is set forth; an inter

na! courtyard acting as a small "piazza" serves as the heart 

of the building blocks (Fig.8). 

The small "piazza" is limited by three blocks at residentlal 

scale U shaped and closed by an existing building block. In 

this way an urban area of well-defined morphological charac

teristics is generated, which gives the zone a strong identity 

and tries to revitalize the deteriorated urban tissue. 

By means of the scale 1:10 maquette of the dwelling unit which 

included all the fixed and detachable equipment the users get 

a complete vision of the spatlal and alternative design possi

bilities. 
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METHODOLOGY FOR THE PARTICIPATION OF THE USER 

Introduçtion: 

In the present process of building massive urban settlements 

in Argentina, the individual is exclusively conceived as a 

biological being and, consequently, the design of dwellings 

responds to the compliance of these biological primary func

tions. The remaining activities though are not fundamental 

for biological survival, are necessary for the individual and 

his tamily's evolution. 

This model can only operate when it is not accepted or orga

nizes the participation of the user. 

But if we start from a different conception of man and his 

built environment, in which his social function is taken into 

consideration, in this process the home will really exist, 

only if the user is able to convey his needs, feelings, life

style and describes himsel\ as a social and individual being. 

According to S.A.R. philosophy a dwelling always exists bet

ween two sectors: - the public- which is the sector where the 

community operates and the individual sector which is - the 

private -. 

Each of these sectors implies different channels of action, 

different forms of building production and different agents 

that execute it, and also different responsibilities. It is 

here where the concept of -support- appears. 

This outline not only implies a greater identification of the 

individual with his home, but a greater compromise towards it, 

its enhancement and preservation. 

The house contributes in this way, for man to achieve his self

accomplishment,the self expression of his own personality and 

towards community. 
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His life-style is defined by the activities he carries out at 

individual level (the family) and also as part of -Dynamic 

Community Development- a strategy embedded in the -PROSAR
FONAVI-Program as results of the rather complex operational 
system necessary to implement FONAVI urban settlements. 

This concepts allows the potential users to think in terms of 

alteratien of his own dwelling (internal space) and also future 
expansions (external space) that could affect relations with 
other users. 

Therefore the methodology that has been developed tends to meet 

the above mentioned goals, but it must also comply with the 
following requisites in its implementation phase: 

- Feasible to be applicable in any part of the country, 

providing the specifications of each area or region 

are camplied with. 

- Simple in its administration to enable its use in 

massive housing plans without it implying a signifi

cant increase of costs. 

The "PROSAR-FONAVI" Program and the Argentine User 

The latin culture which has influenced mçstly the argentine 

style of life, is embedded in the concept of individualism, 

and this could be the most critical point to take into con
sideration when we are dealing with community development 
problems. Therefore another objective is how the user (the 

single family) is inserted in the urban tissue when it is 

still under development. "Dynamic Community Development " is 

the key to int.egrate t:te user into the typical "barrio" 
located over the grid system derived from the Spanish coloni

zation. 
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The user must be prepared not to suffer ariy impairment through 

lack of some technical concepts at· any stage of the experiment. 

Both the language and the techniques to be used, must be neu

tral as much as possible, trying to avóid possible -contamina

tion- of values on the part of the technician towards the user. 

The basic criteria on which the selection of the users was 

founded incllided some characteristics of the families which 

would'verify through the design, the different possibilities 

both present and future evolution of the dwellings according 

to the needs, and habits of the user's familiei. 

The tendency to develop utopia on the needs and aspirations of 

the users must be avoided, for this reason it is very important 

to set understandable limits, for example the cost of the pro

ject and its possible alterations, as well as the economie 

level each of the users involved may have. 

False expectations to the user by promising unreachable targets 

must be avoided, a mistake which is often commited while endea

veuring the increase the quantity of data. This would result in 

a certain rejection during a second stage of data collections. 

THE PARTICIPATION PROCESS 

On account of the characteristics of the basic support, its 

internal flexibility and its possibility of expansion in the 

future, the participation process was planned after pointing 

out some criteria for the selection of the future users. 

Consequently, five variables were taken which enable the 

selection of the users according to some attributes which 

were thought -a prior~ influenced on the use of the space. 

The selection of the families will be carried out according 
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to the following variables: 

-Family Phase- -Family Composition- -Educational Level-

-Activity Conditions- -Type of Occupation-

It must be also said that these criteria were merely indicative 

since the dwelling units to be awarded were only then. For this 

reason, obtaining a population which would represent all regui

sites simultaneously was a complex matter. 

According to these guidelines, the Housing Institute of the 

Province of Buenos Aires, the institution that will build for 

the first time in Argentina the "PROSAR-FONAVI" Program, 

selected ten families as possible users. Alongside the research 

group belonging to the CONICET planned three meetings to con

crete the process of participation of the user in the definition 

of his dwelling. 

Firstly all the families selected were appointed to a first 

explicative meeting. the main objective was to inform, up to 

this moment, possible users of the characteristics the project 

would have in its formal aspects and, at the same time, explain 

the characteristics of the design process. 

Due to the type of user's participation approach implied a 

different cernpromise on the part of the user, the design group 

gave priority to the exposition of each individual case in or

der to get an atmosphere of conviviality, in opposition to the 

traditional technoeratic structures and conventional methods, 

both in the public and in the private institutions related to 

the building environment. 

It was also explained and shown through the use of the already 

mentioned maquette the main possibilities of the internal spa

ce divisions, the consideration of future expansions of the 
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individual dwelling and the possible relations between the pu

blic and the private sectors. 

In this first meeting an explanatory bróchurè with the principal 

concepts that serve as base for the participation process were 

given out. 

The second meeting (individual interview with each family) was 

divided in four stages: a) A private conversatien with each fa

mily concerning with the type of fittings and old furniture they 

are prepared to take to the new home, which were,put down in a 

survey form together with additional information related to the 

actual use of the space in their own dwelling. 

At the same time the family was informed of the basic equipment 

their house was going to have. 

bl Each family was presented with the location plan of the 

support; the houses were allocated to each family through a sys

tem of drawing lots, taking into consideration that the families 

with more than one child should get the dwellings on the ground 

floor. 

c) The different components of the maquette were shown and iden

tify; later, the fixed spaces were placed (kitchen and bathroom) 

and, finally, the bedrooms and leisure-dining spaces were loca

ted according to the proposals of the users. 

d) Finall'y, the dimensions and integrations of the rooms were 

adjusted in order to obtain the final design. 

The third meeting each family was presented with the final 

design and a photo of the maquette (Fig3) (FiglO), with the 

salution obtained in the prior sessions, in order to see that 

.their aspirations were well understood. 

Nevertheless, due to the family keeps the photo in order to 
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think about during a certain period, there is another chance 

for a fourth meeting in the case that the family considers the 

possibility of another alteration. 

It is important to stress the fact that the experience was 

held in a cordial atmosphere which helped to make the task of 

both, design team and users, easier by splitting the conven

tional harriers that have perturbated during many years the 

relations between the technicians and the users. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This very short summary of the PROSAR-FONAVI (Jl experience 

performed in Argentina has proved that the usual ideology 

used by architects from the public and private sectors can be 

completely questioned. 

After having known several building schemes in Argentina and 

other Latin American countries there is no doubt at all that 

the technoeratic ideology has been imposed far over the real 

need of the users. 

Our experience in this very small building scheme of La Plata 

city allows us to infer that the S.A.R. philosophy can be 

adapted to the existing FONAVI design strategy without increas

ing costs and, undoubtedly, that the type of results we may be 

able to achieve will be far better than the present results. 
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l!JJ§®r lfil®lfÏ~tmgWJ®~fi;m[n') nlliJ ïim® tw~~fiDoo ®'f? fr~::J®TiaiiD c~all"@ !F®®~U~î~@(§, 
tly IL,J.LKru1stuHH, Kruistteer HalHnk Arends, Rottert1om_ 

summary for oral presentation on Tuest1ay,23rd of Aprtl, 
1965 at OPC ·us, Session Two, from t4Ao~ IS 00 hrs_ 

Healtrt care racility planning dtffers in so för rrom many other t:we~ 
of desi:Jn, tnat H tvis a great '.JörietiJ of user cötegorie~: to c:ount 
witrL Two oi these cötegories are usua!iy well consulted aunng the 
brie!· and ,jo:.:3ign pr1ase::: ol ,'J Malt!'1 center or hospita! project: trte 
menagenat and the noedical staff tmç•ortant es tttese cetegories 
may be, tt·tey are far outnumoerea by t'wo otJ1er groups of stabl 
holders:: Fte nursin~~ staff and the pat1ent::: 

I :3ee it •'is a tasr of trte ::wchitect to prevent any irnbalance t1y 
taking special care tr,at Hte programme and the brief are :;r,en:PG 
irorn Ute nursing and the pat.Jent point oi vievv in the earliest 
of any oesign ,jec1sion 

· ïrre only '·Nay to achieve solutions the!t are Mneficial or acceptattle 
to ö!l categones. Js. etSS:llring every group and indivlduel to state 
hi':. point and tt'tus to participt~te in the design çwocess 

Insome cases the elient rnay ûesignate a technica! or a managerial 
oif1cer to decide in any design dilemma the architect puts t;efore 
ttirn Here ttle arcr1itect should be on t·tis guaro Of colwse he 'Nll 1 try 
to content his elient And oi course it is the client's re~:ponsibilitrJ 
to consult the users or not. But if he decides not to .. then tr1e 
arctlitect better do so ior his own sake, and be sr.tre tt1at he content 
his elient 'Nith contented users. 

Apart frorn that, the elient wil! acquire data and insigttt on ttte 
functioning of hH: f!lcility, whictt he never 'Nould have got 
otherwise. The architect simply needs those to be able to put up a 
range of valid design alternatives. These have proven to be valuable 
in two ways: firstly tl'tey show that tilere is not onlrd one solution to 
a design prot.lem And seconaly, that the choice 1s a politieel one. 

in this argument, oi course, ttre elient will be trte referee and tt1e 
arcttitect the e~<cecutor. But if the argument ··ttill not De deliven?•j 
openly, trtere ·wiil not t.e a felir trial, end the architecrs des1gn 'N11l 
be b~:~sed on incomplete informaUon. 

i vv·lll not a·well on ttlîs r1oint any Jonger now but state ~:~nott1er pmnt 
w·f'ticn always has constituted a serious problem in the rnf!tter 01 

design part.iclpal.ion in the l'iealth care iield: the fiKt trrat tt-te roost 
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:rne:c;rt,:;:rü ~dt·oup users is r:ot n=!tJ?Îl~ ó['pn:rachatrle The oaUt:idS ö(8 

fu: 1.ne p!'wt phtJ~·1call;J -~nd ernotwnoll':l not in a pos1t10n 
tn>J!l~ ~1:: ob:~;enre theit· B:tlvlconrnent. DepernJent iJS the!J are f!Jr 

!.heir· l ife :md 'tiEdfare on tne benevolence of theit- tarnporend 
vl'iil not f:lre;;m; üf ;·'ihdt tr:os8 u·dnk 

will never be öble to propose <Jny im~wovement or 
And U1is is whllt tJ•e tn-ctntect nee•j::; to Je.~tT; 

Cü!.WS2 the staff of •Joctor::: anö ntwse::; möld feel 
C•:ïlled upon totalk fortheir patient:::. E:ut tneir argwr;etüs c.ön ne··.1er 
De checked or anti nH'tl:l ··,·vell be blwTeO t11~ cornrnon 

t11; rpjness 

Here u·,e ewchitect rnay moke hitr;self u~:eful t''~ plöiJin!J the roie of 
tM pötient. .;md showing the reactions .:m 1ndependent pöl.ient 'rlould 
pn: .. juce IJS ll cono::equence of the penrll:mer·,t_ ös;::ault on his autonotr'ild 
ön,] rris pr Wl'iïd·, the in ,:J hospil.al gener·any con::.titute~'· 
He tr1a:d ··,·vel i rnake r·drrr3eli ver·y inwopulat" öt the s,:Jrne tir·ne 

t1ucr·; more an e lecte,j cornmunity repr·e:::erd.·~ ti '·.te 1 n the 
bw1,jing corr;mittee tef.:e on this role. Hlis 'Nill plt:Jce the örct-:itect 
111 a positwn to 'Neigh interests nst ou·:er ones, an,j 
produce a :::;~nthesis in his a·:: is reöll'd his task I-Je rnay •jo so. · 

R.~u di ,j in i. he i r e~<cell ent on 
ac,.Jte hospJI.als: bid offering choice. 

Choice 1s 'Nhtit is necessary to e;icercise 
:J pr·ereqwsite to regtiining health 
:)ilrt i c i pat; on 

TtH:mk •JoU for !Jour attention. 
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User Parttctpatton tn the Oestgn of ticalth care Factltttes 

by lr.J.E.Kruisheer, Kruisheer Hallink Arends, Rotterdam. 

Health care facility planning differs in so far from many other types 
of design, that it has a great variety of user categories to count 
with. Two of these categories are usually wel! consulted during the 
brief and design phases of a health center or hospita! project: the 
managerial and the medica! staff. Administrators and medica! 
doctors mamly are \ooked upon as the most important sourees of 
knowledge and data by the consultants charged with the 
establishment of the brief for the architect And of course they are 
But important as these categories may be, they are far outnumbered 
by two other groups of stake holders: the nursing staff and the 
patients. And these are seldom consulted. 

The coincidence, that the farmer two categories are mostly male, 
and the.latter groups in majority female, may historically have 
contributed to the imbalance in the representation of their interests 
in the design process. I see it as a taskof the architect to prevent 
any imbalance by taking special care that the programme and the 
brief are checked from the nursing and the patient point of view in 
the earliest stages of any design decision. This is not as simpleas 
it is said. In fact it often sets out to be a politica! choice, a 
question of power, which is conflicting with the interestsof those 
enjoying the power of decision in the building team-and on whom 
the architect is in fact depending for the ultimate approval of his 
design. 

The only way to achieve solutions that are beneficia! or acceptable 
to all categories, is by playing the game openly, and by assuring 
every group and individualto state his point and thus to participate 
in the design process. A fifth category, not mentioned so far, and 
which easily may turn out to be the fifth wheel of the waggon, is 
served by this opennessas well: the community, or public opinion, 
which does not 1 ike to be taken by surprise in cases of as much 
importance for the public welfare and the environment as is the 
case with the planning of a health institution. 

Recently a trend has been coming up_. to appoint a pubtic officialor 
authority as legally representing all categories and their interests. 
and thus as sole design partner for the architect.ln some cases the 
elient may designate a technica! or a managerial officer to decide in 
any design dilemma the architect puts befare him. Here the 
architect should be on his guard. Of course he will try to content his 
client. And of course it is the client's responsibility to consult the 
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(2) 
users or not But if he decides not to, then the architect better do 
so for hts own sak.e, and besure that he content his elient with 
contented users. 

One reason for the reluctance of some clients and officials to allow 
their architects to consult user groups, is the fear that this w i 11 
blow up the budget. They tend to oversee that it is in the architect's 
and H1e users' interest as well astheir mission, tomeet the budget. 
The subject of their discussion is not so much what they can afford 

which is pretty well predictabie-but how to form the optirnal 
environment to work in, to function in, or to live in, within a gtven 
budget. Apart from that, the elient will acquire data and insight on 
the functioning of his facility, which he never would have got 
otherwise. Tt-Je architect simply needs those to be able to put up a 
valid design. 

Methods how to gain information from different groups of users 
about the way a facility will function at its best have been 
described before. Trustwortt-Jy examples are Metaplan sessions with 
rnonodisciplinar or mixed groups, possibly preceded by in-deptfl 
interviews with selected individuals, and foliowed by public 
presentation of preferably at least three different models, designed 
on antagonist ie principles that have been generated at these 
sessions.These roodels have proven to be valuable in two ways: 
firstly they show that there is not just one salutiontoa design 
problem. And secondly, that the choice is a politica! one, in the 
sense that groups of stakeholders wi ll have to merchandise in order 
to achleve a valid solution. 

In this argument, of course, the cl i ent or his appointed 
representative wiJl be the referee and the architect the excecutor. 
But if the argument wiJl not bedelivered openly, there will not be a 
fair trial, and the architect's design wiJl be basedon incomplete 
information. 

I wil I not dwell on this point any Jonger now but state another point 
which always has constituted a serious problem in the matter of 
design partielpat ion in the health care field: the fact that the most 
important group of users -.and the most vulnerable- is not really 
approachable. The patients are for the greatest part physically and 
emotronally not in a position, really to participate in the design 
processor even critically to abserve their environment Dependent 
as they arefortheir life and welfare on the benevalenee of their 
temporary guardians, they will not dream of contradicting what 
those think best. And even long after their disrnissal from hospita! 
care they will not be able to criticise any circumstance that might 
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have been bloclc mg their recovery. In that way tt-Jey re act I ike 
children that have been rnaltreated by their parents, or like the 
passengers of a hyjacked airptane: they cannot but warshiptheir 
suppressors. And so tf1ey w i IJ never be ab Ie to propose any 
impravementor future change And this is exactly wr1at the 
architect woul<j need to learn from user participation 

Of course the professional staff of doctors and nurses may fee! 
called upon totalk fortheir patients, justas a teacher in a school 
may want to speak for hts pupils. But their argumentscan never be 
checked or contradicted, and may wel! be blurred by common 
managerial blindness. 

Here the architect may make himself useful by playing the role of 
the patient, and showing the reactions an independent patient would 
produce as a consequence of the permanent assaut t on his autonorny 
and his privacy which the stay in a hospita! generally const itutes. 
He may wel I make himself very impopular at the same time. 

Much more preferably an elected community representative in the 
bui I ding committee take on this role. Th is wiJl pi ace the architect 
in a position to weigh patients' interests against other ones, and 
produce a synthesis in his design, as is really his task. He may do so. 
again, by offering design alternatives, or, to put it as Wischer and 
Rau did intheir excellent study on single- or multi-bedded rooms in 
acute hospitals: by offering choice. 

This leads me toa third problem that threatens the development of 
health care and hospita! planning, and the impact of user 
participation at all. I am now referring to the ever-growing nurnber 
of rules and regulations that are shed upon the designers of health 
care facilities world-wide. I have poînted out before, that many of 
these rules actually would prohibit any planning at all, if they were 
to be foliowed literally. They exclude each other by their mere 
number. 

Sorne of these rules serve no othere purpose than to enlighten the 
task of official approval of proposed designs. In fact they prescribe 
solutions of the past for the racilities of tomorrow, and so rob the 
ambitious user of the rightful excercise of his influence, the 
architect of the souree of hts creativity, and society of its future 
form. Deregulation is clearly another prerequisite for choice. 

Choice is what is necessary to excercise pattent autonorny, and 
autonomy is a prerequisite to regaining health. So health, and this 
is my conclusion, begins with patient participation. 
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31 Lauradale Rd., r~ondon U2 
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Tel. 01- 883 4061 

INTRODUCTIOtl: premises and promises .•• 

1. So far as 'design participation• is a 

~~~~ep~, it is far from unproblematic, 

as, in fact, are the words 'design• and 

'participation• on their own. Further

more, like the word 'democracy', fre

quent mention of 'participation' does 

not, by i tse 1 f, secure i ts presence. 

There are too many definitions and 

images of these terms to make them easi-

ly agreable terros of reference for se

rieus research. 

2. There C<ln neither be a total absence of 

p<irticipation or democracy, nor cao we 

imagine a fully participatory of a fully 

democratie situation. Both these ideals 

are a matter of degree and kind, so that 

the questions one has to ask are "to 

what extent is A or B participatory?", 

or "what kind of participation is it?". 
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Consequently, 'participation' in design 

and in education are not identical to 

'participation' in industry, in mili

tary( I) or in sports. 

3. This may sound obvious, but it is impor

tant to recognize that the debates on 

participation and democracy take place 

discourses. Their realization in 

life is therefore both distinct from, 

but also partly to do with, their dis

courses. 

4. Both 'participation' and 'democracy' are 

the types of concepts which can only 

find their material corrolaries in con

texts. that are themselves participatory 

and democratie to some significant ex

tent. In other words, one can somehow 

(and unfortunately) debate, study, teach 

or research brick sizes or rainfall 

patternor fire escapes(!) even in the 

least participatory contexts (with ob

vious and not-so-obvious psychological, 

epistemological and teehuical shortco

mings that such situations would en

tail). Yet, it would be unconvincing to 

expect free debates, studies, teaching 

or research on 'design participation' in 

contexts which are themselves low in 

participation, or are anti- participa-
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tory or undemocratic - except, of 

course, as u 

conditions. 

to those very 

s. Participatory design process is a yet 

unsettled problem on which more 

research, more discussion, more experi

mentation would be necessary. For rea

sans which this paper tries to promote, 

architectural and design education would 

be a most fertile context within which, 

and throught which, such open questions 

can be explored, if not fully realised. 

6. Participation in design is not to oe 

re<luced to a simple change of attitude, 

process or the design team. Neither 

design nor participation are homogenous 

entities that can be coupled for overall 

improved results. Both are processes, 

practices, modes of being and activities 

that are constituted by a large nurnber 

of cornponents, instances, sub-processes, 

agents, levels of thinking and opera

tien, and a variety of complex inten

tions and effects. A participatory de

sign process is radically different from 

a less participatory one. The ~i~heE 

degree of participation should have 

manifestations not only on the identity 

of participants or on the nature of the 
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design process and its products, but, at 

the more abstract levels of cognition, 

conceptualization, organization, 

culture, politics and technology ... 

7. Design participation implies and aften 

presupposes: 

(a) an overall social and politica! 

transformation that would enable a 

different design process to take 

place, and 

(b} a set of conceptual, psychological 

and pedagogical changes that would 

affect changes not only in the 

pr~~~!! and ~~nt~nt of designing, 

decision making and producing de

signed objects and relations, but, 

a lso, in the very acts of thinking 

about, studying and learning to 

design. 

g. Design is not a purely technica! process 

(not that there can ever be a 'pure 

technicality'} that can take place in 

identical ways in whatever social, poli

tica!, technological or educational con

texts it may be initiated. Same can be 

said about design education. There is a 

world of difference between the way in 

which different educational set-ups 
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E~É~E to, ann are ~~teEmi~~~ by, the 

prevailing socio- technical- cultural

institutional wholes of which education 

is an integral part. 

9. If designing, in a variety of senses, is 

a .!:_earned skill, then, the objectives of 

learning to design, the ~~.1~~~ and 

of design activity, ths type 

and direction of design knowledge (and 

the knowledge of design) as well as the 

wanner in which bath knowledge and the 

persennel are ~E'I~~!~~~ and ~~na'Ied 

cannot but constitute the parameters of 

studies on design education. 

HYPOTHESES and CONSIDERATIONS 

On the basis of the above observations the 

following can be proposed: 

* Participatory design cannot be the ob

ject of any old design education. A 

simple addition of 'participation' 

courses, a few examinable lectures or 

some token participatory design or 

research projects cannot be what a par

ticipatory design education or partici

pation in design education would be all 
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about. 

Nor is it sufficient to suggest that a 

society transformed in participatory 

lines would automatically result (a) in 

a participatory design practice, or (b) 

in a participatory design education .. 

The preconditions for developing a par

ticipatory design education ~~ for in

corporating design participation into 

existing education include a transforma

tion of the professional(ist) and insti

tutional structures of the schools and 

the ir curricu 1 i. 

It is also essential to see partleipa

tien not just as an organisational inno

vation, but a completely different state 

of mind and a cognitively, ~!-~~!! as 

institutionally, a 'higher' mode of 

practice. 

But, what exactly is it that is to be trans

forrr.ed in any possible transformation of edu

cation? Can difficult and problematic concepts 

of 'design', 'participation', 'society', 'pro

fession', etc. be easily correlated or coupled 

as vague generalities? Can education be trans

formed in the absence of a detailed and analy-
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tical critique of the education itself? 

To bring in some degree of clarity into these 

questions we can consider approaching the 

\vhole matter in the following manner: 

i Consider education in terms of lts ob-

~~l~~!!L=.~!:.!~!:.!• ~eth~ds and 

management (hereafter, 00~~) as well as 

lts socio-cultural-technical contexts. 

ii Consider any concept of participation 

and design participation as complex, 

composita, and contradictory phenomena 

comprised of the above mentioned basic 

elements. 

iii consider participatory design education 

or participation in education as educa

tional modes with radically distinct 

OOMMs. 

iv consider the immediate or subtle ways in 

which a participatory change in any 

level of education is bound to affect 

changes in other levels. 

v On the basis of the above, consider the 

.::....: • .=-. .c...c... . .::..:l::..:.e.;:;..s to achieving participatory 

design education, and the conditlens of 

their removal. 
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TOUARDS a KNOULEDGI'! of PARTICIPATORY DESIGN/ 

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION 

The minimu~ set of questions that should be 

asl<ed include the following: 

* 

* 

OBJECTIVES of education: Hhy to par-

ticipate ./ Hhy to learn and tea eh parti

cipatory design./ Hho is to be served./ 

ifnat advancement, in which field, is to 

be affected by participatory design and 

participatory educ at ion .••• 

OBJECTS of education: ilhat exactly is 

it that is participated in./ Hhat is the 

substance of participatory design/ 11hat 

does/should the educational activity 

consist of specifically in learning to 

become 'participatory• designers./ ilhat 

is the type and nature of knowledge that 

a participatory design education in

volves. 

* l~ETHODS of education: Flow to handle 

design in a participatory manner./ uow 

to simulate, teach, learn •.. participa

tory design./ How to relate to the par

ticipants ouside the school framework/ 

~lhat specific means and media would be 

utilized./ How would the transmission 

and production of knowledge be different 
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in a participatory education ... 

* NANAGE~1ENT/ORGANISATION of education: 

Hho should decide why, what and how to 

do participatory design in schools./ Hho 

should decide ~vhy and how such design is 

organised in schools/ what funda

mental difference should characterize an 

educational set-up promoting partici

patory design./ How should the non

academie participants be involved in 

teaching and learning/ Hhat should the 

roles of professional bodies and govern

ment be in determining the objectives, 

objects, methods and the management 

structure of a participatory design 

education ••. 

The questions such as those above may not be 

all that new or out of the ordinary, but it is 

the consequences of asking them in an analy

tical manner that would initiate new research 

programmes concentrating on new problems. They 

would at least make it possible to avoid some 

initial difficulties of cornmunications arisin 

gout of indiscriminate use of the word 'parti

cipation'. It is pertinent to ask: 

a. Is participation to be an objective of 

education? 

b. Is participation to be an object of 
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education? 

c. Is participation to be a method of 

education? 

d. Is participation to be an organising 

principle of education? 

All these questions may have seemingly obvious 

answers to the 'converted', but the issue at 

stake is how to get out of debating chambers, 

and get into the minds, eyes and pencils of 

designers in or outside schools. In other 

words, we have to address ourselves to the 

question of how we could put participation in

~~-~~~~~~~~~~! E~~~~~~~· especially if most 

educational processes are, traditionally, far 

form being participatory in their approach, 

content, method or management? Can aspirations 

alone secure educational changes, ~ can any

thing be 'plugged into' any existing curricu

lum or into any management structure? Bearing 

in mind the role that education plays in the 

power/knowledge relationship in every society 

can we afford not to ask such questions - as 

if participation(ism} were just one more sty

listic innovation to indulge in? ... 

Leaving aside the detailed analysis of the 

objectives, objects, methods and management of 

a (hypothetical} participatory architectural/ 

design education to a future study, it would 

be apt to begin with a brief overview of the 
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obstacles that would be in the way of partici

patcry education. 

OBSTACLES TO PARTICIPATORY OBJECTIVES and 

OBJECTS 

The goals and objectives of architectural 

education in most countries are shaped in 

varying dagrees of professienalist mould, 

aimed to secure entry into the profesaion and 

carrying the promise of registration. Regard

less of the stated and publisbed aims "to 

train architacts to serve the community/so

ciety" or "to contribute to the satisfaction 

of human needs" etc., the overall accent is 

individualistic, competitive and private 

elient orientated. 

The ~~~~!~~ of teaching is roughly divided 

into the 'technical/technological', 'ideolo

gical' and 'design' with various ancmalies of 

organisation, integration and methodology. 

Pa~ticipatory objectives of teaching and lear

ning would require a redefinitien of objec

tives in these broad areas with resulting 

rearrangeQent of priorities, direction, exper

tise and criteria of relevance. (For, parti

cipatory design starts with a wider, more de

mocratie and less teehoieist concept of rele

vanee and usefulness.) Such a transformation 
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takes as its object new social relations of 

deslgning, building and using spaces which, in 

educational context, require new types of 

histories, different modes of applying tech

nology, and different projects, programmes and 

concerns in schools ... 

In other words, the knowledge of (or, the 

knowledge required for) a participatory design 

and education are to be different from the 

less (or non- participatory ones). 

A c~se in point is the almost universally 

presu~ed and hardly questioned 'client-archi

tect' model of architectural practice. A 

si~ple replacement of the 'client' with 

'people' or the 'architect/designer' with 

'participants' or 'design coalition team' does 

not automaticall:t. make design any more parti

cipatory than at present. 

It is the conceptual, political, economie and 

organisational content of architectural know

ledge and its structure that requires a trans

formation if we want to start talking about a 

design process/practice in participatory 

lines. 

Secondly, generations of architacts trained as 

potentlal prima-donnas, as individual 

artist/creators, etc. cannot, simply by wi-
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shing to do so, practica their skills in a 

different socio-technological context. ~hey 

have to grow out of, and deny, their ideelogi

ca 1 make-up first. The training of young gra

duates for work in large and distinctly hie

rarchical offices cannot be the best back

ground on which to evolve a participatory 

design tradition. 

As far as technology goes, the tendency to 

design high- tech buildings which involves 

industrial consumption of a particular type, 

mat•'rials with smaller tolerances and complex 

eontractor/elient relationships mitigates 

against the full participation of 'users', 

'people', 'residents', and even the builders 

themselves ...• 

Finally, the real ownership and control of 

resources, land, buildings and know-how, and 

the !:E-.!:l_ll.~E.X. users (i.e. the owners) of the 

buildings designed, cannot be allowed to re

main unchanged in school exercises which claim 

to be trying to advance participatory ap

proaches. or, conversely, a participatory 

social system cannot afford to leave intact 

the tradional client/owner based briefing 

processes, design priorities and criteria of 

criticism and assessment. 

Ue, at least in the 'BO's, know that spaces 
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are designed for/by people and for/by institu

tions which are often not the same people 

and/or institutions which physically use them. 

Ergonomics, user psychology or behavioural 

studies do not provide the necessary insights 

into the real determinants of spatial organi

sation. But, that is another subject. .. 

OBSTACLES TO PARTICIPATION METHOOS 

Schools of architecture project a recognisable 

outer image with their relatively relaxed 

atmosphere, cheerful studio life, informal 

social interactions and seemingly flexible 

werking hours. Yet, deep down, they embody 

many of the rigidities that other disciplines 

may more readily display. Moreover, besides 

these common 'academie' rigidities archi

tectural education possesses some specific 

,nethods and manners that may present problems 

for participatory developments: The slide

based lectures where the audiences in darkened 

rooms watch the screen with obligatory double 

images, the curiously chaotic but essentially 

regimented studio teaching which reduces lear

ning experience toa single pupil-tutor con

tact, the absence of methodological and con

ceptual rigour in crits and discussions, the 

reduction of the programme to space require

ments, instinctive exclusion of 'non- archi-
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tectural' knowledge and methods from teaching 

an1 criticism, the well- known illiteracy of 

architecture students, and the inability of 

design teaching to allow or encourage non

architectural reading to contribute to the 

developmental process, the predominantly vi

sual approach which leaves out what the eyes 

may not immediately see, the inexplicable 

reverence towards 'practitioners' who may in 

fact be less than successful as conveyers of 

i1eas, and almost unquestioned assumption that 

alt non-studio inputs are subservient to the 

studio work, .... all constitute an ideology 

of architectural pedagogy. It is this ideology 

that stand in the way of developing a freer, 

more enlightened, less individualistic, better 

infQrmed and, above all, a collective concept 

of participatory design in teams, and for a 

community, much wider than that of individual 

'clients' ... 

OBSTACLES TO PARTICIPATORY MANAGEMENT and 

ORGANISATION 

All the above-mentioned modes of setting edu

cational objectives, course content, methods 

of teaching as well as the why's, what's, 

how's, and who's of educational practice are 

the results of decisions which may not always 

be explicit. But, most relevant to our concern 
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here is that, some significant exceptions 

aside, these decisions are aften made in ways 

which can hardly be said .to be 'participato

ry'. As has al ready been observed at the very 

beginning, it would be a curieus contradietien 

in terms if a participatory design practice 

and its education were to be expected of a 

func1arnentally non- participatory institutional 

st~t up. 

Needless to say, it is neither the case that 

all schools are equally non-participatory, nor 

is it that architectural and design educations 

are any more or less so than other academie 

subjects in higher education. 

This state of affairs is largely determined by 

the nature of the social system in which edu

cation and the profesaion take place. It is 

also to do with the nature of architectural 

practice, its knowledge, its clientele, its 

internal and external relations, its specific 

relation to the prevailing power bases and its 

relative intellectual level. In other words, 

the mode of management in architectual educa

tion is to do with the ma~~~ia!!tY of the 

design activity in given social situations. At 

more specific levels, the primacy of 'product' 

over the 'process', the assumption that 'the 

elient knows best', the belief that architec

tural offices and the professional body can 
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provide the main organisational references, 

and the uncritical reliance on the epistemolo

gical limits of the practicing architecte 

(who, obviously, are themselves the products 

of the schools in questionl) .... all inform 

the internal organisation of schools, as to 

their staffing, resource allocation, pedagogie 

priorities, assessment criteria, and the na-

ture of the design programmes, their hypothe

tical (or real) clients, and their ideological 

and technological directions ... 

CO"'CLUSIONS: UINES AND GLASSES 

The observations and assertions in this paper 

were meant, albeit briefly and synoptically, 

to chart the limits that the debates on 

participatory design had to force if they wish 

to go beyond the existing terros of reference, 

existing boundaries of design expertise and 

the existing modes of teaching (and learning) 

design. It is with this awareness that only 

some of the major determinants of educational 

objectives, content, method and management 

have been discussed. It was nevertheless made 

clear that without challenging the profes

sion•s institutional and cognitive hold on 

education, and without questioning the priori

ties that given societies set for educational 

institutions, the ideal of participation would 
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remain as an ideal. ..• It was therefore sug-

gested that a series of transformatlens were 

necessary for the realization of that ideal. 

Bearing in mind the theoretica! and intellec

tual poverty of much of architectural debates, 

and the near-total neg lect of ~'!ucatio!:: as a 

question worthy of study, the basic elements 

of a theory of architectural education is 

presented as a prolegomenen for a forthcoming 

study on the subject. 

It was stressed that the participatory ideal 

had a lot to clo with democracy, openness, 

flexibility of mind and action, absence of 

rigid hierarchies ~nd rigour in knowledge, 

analysis and criticism. Education was shown to 

be one of the testing grounds, as well as the 

starting points, for a promissing new archi

te,~ture and design practice far beyond ambi

guons labels (such as community architecture) 

or dubious styles ( such as post-modernism) ... 

The emphasis on know!edge in and of education 

has several implications. Most important of 

all is that it draws attention totheneed to 

go beyond a change of personnel, a change of 

'design coalition team', and, in more graphic 

terms, a change of uniforms and hats!. .• Hhat 

is at stake is the content of the heads that 

stand under those hats, and the ~!ace of the 
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hearts that beat behind those uniforms! ...• 

To use an old roetaphor in a new context, it is 

not a question of the very same drinkers pre

tending to drink new wines in old glasses, or 

old 1~ines in new glasses, bu~, new drinkers, 

new glasses, nev wines and new drinking habits 

too ••• 

One would hope that the next stage will be 

informed by a more sober image of design acti

vity and design educationl. •. 

A NOTE in lieu of NOTES: 

This rather synoptic paper with all its axio

matic style and compressed arguments is a 

result of a desire to say as rnuch as possible 

in as little a space as possible. It origi

nates from two substantial sources. (1) A 

research programme which has concentrated over 

the last ten years on the most unfashionable 

subjectsof all, ~~~~~~!on, and has already 

yielded significant insights into the funda

mental issues of architectural education, 

design education and design theory. (2) A 

first hand experience of context which exemp

lify the worst of the observations I have been 

making on architectural education- contexts 
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which not only were far from practicing parti

cipatory design and participatory education, 

but as can be imagined in the 1980's, they 

made it impossible even to debate the absence 

of participation. 

This paper is therefore dedicated to those in 

education who may or may not know what an 

absence of educational democracy and partiel

pation may mean, but would, I am sure, have 

li~ed to have the opportunity to discover why 

and how to transfarm their situations ••.• 

Changing the world is a big undertaking: Be

ginning with our studios could be a modest 

step ••. 
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The theoretical issues and observations out

lined in the paper have already been developed 

in a series of studies. A comprehensive study 
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PSEUDO PUBLIC INDOOR SPACE, THE PROBLEM AND SOME SOLUTIONS 

Pieter Sijpkes, Associate Professor, School Of Architecture 
David Brown, Associote Professor, School of Urbon Planning 
Miehoei Moeleon PhD., Associote Professor, School of Socio! Work 
McGill University, School of Architecture,3480 University Streef, 
MONTREAL, CANADA. H3A-2A7. Tel. (514) 392-5409 

ABSTRACT 

The proliferotion of indoor 'public' spoce is a phenomenon which con be 
witnessed in virtuolly every major city in the West. Shopping centres, 
enclosed mails, arcades, multi-purpose complexes, corporate or governmentol 
office buildings, eoch almast invariobly includes large pedestrion precincts. 
In rnony cities there hos been o tendency to link these indoor oreos by 
bridges or tunnels, thus forrning a 'second', indoor city, porallel to the 'first', 
outdoor city. 
Unlike the traditional city, the new indoor environment is not o truly public 
domoin, os it is olmost exclusively owned ond controlled by private interests. 
There are fundamentol legal differences between public outdoor spoce ond 
private indoor space. The customs governing behaviour in public ploces have 
been developed over centuries, are adjudicated by the courts ond enforced 
by yet another public authority, the municipol pollee force. In privotely 
owned environments, stondards for appropriote behoviour ore enforced by 
private pollee farces, according to rules formulated by private or corporote 
bod i es. The term 'pseudo-public' is thus wel! justified in characterising the 
ambiance in these private domoins. 
The truly public domoin is increasingly influenced by the growing 
pseudo-public reolm. Concerns obout the quality of the overall urbon 
environment are increasing in many cities which feature extensive indoor 
domoins, such as Chicago ond Montreal. 

In order to be oble to make o case for the de-privatisotion of the private, 
pseud<>-public domain in the City of Montreal, our study group hos researched 
the behoviour of peaple in the 'indoor environment' over a period of three 
yeors. Our Post-Occuponcy Evoluotion hos specificolly focussed on 
non-shopping, recreatienol behoviour. lt is our contention thot every citizen 
is being short-chonged by the proliferotion of the pseudo-public domoin. Only 
when the indoor and outdoor have been put on on equal legal footing con we 
begin to look at the opportunities affered by this new aspect of the urban 
fobric.This con only be achieved by o brood based consultative decision 
moking process. 

Key words: 
Indoor City, Advococy Design, Post Occuponcy Evoluation, Montreol 
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PSEUOO PUBLIC INDOOR SPACE, THE PROBLEM AND SOME SOLUTIONS. 

Pieter Sijpkes, Associate Professor, School of Architecture 

David Brown, Associate Professor, School of Urban Planning 

Miehoei Maclean, PhD, School of Socio! Work 

School of Architecture, McGill University, 3480 University Streef, 

Montreal, Canada. (H3A-2A7) 

ADVOCACY DESIGN AND LARGE SCALE URBAN ISSUES 

The main stream of 'Advocacy Design' ar 'Community Design' is traditionally 

nat concerned with large scale urban issues. Witness the comparative table 

which appeared in the Journol of Architectural Education:(3) 

CONMUMlil OtSIGN: 
(As Pllcticf4 by COITim&lnity Ot:S~;ntts:) 

-$nw:11Sealt 

-l"" 
-Apptoonnc Ttcl'lnology 
-H~~~~Wt·Ot1tnted 

-C!,tnt Stdffined:IO lntludt Usttt 
-Prouss lttd AcflM.Oticnted 
-c.crntd II'Jlb Mtll'ling l.nd Conte4 
--lowCo$1 
-8ollom u, Dosi9• ~ ---l)omoculic: 

TIUOIUONAL 0($1GN; 
(A$Pr)Ctlao4bylif9n'~ 

AICMt'(t;;;t J/\4 Alehllr<tutal: Pb~ 

'""'" 
-li:tQf'Sult 
-M.t!tOOJI<'ffflttnihONI' 

-H19h Trc.MOI'oot 
-Corpoqle Of l"'f!lvltOn.lfly·Ofltnltd 
-51ttQ:It·IChtnl Ot.eltlt4 

-llu-.,.".~.,o.-
--Collalf't\1 wM S!)lt R Ornament 
-HJQIIICosf 
-TOIIO....Otliv•-
-{-_..,_ 

The artiele from which this table is taken concludes by pointing to the 

future of Community Design in Post Occupancy Evaluation, Research, and 
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Design Participation. Our design team hos engaged itself in all three in the 

study of indoor space in Montreal. 

PUBLIC SPACE IN HISTORY. 

Urbon Society needs pubtic space in the same way a house needs a living 

room. T o see, to be seen, to meet people, to buy and to sell,- these are 

all activities which have historically taken place in a public space. 

lnitially just on open, undefined place, public space hos gone through a long 

phase of development, generally teading to a more protected environment. 

From open space to built-oround space, from non-articulated enelosure to 

arcaded enclosure, from uncoverd enelosure to rain- protected or 

sun-protected enclosure. The finol step in this development hos been the 

introduetion of the modern, completely sealed air- conditioned environment. 

These 'sealed' 'public' environments appear in two basic types in the western 

world: 

I. The Shopping Mali, in the Suburban context, and the 

2. The Comprehensive mixed-use Development in the Urbon context. 

These building types are especially prominent in areas where the elimotie 

conditions are extreme. Typologically they con be classified as 'outside-in' or 

'turncoat' streets. Since activities are designed to take place inside, it is 

feared- and for goad reason- that street-activity oround these complexes 

suffer a drop in activity level. As Geist points out in his landmark book on 

19th Century Arcades(4) 'even large cities have only a few appropriate 

Iocotiens for the introduetion of pedestrian, gloss-eavered Arcades.' He is 

referring to the success or failure of the Arcode proper, in terms of the 
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supply of customers in 19th century cities. The modern, downtown 'indoor 

environments' are generally linked to several public transit nodes and 

systems, which have increased the number of locations with large pedestrian 

flows. The danger here is that overall streef activity suffers as a result of 

the internalisation of the pedestrian flow and activity, particularly when 

these indoor environments are linked by tunnels or bridges into 'second 

cities'. lt is thus crucial that the decision making process on the expansion 

of indoor environments in the urban context be as brood-based as possible, 

in order to avoid favoring one domain at the expense of the other. ( 1) ( 2) 

MUL TILEVEL DEVELOPMENT OF MONTREAL 

The Downtown area of Montreal is wedged between the 'mountain', Mount 

Royal, and the St. lawrence River. These barriers are the reason for the 

very compact Central Business District. Mulfilevel development of the C.B.D. 

is thus a predictabie way of increasing the use of this valuable area. The 

'indoor city', officially known as 'la Ville lntérieure' or 'la Ville Souterraine' 

was introduced in 1961 with the opening of the link between Place Ville 

Marie and Central Station. The developer, William Zeckendorf, correctly 

foresaw the lucrative opportunities of cashing in on the flow of cammufers 

between a major railway station and the downtown area. 

Place Ville Marie, Canada's first comprehensive development, was the result

and hos been the model for many copies in Montreal and elsewhere. In the 

twenty five years since its inception, the indoor network hos grown 

pradigiously info one of the largest indoor systems in the world. 

Currently it boosts the following assets: 

14 kilometers of indoor shopping frontage, I 0 IS boutiques, 128 restaurants, 
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25 bonk branches ond 26 ploces to see o movie or o theatre performance. 

The system is linked to two roilwoy terminals, two subway ('Metro') lines, 

5300 hotel rooms ond 10.000 parking spoces. A toto! of twenty tunnels now 

pass under streets, tying the system together. Armed with a subway ticket, 

one con spend hours indoars, walking and shopping for miles ond nat be 

exposed to the aften horsh outdoor climate.(Fig. 1_5) 

The system is unique in the insistence of the city government on exclusively 

undergound links. This demand, combined with a relotively simple list of 

minimum building ond material guidelines is the only involvement the city 

hos had in planning the system, which, rother thon being colled 'La Ville 

lnterieure' should be identified as a !oase federotion of private fiefdoms. No 

mosterplan exists, ond developers are free to tie into the systern or not. This 

hos resulted in odd gaps in the system ond greot varlotions in environmentol 

quolity. 
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FIGURE 2: LINK BETWEEN PLACE VILLE MARIE AND CENTRAL STATION 
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FIGURE 3. INTERTOR OF COMPLEXE DESJARDINS 



FIGORE 4: PRESIDE~·lT KENNEDY AVENUE SERVICE ENTAANCES 
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FIGURE 5 : TUNNEL BETWEEN BONAVENTURE METRO AND PLACE BONAVENTURE 
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In our study three Research questions were addressed: 

One 

Our main research thesis hos been that the proliferation of the indoor 

network hos split the city into two different reolms: 

I. The truly public outdoor reafm, such as streets, parks and alleys. 

2. The pseudo-public, indoor realm, consisting of multi-purpose centers, large 

government buildings and the tunnel-links in between. 

The rules of conduct in the public, outdoor domain are welf understood by 

everyone and are enforced by a single authority, the municipal police force. 

The jurisdiction in the indoor domain is, however, very complicated and 

unclear; the rules of the game are enforced by various private security 

farces, whose task it is to proteet the shopping climate, rather than the 

shopper or the passer-by. The separation or 'filtering' of 'desirables' from 

'undesirables' is a fundamental aspect of the indoor environment, which hos 

consequences for the civil rights of desirables as welf as undesirables. 

Two 

The relationship between the 'indoors' and the 'outdoors': does shopping and 

pedestrian activity on the street diminish because of the provision of indoor 

pathways and shops, or does the downtown as a whole ottract more visitors 

os a result of the multidude of options offerred? Does the whole downtown 

thus benefit from the extension of the indoors? 
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Th ree 

What should the decision making process be on on issue sa complex os the 

interlocing of the outdoor ond indoor environments? Who should set the 

stondords for environmentol quolity in the indoor system? 

METHODOLOGY. 

T o come to grips with the mony ospects raised obove, our resorch group hos 

resorted to a number of techniques, largely derived from Whyte's studies on 

outdoor public plozos: 

I. Ploce centred studies- on area in on indoor environment (generally 

o set of benches) would be studied for set periods of time. The 

observer would note the length of time people would spend in the area, 

their behovouir, their group composition their sex ond their estimoted 

a ges. 

2. Person centred studies- The observer would unobtrusively follow a 

person or group of persons through the indoor environment, noting their 

length of stay, whether they did any shopping ond whether they did ony 

"recreoting" (sitting on benches, wotching entertainment etc.) 

3. Sweeps- The observer would sweep a whole centre, ond abserve 

which seating area was occupied by whom. This is a poor rnan's version 

of Whyte's sophisticated stop-frome camera technique.(5) 

4. Interviews- Severol hundred people were interviewed to goin insight 

into their perceptions of the indoor environment. 

These studies were corried out in urban as well as suburban indoor spaces 

over a period of three yeors. 

A good opportunity to opply our research findings presented itself in the 
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summer of I 984, when a series of public 'learings was held info the design 

aspects of a major downtown development. 

CASE STUDY: McGILL COLLEGE AVENUE 

A principe! North-South vista in Montreal hos always been McGill College 

Avenue which leads from Place Ville Marie to McGill University. A rather 

nice view of the rocky edge of the Mountain con be had from the avenue, 

and plans have been made for decades to widen it and broeden the view, to 

give Mantreel a major promenade- a 'heart'. The Avenue is crossed by on 

underground Metro line, and is adjacent to the main section of the 'indoor' 

city. 

Any developrnent plan thus had ta deal with the intricate problem of 

providing a vista af the mountain, linking info the indoor system, and the 

Metro, and at the same time providing enaugh activity at streef level to 

animate this 'Champs Elysees de Montreal'. 

When a major development proposal was announced in the summer af 1984 

and almast immediately approved by the city, unusual scrutiny was given to 

the plans by a host of citizens groups and professional associations. 

Contrary to all guidelines developed over decades, the proposed complex 

completely blocked the view of the mountain by building right across the 

planned avenue, while the indoor environment was designed to be a 

run-of-the-mill shopping mali. 

lt should be mentioned that Montreal hos on archaic, centralized municipal 

government which hos been in power for over twenty five yeors. Public 

porticipation in deelsion making is nat only made impossible by secrecy and 

a docile city council, but is actually 'punished' when it succeeds, as the 
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condusion of this case history will show. 

Despite the municipal council's readiness to push the project through, the 

developer saw fit to hold public hearings, in order to gauge the opinions of 

people opposed to the project, a first for Montreol. The absence at the 

hearings of any representation from the municipal government was in keeping 

with the dismal record this administration hos with regard to public 

porticipation 

Our study group was amongst the fifty ar so interested parties to make 

presentations at the two hearings which were held.(6) These notes were in a 

sense the prescription for on ideal urban environment with indoor and outdoor 

companents. They accord succinctly with our research findings: 

I. Public vs. Private. 

A central issue in the design of indoor space is the extent to which 'public' 

space is truly public. In a lego! sense , most indoor space is private 

property, with the owner extending a licence to the public to enter and use 

the space for a specific purpose in a certain manner. Rules defining 

permissible behaviour thus vary between centers, with some centers offering 

for more permissive environments than ethers. Subtie environmental and other 

non-verbal cues have a filtering effect on the cross section of the population 

which feels we!come. Exclusion of part of the community unnecessorily 

privatizes the environment, creating on unnatural, rarefied atmosphere, which 

may well be desired by some, but which certainly connat be called public or 

urban. 

ldeally, the rules in a public place should as clasely os possible resembie the 

rules in force in a regular city park. In a park nabody discriminates against 

people on the basis of attire, purpose of visit ar length of stay; in oddition, 
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whatever the rules are, they are reasonably cleor to everyone. 

2. Indoor vs. Outdoor 

The scole of this development was sufficiently large to generote a heoted 

debote about the effects the proposed large indoor mali would have on streef 

level octivity. 

We suggested thot the indoor environment should be integroted with the 

outdoor environment, by hoving streef as well as mali entronces to stores, 

by giving a proposed concert hall a very prominent streef entrance, ond by 

eneauraging a mix of stores which would generote 24 hour octivity, i.e. fovor 

restoturonts, bars ond cinemos over bonks ond oirline offices. 

3.Amenities 

The most common woy to indicote thot a 'public'spoce is not truly public is 

the absence or apparent absence of simple focilities such as camfortobie 

seots and occesssîble woshrooms. While olmast all centers offer both, theîr 

occessibilty, design ond locotion seem often to be chosen deliberatly 

to discourage their use by the generol public. Toa aften uncomfortable 

benehes or ledges are provîded which offer lîmîted opportunity for social 

interoction. A center with a real community orientotion would preferably 

provide a variety of seating arrangements. Moveoble chairs which ollow 

changeable seoting patterns are thus most desirable. Other omenities such 

as plonts, fountains ond ploy areos for young children lead to heightened 

social activity while simultaneously extending on invitation to use a center 

for non-shopping purposes. 
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4. Activities 

Special activities such as exhibits or entertainment greatly influence the 

number, characteristics and behaviour of people attracted to a center. A 

major result of these activities is again the implied invitation to the public 

to engage in non-shopping activities. 

Apart from organised activities, 'impromptu' performances by members of the 

public greatly enhance the 'publicness' of the system. (In parts of the Metro 

system impropmtu performances are now allowed and this hos turned out to 

be very successful. 'Music before Musac') 

5. Design 

A key element in overall design is the relation of sitting and entertainment 

areas to retail activity. While the presence of stores aften results in on 

agreable "busy-ness", a public place should also provide community nodes 

where the commercial aspect is less pressing. 

ldea 11 y community nodes should be located at entronces from the street 

which provide a clear, daylit visval transition between the indoor and outdoor 

environment. 

6. Security 

One of the attractions of the indoor environment is the perceived and real 

sense of safety that people experience.The private security guards who are 

invariobly employed in these ploces may have little to do with this feeling. 

The lighting, the difficulty of 'getting away', the 'persanal', reverberant 

acoustics are all contributors to this sense of security. 
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The foet that every centre in Montreol employs and instructs its own 

security force hos lead to on uncotnfortable confusion of rules, itnpticit ond 

explicit. Employing regular police in the whole indoor domoin (os we now do 

in the Metro) would greotly clarify and sitnplify security. 

7. Accessibilty 

Indoor public spoce is porticulorly attroctive to individuals with limited 

tnobifity such as the elderly and the hondicapped. The streets are too 

treacherous to negotiote for severol months of the yeor for both these 

groups, and the borrier free environment affered indoars is the only 

alternative to staying home. 

CRITICISM 

The criticism leveled at these recommendations and at all others we have 

mode in vorious forms, hos been that they burden the private sector with 

coring for the common good, while simutoneously restricting the control 

owners have over their private domoin. Our answer hos been that succesful 

urbon environments have alwoys been the result of collaborotion between 

private and public interests. 

lf it con be shown thot tao much is osked of the private sector, then there 

are several ways in which private initiative con be rewarded, such os for 

instanee tax rebates and direct subsidies. Three examples come to mind: 
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City of Edmonton to provide a 40 million dalilor fax credit for West 



Edmonton Mali. This money would offset the cost of a large 

entertainment area planned to be included in the extension of on 

already large suburban mali. The principle of the collective nature of 

the venture is thus being recognized; rather than granting the request 

without any strings attached, the municipality hos a golden opportunity 

to bargain for increased publicness of the indoor environment 

2. The city of Ni agora, (N. Y.) hos built a public indoor park as a way 

of helping to revitalise the downtown area. This park is not linked to 

any commercial venture, and is managed like a regular outdoor park, 

polieed by regular police. 

3. The I.B.M. headquorters building in New York which was recently 

opened features a large, beatifully designed atrium at streef level which 

is given over to truly public use. Whether the cost of this facility is 

subsidised by the community we have not been able to verify, but its 

popularity space would indicate that the public relations value alone 

would more than offset the cost of this amenity. 

COMMUNITY DESIGN IN MONTREAL 

The autoeratic nature of the civic government is very well borne out by the 

conclusion of the public consultotion process for McGill College Avenue: 

after two public hearings, with several dozens of well-detailed submissions, 

after the reports of competent independent experts were consulted a 

solution was agreed on by the developer and all the groups which had made 

presentations. The local press gave accolades to this achievement, which was 
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unprecedented in Mantreal's history. Through public consultations a very 

detrimental project was 'turned around', satisfying almost all porticipants in 

the debate. The delicate task of linking indoor and outdoor space, the 

preservation of streef activity, the development of standards for 

environmental design had all been sotisfactorolly worked out The results of 

this whole consultotion process, however, were vetoed by the Mayor of 

Montreal, and the project is currently 'on hold'. 

CONCLUSION 

Even though this may seem like a defeat for the process of consultotion and 

team design, the debate generated by this whole issue hos greatly increased 

public awareness of the issues addressed in this paper. Consultative design is 

a sensitive and laborious process, which, however, is crudal if we want our 

cities to be citizens' cities rother thon o string of corporote enclaves. The 

foet thot this particulor exercise did not go forther thon moking everybody 

aware of the problems associoted with the relationship between public and 

pseudo-public space should not obscure the foet thot it was o first ond 

important step in the goal of ochieving o liveoble city for all. 
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HO~ IS PARTICIPATION IN DESION POSSIBLE? 

Professor Dr.ir. H.F.Th. Bax 

President 

International Design Participation Conference 

Head Design Methods Group 

Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning 

Eindhoven University of Technology 

BI1.S/GOM/HG5 .08 

p.o.Box 513 

5600 ~1B Eindhoven 

The Netherlands. 

o. Prologue 

In the agenda for the conference, it is sche

duled that I have to deliver a concluding 

paper. Concluding in this respect does not 

mean that the organising committee of the 

conference intends to end the conference with 

a kind of resolution, expressing the con

sensus of the conference. Nevertheless, 

reading the papers and listening to the dis

cussions, I think it is possible to formulate 

some conditions which all participants be

lieve are necessary for design processes. 

In this paper, I want to give an answer to the 
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question "How is participation in design pos

sible?". In this way I hope to create for you 

and for myself, an open-minded approach to the 

subject. 

In order to get at least the outline of an 

an9uer, I want to divide my paper into three 

part_s, trying to get as rnuch be-nefit as pos

sible from the contributions to this con

ference. 

First of all, I want to ask three questions 

about the position of participation nowadays, 

explaining its concept in the past two de

cades, starting with the Manchester conference 

in 1971. This part of the paper was 

prepared befare the organising cornrnittee 

received any abstracts or papers from the 

partleipants and I meant it to present the 

reason for the conference. In my opinion, it 

still is an appropriate contribution to the 

concluding paper. 

The second part of this paper tries to allo

cate three main approaches to participating in 

design, which I see as characteristic of this 

particular conference. Its subjects are re

lated to the Hanchester conference as well as 

this conference. 

The third part of this paper proposes three 
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main subjects for research in order to provide 

a framewerk for future activities and as a 

medium for communication between individuals 

and institutes interested in performing 

research in this field. 
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Part one 

Three questions about participation in 1985 

l.O. Introduetion 

It does not often happen in history that ideas 

get a second chance to be deve loped. However, 

in biology, there are examples of evolutions 

whi-h resulted from returning to an earlier 

stage befare making a lap forward. In the 

professional world, participation is seen as a 

regretable stage in the history of architec

tural design. 

Regretable, because it did nat contribute in 

any way to the art of architecture. Shameful 

too, because for a decade or so, the architec

turnl ~ommunity had to lower lts standards for 

the layman not educated in the art. (see F. 

Hulz) • 

Architectural criticism focusses on farm, not 

on process, and always looks for labels to 

express architectural ideologies, but it could 

nat include "participationism" in lts list of 

functionalism, constructivism and other • 

isms". Therefore, the notion of participation 

does nat even exist in architectural theory. 
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1.1 First guestion. 

Hhat are the reasons for looking back into 

hL;tory when, apparently, many people in the 

professional world see participation as a 

station passed along the track? 

1.1.1 One of the reasons is that the state of 

the art in the profession offers little 

hope of solving the new problems that 

nowadays we have to face. These problems 

are of a social, economie and technolo

gical nature as well. Individualisation, 

emancipation, differentiation and spe

cialisation are expressions of a develo

ping culture, but these processes have 

to be counterbalanced by integrated 

processes that provide the framwork for 

keeping the parts together. These pro

cesses are taking place in a period of 

time when the limits of our ecological 

system are becoming evident and problems 

have to be solved by endless reorganisa

tion and differentiation. 

New technology in the ferm of informa

tion and computerisation is available, 

but is poorly adapted to solving the 

specific problems of the environnent. 
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The present stagnation in the world of 

architectural design is directly related 

to these aspects and can only partially 

be reduced to the level of the external, 

more specificly the economie environ

ment. 

A.lso, the internal environr.~ent has to be 

taken into consideration. In this res

pect, we have to bring some order into 

our own domain and look for the very 

foundation of our profession. One possi

bility is to shift interest from a 

product and form-oriented attitude 

to a more process-oriented attitude. 

The latter takes into cons idaration the 

moving farces in the process of plan

ning, design, construction and use and 

assumes change to be a constant and 

dynamic force during all the stages of 

the lifecycle of the built environment. 

In such a dynamic view of the design 

process, participation is nat sarnething 

you can, by choice, neglect or take into 

consideration, but is the essence of the 

process itself. Perhaps a better concept 

of participation willopen a new pers

pective. 

1.1.2 .1'\nother reason, of a more philosophical 

nature, is the belief that participation 
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is a fundamental human potential and it 

can explain how the world got its form. 

Otherwise, any approach will neglect the 

creative ability of man for giving form 

to bis environnent and will divorce 

itself from the most powerful force in 

the process. ~rocesses and products have 

to get their form in such a way that 

they exemplify the parts and tl'!e par

ties. In this sense, the concept of 

participation is as old as human thin

king and goes back as far as Plato. 

1.1.3 From a cultural point of view participa

tion is always present. It occurs 

whether you want i t or not. In the bui 1 t 

environment, considered as artificial, 

human participation can be seen. Always 

the function of the artificial can be 

explained in relation to human ideas and 

activities. This phenomenom is interes

ting from a retrospective point of view, 

and makes implicit participation expli

cit. In the case of new problems, parti

cipation has to be an explicit factor 

when organising the design process from 

the very beginning. 
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1.2. Secend question. 

lfuat went wrong in the seventies, •t~hen parti

cip~tion was.stimulating architectural design? 

In fact, this observation is only one frorn a 

very lirnited point of view and, more specifi

cally, in the so-called architectural nis

cussion. 

In the field of urban and regional planning, 

mortc specifically where decision-making takes 

pl3.ce i the publ ie sector, participation is 

regulated even in the formal procedures of 

decision-making. 

In tl1e field of housing, 9articipation (more 

specifically user or citizen participation) is 

accepted as part of the procedure, alt~ough 

there is a growing tendency to di.spense that 

burden. 

1.2 .1 The main problem, from my point of view, 

is that participation has been consi

dered as a goal in itself, insteadof as 

a means for achieving goals. To achieve 

integration and to invol ve experience, 

knowledge and creativity in the design 

process, participation is a powerful 

tool. 
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In a hierarchy of means and goals, a 

means bacomes an end at the lower level 

of the hierarchy. To create favourable 

conditions for participation is an end 

for the designer who creates a process, 

but for the project or product involved, 

it is essentially a means to achleve the 

best solution. That this rneans is an end 

in itself, from a social point of view, 

results from the fact that, in prin

~iple, all physical means at the highest 

level of the hierarchy contribute to 

social goals. Hithin the world of physi

cal planning and design, participation 

has to be considered as a tool. 

In short: we are not looking for an 

intentional type of participation but 

for an operational one. 

1.2.2 A secend type of problem has been the 

narrow interpretation of the concept of 

participation. This concept lost much of 

its effect for limiting it to user or 

citizen participation, excluding all the 

ether parties in the design team. The 

concept lost much of its effect too, by 

restricting it to administrative and 

bureauera tic procedures. 

Hhere physical barriers, in terms of 
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design and even realisation problems 

were solved, they were replaced by 

bureaueratic ones. The overall effect on 

the participants is the same. 

Procedures in themselves are no substi

tute for participation. 

Participation is a matter of freedom and 

responsability in the specific domain of 

the design and building activity and, of 

course, these faculties can be guaran

teed in operational procudures. 

1.2 .3 The third type of problem is the deper

sonalisation and mechanisation of the 

design and building process. There is a 

general attitude which is affected by 

romantizising information and computer 

technology, but also by overestimating 

what can be achieved by statistiacal 

research. This suggests that personal 

knowledge, interest, and even creativity 

can be substituted by standards and 

regulations. 
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By replacing actars by factors, the 

physical outcome of the process will be 

mediocre, because decisions are based on 

average values. Satisfaction of the 

participant during the process is low, 



because cf the process' routine cha

racter. 

The design process, in a situation like 

this, is neither a learning process for 

the parties involveu, nor is new know

ledge generated in a process of 'inquiry 

hy design'. 

This is not a plea for an intuitive 

rather than a scientific process. On 

the contrary, participation processes 

because of the high degree of transpa

rancy, awareness and control will be a 

fruitful environment for adaptation and 

developroent of scientific knowledge. 

1.3 Third question 

The third question concerns the conditions, 

now ter. years later; are they more favourable? 

In relation to roy analysis, this question can 

be answered in the affirmative. 

1.3 .1 Althougll the subject has a low profile 

in the discuesion on an international 

level, the cultural process of partici-
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pation is st i 11 going on, which is nei

ther based on romanticism nor ideologie 

fashion. It is a tool for solving real 

problems of the world. All over the 

world, building projects and research 

projects are being completed and are 

being developed. Also, the interest of 

so many people with a wide variety of 

i.nterests, who are now attending this 

conference, makes it clear that the 

subject of participation is still a 

living one. 

1.3.2 More specifically, problems in the world 

of urban renewal and maintainance can 

only be solved by involving people in 

wan"lging the habitat. (see H.G.A. Rinhof 

and A.H. Afrassiabi) 
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In this, perhaps negative way because 

there is no alternative for rnanaging 

problems of this magnitude, politica! 

attention is focussed on participation 

as a cheap, self-regulating but at the 

sarne time satisfactory process. It is 

for economie reasons that participation 

is favoured. (see P.C. Floor). 

This is made clear, not only in urban 

renewal situations and Third Horld hou

sing proble:ns, but also here in the 



Netherländs, in do-it-yourself activi

ties. Participation is more a salution 

for an economie problem than an exhibi

tion of technical skills. 

1.3.3 Another favourable condition which is 

not determined by the bare necessities 

of life, is the feeling that it is more 

enjoyable and satisfactory to do things 

together. aften, it is easier to reach a 

higher quality with a concerted approach 

to design and construction 

competitive approach. 

than with a 

This cannot be achieved merely by a 

specific frame of mind, but it requires 

the technical means at our command as 

we 11. Richard Foque stressed in hi s 

interpretation of 'the medium is the 

f"'essage' the value of communication 

theory as a means for participation. 

In this respect, information and compu

ter technology introduce a new factor 

which provides the tools for communica

tion, in the literal meaning of the 

words, 'comme une' or 'like one'. 

Obviously, there has to be a "partiture" 

or archestra score which combines the 

various parties in the process and the 
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parts for which they are responsible. 

Eringing these parts tagether is true 

participation. 

~he concept of a team working in concert 

becomes a possibility perhaps for the 

first time in history. 
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Part two 

Three approaches to participation 

2.0 Introduetion 

In this part, I want to focus your attention 

on tb.ree major concepts, which cover the 

subjects presented by the participants at this 

conference. iihen possible, I try to make a 

link with the Manchester conference in 1971. 

My choice is arbitrary al though coloured by 

my view of the subject as presented in the 

first part, also, by the possibility that 

each may be used as a starting point for the 

research activities which I present in the 

next part. 

1. An understanding of professiona 1 ism in 

its socio-cultural context is important 

for a better understanding of participa

tion in design. 

2. A better understanding of participation 

and especially the development of the 

concept of participation over a period 

of time is needed to study the way that 

it can be used for structuring design 

activities. 
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3. A better understanding of the concept of 

the v1hole as a framewerk within which 

the concept of participation gets its 

meaning, is important for the deve

lopment of roodels which create the 

"maps" to describe and plan partici

patory activities. In this respect, I 

want to focus your attention on one 

important dimeneion of this subject, 

namely, the time factor. 

2.1 ON PROFESSIO~~AL ISt1 

At the Manchester Conference, the subject of 

professianalis~ was considered in terms of de

professio!Jalism. Reyner Banham made it clear 

that professionals always have an interest in 

keeping the problem alive. Only by breaking 

through "the rules of the game" can we hope 

for a de-professionalised future. 

Yona Friedman restricted the role of the de

signer to the use of a "repertory" of environ

mental technology, and Christopher Bvans gave 

an example of de-professionalisation in the 

medical world where experts are replaced by 

expert-systems which can be consulted by the 

latman without intervention of the profes

sional. 
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A historica! example of de-professionalisation 

~as found during the Japanese Tokugawa Shoga

nat, where profes-sioanal expertise was ~ate

riaiized in the form of an open building sys

tem with well-defined procedures for produc

tion, construction and decision-making. This 

enabled layman to design a dwelling, knowing 

the consequences in advance with respect to 

its spatial, material and financial perfor

mances. 

>Ie are farniliar with less regulated "systems" 

in tr'iditional vernacular architecture. ne do 

not have to romanticize this approach to ar

chitectural design problems, because all these 

systems collapse as soon as one or more of the 

contextual factors of the design problem are 

changed. In the Japanese system, for example, 

the precieus balance of the system was dis

turbed when services had to be included and, 

until now, it has not been possible to design 

a new and more appropriate system. 

In static situations, it certainly is possible 

to materialize knO\.,rledge, experience and me

thods as well-defined systems, but they are 

only valid within the specific context of the 

system. 

As Levi Strauss made clear, the layman {"bri

coleur") works within the system without the 
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opportunity of extending the system. J\.11 

transformations ara reorganisations in fact, 

the professional ("ingenieur") however, is 

prepared for new interaction and he develops 

new tools to answer new questions. 

Nevertheless,although we live in a dynamic 

society,! believe that it is always important 

to systemize experience when maldng it ac

cessible to the layman, because this form of 

consolidation allovs knowledge to be tested 

and made operational in a ;vide field so that 

it provides a solid base to broaden the hori

zon. 

I am quite sure that young Mozart when writing 

a recipe for the composition of sonata on 

bei1alf of citizens v;ho wanted to compose their 

own music, got a more profound knowledge of 

the structure of music, as such creating a 

platform for professional achievements on a 

higher level. 

In fact, we find here, the essence of the 

formula of our univarsities where teachers 

find a constant stimulation for deepening and 

extending their knowledge whilst teaching the 

students; Von Humboldt's 

Forschung und Lehre". 

Einhei t von 

In a dynarnic situation \.,hich defines culture 
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according to Toynbee, the process of differen

tiation, just like the proeens of regulation, 

is irreversible. Therefore specialists, in 

this case professionals, will always be pre

sent. 

In this way, de-professionalisation, just like 

de-regulation, does nat ·make sense, even 

though it can be argued that any attempt to 

stop or reverse the process will have a nega

tive effector will create new professions and 

regulations toa. 

So, the question is nat to get rid of profes

slons, but to develop a concept of their posi

tien and role in the process of design. It is 

not de-professionalisation, but rather re

professionalisation. 

I interpret John Habraken's search for a new 

professional attitude in this way. This is a 

major theme of this conference and it is quite 

a change in the approach to design and, more 

specifically,to participation in design. 

He stated that "since non-professional design 

creates most built environments, even today 

perhaps it is better to think of the profes

sional who must learn to participate in the 

creation of our habitat. The more one thinks 

about it, the more reasonable this reversed 
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perspeet i ve seeras to be". 

The key to this new definition of the profes

sional attitude, according to John Habraken, 

can be found in change, namely the interrela

tien between space and time which produces the 

bea~<tifu 1 concept of the "gardener-designer". 

Creating favourable conditions for change or, 

better still, growth farms the rules for this 

new professionalism. These rules provide an 

understanding of the structure of our habitat 

and the process of transformation. 

These structures becorne apparent as an irnagi

nary reflection of the built environment and 

its transformations, but also by practical 

design activity of the kind described by John 

Zeisel as "inquiry by design". A designer 

does not have to be a researcher to add to the 

body of knowledge. By introducing a high deg

ree of awareness and formulating the starting 

points explicitly as hypotheses for evaluating 

the post-construction phase, knowledge can be 

gathered. In this way professionals forrn a 

congregation of people sharing and develo-

ping knowledge. Also, there is no reason why 

there should be a difference between archi

tects, docters, lawyers, etc., in this res

pe..::t. !,et us call this: the scientific aspect 

of professionalism. 
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Another aspect of the professional world is 

the conflict between private and public inte

rests. This double relationship is closely 

related to the ethi.cal or deonthological side 

of all professions. It will becorne clear that 

t!>is position depends on the scientific aspect 

of the profesaion 1vhich dalivers the means to 

find an appropriate balance bet\1een these two 

fields of often conflicting interests. 

The term professional in relation to design 

participation is largely related to the pro

fesaion of architectural design. It is clear 

that, in the framewerk of this conference, the 

use of the term has to be expanded in such a 

way that all the specialiets with their speci

fic expertise, skills and responsahilities are 

considered to be parts of the professional 

world. (See E.'I'. Happold) 

One of the challenges to participation in 

d~sign is an acceptance of the continuous 

pr~cess of differentlation of labour in our 

culture, considering it to be one of the de

terwining factors in our cu 1 ture, in order to 

provide procedures within which they can cont

ribute to the common task. 
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2.2 On participation 

During the r1anchester Conference, participa

tion was considered prirnarily in the context 

of the antithesis professional and non-profes

sional world. ~his reflected the sociat and 

poLitica L situation of those days. It amazes 

me to read in the proceedings of the confe

rence that they felt themselves to be in a 

"current economie depression", whilst we are 

ter~.rted to think that social political deve

loprnents were made possible by an economie 

boom in those days. 

Peter Stringer, a psychologist, was the only 

one who developed a more philosophical view 

about the concept of participation. He sugges

ted that "participation could mean various

ly, having, doing, or being a part, and he 

perceived that there may, in fact, be a gene

ral pro9ression in attitude through this 

spectrum of meanings underway in society. 

Stringer related our current concern with 

individuality,change and more personal control 

of the future, to a set of philosophical 

options, the basis of the construct-system 

which enables us to make sense of the world. 

These statements are still valid today and we 

can notice even that there is a shift of 

intention to participate from having to 
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doing or even being a part. In this sense, 

participating means pi'l.rtaking in the essential 

nature of something. 

This meaning is as old as platonic metaphy

sics. "It is the relationship between a parti

cular (thing that is in the world) and the 

Farm that it examplifies". In this respect, 

participation is considered to be a relation

ship, but at the same time, it gives life to 

the Farm as a result of a process. 

Participation takes a position between the 

part and the whole. Nobody has described the 

interrelationship between an atomie and 

holistic vision on the world better than 

Arthur Koestler. 

He reconciled in his halon-concept, concepts 

of wholeness and partness. In this respect, 

"the sel f-asserti ve tendency is the dynamic 

expression of the holons' wholeness, the in

tegrative the dynamic expression of its part

ness". In a footnote to this description he 

1na-:es i t c lear that bath integration and par

ticipation tendencies are identical concepts. 

Integrative design is a term that is well 

understood in professional circles. 

Perhaps this is the best place to state that 

integration in design, from my point of view, 
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has to be achieved by participation in design. 

The halon in Koestler's view has a Janus-face, 

simultaneously, it is a part and a whole de

termined by "fixed rules and flexible stra

tegy" and, as such, forming the nodes of the 

hierarchical ordered system that describes 

re~lity. 

The levels of the hierarchical systern forl"l a 

powerful tool for analysing the built environ

ment and also the processes leading to a syn

thesis. 

Participation, in a sense that the participant 

is a\~are of his individual and his "dividual" 

position, is described well by Dirk Frielin.g. 

He stated that "to design is to participate in 

the design of others by growing aware of your 

own pattern". 

Also, Peter Schnid shared this opinion, taking 

into account the holistic characteristics of 

the participation process. 

John Turner refered to participation in rela

tion with wholeness, too: "our perceptlens and 

language have to regain the sense of whole

ness in life". 

Not only in design, but also in research, does 
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it become clear that the observable phenomena 

and the observer as a participant are both 

par•_ of a system and that they have an influ

ence on each others hehaviour. I believe that 

this is at least a break through in quanturn 

me...:hanics ..• a concept which is not restr icted 

to research in modern physics, but in social 

sciences as well. 

Let us call these views: a philosophical 

concept of participation. 

Participation, as we are discussing it now, 

did not start in this way, It started as an 

ioeology, or a set of related ideas \vithin a 

concept. 

In the Netherlands, in 1961, John Habraken 

used the term "natural relationship" to ex

prees the relationship between the user and 

bis built environment."Dwelling is an act" he 

told us, the dweller has to be in vol ved in 

the process of housing in order to make a 

dwell ing his dwelling. \lith his con tribution 

to the dwelling, he completes and "examplifies 

the form" of his habitat. 

This view is ahared by Katherine Coit in the 

context of self-help in Third \lorld countries 

where she is afraid of "serieus repercussions 

on both the local population, which instead of 
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having the role of participant-user becomes a 

passive consumer of the habitat and, for the 

economy of housing where hard cash takes the 

place of mutual selfhelp". 

In both cases, participation is considered to 

be an active force for achieving a balance in 

a situation ~~hich has got out of control. 

Let us call these views an ideological concept 

of participation. 

The ideological concept of participation takes 

the philosophical view, consciously or un-

consciously, as a starting point, but it deals 

with the context as a well-defined set of 

problems; in this case, the field of housing. 

This concept is already implied, because it is 

di rected towards achiev ing change in the 

socio-economie and, more specifically, politi

cal environment in order to provide favourable 

conditions for reaching these participation 

goals. 

The next phase in the development of this 

concept is operational and it is directed at 

the developrnent of instruments, methods and 

techniques for bringing about participation in 

the real world. In this phase, participation 

is considered to be an effective tool for 
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contro 11 ing the still growing complexity of 

the built environment. Participation, in this 

respect, is the most effective way for its 

development, adaptation to new challenges, 

control and maintainance. 

The philosophical, ideological and operational 

concepts of participation are time-restricted 

and time-related, respectively to the Sixties, 

seventies and the Eighties. In the present we 

will have to develop the concept in the most 

materialistic way by realising the fundamental 

unity of construction and dwelling in such a 

way that dwelling indeed becomes active. 

Describing the concept of participation, in 

termsof phases in a processof development, 

is just one of the ways of approaching the 

problem. 

Fredrik ~lulz, identified the following seven 

farms in the concept of participation: 

1- representation 

2. questioning 

3. ~egionalism 

4. dia logue 

s. alternatives 

6. joint-decision 

7. self-decision 
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He stressed the techniques involved in the 

operationalization of participation processes. 

2.1 The time factor 

A third item, considered by many of the parti

eipants at the conference, is the subject of 

w...,oleness. This is quite understandable, be

cause this view is complementary with parts 

and participation. 

Participation needs a frame, that defines the 

position of and relationship between the parts 

and participants. This framewerk will bede

fined in social and economie terms, as well as 

physical and procedural terms. 

I want to pay attention, more specifically, to 

the procedural aspect, the so called time 

factor. 

TiJle, like space, is a basic condition for all 

hunan activities. 

Time itself has two dimensions; time related 

to duration, and time related to tempo. Time 

is only apparent when things change. 

Change is what we perceive, what we can cont-
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rol and what can be brought into an operatio

nal relationship with the physical world. 

Change and transition are operational terros 

that we can manipulate in an analysis, or when 

looking for rules and regulattons governing 

the r:tan-made environment. 

Also, we can manipulate them in order to give 

farm to the man-made environment in a control

led vtay. 

Most definitions of design use the term 

change; consequently, designers have to be 

familiar with change. 

\fuen we talk about change, we are looking for 

the dynamic content of design. He can look at 

change in this way, but when it is used in 

physics, it refers to the relationship between 

things and farces that bring about this 

change. 

He perceive and bring about change in the 

physical world through the farces of the so

ciety: social, economie, political and perso

nal farces. In this way, we look at the whole

ness and we have to consider both the physical 

and the social aspects in relation to the 

pa~sage of time. Reducing the field is dange

rous for the outcome of a design process. 
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John Habraken spoke about growing. That is a 

beautiful concept, because it brings together 

the changing physical world and time in a 

closer relationship. Managing the process is 

the task of professionals, sametimes yewing 

sametimes adding, but always wondering what is 

going to happen. 

I think of the Chinese proverb that says: when 

you want to be happy for many years you should 

rnarry a wife, but when you want to be happy 

all your life you should become a gardener. 

The idea of grovtth, in my opinion, is not just 

a roetaphor with the shortcoming of an analogy. 

!t can be understood and designers can take it 

as a leading principle for the developrnent of 

their plans. lts concept is so important to 

our subject that I want to dwell on it for a 

while. 

One of my colleagues was responsible for the 

de«ign of a large menumental building. After 

he had finished his design activities, he 

started complaining all the time. Firstly, the 

mechanical and environmental engineers inter

fered with his design. Then, the builders 

poL•ted out that changes would have to be made 

to aceomadate their requirements, related to 

materials and costs. To make things worse, the 

building had to be used by people who had no 
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respect for his intantions regarding the space 

provided for them, so that they made bad 

choices in respect of furniture, curtains and 

so on, thus, spoiling his complete concept. In 

this way, design and construction is a 

frustrating process of diluting personal aspi

rations. 

However, it is possible to develop a process 

in such a way that everybody adds sarnething to 

the design and everyone is interestad in what 

will happen. This is another type of process. 

Two things are important: not only products 

have to be designed, but the sarne goes for 

procedures as well. 

John Turner made it clear when he mentioned a 

competition for students which was directed at 

the design of procedures and methods that 

enabled people to plan and develop their own 

neighbourhood. 

Teun Swinkels, in his paper, gave a good 

example of an integrated design process which 

shows a growth of quality in the successive 

phases of design. 

Growth is related to time and it is associated 

with development. 
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As I mentioned before, there is another aspect 

of time that is not related to change in the 

for~ of tempo, but to duration. Each aspect is 

important. Controlled change is the combina

tion of them in a balanced way, more or less 

comparable with the progressive and conser

vative forces in a political context. 

The life span of components within the comp

lete life cycle of a building is related to 

the concept of time that needs to consider the 

whole. Problems in the field of urban renewal 

and maintainance make it clear that there are 

two important aspects of change, but this 

study is the field of economiste who, by defi

nition, are house-keepers. 

Hennaa Tempelmans Plat argued that "the pri

vate or collectiva investor has to know the 

consequences of his investments over a much 

long er period". 

Invest.ments in the adaptability of a building 

can never be repaid when these costs are not 

related to the complete life cycle of the 

building. 

Also Swinkels and Bleker refered to this 

subject. 

An interesting aspect of time is related to 
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the notion of probability and predictability, 

associated with the steady-state and f~ture

state of spatlal constructions. 

van den Boogaard expressed this notion quite 

we1l in re1ation to the durabi1ity aspect of 

space in a process: "in p1ace of the o1d ideas 

of what constitutes the safety factor, there 

exists the chance of co llapse which can have a 

rnuch wider significance". 

Other interestlog subjecte for participation 

in relation to time invo1ve the perception of 

"synchrony and diachrony". These notions are 

v1e 11 known structura 1 theor i es. A1so they are 

important from a point of view of deve1oping 

design processes. In his ana1ysis of mythes, 

Levi Strauss used the word "partiture" to 

describe sychronous1y and diachronously or

dered events. Indeed, a "partiture", in my 

opinion, is the best way to describe partlei

pation procedures. Some actlvities can be 

ordered in a simultaneous way and ethers in a 

serlal way. 

The reason for simultaneity is not one of 

time-saving. For us it is more important to 

keep various options open within different 

domains of the field of architecture, as the 

base for balanced design decisions. In this 

reapeet I agree with Bleker that "the archi-
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tect and all other designers should make their 

plans together as much as possibly and prefer

ah le not one a ft er the other". 

Simultaneity, in this case, is an expression 

of equivalence of design options too. This is 

a political statement, but it is a basic con

dition for the design of participation proce

dures. 
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PartTbree 

ThreeSubjectsforaResearchAgenda 

a. Introduetion 

To develop an appropriate field of action, a 

Qap of the field comprising all the aspects of 

design participation, is a condition for the 

integration, coordination and development of 

activities. 

This map must represent the wholeness of the 

design problem in all its dimensions: social, 

economie, physical, and each related to time. 

In this respect, it is advisable to concent

rate the research actlvities on developing 

mo:'lels which are fitting for this purpose and 

providing a framework for all the partleipants 

in the process. Reflecting wholeness in space 

and time, and continuity at the same time, it 

is necessary to concentrate on the process and 

possible rules that refer to the specific 

goals and available technology which has to be 

included in these maps. Research and design 

techniques that make use of modern information 

and computer technology will have to be used 

contin•Jally; more specifically, paying atten

tion to the way that decision-making can be 
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supported in the design tean. 

In this respect, organisation and decision

making \vithin the design coalition team will 

be a subject of great interest. 

From the point of view of programming 

research, maps, roodels and systems will have 

to be related to the design methods and tech

niques available and to the development of 

possible routes or strategies, as well. 

Summarising, I want to bring to your atten

tion, three related subjects for research 

activities. 

1. Models: allow us to make appropriate 

descriptions of the final form, both in 

structure and regarding the procedures 

wnich brought this form into existence. 

2. Processas, strategies, procedures: 

achieve the objectives of design parti

cipation. 

3. Design coalition team: provides the 

instruments and environment for creating 

design participation so that decision

making and risk-taking are in balance. 
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3 .1. ~WDELS 

Models are scalar representations of reality. 

In this case, the reality of the design pro

cess. 

Models have to be worked out in mind before 

going into physical detail. The facts will be 

the events in the re a 1 wor ld of planning, 

design and construction. Construction and the 

building processes have to be described using 

the terminology and within the framework of 

the models. 

The advantage of models is that they can be 

tested in a real-life situation, but they can 

also be used to open up a view of alterna

tive configurations. Models can be equations, 

drawings, or prototypes and, in this way, they 

can be used to describe and campare existing 

forms, or to generata new forms according to 

modified objectives. 

In a static situation, there is no need for 

this type of functional model. Hithin certain 

limits, formal models garantee the performance 

of a design. 

Functional models are important in a dynamic 

situation with changing socio-political condi

tions, for example, a need for participation 
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and for changes in technology such as informa

t ion a nu computer appl ications. 

The functional model confronted with this 

participation and technological situation ge

nerates new formal roodels or forma. 

In this respect, rnadelling is important in 

order to understand and control reality. 

In another paper of this conference; namely, 

"7he design of a generic grid", I gave a 

sketch of such a model. Other roodels are also 

suitable, but from a point of view of partici

pation, the following general starting points 

seem important: 

1. All functions have to be related to 

spatialelements. 

2. Spatial elernents are considered as spa

tial elements in a process of transi

tion. 

3. Functions of the model have to corres

pond to the roles of parties involved in 

theplanninganddesignprocess. 

In this way, the model and its components 

bring into play the whole and parts of the 

problemunderconsideration. 

The way a design problem is braken down into 
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partial problems can differentlate between the 

various options of design methods. 

Christopher Alexander decomposed a problem 

based on the intensity of the relationships 

between fits and introduced patterns to des

cribe the partlal designs which have to fit 

into an integrated design. 

John Luckman introduced so-called "interre

lated deelsion areas", which are considered to 

deliver more or less autonorneus fields of 

options for partlal design solutions. 

SAR divided physical design into terms of the 

parties involved in the design process, more 

specifically, making a division between the 

parties involved with communal and private 

interests: supports and infill. 

In my opinion, every method of decomposing is 

useful, as long as relationships can be const

ructed with partielpants in the process. 

In different papers Boekholt, Beheshti and 

Bax have looked for specific solutions in this 

respect. Not only participation is taken into 

con~ideration, but also, the technological 

aspectsarepartofthescheme. 

In this respect, it is useful to formulate the 
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model in such a way that it can serve as a 

structure for the development of a database 

system as a part of design support systems. 

As a consequence of the contents of part 1 

and 2 of this paper, I want to discuss three 

aspects of such a model: levels, domains, and 

phases. 

3.1.1 Levelsinparticipation 
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The concept of levels makes it possible 

to differentlate between specific and 

general qualities of the built envi

ronment and it is useful in processas of 

analyses and synthesis. 

John Carp argued that "thinking in le

vels can hardly be considered as a 

(mere) tool, but it is a frame of mind 

that is indispensable". 

Also, van Randen, Swinkels and others 

use this concept in an operational stra

tegy adapted to practical solutions. 

Levels can correspond to phases of the 

process of design. 

Swinkels uses it in that way, but from a 



point of view of modelling, it is better 

to consider it always as an independant 

dimension. The Dutch architect Rietveld, 

startad his design activitias with 

details. In urban rena\val projects, more 

specifically renovation projects, it is 

essential to start in this way. 

In design methode, the concept of levels 

is always expreseed in terros of usa

functions related to a spatial organisa

tion: the urban plan, tha architectural 

plan, and ~~e building details. 

From a point of view of participating in 

different professional groups, however, 

it is important that the functions eer

responding with thair roles can be ex

prassed on different levals of generali

ty, too. 

Also, in the field of staties, installa

tions and building construction, it is 

possible to think in terros of levels. 

Joep Habats gave a good example of this 

application in the form of anergy con

capts, concapts which ara general in 

natura, but have the potential for more 

datailed decisions on lower levels. 

In my view, there is a lack in concep-
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tual thinking in the doraains of enginee

ring and construction which is a real 

bottleneck to a real participation in 

the design team. 

In the very beginning of the process, 

the various parties have to co!YU11unicate 

on the level of concepts or typologies 

within their respective domains in order 

to create options for integrating design 

solutions. This integration is impos

sibie on the lewest level of abstraction 

where conflicts are unsolveable. 

3.1.2 Domains of participation 
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The secend item I want to discuss is the 

concept of domains and subdomains which 

are more or less autonorneus decision 

areas corresponding to the parties in 

the process. 

In this respect, it is important to make 

a distinction between parties and roles. 

Roles are connected with functions. 

These functions have a structural cha

racter and are constant for time and 

place. 'l'he same set of functions can be 

used to compare the neolithic city of 

Hohenjo Daro and Amsterdam. 



Functions in this respect are used to 

describe the rules connecting the spa

tial elements and all their physical 

proporties vlith the objectives. 

Parties, however, are decision-makers in 

the process. It is possible to describe 

their roles but generally speaking, 

there is nat a 1 to 1 relationship bet

ween (functional) roles and parties. 

A do-it-yourself person play different 

roles: he considers social and economie 

functions, but u se and constructiona 1 

functions, as well. 

From a point of view of modelling, it is 

important to distinguish the complete 

set of functions and sub-functions. 

The parties in different phases of the 

process can be described as agglomerates 

of functions that have to decide about 

the actions for which they are respon

sible. 

Levels and phases are independent, as 

well as domains and parties. They are in 

different phases of the process- consi

dered as indepentent entities. 
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In a dynamic society, it is important to 

keep the definition of parties open, 

because that is where the cultural pro

cess of differentiation becomes mani

fest. 

He knO>f the roles, but we do not know 

which parties fulfil them. 

The concept of domains, as more or less 

autonorneus decision areas, is an impor

tant topic for the subject of participa

tion. Domains are seen as areas where 

specific knowledge and experience is 

gathered so that it can be made useful 

in the design and construction process. 

Mainly, it is seen as the specific do

main of a specific party or discipline 

in the traditional process. 

De Vilder stated that "the sharing of 

operations of a given project among 

various organisations and between va

rious persons, is due to the division of 

labeur. The practice of labour division 

has made a major contributton to econo

nic progress, even though, it has its 

drawbacks as we 11". 

L.P. Sikkel stated that "The building 

process can be described as a U.A.T. 
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process which stands for working-apart

together". 

This last statement can be interpreted 

in a negative way, by stressing the vmrd 

apart; or in positive way, by stressing 

the word together. ~he solution is to 

work out a procedure which acknowledges 

the apartness of different partners in 

the process, but at the same time rea

lises the wholeness of the procject. 

This is, of course, the basic concept of 

participation. 

The process involves experience, know

ledge and the creativity on the part of 

the parties who work in the various 

domains of designing. 

3.1.3 Phase, the time factor in modelling 

A third item I want to discuss is 

phases. 

They are part of organising the process 

in a time sequence. 

Parallel partial processes can be dis

tinguished within these phases. 
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Every instanee of design and construc

tion can be described with a state des

cription. \ihen change is observed, there 

is a movement from one state to another. 

Movement is the foundation of a process. 

Same processes are natural, lïke the 

loss of heat, decay of wood, brick and 

concrete, etc. They invoke entropy - the 

loss of order - but we must try to cont

rol them so that we know what will hap

pen in order to restare order. 

Other kind of processes are deliberately 

directed to achieve change, using the 

potential of bricks, wood, etc. to ac

tually build a house. 

\le need to know more about the types of 

processes to produce and control order 

in a built environment. In this respect, 

the nature of processes have to be in

vestigated. In the development of 

science, starting with Aristoteles, it 

has been a subject of interest. 

Aristoteles discovered what is called 

the "Theory of rnovement", in schalastic 

terms, his adagium was "ignorato mot u, 

ignoratur natura" (he \ihO has no know

ledge about rnovement, has no knowledge 

about nature). It will go too deep to 
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analyse his six forms of movement, how

ever they are of interest for the design 

of buildings. 

From our point of view, a better know

ledge of levels and domains will create 

better conditions for the nature of 

processes. 

In this respect, three types of proces

sas become apparent when the design 

process is taken into consideration. 

Tllere are processas for co-ordinating 

the content of different levels within 

donains. Then, there are processes in

tegrating the contents of different 

domains within one or several levels. 

Finally, there are processas for develo

ping and differentiating forms. 

In this view, the term phase has become 

more or less obsolete. Of course, a 

sequence of design action can be ob

served, but this sequence does not cor

respond to the phases in architects' 

handbooks, starting with a brief, step 

by step phase and ending with the comp

lete building. In each of these phases, 

all the processes mentioned above can be 
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observed. 

The knowledge of processas is basic to 

design method<)logy. In this respect, the 

contours of a science of design and 

planning slowly becomes visible. The 

observation of design processes and 

experimental designs is necessary to get 

more insight into the theory of design. 

In this view, the re sul ts of an experi

menta 1 design reported by z. Erturk are 

interesting. Its main aim was "to ob

serve the behaviour of the subjects (the 

designer) when given a design problem". 

It becomes clearer that the development 

of design processas is just as important 

as the design of the product itself. 

This becomes even more obvious when the 

dynamics of society and technology for

ces us to depart from the schemata that 

we are so familiar with. In this res

pect, the presentation of an integrated 

design model by Swinkels is a good exam

ple of the shift in interests within the 

professional world. 

It comes to my mind that the terminology 

and strategy developed by SAR for the 

design of supports, by making a distinc-
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tion between struct.tlre and ( infi 11) 

modules, are useful for the design of 

processes. 

Participation in its widest sense is a 

challenge to this new type of design 

process and it puts a great strain on 

the designers. It requires highly spe

cialized knowledge and creativity, toge

ther with the different and often conf

licting interests of the in vol ved par

ties which will "only be possible aftar 

a radical redefinitien of what we under

stand by designing and planning" 

(Stringer). 

In my opinion, this approach is very 

close to the ideas suggested by Age van 

Randen in his presentation of "Open 

huilding", and the SAR principles which 

are based on movement and directed to 

creating favourable conditions for this 

new type of design and construction in a 

real world situation. 

3.2 PROCESS ATTRIBU~ES 

The need to get more insight into "space in 

the process" was discussed above. The results 

of research can be represented in the form of 
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models which have to be applied to an objec

tive. 

Prucesses, until now, have been discussed in 

the "splendid isolation" of a model and the 

question of how to structure models has been 

left open. 

I argue that the least that l1as to be done is 

to investigate the three aspects of levels, 

domains and phases. They seem to be more than 

three aspects, but rather three dimensions of 

a mode 1 because they are independent yet 

rather related to each other at the sar>le time. 

Hhen discussing the different dimensions of my 

idea of such a model, I made it clear that 

every áimension of the model is directly re

lated to participation in the process. In 

fact, a participation view of the design pro

cess forms a starting point for the develop

ment of such a model. 

I am nat going into details of the design of 

participation processas but I wish to stress 

two items which seem important to a research 

agenda : morphology and evaluation. 

~lorphology, is a term which was coined by 

Goethe, as the science of farm and the trans

formation of forrn. 
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\lhell niscussing mode 1 s, functiona 1 mode 1 s we re 

stressed, but form-models also play an impor

tant role in participation processes. The old 

Sullivan adagium of "form fellows function", 

however, must be considered as reversable. 

Functions related to the context can generata 

farms but in the design process, form gene

rated by specific functions can fulfil ether 

functions. This property is familiar in buil

ding design, because a certain spatial element 

always fulfils functions in different domains. 

For example, a wall fulfils functions in the 

domain of use as a screen; in the domain of 

construction as heat or sound isolation, and 

bearing the roof and in the domain of manufac

turing as masonry. Uhen the wall has its forn1 

in tvm domains, its functional quality has to 

be tested in the remaining domains, and vice 

ver$a. So, there is always an interplay bet

ween form and function in different domains. 

The same applies for the interplay between 

for~ and function on different levels too. 

A design process ends with form, but is also 

starts with form. A design process never 

starts in a vacuum and there must always be a 

beginning, even if it is global and not well

defined. A design process can be seen as a 

process of differentlation of space and mate

rial. In the evolutionary process of develop-
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ment and growth, there is a need to study 

fonns which have evolutionary proporties. 

(See p. Broberg} 

In my thesis in 1975, I called these forr.1s 

situ3tions witb structural proporties. I was 

using the term in the same way as Hillier used 

it vvhen he, in a biologica! analoge, refered 

to genotypes. In my thesis, also in my paper 

for this conference, I directed my attention 

more specifically to grids, in this case gene

ric grids. There are however other options 

possible, as discussed by Robert oxman in his 

study of "The Growing House". 

A more detailed study of tbis evolutionary 

morphology, following the various levels in 

the hierarchical system, could be an extra 

support for design participation. 

An essential aspect of using genetic fori,ls as 

an instrument in design processes is that it 

creates conditions during the process which 

a llows participation to develop specific de

sign options simult3neously within their spe

cific dor.-tains. The shared geometry ma~es in

tegration possible and, at the same time, is a 

fertile field for the "growth" of these op

tions. 

Anotber aspect is that, form can be related to 
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functions in an instrumental way, but they 

have symbolic functions too. In fact, desig

ners always work on two different "levels". 

Symbols by-pass instrumental functions on the 

cultural level. A study of morphology should 

take these semiological aspects into conside

ration. Also, in a perspective of participa

tion, forrns and symbols are important because 

they define a "silent languague" that is 

shared by people who participate in the same 

{sub)culture and they provide a direct commu

nicn.tion. {See T. Gisbon) 

Participation involves multi-criteria decision 

making. Tom Maver made this point explicit 

and the ABACUS research started with "explora

tion of rnulti-variate multi-person decision 

systems". 

In the concept of sirnultaneous design, it is 

quite clear that different options within the 

ahared geometry have to be weighed and brought 

into balance. 

"Allocation of value" related to function, 

within the different dornains and levels, is 

the essence of the design process. Also, it is 

the definition of polities. In this respect, 

design and politics have the same purpose. In 

participatory design, the concepts of design 

and politics come together. Decision-making in 
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participation processas is indeed, a matter of 

politics and well-defined democratie rules for 

the design team have to provirle the conditions 

for a balanced design. Using the experience of 

public decision-making on higher spatial le

vels will hopefully teach us sarnething for 

participating decision-making on lower hierar

ebical levels. Studies in the field of "multi

criteria evaluation" can be useful in this 

respect. 

However, there is always a problem of conflic

ting interests. Only in a partial way, can 

explicitation and objectivation of arguments 

give solutions to this aspect, by providing 

clear pictures of the possible consequences of 

decisions. 

The answer may be the creative design of de

sign processas which allocates these conflicts 

and makes solving them possible in an early 

stage of the process. 

On the other hand, we must not be afraid of 

conflicts, because they are the haart of a 

design problem. As such, each design is a 

dialectica! process where problems are reeon

ei i.ed in form. 
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3.1 Design coalition tea1:1. 

Design problems have to be sol ved by people, 

by participating in a design process and ma

king as much use of their experience, know

ledge and creativity as possible. ThiA des

cribes the way that the game has to be played. 

A game is played by people, but according to 

well-defined rules. The attributes, the pla

y~rs and the rules must be well-defined. 

Also, the bounderies of the game have to be 

well-defined: the site, the budget, the terms 

and the mandate for everyone in vol ved. 

In this way, for every project, new games have 

to be developed and the players have to accept 

the conditions of the game. 

This is in my view; the outline of a Design 

Coalition Team. In the same way, the design 

process and the Design Coalition Tean have to 

be developed. 

Bleker, Hinrich and Nur Esin reported on this 

matter. Hinrich stated that "It (the DCT) 

needs to have a very explicit contractual 

framewerk in order to define the parameters of 

the various members. unless carefully 

structured, the ioclusion of multiple designer 

talents ,each concerned with their own speel-
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fic interests, may cernpromise the project to 

the point that future design flexibility, 

lifecycle design factors and the optimisation 

of environrnental quality will become secondary 

to only settling the quarrels of limits and 

scheduling. If this is allO\ved to happen de

sL]'1 wi ll be reduced to the lewest cowmon 

denominator". Also E.T. Happold pays attention 

to this subject mentioning tempora ry partner

ship wi th 3.rchi te ct. 

The Design Coalition Team in its structure 

reflects the structure of the building in

dustry in its widest sense. Faculties of ar

chitecture, building and planning can be een

sidared as part of this building industry. On 

the other hand, the faculties, just like the 

Design Coalition Team, repreaent the articula

tion of the building industry on a micro-scale 

and are ,as such, a suitable Labaratory for 

research-oriented new farms of design and IJore 

particularly for design participation. 

Huisman stated that the univarsity department 

educate experts in most of the fields inval ved 

in design coalition of architecture and, 

the>:efore, has the chance to create a more or 

less complete process from design to realiaa

tion of buildings. This occurs within the 

co~rse of participation with different future 

experts in order to confront them with the 
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complexity of such a process" According to 

Necdet Teymour, this asks for "a major trans

formation of the professional and instituti.o

nal structure of schools and their curicula". 

He cldims that "It 1 is not a question of new 

wine in old bottles, but new wines, new bot

tles and new drinking habits too .... ". 

llhen studio work in the faculties is 

structurad according to the structure of the 

o.c.T., we may hope to educate a new genera

tion of designers. 

~ew technology will be very stimulating in 

this respect, because it provides the format 

for communication which is the true condition 

for participation. 

As Tsafy Simons stated: "Educational facul

ties, information systems, a communication 

netwerk and computer technology can provide 

these conditions". 
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t:pilogue 

In putting the three questions, descrihing the 

three approaches to design participation and 

stating the three subjects for a research 

agenda, I hope that I have covered the ma!"n 

subjects of this conference. 

My question at the very beginning of this 

paper: "How is participation in design pos-

sible?", in my opinion, can be answered ,but 

only when a major effort has been made in all 

the related fields. This will ask for a close 

collaboration between all the parties involved 

in both academie and professional fields. 

I hope this conference will contribute to that 

end. 
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POSTER SESSION 

Poster Session was designed to provide an 

opportunity for presentation of design parti

cipation projects, as well as for extra infor

mation for papers presented at the conference. 

Response to our call for posters was limited. 

Fa llowing are part of the posters presenteà at 

t~e conference. 
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PLENUf.1 PROCESSES 

Colin Carpenter and Fumio Suda 
4620 North Racine, Chicago, Illinois 60640 U.S.A. 

( 312) 561-3082 

Our concern is the Plenum of Phenomena. Looking upon existence with 
unblinking eye and unflinching hand, we learn mimesis of the universal 
countenance. In categorfcal transcendence, there is absolute emptiness. 
Glazed are our eyes; limply hand our hands. Can words, entities of the mind 
and laden with thought, colll!lunicate the inexorable mechanisms influencing our 
relations with Place? Nevertheless, everyone knows, and in these unspoken 
realfzations lies Truth. Our collective experience and cO!ll!lunal consciousness 
contain the venerable testament of the invisible hand. Shall we, because 
discourse is vulgar, reject the womb and arrogantly proceed, presuming to 
circumscribe the ontological sum, to del imit the dimensions, with but a single 
facet of our being? We propose yet another renaissance. Let us open the 
eight books of the Chakra and discover how to live. Cao we not read our 
hormones, and in the circularity of time find the eternal spiral of 
correspondence? We are transfixed by number. These we read, but cannot 
speak. We discern the land, notfee how it lies (the Dragon in every hill, the 
Nymphs of the watercourses, the veins, viscera and flesh of the plains), and 
refuse to surrender their animation to a narrowly construed program of 
devel opment. 

If in your processes you admit the ineffable, cao your buildfngs be but just? 
Look not upon man but to the seasons and discover time, yet another 
dimension. Admit the ineffable and attain to harmony. Obscure, abstruse, 
archaic, antiquated. With words and tautologies we relegate the quiet wisdom 
of our earth bourn fathers and suppose to attain to excellence on the wings of 
the desiccated analytical animal. Have we oot amply demonstrated the 
qualities peculiar, if oot endemie, to the human condition? Hardly can we 
continue to regale ourselves with our singul ar virtuousity. With unbl inking 
eye and unflinching hand, we induce tranquflity through which the totalfty of 
our surroundings is grasped. We deelare yet another renaissance and affirm 
oot the splendid and immaculate reasen of the ancients but go beyend history 
to resurrect the animal wisdom of appropriate technologfes, contextual 
dwelling and energy conscious design. Who, across the breadth of memory, has 
devised accO!ll!lodation which by whatever measure of excellence supercedes the 
sparrow's nest? Only at our hazard can we afford to celebrate one and not the 
other. Our eyes are two and so too our hands, but found in a single face and 
in one body. Let us then strive to combine the several kinds of knowledge in 
a plenum process. Just, we deelare the confluence. 
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CONSTRAINTS OF DESIGN PARTICII'ATION IN THIRI> WORLD COUNTRIES 

(with special raferenee to low cost housing and produetivity in Kenyq} 

PElER A. ERKELENS 

NEW HOUSING 

PRIVATE DEVELOPM:NT 

OWNER PARTICIPATION 

CAN BE MÀXIMUM 

Two different housing: projects 

in Noirobi6 
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SITE & SERVICE PROJECT$ 

DESiGN PHASE, 
PROJECT PREPARA Tl ON SY 
GOVER~:t•'l'NTS AND OTHERS; 
NO OWNER PARTICIPATION, 

DondorQI Si!>e & Service project Noirobi. 

..,_==---i-7 '~"~=---·T( + 
300 400 

Roorr ltl'l'' ,Room ! 2m 2 

~· "" f 9~~ 
c 

~ 
Veran ah ~ 

Wash 

Room 9i 

~ 

CONSTRUCTION PHASE, 

CONTRACTOR SUILT CORE UNIT 
OWNER CAN SELECT OUT OF A 
LIMITED NUMSER OF TYPE PlANS. 
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SQUAT11iR UPGRADING PROJECTS 

DESIGN PHASE , 

PROJECT PREPAAATION BY 
GOVERNt.'fNTS AN[) OTHERS 
NO OWNER PARTICIPATION· 

Slum near Nairobi. 

Slum near Ncdrobi ~ 

(RE ) CONSTRUCTION PHASE, 

PARTICIPATION DEPENDENT ON TYPE 
OF PROJECT ORGANIZATION; 
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SUPPORT AND DETACHABLE UNITS 
(dovolaped by tho H.R.D.U.Nairobi) 

SEMI OWNER DESIGN 
PARTICIPATION, 

Plot initialty provided whh shawer ,toilet ond moinwc::lll +roof 
coverlng the hobitoble area. 

Ovmer ca> ehooso loc:ation and type of in,_,al walls and 
some of the extemoi waUs:. 
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IMPROVEN\ENT OF USER DESIGN PARTICIPATION CONCLUSIONS: 

e IMP ROYEMENT OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN PARTICIPANT$ 

THROUGH EDUCATION 

e SPECIAL ATTENTION IN SCHOOLS OF ARCHITECTURE FOR 

PARTICIPATORY SKILLS 

e DEYHOPMENT OF OPEN BUILDING SYSTEMS 

.; USER REACTION SURVEYS 

8 CONSTRUCTION OF i'ROTOTYP ICAL BUILDING$ 

8 PROMOTION OF APPROPRIATE MATERIALS AND BUILDING METHOOS 

BY GOVERNMENTS LOWERS THE THRESHOLD FOR PARTICIPANT$ 

8 IMPROVED DESIGN PARTICIPATION WILL RESULT IN INCREASED 

PRODUCTIVITY . 
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Building System · 

lnstitute for Testing 
Materials of the 
S.R. of Serbia, 

Belgrade 

Prestressed Concrete 
Centre 

11000 BELGRADE 
BULEVAR VOJVODE MISICA 43 
YUGOSLAVIA 
P. 0. BOX834 
TEL (011) 651·186, 650-322 
TELEX: 12403 yu ims 
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HOUSING ESTATE IN SARAJEVO 1984 
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HOUSING FORMS 
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INTERNATIONAL SUMMERACADEMY SALZBURG 1956 
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HlSTORY 

INTERNATIONAL SUMMERACADEMY SALZBURG 1957 
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HlSTORY 

INTERNATIONAL SUMMERACADEMY SALZBURG 1958 
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HlSTORY 

INTERNATIONAL SUMMERACADEMY SALZBURG 1959 
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T.H.E. TEAMWORK 

'WIJK' 1974 

HERMIT'S CEL 1975 
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T.H.E. TEAMWORK 

EVERGREEN CITY 1979 
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Following is the text which was prepared for the workshop: 

"HOUSING DESIGN \liTO SUPPORTS: USE OF SMOOC". 
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~ WORKSHOP 
0 

Housing Design with Supports 

Workshopleaders ir. Paul Dinjens, 

Ir. Albert Thijssen 

Number of participents: 12 

International Design Participation Con'-ICO 

22-24 Aprill985, Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

In traditional housing design en enelysis is made of the needs of a theoretica!, 

stendardized family - 2 perents, 2 children • aa far as spaces are concerned. This 

leads toa set of functions with speelfled dimensions and relationships. 

A lot of energy ia spent to make the best, if not ideal floerplan to meet all 

requlrements. 

lf, sometimes, different groups are recognised the same work is done. Each group is 

"standardized", the apatial requirements are analysed and the !deal floerplan is 

designed. 

This design activity Is based on the assumption, that the future tenant has to find a 

finished product, that he is going to use. He may be of some importsnee during the 

analytica! phase by answering a questionnaire or by doing actlvities alike, but in 

fact he is not to be considered as one of the main actors in the design process. 

The approach, presenled In the workshop, based upon the SAR-design methodology, 

starts from the opposite direction: housing can never be done properly without the 

total involvement of the user. lt is in fact only the user who can finish the product 

and make it hls own home. 

Brioging the user back lnto the design process is esking him to give an enswer to 

the requirements, diffeflng from user to user and differing in time. 



Housing design means considering two spheres: the sphere of the community end 

the sphere of the indivldual. In the sphere of the individual all· the deelslons are 

taken by the user. The communal sphere represents these values, which go beyend 

the sphere of the individual. User participation is achieved by giving the user the 

right of say in his own sphere, within the framewerk of the communal sphere. 

This framewerk is not abstract. Jt een be represented by a concrete building. Not a 

finished product but a product to be finished by the user by making his own 

floorplan in it. The building, called support, gives on one hand the requirements of 

the community, - such as density, dwelling type, orientetion - end offers on the 

other hand a lot of possibilities for individual infill. The design of dwellings di ffers 

therefore from what is used to be. Not the design of specific, ideal, dwelling 

layouts is required, but the design of a support, representing the general qualilles 

of possible floorplens. 

The workshop starts with introduetion into the underlying philosophy end design 

methodology. To test the practical velue a support is enalysed on possible 

floorplans, taking into consideration requirements end demands of social housing in 

the Netherlands end abroed. This enelysis is pertly done by meens of the CAD

program SMOOC. The workshop ends with conclusions on the possible use of the 

proposed support end suggestions for change. 



~ DPC'85 
I',) WORKSHOP:HOUSING DESIGN WITH SUPPORTS 

Time Lecture/exercise Resu1ts 

9.00 

10.30 

11.00 

12.30 

14.00 

15.30 

16.00 

17.30 

We1come 
Introduetion to the workshop 
Lecture :SUPPORTS 
Exercise:dwe11ings in a supportstructure 

Coffee break 

Lecture :SMOOC 

Plans,l:50 

Exercise:definition of functions in dwellingsSpatial standard 
aerea Sectorgroup 
requirernents Program of dernands 

Lunch break 

Demo :computer .prograrnme SMOOC 
exercise:ana1ysis of given sectorgroups 

Coffee break 

Exercise:Decisions on spaces 
programme 
(sectorgroups) 

Departure for townha11 

Proposals for change 

Basic variante 
Sub variants 



~articipation of the dweller in the housing 
process. 

In the process of mass-housing as it is known 
today all over the world, there is no place 
for the individual dweller. 
This process can only operate if the non
participation of the dweller is accepted. Then 
the principles of mass-housing have their logic. 
But if we think that the occupant shoulê have a 
rele in this process, the logic disappears. 
Then we have to re-think everything. Then we 
have to werk out a new logic and a new process. 
In this ncw process no dwelling will come into 
existence unless there is action by the dweller 
himself. 
A dwelling always exists in two spheres: The sphere 
of the comnunity, that is the public sphere; and 
the sphere of the individual, that is the private 
sphere. 

l>e have to recognize these two spheres. Each sphere 
gives possibilities for action. Each sphere gives 
possibilitics for production. 

Today, in the mass-housing process everything is 
decided in the pubtic sphere. There is no possi
bility for the individual. The private sphere is 
non-existent. 
The result is uniformity. Where the individual 
is lc!t out uniformity is the result. Uniformity 
in ~ass-housing is not the result of the appli
cation of industrial methods. We all know' that 
ëhe mass-housing has failed in the application 
of industrial methods. If we really had been 
able to use industry in an efficient end human 
way we would at least not have a hO\Ising short.a11e 1 
the uniformitr in mass-housing is the resu1t ot 
the banishmen~ of the dweller from the housing 
procc:ss. 

That is the tragic condition of human settiement 
today; for the sake of mass-production· the 
individual has been enslaved but the possibili
ties of industrial production have not been gained. 

The concept of supports and detachable units re
cognize the two spheres. 
The support is the product made in ~he pubtic 
sphere, made for the comrnunity. 
The detachable units are products about which 
the dweller can make decisions. · 

Thus, the definition of the word "Support"· 
and the word "Detac:hable unit" is n·ot a 
technica! one. It is a definitiori based on 
a divlslon of the decisions to be made. If 
the· tnd1v1dual dweller can make decisions 
about an element of his dwelling, then this 
element is -by definition- a detachable unit. 
Reqardle~Q of the question whether this ele
ment is 1ndustrially made or not. If the 
dweller as an individual cannot decide about 
an element in his· dwelling then this element 
is part of the support. 

If we want to make suppprts and detachable 
units we must start with a philosophy that 
tells us where the decisions to be made in 
the public sphere will stop and where the 
decisions to be made by the dt·•eller begin. 
Only then we can start with the design problem. 

The support therefore is a ·piece of real 
estate. rt is the result of a design-process 
1n ëne public sphere. It can be a pre
fabricated, but is can also be built in 
trad i ti.onal building methods. 

\·lhen the support is f inished the dweller 
can make decisions about the detachable units 
he wants to use to make his dwelling in this 
~npport. Only · then the dwelling comes into 



existence. Without the dweller no dwelling 
will exist. A dwelling is not a product to 
be produced. A dwelling is not a thing that 
can be designed by architects or anybody 
~lse. A dwelling is an act. The act of the 
dweller. 

A detachable unit can be made as an indus
trial product. It can be conaidered as a 
durable consumer good. 

Therefore supports and detachable units re
present not only two spheres of responsibi• 
lity. They are also the result of two spheres 
of production. The production of real-estate 
and the production of durable consumer goods, 
In both spheres the méthods of industrial 
production can be applied. In the building 
of supports industry can produce pre
fabricated element• out of which the support 
can be built. In that case the industry 
serves the building trade. In the production 
of detachable units the industry serves 
directly the dweller. This gives a relation
ship between producerand user that was untill· 
now unknown in the housing process, but is 
very well known in the existence of durable 
consumer goods. · 

In the new housing process the architect 
should stop producing dwellings. 
A dwelling is not a thing that can be 
designed or can be produced. Architacts 
should design supports and detachable 
units. Builders should build supports. 
Industry should produce detachable units. 
The dwelling will be a result. The result 
of the participation of the dweller. 

M'ET ... OOOLC.lGV 

To Make supports and detachable units 
toèay; to give the dweller the possibility 
to act is not really a technica! problem. 
It is essentially a human proble~. In the 
first place we must be willing to reconsider 
our role as specialists in the housing . 
process. We have to face the fact that the 
specialists larchitects, builders, indus
trials. La·Jyers, investors, public ser·vants) 
will have to make other kinds of decisions 
than they are used to make today. Only 
then supports and detachable units will 
cor.e into beinç. The specialists must be 
a~le to communicate about the design and 
production of supports and detachable units. 
Therefore SAR has developed a methodology 
for the design of supports and detachable 
units. · 

This methodology is based on two sets of 
rull:·s. The first set has to do with the 
position and dinensions of materials. The 
second set has to do with the position and 
~i~ensions of space. Of course, material 
and space coMplement each other. For so~e 
problems we have to consider the dimensions, 
the positions and the properties of mate
rials. I'or other problems we concentrate 
more on the dimensions, the positions and 
the properties of space. Some specialists 
are more occupied with the material side. 
Others are more occupied With space. Anyone 
taking part in the decision makinq process 
that results in designs fcr human environ
Ment has to deal ~tith the fact that mate
rial and space conplement each other. 



uow do we make decisions about materials 
ancl space? h"hen we consider the design 
process we can recognize some character
istics that can give us an indication. 

first, we may see the design process as 
a proccss in which human needs, ambitions, 
dreams, intuitive and instinctive yalues, 
and social convcntions are translated in-
te precise information about the way specific 
matcrials and elements have to be put to
gcther. Dreams and ideas ~ay be Cindeed 

bel the starting point. But the end. 
clear speçification of what shall be 

done. 
So the first characteristics of the design 

from the intangible 

Sccondly, when we start putting down our 
decisions on paper -whether it be in 
dra"ings or in writing- we will first 
work in general terrs and from there go 
into specifics. First we make sketches, 
general dispositions of spaces and 
material. Later we will make precise 
plans and detailed drswings. First we 
wi 11 consider for instanee dimensions 
of bays and deterrnir.e the places of 
laad bearing elements. Later on we will 
deelde upon thé exact dimensions of the 
laad hearing elernents. First we will 
designate areas for c~rtain kinds of 
spaces and later we will determine the 
dimensions and positions of one parti
cular space. 
Therefore, in the design process we will 
'"ark gradually from the general to the 
specific. This does not mean that the 
specific will nat be considered from the 
beginning. Bu. in the process ltself the 
general arran1ement proceeds grsdually 
to the.more specific final decisions. 

These two characteristics of the design 
process: that it proceeds from the in
tanQible to the tangible and from the 
genéral to the specific should be kept 
in mind if one aims at a truly workable 
r..ethodology. 
The first characteristics rneans that in 
the course of the design process we gradually 
understand better what we want. The intangible 
qualities become more and more tangible. 
This means that the process itself is one 
of continuous re-evaluation of our aims. 
We cannot formulate in the beginning all 
the requirements to which the design. 
should give the answer. The requirernents 
thernselves are designed tagether with the 
building! . 
~his means that evaluation of what we 
wan.t as well as evaluation of v1hat we ~•111 
do is one and the aarne thing. To design is 
a continuous evaluation process in which the 
yardstick is only known fully when the 
design is finished. The notations that 
we make in the course of the process -in 
drawings and sketches- are therefore instru
ment& that help ua to evaluate the standards 
we want to use. These document• are never 
only unfinished plans of what will be done. 

rf we recognize this fact the drawing be
comes a rneans of communication in the firat 
place. A meana of communication between·all 
the specialist• involved in the design 
process. These people can communicate with 
each other·through the notationa about the 
position and the sizes of materlala and 
spaces. 
A methodology for a dynamic design process 
should therefore be based on concepts and 
definitions that make communication possi
ble about the positions and dirnensions of 
all the elernents that we may consider in 
this process. 



\~e need a language that makes statements 
possible about positions and dimensions 
of elernents. In accordance with the se-
eend characteristic of the design process 
it must be possible to make not only spe
cific statements but also we must be able 
to ~ake general statements about the po
sitions and dimensions .of elements. Ele- . 
ments that can be material as well as spatial. 

These observations becorne the more valid 
if \·Je consider the design of supports. In 
a support all different arrangements for 
floer plans of d>~ellings should be possible. 
This mcans that we cannot evaluatc a support 
on the basis of one or two possible floer 
plans .it can - or must - have. When we design a 
suppórt we have to deal with general state
wents about possibilities. The supports 
have to be judged on these general possi
bilities. To be able to do that we need 
tools to notate such general statements 
in the process of design. 

Zönes and margins. 

With the design of supports the designer has 
to make decisions about the position and di
mension of material without knowing the floer 
plans that eventually will be found in the 
support. This means .that he cannot make his 
decision about the material of the support 
on the basis of a floer plan. He has to 
werk from possibilities of floer plans. To 
be able to do so he must be able to wake 
general statements about the possible dis
tribution of spaces in the support. 

The concept of zOnes and margins has been 
developed to make general statements about 
the distribution of spaces in a support vi
sible in a ~esign. 

A zOne is an area in a support to which 
rules are at.tached concerning the posi
tien and dimension of spaces and fun~tions 
allowed for in the support. 

The principle is as fellows: 
First classes of possible spaces or functions 
3re determined. Secondly zOnes are defined 
that give possible situations for spaces. 
Finally rules are forrr.ulated about the po
sition of spaces in the given zOnes. 

Three classes of spaces. 
In any given dwelling three classes of 
spaces can be fourd . 

l. General living space; 

2. Specific living spaces (E.g. bedrooms, 
werking room, kitchen, etc.); 

3. Utility spaces (E.g. storage room, 
bathroom). 

These three kinds of spaces give some kind 
of hierarchy in each floer plan. Generally 
speaking ·it might be said that utility 
spaces serve specific living spaces and that 
specific living spaces are distributed in 
relation to general living spaces. Experience 
shows that it are the specific living spaces 
that are the elements that determine the 
;floer plan. Their patterns designate the 
pattern of living in the dwelling. They are 



the spaces for specific use. The 'elationship 
of the individuals in the dwclling is re
flected by the relationship of these 
specific living $paces. 

Four zönes. 

In supports four zönes can be defined. 

·•-zOne: lnside space for private use 
with relation to outside space. 

B-<öne: lnside space for private use 
without relation to outside 
space. 

ó-zöne: Outside space for private use 
(balcony, garden, loggia). 

·,-zöne: Space for public use (circu
lation) either inside or out
side. 

In any kind of dwelling in any kind of 
project these four zönes can be founà. 
In fact any type of dwelling can be 
uefineà by its partitular arrangement 
of zênes. The relation of an arrange
ffi~nt of zönes therefore can be seen 
as the notatien of a type of dwelling 
•,nthout giving a floor plan. 

Bet>~een two zönes will be a mar9in. 
~he margin has the properties of the 
two adjacent zQnes. It deserves its 
nar•e from these zênes. (E.g. the roargin 
between the n- and e-zöne is called 
" .. ~-F.,argin" l. 

I 

... I , 

Now the elements out of which a floer 
plan is made are known (the 3 classes of 
spaces) and the areas are known in 
which these elements can be found 
(the zOnes). Next we have to regulate 
the relation between the spaces and the 
zOnes. To do so SAR works with one 
general rule: 

Spcciiic living spaces "'ill end in 
t~c s~cccssive margins. 

'rhis rule means that the OlMenslons of 
specific living spaces are relateà to thc 
width of Könes and marains. Thc width 
of a zöne will always be the minirum 
àepth of a specific living space located 
on that zöne. The width of a zöne and 
the two adjacent margins gives the--
maxiru~ àepth of a speciflc living space 
located on that zöne. 

By givin~ dimensions to the zönes in a 
support the designer makes a statement about 
thc èimerisions of specific living spaces 
that r.ust ahlays be possible in the siven 
support. Consequently the zOnes give in
formation on two things: 
l. The general pattern of possible distri

bution of spaces that can bc deàucteà 
from the arrangement of zönes (type of 
dw1lllingl. 



2. The minimum and maximum dimensions 
possible for the specific living spaces. 

Thus, if a support is designed on an arrange
ment of zónes evaluation of that support is 
possible. 
l·!e can "read" the possible dimensions and 
distribution of spaces and cor.1pare them ·,•ith 
any given set of standards we want to apply 
concerning these properties. Por that reason 
the zOnes also are an expedient for the de
sign of the support itself. 

The designer of a support uses an arrange
ment of zönes as a base to draw conclusions 
in the design process. The zOnes enable him 
to find the best location for ducts, openings 
in floors or walls, placès to conneet ~iring 
and piping from the support to.those in the 
detachable units and so on. 
At the same time the zOnes allow him to 
judge the implications of these decisions 
on the possible arrangements of spaces left. 
One might say that each deelsion that adds 
elements to the supports will limit the 
number of variations possible in the support. 
Each decision in the desi~n of a support must 
therefore be judged on its impact on the possi
bilities it gives and the possibilities it 
eliminates. In other ~ords. The zOnes are a 
tcol that enables the designer to relate 
each technical deelsion to possibilities of 
use and vice versa to relates each general 
requirement of use to its technical impli
cations. 

The general rule formulaterl ahove, that speci
fi c 1 i Ving spaces should end in two ·succeeding 
margins leaves so much open that designers will 
fecl the need to add ether rule5 in the 
course of the design process. Such additional 
rules can be a great help in further organisa-

tion of a support system and give the parties 
involv~d in the design process the means to 
translate more specific requirements into the 
same language. 

El 
W: I! 
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Examples of such additional rules· are: 

., 
' ., 
• . .,. 

Sanitary cells will be found only in s-zl'ines. 

or: Sanitary cells will be found either in 
~-zl'ines or 3a-margins. 

Bedrooms will be found only in o7zl'ines. 

Load hearing elements will not be found 
in ~.t-zOnes. 

Vertical ducts will be found only in •B-nargins. 

lt is precisely this possibility to add 
specific rules as the rlesign process 
develops that makes comrnu~ication possible. 
Each general decisicr. can tlius be forrnu-
lated and lts i~plication can be studled 
by the parties involved. 

Several other concepts related to the use 
of zön~s and margins have been introduced 
by SAR. They all alm at further evaluation 
of a support design. In this brief intro
duetion of the methodology two must be 
mentioned as an example. 
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The sector. 

I~ 
-.. or 

,A 
• ,., 

JsE>c. or _____ .: 

A sector is a certain free length of a 
zöne with lts adjacent margins. Thus the 
space between. two lead hearing walls in 
a support can also be called a sector. As 
a zöne gives only one dimension the sector 
gives two. A sector can be analysed on lts 
possibi1ities of use for different combi
natlens of functions. As roost supports will 
give material that intersects the zOnes the 
analysis of the resulting sectors is an im
portant exercise in the evaluation of a 
support design. 
The sectors in a support are the built spaces 
given to the dweller for further partltion 
or combination into a specific dwelling. It 
might be said that a dwelling in a support 
can be seen as a sector group. In principle 
each group of adjacent sectors in a support 
can be a dwelling. 

The basic variant. 

If a given sector group can be seen as an 
area for a dwelling in this area a great many 
possible floer plans can be expected. Even if 
one only considers the floer plans according 
to the rules on which the support is designed 
in most cases the number of possible variations 
is very great. To make orientation on the 
number of variations in a given sector group 
possible the concept of the basic varlation 
has been developed. A basic variatien is a 
notatien of the position of functions for 
spccific living spaces and general living 
~~aces. Thc rli:fcrent functions attached to 
thc spaces can be cocled. In the sectors the 
coöes for thc space functions are n·otated. 
This notatien does not give the dir>ension 
of the space required. It only states that 
this kind of space can be located in that 
ulace. Such a notatien in the area of one 
(h:cllinq (sector groupl gives a basic va
riant. 
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l'or any given area in a support to be usecl 
for a d.,elling the series of possible basic 
variants can be written out. They give I'IUCh 
information on the different living patterns 
possiblc in the given area. 
Cach basic variant gives a great many possible 
sub-variants that is: Specific floor plans 
that all have the same functi,on pattern. 

c\n anolysis of the basic variants gives 
valuatle ~nformation on the properties of 
a given support design. 

This is the end of the introduetion to the 
SAR philosophy and the SAR methodology. 
Perhaps it's best to concentrata first of all 
on the philosophy because the design 
methodology is only a tool to further the 
starting point of the SAR philosophy namely 
to change the housing process in such a way 
that the individual occupant is once again 
introduced utilising· industry in a much more 
efficient and human way. Of course the design 
methodology can be used as such that is as a 
tool in any other kind of design process, but 
in our opinion the design methodology of SAR 
can best be used for this very special 
purpose of designing support structures and 
detachable units. Thus furthering not only 
a better design process but also a better 
housing process. 

'12"E.COI'o!M'SN'P'EC "'la"EA'PING: 

VA121ATIONS .. TH'E &YaTEMATIC DE51G:N OF 
. .5U"'PPOJ2..Te,. »4A'SliitAk:'&N, Bo'Sk'HOLT, TH•.lS'&R..N, 
''PIN;:JENE!io. MIT 'F'R:e.&&. CAM~"R.ll:::>G"E 1'!>61. 



THE USE OF SMOOC: 

A DESIGN AID 

P.J.M. Dinjens. 

W. Hermens. 

COHPUTER EVALUATION 

• de WOENsELSE WATERHOLEN 

AHALYSIS Of SECTOR GROUPS 

The support design des.;.ribed In the pre
vlous artiele is basedon two u~l:ones, 
measudng 
).60m with margins of 0.90 and 2.10m 
2.10m with margins of 0.9D and 2.10m 
and three seuor widths. vh:. 2.]0, ].30 
and lt.20m. The combination of these .:n:me 
and sector dimensions gives six different 
sectors. 
The j3.-zone measures !L90m. To!)ether wl th 
the adJoining o:B-marging (both 2.10m.), 
this glves a wfde middle zone In the dwei
l ings. 
Si;w; dweillog types were developed on tbe 
basis of these a- and the speci * 
f ie corner taken i nto 
account. 

SID)OC is a CAD (computer-'aided 
design) tooi based on SAR de
sing methods. This software 
package was developed at the 
Eindhoven Universf t)' of Tech
nology by the OOC (Onderzoek 
Ont...erpen met de COI!Iputed wer
king group of the Department 
of Building Architecture and 
Planning. OOC was set up jolnt
ly by "the Computer Appl ie at I ons 
Lobaratory (CAL) and de Design 
Hethods Group (GOH) and con
slsts of: 
J.H.E. Amkreuu (Head CAL) 
Prof.H.F.Th. Bax (Head GOM) 
P.H.J. Dinjens 
W.W.A. Hermens 

Jn order to determine whether these dwe 1-
1 ings offer acceptable ground plans, the 
flexibllhy of arrangement of the spaces 
wlthin the dwellings {or. in SAR termino
logy~ the sector groups) was tested. 
Sector analysis is the first step towards 
investigation of this flexibility of ar
rangement. Even when we are adequately 
informed about each of the individual sec-
tors5 the study sector groups is 
another story. sector group yields 
a large nulfiber of combinations of func~ 
tions~ partly a$ a ruuhof the specHic 
pladng of the sectors in these sector 
groups. 
Tracing all the posslble arrangements in 
a sector group ls a tlme-consuming busl
ness, dnd soon becomes boring. Horeover. 
one tends to be pursued by a fee I ing that 



one has not found alt 3Iteornuhu, or rn 
.tny ca1e th.u one hu ~~••e6 • couple of 
p.uclcuhrly lnterestl"'g onu. 
As usoclated probl.- IJ th.tt (here Ny 
be a need to sludy the '\Octor groups wlth 
nference- to c.~trt•ln houslng •tandard• to 
get an lmpret•lon of \h"l future ponlb~ .. 
1ftles of U\t' •upport. 
lt may a ho be necenerv to lnv.eulgat«~ 
the poulbiflty of "'ervlng the number and 
type of rOOI'I'I'J wlthln the sector group, 
Such a study glve:t ln~lght lnto the typu 
of occupant grOQp• that can be hOused In 
the dwelllng fn questkcn, 
All these probl"'s stinuhte tM se-arch 
for design ald toch f{>r the designer. 
ft should be retntabtred In thls connec~ 
tion that •11 the abovc••ntloned studles 
are not uh lmately ~II'N'd .t( finding the 
n~r of post.~ble alt~rn.ttlves. 
tl~ver. one c()t>lm(ln al~t I• to flnd out the 
potentlat spatlal qual:tles of the 'Jector 
group• under Jnveulg<'!tlon; and here a 
kn0o1ledge of t~ nUlliber and type of var I· 
anti h euentla1. lt h only vla the 
varlent thet we can for"" a judgelhl'lnt Mout 
the basic •tructure, the support. 

SHOOC • A DESIGN TOOt 

The Sfi!OOt software pac~o:age can be used for 
generation of all poui.ble arrange~~~enu 
whhtn a glven sector sroup, on the bash 
of a glven prcgra~~me oF requl reffiE!nU. 
W'hh Iu converutlonal operatlon and the 
ponlhllltles 1t <lffers for grephlcal dh
play <1f the resu1U harlants), SJ•IQOC ha 
t.yplcal .e.dft~Pie: of a CAD (compuu:r-alded 
design) tooi. 
The above-mentloned COJ~ven•tione.l opera~ 
'Ion h absolutely enentlal for thls type: 
of appl fcatlon (tne generation of varlanu), 
u thh aPPIIcatlon requlres the input of 
a relatlvely large aiiiDunt of data ~lch 
MUH be able to be COII'lblned tn very conto" 

pleJI structures. In the lnterplay of 
quest Ion and answe:r affered by the pro-
9ratm~e, lt Is the use:r ~hO controh the 
11oyUI!m (f_e. takes the declslonsl. whlle 
the: syHem ash a sedes of quuttons atm .. 
ed at e:llc.itlng the ~qulred lnforlftatlon. 

Slnc.e $11001: was develoned es a &.lmple de
sign a:ld, the queufons asked by the com~ 
puter had to be kept both clu· and sfmple. 
Tlth-requlrement was met by phrulng as 
tMny of the que:stlons •~ poul<iJ1e in such 
a way that they can be answered by a .. .,.s" 

or a ••non, W'he~ nur!lfiric.al Jnput h re .. 
qufred. t.he format {uni u) In wh!ch thls 
Shouid be: glven ls lndlca:ted, A.nd all 
thh I• done In a 1anguAge whlch Is kept 
as clou as ponlble to the uur•s own 
dally language. 
The usar's Instructiens for SHOOC list th.e 
varlous questlons lod'llch un be asked, and 
Jndlcate the conuquences of the varlous 
pou~ble deelsloM for the ço~ne: of the 
programme. 
ln order to permit thil sector analyslst 
three types of data are f'equl red: 
1. Th.e ftmct lont. whlc.h IJlUil {or May) be 

sltu.tted In tbe sector .groups. Spec:f• 
flution of tbeu functlons really eo· 
met.· dowQ to setting standerds: 1t In" 
dlcatu the dlmensional tolaran(u of 
the spaces whlch c.f!n oc:cur In the sec• 
tor groups. . 

2. The sec. tor group or sltuatlOft'l: the set 
of 1o~es, marglnl and ucton wlthln 
lo'bich the rooMS are sltu.tted. 

). The ulallon between the spac.e• and the 
sltuatlan: tha number and type of spa~ 
~~ present, the relu1on hetween them 
In the uctof' group under lnveH1gat Ion 
and the re latJon between them and t~ 
sltu.nion. • 

Thue th~e groups of data muu be supplied 
by the u$er. h tavlt be poulbla to cncnU
fy or replace each data: element In e01ch 
of these three groups In accordance wl th 
the deslgner's requlra-nu. We have al
ready sk;etche:d above how thh: rt"qulre~~~ent 

leads to varlous dlfferttnt kinds of ana· 
lysh of the: sector groups. In ttddiHon, 
lt must tie poulble to lnV«~UJgate diffe
rent sector groupt. bu«d Qn the sa:me pack
ega of requlreNnU. 

The func.tlons with raspeet to whJeh the 
sector groups art~ tntiHI are formed by 
the spaces withfn wttlch the functlons •re 
placed. The Input data must aho lnduda 
the mlnJmum and llloil:~~:II!UD va lues of the 
wJdth, depthand area of these :spaces.. 
The re:qulred bulldRup of the date here 
hu the se~~~e u ruc ture as that for the 
anaJy•ls of the sector groups. !olttat _. 
are looklng for he re Is the ponlbte ar
raf!ge~~~enu wlthln a 1pace: on the basis of 
the actlvities to be sltuated there (re
pnsented by tbe dimenslons of the fuml• 
ture, clrcu1atlon and utility &.paces te• 
qul red fot t~se purposes). ~I thln the 
restriet I ons t.et try c:ertafn bouf!dflry cOfl• 
dltlons. The: dUferenee h however that 

the work In thls phau has to be done by 
hand; only tbe ftnal ruulu un be fed 
lnlo the COfi'IPuter progr.nme (fig. 1). 

Ofte put of SNOOt per11H• tbc: user to l n~ 
westlgate the set of tpacet. fed tn. fne 
from ttny relatlon wlth a sector group. 
Thls part can be: ut.ed •·•· tl) c.heçk: 

how .. ny spaces offer tOOM for a glvm 
functlon (flg. 2) 

.. holt' many functlons can be housed In a 
glven space (fig. )) 

.. the retatlon between a glve:n func:Uon 
and a glven wtdth, depthor are-a. 

The other -part of SflOOC ê&.tabl hhes the 
relatlon between tbc: functlons fed In •nd 
the t.et::tor group under lnvestlgfltlon, 
tor thls purpose, the user Must aho feed 
Jn the data on that sector group, and on 
t~ requlred reutlulons Qn the relatlon 
bet~n tbc: funcUons and the sector 
grotq~, end on the requlred rntrlctJons 
on the relation between the funct;lons end 
the sector group • the prograrm'le of re
qu1remenu. U is &hl& part of SMOOC. 
whlch Is uud for tbc analy•h• of sector 
groups d1 scuued ~re. 
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Fl:g:. 1 
Uu of functlons 
The name of each functloo h gtven, to
gether wlth the dlmens.lons of the spac.e 
lt requlru. 

l • • 
i 
I 

I • t 
; 
• I . 

Pt..tG fVIIt 1UI!Pt f/1 lltttW MM'o4 
l'lg. 2 
Functlon $2: big bedroom for chltd 
AU spac;.es, ln ..dllch thh funcllon fin 
.re t.hown. 
Dl•nslons are expreued Jn muhlp;les of 
)H. 

~ 

I 
l . 
1 • 
' I . 
~ 
t 

' • • 

f'1.tlli5t fVIIt tuliEl OI tLIIID I:IIJ1'P\IT ~a 

M rott®IK(l n>I:'UCP.S AU fOUT f1F 'tlC JOLVIIORt ;s .st.~o~~•'~"'·"~'z.t: l.u.ar;c. 
fUA$1 fVJI!I tU\mt Of r:tS!t.i:ll WfP\IT. 
fig. J 
Numbc:r of functlons h l 
The dlmenslons of all spac~s •ultab1e for 
housing 3 funcHons •re given, In multl .. 
pies of )H, 
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ay way of .:x•mplot, we wil I now descdbe 
thot analysh of 111.1ppon E wlth gallllry
type a;;:ceu \O the lnàlvldual dwi;I'IUngL 

!7i"'~~;:;~~;~~:e~;:r r~J:~f •• posltlons ct 
zones. -rglns and uctors are fed fn 
{flg, i!} In m,.al:t"IUI form. Although ~~a
ny d.:signen woo.~ld preft:r analng (graphi
c.al) Input. the tnpo.~t All!tho<J ebosen was 
fo•md to present few diffic1.1hJes. H:ow
ever. Wil: .1re werking on 4 metl'lod fcr gra
phl<:al tnpb of the dato. 

i~; ~~Tf~:ï'; :!,~AA~!;e:n~: gîven here: 
- ~ype <>nd rH.m.t.çr of func.tions deslr-ed In 

the sec.tor group 
- the relatlons tu~tween these fuRCtlons. 
- the po~oltion of these functions In the 

sector group 
- if appllc.ablt: 1 supplt:lllllintary lnforma-

t Ion on dut red di men~ )Of'IS of the func.
tloru;. 

gro~,~p muH 
- a I hing room 

(flg. 5), we ulpu
of the sector 

- a parenu bedroom 
a kitdien {typ« KJ or 1C2~ as deslrod) 

In addition. on~:: or rore large bedroomfo 
{S2) may b" hu::luoûd, 

Sinc.e the posltiOfl ot the front doo.- h 
îiM:d In thh !>é:ctor group, there l~< no 
n.ud to lnc.lud~ thh In the prngratmW·ot 
n~qul ruu~«nl!l-, 

C.è/Hträtion afld prt:liel'lt.atlon of 5olutlcns 
Th~ desdgnc;r ""afln the eomputer progra~ 
to provid.: h:lrn wl th the aniiloleT to thf*e 
-quöStiOfll>, vh: 
L Are th.tr.: any Solutlons7 
:1. Wh.U boiiSh varl.ants àte poulble1 
J, What llub\lar.iants are posslble? 

Wè ~ohall flOW dh-cwu thcue pol nu In turn. 

Nvrnher of solwt Ion!. 
lt lflity be th.u the ginn sector group 
ylclds no solut1ofl at aH whh the func:
tlons: lo b;; 1-Îluilh:d .and the re!>tdc.tions 
lffit~C!>t;d, On the other hand, the.re çould 
be so ~ny dlffc;rent ~oolutiom that the 
tSuigner tAnnUt oase a \la lid jud~nt un 
lhtm alL 
Th~:~ fin.t output requi-ted- l~< tlte.refore 

the nUlliber of ponlble solutlons. Thh 
h prut:ntccl In numerlu1 form (flg, 6). 

). 
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Ui I •••• ; """'·3 .... :t":!o"' ·.:· .ll."'' Ult u h 
flg. 5 -
Input of the progranme of requlremenu. 
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fig. t 
Output, pha!Oe 
- number of varlanu 
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fig. 1 
Output • phase 2 

Ofle page of basic varlants. drawr~ u 
groufld piMs 

Poutble basic. llarlanu 
Once the number of posslb1a tolutJons h 
.known, w w.~nt to ln~peu tht: imHvidual 
solutions. Fhu af aU, w want w know 
the posltlan and ~~~r of \o'ariout func .. 
tlon:i wHhin the sector group. These da~ 
ta deflne the "basic. variant" .. af whic.h 
the.re l:ncly bc :ie\leul far "' given sector 
group. WhUc thh iflfarmtlon c.ould be: 
glven In nunErlc.al rorm, h 11, found to 
bc .rmre convenJent Jn practic.e te pruent 
lt graphtcaUy: thl! vser then see$ lhe 
ground pl.n (in a shnpUfled repruenta· 
tJon~ 1 with the varlou~o tunet i ons and the 
r~l•ufom botweefl tho:m. at a glarn::e 
(lig. )). 

Pouihh~ subvarlanu 
~<lGh basic. '(ariant c.an bc transl<lttrd Jnto 
many dlff.ar:ent su~nrJants, lfflic.h a,re dls-

I 

tingul !thW frO!U ot1e <onother by diffen:nt 
diACnsloos tor thé. functiom~, dift~;:rent 
dlmmsions or nun.ben. of Îolcilities or 
clrculatlo.n spac.es. lt yoes wltho'"'t uy~ 
ing that 4i Htrern;u in tht: m;uo:rials 
oJ~oed, In the tt:xturt of w ... ll l.'4rfaces or 
In coleklr sc.h~:ru.:s etc.. ;;k.. oot {>lay a role 
bere. Thls s.tudy is only c.onternt:d wlth 
the lip<Hlal conseqou:ncelr of tfl* functions. 
The translation frooo bas1c YotdOln\ lO ~ub· 
varla.nt (in oth11.r wordt., from bC.hem.HiC 
ground plan to ac.t~,ral gri,Jund- plan) i$ an 
ouivity tradltion<llly carried out by lhll: 
do:signer with a pencll in hl~ hand. lf <1 

CAO tooi Î5 to be u~eful ;u thi!P \.tagtt, 
11: mu:H allow the d.<:;.iyloélr to "t.kittc.h" on 
the terminal screefl, StóOOC dlt•rtfor.: I.Jpv
r<lte~o both graphic.ally and COIIwttU:t iuro..l~ 
Jy in ttlis pha~e. 



Fint 'of all. the ground plan h dtawn 
witb tho:: funcdon~ and dut minimum wldth 
iJnd <le.fuh dii);WJAI>ions t.hey t"Cqulr.:. Sup'"" 
poning wa11s and headu an oo looger 
indlcate<l schematiul ly. but have a Utlck· 
notH of 3H (• lG cm) • tM ~M:~dule on "'hfch 
11 u dil'l~~~:~nsions are based (fig. 8), Thne 
:nadular diroenslons cao~ transla:ted lnto 
real dli:toc:nsions later, ~!th th« itld of the 
t0•2D tartan g.-id. "'" wil I not go tnto 
further <ktail ahout thi~ opvratJon {wbiGh 
1 i u beyond thc scope of StiOOC). 

lhls ground plan ean nO!ol bc subJ:eue.d to 
tlii'O dl ffo::r~nt opentlotu.; 
\. The dl11110n5-lons of th.e. rOOI'IIl OtU fl'"*d 

(Ug. 9). lolhen Uw designer Spec.Hiu 
the 0oldtb of a rOOOI, the computer re* 
pi let. by lndlc.ating thë- minllllull'l depth 
thè room mwH i'a"... te house the func.· 
tlon in queslion, The flxiög of the 
width ls a f•lrly simp1e Ntt•r: 
eiUto::r., fooetion oc.c.uple~ one sector. 
In wt~icb cue Iu "'idth is duermined 
by Chè sector wldtb. Oor two funcdonili 
fl11 • uctor In a proportien to be 
ehoun by the de&igner. 

2. Sub~idlary t:lements (corridOrs. sa:nl" 
tary célh. ualrs, urvlct~ duf.:U, 
etc..} ar.e U lied ln {fig. lOt, to !liup· 
ploernent thw: bare Donu of the design 
givcn 'iO hr (number <md dltllen!liiOn!li of 
thc maln luoctfol\l~ vlz. Uwlngrooms, 
bedroomh), kltehen, t~tc.). 

11 ilihOuld: bc ooted that \hue u.o opere~ 
tions tlii!tild mn b\l' urrl4old out In tM order 
giv;::n above. 

[IJ -
' 

' 
' 

' 

' 

' 

f'ig. 8 .... 
Output, phau l 
"' ~11 i.; v4!r jant Ho. á fnm fig. 7 • drawo 

whb pouibl\l' spatlal vadantions 

Fig. 9 
~depth!li 
lhe •i nh111ol8l requ I red depth of each rooca 
h dr4!Wn. 

.. 
fig. 10 
Added eieMnu 
w.,u, (J,S), nnitary teil (2) •nd cup~ 
boardt (), 111) ere drawn In. 

Ttte fllllng In of elecenu tuch a. uni ta"' 
ry colh, ua1u 4nd servieo ductt se:rvu 
rua 011ly to glw. the grolllld ,plan a cror• 
tlnbhed look, but 11 ho glves lnforuation 
aOOut t~ practfcabilhy of the design, 
for «Kar~ple. h Ny k found that the u~ 
qwlremenu *"de on the dl•n•IQAs of tho 
bathroem ~~ean th.u c•rtaln toOIII'i In the 
proposed subvariant ue net ac;cenlble; 
tbls subvarhtnt IIIUili t d1en .be serapped. 
In order to tncreue the utility of thlt 
p11ort of SMOOC, the prograllll'lll has been de
llgned 50 thu tbe varîous uWsldluy 
ele•nu c.an lf destred by carrled over 
ff"'fflo one V11rl11nt to another. For exiifll"le, 
lf w WAnt to check ~hether a gtven ser"' 
vle. duet Is suhable for u1e In ,;sll va
rl•nts. we cal\ Introduce h as a constant 
datum. Fig. 11 
Tba dlmen$IOM and posltiM of th~se ele'" 
•nu c.an eul ly be c.hanged by eraililng 
the eleMnt In queulon ~illnd wrltlng Jt In' 
agaln wlth tbe ne~ dlmenslons or positlon 
(fig. 12). 
On the bult of tbe ground plans. pnsented 
by the computer in thh way. the designer 
can preeeed f11rther In tÎlt' way he Is. u.ed 
to. to prep.tu the flnh.hed JkUchu 
and tM speelf lc:at Ion drawlngl, SHOOC hal 
glven hlm the •uluanc.e expeet«d of suc:h 
• 1001 1 by yleldlng MM detalled lnslght 
lnto the q..ality of tbe propond lupport 
whOOut the necesshy of «oakJng deuUed 
drawings of a tot of varlanu beforehand. 

fig. u 
Adde4 eleaJtnu as cotutant data. 
lhe added eJeaenu ft'OIJ v•rlant 6 ollre 
transferred en bloc to varlant ]. 

Fig. U 
Hodiflcatlon of added elea~ents 
The •anitary c:cll fó) lili ebaAged, aru:l a 
eupbo.;~.rd waJ l (S) h added. 

BRIEf OESCIUPTIOH OF THE GMPHICAl. Afl'fl.f .. 
SENTATIOH TECHNIQUE: 

Principle 
The graphlc.;~.l repres~nution of variant 
dwclling plani used hc:re h ~sed on the 
~'monhor*' Ct>llCept (fig. 13), a$ devt:toped 
by lhe CAL as 11 structure for the (Se$,ign 
of CAD lOftware. for thh purpose, a 11 
logleally refated $yUe~~> >~Ctioni are COfll

prhed In syuèll! ,unctions. ltu: num~:rical 
input data 11nd the m.u~~erie~ol batiç varl-

Fig. 0 
The monitor concept 
for realîutlon of the grolphl~i repre• 
sentdiion system fvr ~lllng varlam•. 



ants generated hOifl them, lOgether wlth 
the prograrmoe of requlrt'tl'lenU. oeeupy a 
central posltlon In this scheme. All uur 
deelslons <:OI'l<:ernlng the startlng up and 
and e-.ecutlon of these Sylltern functlons 
are cornprlsed tn the mrJ•lltor funetlon. 
lt follows that the monitor tunetion eon• 
$(5ts of a number of dedsfon f•.mctloM. 
One such deelslol'l tOI'Itprlsu al• deehlons 
reladng to .&~ panlcub<' whh on the pan 
of the user. 
The dechlor! functfons are actlvated by 
the uur wi fh the ••d of the conte~t 
swl teh I ng Interface (tS I). whtch thu1o 
acts as a comu.mlcatlon funetlon between 
the Csoftware) system and the user. \lia 
tSI. the uur eontroh the monitor and 

ri::c;u~~: l!:!~i:Peratlor'lal connulllcat Ion 
between the user and u~e syste111 oecurs 
via the pilrameter spec I fleat ltm tnterface 
~PS I). Vlthln dle gl11t11 ~nte.w.t (as se~ 
Jected vla tSI), the par<lmeters requlred 
for exteutlon of a glllef'! lunetion {operlll'~ 
tion) are speelfled wlth PSI. 
This system design offer~ grut fteldblll
ty u regards lmpleM!'ntatlon on different 
computers. {fot exal'llple, the use of dif
ferent types of Input and output equ~p-

=~~a~:: ::t::~ ~:s!~!ePs~J."':~a~!ealso 
very easy to expand or JTOiHfy thc systtm 
by i!lddlng or.changlng eertalo deelsion 
functlons. 

ftea1hatlon of the syucm 
fig. 14 lndlt:ate~ sc:hematlcally how the 
graphlc:al representatlon systeno Is built 
up. The correspondente between the actual 
syueno ilitructuf'e and the prindples lndl
eated above may be deady seen. The $ys
tem Is drhen via a gr"aphkal tablet, 
whlle input and output are reallztd by 
lllt'iH15 of a cursor on the screen of a gr.a
phleal display (graphic.al Input) unit, .a 
t..eyboatd for numerical input at'ld a hard
copy unit for output. 

ConteK( ~wl t<:hlng lnurhce (CS!) 
One tSI h tmp!emented for ~'f5lem cOf'ltrO\ 
vla the guphlcal ul:ltet. ihîs CSI worl.:.s 
on the "menu" principle, and lnltilues 
the funct ton se!ected by the user by means 
of the cor're~ponding deelsion block (de
chion funetlon) of the II'!Ónlto·. The 
choicC of thh gra~hical tablfl'( lU CS! has 
the <:~dvanuge thal the usN h<..S a conti• 
nuovs overview of tM PG'>!'Ible deelsion 
f"..nctlons, and the hierarchic relation be~ 
t~e-n them:. 

Parameters eclflcatlon lnted.ee PSI 
n et o the dec Is on func t ons r~

qulre further speefflcatlon by n.:rans of 
pat&llltters. These func(IOJl~llnked para~ 
!!!eter speel flcatfons glve th& svuell' all 
the eJ~tra lnforNtlon Jt needt about what 
the user wants and how that should be re
ali:ted. The conmunlcatfon between the 
us&r and the: systea occun here vla the 
screen (graphieal input) and/or keybotrd 
(numerlcal Input). 

Furu:tloM 
fhe funetlon• repruent user~orferaed 
He:p1. towards graphlcat representation of 
the solutlon' found f• ba!lh varlanu). 
A nulliber of these step1o are hle:rarchlelll'l· 
ty 11 nhd • though elieh step at svch can 
fot111 a partlal solutlon of the: represen~ 
tadon. lf the proper .sequence of Heps 
h not fot lowed, the u•er h I f Atcenary 
rem I nded by mtans of a !!!eUage on the 
urten of the Uep he should ha11e taken; 
thh procedure h controlled by the: CSI. 
In thh way, the user h gulded durly 
though ttw: se:quence of dechlons requlred 
for control of the over'"all sy$tt:!ll. 

fig. llt 
Bloc:k dlagra• of the 9'<1Phlcal repnt'>enta
tlon system. 

Monitor furn::.tlon 
The 1110nltor fWKtlon cof11>rls-es a 1'menu" 
wlth 'optlons {fig. 15): 
I. print ruuJu 
1. fl~ted tcale 
j. draw uc tors 
lt. draw basic varlants 
5. dr.rw 1 bas'' varfant 
6. draw 1 tubv.rlant 
]. add a funct Ion In the beu rone 
8. de:lete a tunetjon In the beta .tone 
9. stop. 
The significanee of the v.arlous options 
wUl now be brtefly d&scrlbtd. 

1. The n__.rlul resu1ts (baslç llllrlal\ts) 
are prlnted out. Thh opdcn does 
not requlre any .,tton on tht part of 
the user. and Is not graph lça1. 

2. A fl.-ed scale Is dl•playe:d LOgether 
wlth the varSous varlants, for purpo
ses of COl!J!arhon. Th la opt Ion can 
a ho be utf llud to perll'llt hard co
pies to be u'ed u overlay. 

). The flrst zont (zone l) h drltMfl ln 
fu11 In the top left~hand çorner of 
the screen. The user çan now fndl
cate the deslred posftlon of .tone 2 
wlth the ald of the eron·h.alr eur~ 
sor. There ate onty two ponlble 
cholces here. vh to the rlght of or 
be 1ow the .tone a I ready d rawn. At the 
umt thre~ the horf;rontal or vertinl 
uls of the cursor ddlnu whlch wall 
or façade lhould joln up wl th the ex
lstlng drawlng. lf .mne 2 16 drewn 
unde:r zone 1 , I t Is nee es sary to de~ 
fine a beU!I ume, The uur feeds In 
the width of thls beta .tOnt: In res
ponse to a query on the screen. 

4. 8a6le varlanh are drhn In groupt. of 
nine. for thls purpose:* the sc:re&n 
h dlv)de:d lnto 9 rectangles, each of 
~!eh h u•ed for df'IW'1ng ene buic 
variant. The whole dhplay on the 
screen h deflned a1o one page. 8y 
aethatlng thh option. the uter gets 
one page full of basic variants. The 
flru time he geu vadlll'nts I - 9. 
the seeond time 10 - 18 1 a:nd &0 on. 
After the lau page. the flnt one h 
repeattd. Val h and facades are fndl• 
ç;tted by vecton; only the narnes and 
po•ftlons of the fune.Uons are Indice~ 
... (fig. 7). 

5. The usèr g'vu the number of the ba· 
sic verlant he wants to S>f!e. tn res~ 
ponse to thfs, thls variant h drawo 
aloneon the screen. wlth the walls 
shown u hatched barns (wl th a wldth 
of 3H) and the f.acades shown as un
hatl!he:d bars. 

fig. li. "Menu" wlth ':J optlons. 

t 

tf 2. functlons are eontalned .l.n 1 $e<:.
tor,. the margin between these tw.'> 

functlons (H present) Is indlcated by 
means of broken llnes, the' minlmum 
funetlon wldths belng lndlc.ated with 
a full lint. 
All functfon nM~e• ere abbrevi.ated to 
the fint two letters- {fig. 8). 

6. Tbe user can indlc.ate th~ deslred 
wldth of a glw:n funetlon wl th the 
ald of the crou-halr eunor on tlle 
.creen; the cornsponding minimum 
depthof the funetlon As then calwla~ 
ted and drawn (ffg. 9). 

]. The posltfon of a tunetJon In the beta 
;~:one ean be fhed by lndlca.Hng l 
polnu wlth the crou .. hair cunor. For
thls purpose. á gr ld or dotted lines 
of mesh slz:e 3M 1t jH Is drawn In the 
beta lOOe. hch po.nt lndlcated Is 
ldentlrled as one of the grld points. 
Thc functiOJl Is then dra.wn ll$ a reet~ 

•ngle. 
The functlons are nunbered (fig. JO). 

8. A funetion can be deleted by glvlng 
Iu nUlliber (fig. 11}. 

':J. Thls Optlon h Ut;ed to termlnate!' the 
prografMle In the normal manner. 



WORKSHOP:HOUSING DESIGN WITH SUPPORTS 
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DISCUSSION PANELS 

To give a more participatory dimeosion to the 

confer-ence, the organising corrunittee str-essed 

the importance of panel discussions, bath at 

the end of each session, and a plenary panel 

discussion. 

un..::ortunately, this did not turn out to be as 

successful as expected. One of the tapes can

not be used due to technical failure. As for 

the remaining tapes, I only have received 

transcripts of two of them, the result of an 

arhitary decision of some anonymous decision

ma1,er, putting emphasis on personal interesta 

in the contents of our tapes. Regrettably, 

despite all my efforts, no financial means 

cou 1.d be found to transcribe the other- tapes. 

I am very sorry about this. 

Another problem relates to the anonymity of 

speakers. Most of the conference delegates, 

despite requests of chairpersons of sessions, 

neglected to introduce themselves. I was not 

able to recognise the speakers from their 

veices only. 

I, therefore, had three choices to make! 

l. not including the text of panel dis

cussions at all, 
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2. including the text of panel discussions 

and mentioning the narnes of approxi

mately 5% of the speakers, or, 

]. including the text of discussion panels, 

excluding all names, teaving it as a 

series of dialogues by anonymous spea

kers. 

I have chosen for the last alternat_ive, nei

ther wanting to he unfair to those who <lid not 

mention their names, nor feeling at ease for 

having to omit a good deal of interesting 

comments and ideas. I have included all texts 

available, not omitting any of the topics 

raiser1. I have tried, to the best of my abili

ty, to make a written text out of spoken lan

guage. ;:o help readers, I have added the names 

of the speakers as far as identifiable. I 

advise to refer to the papers concerned befere 

rea•Ung the text of the discussions. This will 

help in getting a view of the topics of these 

di'lcussions. 

~his sectien sets out with an account of the 

plenary panel discussion, organised by Chris 

Jones. I was delighted by his surprise 

approach, embarrassing some of the invited 

speakers who expected a more traditional panel 

discussion. I hope in the future we can deve

lop the Jones' approach further into to a 
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participatory panel discussion. I find this 

session and the workshop, organised by Tony 

Gibson, the closest to the notion of partici

pation, as far as the organisation of a confe

rence is concerned. 

Dr. ~!. R. Reheshti 
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THE FOLKLORE OF CONFERENCES 
thoughts on the re-designing of a panel dis

cuesion 

John Christopher Jones 

25 Princelet Steet 

London El 6QH 

England. 

tel. 01- 247 5334 

Panel discussions beloog to the 

folklore of conferences, at least in the 

Netherlands, and are usually quite boring 

happenings. Reversing the traditional 

role of the answering and the questioning 

parties activated the experts and the 

audience as well, and the strictly regu

lated irregular time table created condi

tions of time and chance which characte

rize playful participation. 

This is of course my personal interpre

tation, but I am sure everyone formed bis 

own image: some people, I onderstand, 

even felt themselves attacked." 

(Thijs Bax, writing to me after the con

ference). 
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Context design: 

The final discussion took the form of a semi

musical performance in which each memher of 

the panel wrote a question for the overhead 

projector and memhers of the audience of the 

panel could speak their replies at one of two 

micropbones placed between the panel and the 

audience. Panel memhers were not permitted to 

address the audience except by speaking their 

questions as they appeared or else by taking 

tbeir turns at the audience microphones. 

The time available for each question was 

marked by musical notes and varied randomly 

between one minute and seven. One note indi

cated that a discussion could begin and two 

notes that it must end. A silent period (of 

between zero seconde and one minute} foliowed 

each discussion. 

During a discuesion the first speaker could be 

interrupted by a second speaker going to the 

other microphone, and the second by a third, 

and so on. 

occasionally the words "any topic" appeared on 

tbe screen in addition to the questions from 

the panel. 
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The durations of discussions and silences, and 

the appearance of the words "any topic", were 

predetermined by random numbers. 

After describing the new arrangement (of which 

the panel members and audience had no advance 

warning), and demonstrating the procedure, the 

chairperson limited bimself to the placing of 

questions on the overhead projector and spea

king at the audience mieropbene just like 

everyone else. 
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Design process: 

Uhen Reza Beheshti asked me to chair the dis

cussion I remarked that chairing contradiets 

the idea of participation. Reza insisted that 

I be responsible for the discussion but left 

me free to re-organise it in any way I thought 

might overcome the contradiction. He also 

supplied me with a fat envelope of "abstracts• 

of what the dozen or so panellists had sent 

hi~ for their contributions to the discuesion 

and asked me to liase with each befare the 

session. 

I decided to ignore the envelope and not to 

visit the speakers. Instead I set about desig

ning a procedure which would give everyone a 

chance to speak, would release the chair per

son from choosing who was to speak next, and 

would give the panellists same way to contri

bute without taking up all the available 

time ••. These are what I now remember of my 

aims. I expect there were others that I have 

forgotten. Certainly it was difficult. I spent 

most of the conference devising aod rejecting 

possible schemes and eventually sought the 

help of Eesge Botma, one of the conference 

organisers, to help choose and operate the 

final design. Eesge took some time to grasp 

what I was after but once he did he took over 
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the tricky business of using random numbers to 

campose the tempora 1 design and he performed 

the musical notes. While he was doing this I 

spent several hours refining the initial 

instructions and demonstratien to a !orm like

ly to enable panellists and audience to get 

this unfamiliar procedure "right first time". 
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Re tros peet: 

My memory of the occasion is of one or two 

surprises. 

Firstly the •coolness of the discussions, 

their lack of conflict and argument, the calm

ness of the proceedings. At the time I took 

this as a failure but later I began to think 

it advantageous - a new and more thoughtful 

kind of conference experience permitting more 

attention to one's own thoughts and less to 

the more dramatic but perhaps leas informative 

interplay of contesting egos and reputations? 

A way of avoiding false continuities, perhaps. 

My second surprise was to realise (while com

posing this note and reading the voluminous 

notes of my thoughts - while - designing) how 

extremely difficult it is to "design" a situa

tion in which one is oneself. I resolves that, 

next time I am faced with this, to desist as 

much as possible from doing tbe designing 

myself, bebind the scenes, and instead to ask 

for sufficient extra time, witb everyone con

cerned, to do tbe designing collectively ••. 

tbough tbat raises a perhaps even more dif

ficult question: wbat form of "discussion" 

will permit collective social designing to 

happen witb "clarity" of results, rather tban 
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a mess, and without everthing to the eo-pres

sing forms of the status quo which can so 

easily wreek the new form? 
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DEMAND 

NEW 
TOOLS 

EXISTING 
TOOLS 

SUPPLY 

OLD 
PRODUCT 

NEW 
PRODUCT 
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MOST SPEAKERS IN THIS 

CONFERENCE STRESSED THE 

KNOWLEDGE OF THEIR OWN 

DISCIPLINES, AND AS AN ANNEX, 

SOME REMARKS ON PARTICIPATION 

IN DESIGN. 

MUST IT NOT BE THE 
OTHER WAY ROUND ? 
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COULD IT BE POSSIBLE 

TO CHANGE THE W.A.T. 

(WORKING APART TOGETHER) 

SITUATION IN THE 

CONSTRUCTION/ BUILDING 

INDUSTRY TO A 

"PARTICIPATION" PRINCIPLE ? 
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WILL THERE EXIST 

ARCRITECTS 

AFTER YEAR 2000 ? 

+ 
WHAT ARE 

THEY DOING ? 
WHY? 

THEY ARE 

DRIVING 

TAXIS ! 
Table 8 
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DRIVING 

TAXIS 
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INDUSTRIALISATION OF 
THE BUILDING PROCESS 
WILL GO ON ! 

QUESTION • 
• 

• SHOULD DESIGNERS 
LEARN MORE ABOUT 
INDUSTRIAL TECHNIQUES ? 

OR 
SHOULD CONTRACTORS 
PARTICIPATE IN THE 
DESIGN COALITION TEAM ? 

WHAT WILL BE THE CONSEQUENCE 
THEN FOR THE PROSPECTS OF 
THE DESIGNING PROFESSIONALS ? 

Table 9 
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CAN WE 
AVOID 

IT? 

Tahle 10 
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THE COMPUTER 

DOES NOT SOLVE 

'DCT' PROBLEMS 

AS 

RANDOM DISTRIBUTION 

OF HAMMERS 

DOES NOT SOLVE 

'NCT' PROBLEMS. 

DOES IT? 
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CAN WE ACT 
COLLECTIVEL Y 

BY 

(i){ii~ SELF- DISCIPLINE t\fi.~ 
~j%f! AND NOT ~;~;~:; 
~ii~ "i.%1.;~ 
~fg~~ IMPOSED? äf§; 
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IS THE METHOD 

USED IN THIS 

PANEL DISCUSSION 

A GOOD EXAMPLE OF A 

PARTICIPATORY TECHNIQUE 

AND WHAT ABOUT 

THE MICROPHONES ? 

Table 14 
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EVERY TEAM MEMBER OF A 

DESIGN COALITION TEAM 

MUST BE A SPECIALIST 

IN PARTICIPATION AND 

DESIGN METHODS, AND 

NEXT TO IT A SKILLED 

PROFESSIONAL IN HlS 

OWN FIELD. 

DO YOU AGREE ? 

Table 15 
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INTERNATIONAL DESIGN PAfi:T!ClPAT10N CONFERENCE MONDAV 22 APRIL 1985 

TIME 

08.30·1 0.30 

10.00-10.30 

10.55-11.00 

iL00-11.l0 

12.30-14.00 

14.00-14.30 

14.30·1 5.00 

1 S.00-1 5.30 

16.00-16.30 

PLENARY SE SS I ONS 

REGISTRATION 

Cofü:='e will be served from 09.00 in the Foyer. 

Meeting of chairpersonJ> of the sessions, 

OPENING PLENARY SESS!ON: 

THE DESIGN COAUTION TEAM 
.. ~~··--~··--~·---··~~···-----·~-~ 

CHAIR: Or. Reza kheshti, Eindhoven University of Technology, The Ne.r.nu lands. 

WELCOME ADDR.ESS: 
Professor Dr. S.T.M. Ackerm.ans 
Rector, Eindhoven Unlvetsir.y of Technology, The Ner.herl"'-nds. 

liiiicooiririi<Ess ,-
Professor P.A. de Lange 
Dean, lle.partment of Arehitecture, Suilding and Planning 
Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands. 

OPENING ADDRESS: 
Professor Dr.ir. M.F.Th. Bax 
Hee.d, Degign Methods Croup, Department of Architecture~ Building and Planning 
Eindhoven University of Technology, The Net:herlands. 

OPEN!NC KEY-NOTE PAPER: l..'H.O IS PAR!lClPATINC? 
t>rofenor ir. N:J. Habra~ën------------------

School of Atchitecture, Massachusett:s lnstitute ot Technology, U.S.A. 

Dr. Tony Gibson 
:-: ... ~_,..,._....~ • Education for Neighbourhood Chlilnge Pro&ramme 
un1v-ersu;y of Not:t:ingham, U.K. 

LUNCH BREAK 

PLENARY SESSION ONE 

THE: DESIGN COAL!T!ON TEAM. EXPERT ISSUES {ARCHlTECTS) 

KEY-NOTE PAPER 1'110' •..:y DEJ<ANDS POR THE DESIGN CDALITION TEAM 
T. Swinkels 

DISCUSSION 

Architects and Engineers 
The Setherlands. 

PLENARY SESSION TWO 

THE DESIGN COALITION TEAM: CLIENT/USER ISSUES 

CHAIR: ir. John Carp~ Direct:or,SAR( Foundation for Architects' Research),The Neeherlands 

KEY-NOIE PAPER THREE: Tm:. ENABLlNG c & REOOVLRY OP CREATIVE WORX 
Hr. John F. Charlewood Turner 
AliAS 
London, t:.K. 

1-------1-----·---·------·--·--~···-- ·---·~~-~ 
KEY-NOTE PAPER FOUR: TIHLJ?~!!LQ!:_!!!!_Q~:~!!!:L9?~_1~ 
Mr. Peter C. Floor 

16.30-17.00 
Di.r~ctor 1 STZ (Zuid..,ijk Garden Git:y) Foundation for Public Housing 
Rotterdam, 'M:u.~ Nethetl.a.nds. 

1-------1-----·--------··-~···-~-····~-···---·--
17.00-17.30 DISCUSSION 

18.00·1930 
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INTERNATIONAL DESIGN PARTICiflATION CONFERENCE 

SESSION ONE 

TIME THE DESIGN COALITION TEAM 

09.40·10.00 

1 0.00·1 0.30 

11.00-11.20 

11.40-12.00 

12.00-12.30 

12.30-14.00 

l4.0fl14.20 

14.40-15.00 

15.00-15.30 

15.30-16.00 

16.0Q-16.20 

1620·16.40 

16.40-17.00 

t 7.00-17.30 

PARALLEL SESSIÇ 

SESSION TWO 

USER PART!CIPATION 

SER PAR!IC!PATION IN TUE DESIGN OF BUILDINGS AND 
cOMMüNtTY-XRëHÏTËëffiRË-ÏN-ffif-ü~K:--------------

nr:-:r;;~-w;;oïïëY------------------

Slrathdydé University, Clasgow. U.K. 

HE DEVELOPMENT OF A PROSAR-FONAVI PROGRAMME 
-;~-ÄTtüro-F-:-Hontägü-&-Mr:-I;r;;;-ërinhërg--

Faculty of Architecture and tirhanism 
University of Buenos Aires, Arge.ntina. 
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1 a.oo-20.00 RECEPTION AT THE TOWN HALL OF EINDHOVEN FOR THE CONFERENCE DELEGATES WELCO 
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INTERNATIONAL DESIGN PARTICIPATION CONfERENCE WEDNESDAY 24 APRIL 1985 

TIME 

09,0009,30 

09,3010.00 

10.00·10.30 

10.30·11.00 

11.00-11.30 

11 30-12.00 

12,00-12,30 

12.30·14.00 

14,()(),14,30 

14,30·15,00 

15.00-15.30 

15,30·16.00 

16,00· 17,00 

17Jl0·16,00 

19,()().21,00 

PLENARY SESSIONS 

PLENARY SESS!ON TH REE 

THE DESIGN COALITION TEAM· SOCIAL, ECONOMIC ANO BUILDING MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

CHAIR· Dr. Har-ry Timmennans, Eindhoven University of Tecbnology, The Netherlands. 

PAPER FIVE' !HE MAllAGEMENT OF DESIGN 
Gecoffry Hf!. 

Dep~rtf!le~t of .. ; Management~ Loughborough University of Technology, U.K. 

I<EY-NOTE PAPER S!XO THE PROSPECTS OF DESIGN NOW AND IN THE FUTURE, lillEN 

ir. B. Elioker 
Moanaging Directer, Twijnstra Gudde fo.'V Management Consultants. Deventer, The Netherlands 

DISCUSS10N 

COfFEE BREAK 

PLENARY SESSION FOUR 

THE DESIGN COAUTION TEAM: EXPERT ISSUES (CONSUL TANTSI 

CHAIR: ir. 'Wim Huisman, Eindhoven University of Technology 1 The Netherlands. 

KEY-NOTE PAPER SEVEN: AN ENGINEER 1 S PERSPEGTIVE ON BUILDING DESIGN 
Pro-fe.ssor Ed1'1!Und HappoÎd------------------------------

School of Architecture and Building Engineering. University of Bath, U. K~ 

KEY-NO'TE EIGHT: !!!~_f:QN-.2!!!:~!:.-!:~_!!E_!_!!!_Q"/H~!!!~ 
ir. Boogaard 
D3BN Ci.vil and Structural Consultant&, Alllsterdam, The Net.herlands. 

DISCUSSION 

LUNCH!SREAK 

PLENA-RY SESSION fiVE 

THE DESIGN COALITION TEAM: EXPERT ISSUES !CONTREACTORSJ 
---------1 

CHAIR:. Professor L.P. Sikkel, EindhovEn Univeraity of Technology. The Nether lands. 

KEY-NOTE PAPER NINE: :!J:!L§.YQ!::1!!!Q~..Q!_L~_!~!~!~!~~ 
Dr. Peter Broberg 
Head, Foundation for lndustrial and EcologicAl Building. Th"' La.ndscrone Group. S'lfflden. 

'--------·-------

KE'i-NOTE PAPER TEN: THE R<ThE OF CONTRACTORS IN TIIE DESIGN COALITION TEAM 
Mt. F, A.}{, .de Vilder-------------------------------------------

Pnsi.dé'nt, Pederation of Dutcb Contractors (AVJ:ill), The Hague. The Netherlands. 

DISCUSSION 

COFFEE BREAK 

CONCLUOING PlENARY SESS!ON 

THE DESIGN COALITION TEAM: WHAT TO DO NEXT? 

CHA!R:. Hr. Christopher Jones • DPC'85 Guest of Hooour 

CONCLUOING FORUM DISCUSSION 

PANEL HEHBERS: Professor Alexander • Professor llax. ir. Bleker, i.r. van den Boogaa.rd§ 
Dr. Broberg. ir. Dinjena, Hr. Floor~ Professor Foqui!, ir. Frieling:~ 
Dr. Gibaon. Professor H.abraken, Professor H.appold, ir. Swinkels , 
ir. Thijasen. Professor Trimble, Mr. de Vilder. 

CONCLUDING K.EY-NOTE PAPER: THE OUTCOME OF TIII~ CONFERENCE 
Professor Dr.ir. M.F.Th. lSax~ 
Head, Design Hethods oup; Departtttent of Architecture,Buildiflg and Planning 
Eindhoven University of Technology. Eindhoven, The Nethetlands. 

THE PARTICIPATION NET'WORK MEETING 

CliAIR: Professor Mark Frsnci$, f.Jniversity of California, Oavis, U.S.A. 
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SESSION: THE DESIGN COALITION T~AM 

Katharine Coit CHAIR: 

SPEAKERS: Ga brie la Go ldschmidt 

Amir Hossein Afrassiabi 

Dirk Frieling 

* Is the participating elient actually engaged 

in all werking sessions with professionals? 

In other words, is he participating in the 

meetings of the architect, the structura 1 

engineer and other experts? 

* The clients were involved in, I would say, in 

90% of the meetings, with the exception of 

some very technically-oriented problem

solving rneetings, really calculation ses

sions, not interesting for the clients who 

have no possibility for any contribution. 

They took part, as egual merobers of the De

sign coalition Team, in meetings concerning 

concepts and basic decisions. I would like to 

mention that the term Design Coalition Team 

was never mentioned. None of us, including 

myself, was aware that we are participation 

in a Design Coalition Team, in our case, a 

post factum label. 

* T~is is the first time I hear the term 'De

sign Coalition Team' and I belive it is the 

invention of Reza Beheshti. I believe, having 

not seen this termand concept before, that 
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this type of design takes much more time. 

There is a certain shorthand in a werking 

session \vith the clients, and then professio

nals <Jet together, without the client, to go 

through very technical matters, that they may 

or may notwant to share with their clients. 

Hyperception is that this idea of the design 

coalition team, invalving more players, 

takes more time. If that is true, do you get 

paid for this effort. In the US you get paid 

very little to design social housing pro

jects. ilhen you have this kind of work on 

your hand, you have to chew up your fee. So, 

if you expand this process to include the 

elient each time, you are really under a 

tremendous economie pressure to produce the 

design. So, I am curieus about time and money 

as it relates to this. I believe you men

tioned surplus-value. Can you explain? 

[The term 'design coalition team' is, I believe, 

first coined by Professor Bruce Archer regarding a 

research work on product design and development, 

carried out in 1981 by Geoffry Hargreaves at the 

Department of Design Research, Royal College of 

Art, London. Editor] 

* 

462 

By making a design, by coming tagether to 

make things, everybody involved aims at crea

ting surplus value. The surplus value is a 

way of transforming everybody's energy into a 



material prouucts. So, all these involved 

shoulu feel that their very specific surplus 

values can be recognised in a material 

product. 'rhis is, I hope, the translation of 

surplus value, not only in an economie sense 

but a lso in a cultural sense. 

Certainly, more involvement means more time, 

anrl possibly more expenses. It depends on 

what your goal as a designer is. If you are 

really interested in the best product, the 

best process, or the best results, then you 

can or should translate this directly into 

revenues. At least, in my partienlar case, if 

you look at it somewhat as a research project 

of the designers, then it does not really 

matterif it costs a little bit more or takes 

a longer time. It is usually the principal's 

time, and not the employees time. so, you do 

not count it. You just use your free time 

with a hope for having better results. My 

partienlar case is not a social housing 

project. So, this case is different from the 

involvement of a large organisation, inval

ving payment of more costs. I will do this in 

any case, just in order to get better 

results. It doesnotmatter if the reasen is 

a wish to enhance participation or it has a 

quality-oriented goal. 
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Designers, in my view, put themselves in a 

trap if they devalue their energy and creati

vity when they are economically forced to 

stop trying to reach a meaningful quality. 

That is when you put yourself under tre

mendous pressure Ly limiting your very signi

fi~ant process. Then you do injustice to the 

product. The process and the product are bath 

very complex. I think most of us, because we 

love our work, always take an extra step 

despite all existing external constraints. I 

think the theme of this conference is, in a 

way, to expand these processas to engage more 

people. I mean, the heart of the matter is to 

get more knowledge and to take the time to 

make things work well. The more you are 

forced to go in the opposite direction by the 

constraints of a world that does not respect 

this process, the greater the contradictions 

are. I feel this as a designer. I feel there 

are many cantacts in which I would have much 

preferred to have the sart of generosity to 

make the process work, and nat always feel 

that I am looking over my shoulder. so, this 

question of money is nat peculiar, it is nat 

about making a living, it is about seeing 

very negative constraints or performances 

havering out there all the time, when in an 

idealistic sense we are trying to expand our 

role. Therefore, I just see some great cont

radictions at the narrow level and at the 



very braad level. 

* I was interested in, let us say, the initial 

stages of the design process and I used ques

tionnaires. ryesigners have to know people, 

not only the inhabitants, but also the local 

gavernors and agencies, to know what they 

really have in 17lind. So, I think, in the 

initia 1 stages of the design process, a sart 

of questionnaire will 171ake the procedure more 

clear. This should be not only in the direc

tion of the inhabitants, but also in the 

direction of the government agencies and 

politicians. This rnay make things clear and 

could bring back the designer to his very 

specific role of naking a design. That is one 

answer I would like to give. Another answer 

is about surplus value. I think, wanting to 

make money is a very legitimate aim. So it is 

not by pushing this off, that you could, let 

us say, come totalk with the people whoare 

in charge, but by accepting it. You must then 

ask: "Hhat are their other aims?". Then you 

will try to let these people participate in 

the design process. That was what I missed in 

your talk. I saw government agencies, but I 

did not see the pol iticians in the scheme. I 

think they have to be there too, because they 

ar.,, in many cases, the real decision makers. 
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* I think, I have discuseed all these in my 

paper. By governmP-nt agencies I mean local 

government agencies, and of course they are 

supported, or directed, by politiclans and 

there is always this problem. You shoula 

consider that I am talking about a society 

which is complete ly different from your so

ciety. ~here exist conflicts between govern

ment agencies in a town. Sametimes they have 

different regulations. Sametimes a government 

agency just challenges the plan because they 

do not onderstand it or they think it is an 

obstacle in the way of their regulations. 

* I must admit that I do nothave so much faith 

in questionnaires except in very unfamiliar 

situations. Is there anyone amongst us, not 

fami 1 iar with the Third tlor ld? Probably it 

would be very sensible to find out some first 

hand information, if you go there for the 

first time to work. I know of very many 

mistakes that I have committed in the name of 

expertise, in different cultural atmospheres. 

For instance, often planners and designers 

have thought that a care with a waterpoint 

per family is the most important thing in a 

very minimum unit, and then people could 

exnanö. In many places in the world, it simp

ly does not work at all. The water-point is 

very low on their list of priorities, and 

they cou ld very we 11 ex i st wi th a 500 meter 
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walk to the first water-point, as long as 

t11ey have large living quarters. '!'he Hestarn 

designers and planners had never thought of 

that. So, in this kind of very unfamiliar 

cultural setting, t think, a questionnaire is 

absolutely a must, but then in your own 

culture it seems not necessary. You are fami

liar with the culture and the people you are 

designing for. They just have no design expe

rience. It is possible for you to be even 

ahead of them in understanding your cultural 

and social conditions in that particular 

moment. Coming back to my example of desig

ning in the ':!'hird Horld, they live in a 

three-roorn apart;nent, they think if they had 

four rooms, it would be absolutely pnradise 

on earth, and that is as far as they can see. 

You have to introrluce them to new ideas, 

really in order to enable them to see 

further, and this will not ever come out of 

questionnaires. I believe, it is really only 

within the process, that they can learn lit

tle by little of how far they can stretch 

their, let us say, imagination. 

I completely agree with you on this. I had 

perhaps a more flexible questionnaire than 

you think. So, I agree that questionndires 

should not always be in a paper-farm. I mean, 

they can a lso be dia logues [or interviews]. 

But to let people choose, I think, is the 
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main objective of a questionnaire. By beco

ming merober of a design team, you have to 

learn, if you do not already know it. You 

have to make different choices and uecisions. 

It is important to know that people have to 

make a decision, choosing between diff~rent 

solutions. I entirely agree that several 

solutions could be brought into the question

naire by the professionals. 

To me the most important thing is to help 

people finding out what they can get for 

their time, for their energy and for their 

money. I believe, you can only do something 

by doing it. It is like a game, you play it 

to learn how to play. 
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Reza Beheshti 

The first speaker talked about different 

organisational types of a design team, depen

ding on the contexts within which the work 

was being done in Turkey. I wonder whether 

the dacision-making within those design teams 

varied within two different organisational 

types? It Think, the kind of variations might 

be related to the design methods. Are deci

sion-making c~iteria different for dif

ferent organisational contexts in your study? 

I can say that there are re a lly two types of 

organisations, but this is a changing range. 

There are no really differentiated groups. If 

it needs some complicated processes and some 

relations with other organisations, mostly 

they are different countries practicing in 

the t-iiddle-East. lle can tel! that in Turkey, 

in small practices, architecte can have a 

real experience in influencing decisions of 

other fields, other professionals, but we 

need to have some sart of design coalition 

team. This is not a rigid rnethod to come 

tagether and decide on some issues, but it is 



done in practice. In this case all decisions 

can change according to the conditlans at the 

ti•ne of decision-making. For exarnple, deci

sions of architacts are often affected by the 

contractor. 

* He are now busy with survey of not only the 

architectural practices, but also other me~

bers of the Design Coalition Teatn. Mainly we 

have chosen five categories of merobers of the 

Design Coalitlon ~eam. Ue are asking thern, 

in this survey, how they are operating, how 

they want their processes to be improved, 

what is the expectation or vision of their 

own practice within the practice itself anà 

what is the expectation if they want to con

sider participation of other membere of the 

design coalition team. Later on, we go back 

tothem and confront them with the results of 

expectations of other groups, as we find out 

in our surveys, to study their reaction. The 

only purpose of this is to gain a more rea

listic understanding of the data types and 

possibilities for participation of the Design 

Coalition Team. The target group for our 

research are the architects, but we hope, 

ether merobers of the design coqalition team 

can develop similar systems for their respec

tive fields, to form a netwerk with ADIS 

[see: M.R. Deheshti and M.R. Monroy, "ADIS: 

steps towards developing an architectural 
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desi9n information syste,n", Open House, ,July 

l986]. 

* ':L'he t_heme is that we have a participation. 

You propose a complicated system that even 

consultants and professionals have to fight 

their way in that system. Hhat do you expect 

from the users? I think, any data-base should 

beopen to the influence of also laymen and 

to be easily understood. so, I think you are 

up at the point beyond the l imits of what is 

your main aim: making participation possible. 

* I do not agree, because the cornplexity of 

the system is not visible totheuser of the 

system. In fact, that is part of the organi

sation of the system, only visible to the 

database administarator. The key-word in 

successofADIS will be user-friendliness. 

This means that you present it to an archi

tect who does not want to know how you put 

the data there, or how the system operates. 

The only thing he wants to know is the most 

easy way of acquiring data and performing the 

design process, better, faster and more effi

CLent than the traditional methods of desig

ning. This is a very important point about 

ADIS. also offering possibilities for col

lectiva decision-making of the architect, the 

user anci other 1nembers of the design coa 1 i

tion team. So, if the system does not operate 
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in this way, then we have not reached our 

goal. 

* I do not have much experience with databases, 

except the only time I have tried, I found it 

so difficult, that I gave up. I was looking 

at your diagrams really to see whether you 

had cut away from that amount, because I feel 

sure of myself, if we can get this database 

to wor"k right, it could do more for partici

pation than any amount of goodwi 1 L But, if 

we do it wrong, this wou ld be a 100 years of 

being wrong. For instanee I read a book on 

databases and management information systems. 

This book is very disillusioning for any 

experienced computer-man, 1 am afraid. Uhat 

he says about database, I think this is a 

difficulty we must try to evereome in this 

field, if it it can be done at all. He says 

that the management information systems and 

what bas been used in many large companies, 

are only programming for some predictabie 

questions. You need to know the questions 

before you can ever decide the fields or how 

long the fields are and how many narnes you 

put in the fields, if using database. Some of 

these questions are more complicated ones, 

and managerscan only guess at this and guess 

wrongly. He makes this very wise comment: 

" ••. because a manager is a manager, he is 

dealing with unpredictable questions. If he 
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was a clerk, he would know what the questions 

we re, and they wou ld nothave harl this diffi

culty". In Britain we have had Prestel fora 

long time, and it was nearly a total slop. 

And I thin~ the reason is that we used the 

sarue kind of UDC, a type used in your pic

tur.es. >Iith all the a.:~ta in these trees, if 

you go down the wrong tree, you have to go 

all the way back to getto another, and that 

is the whole difficulty with Prestel. Sa it 

is absolutely impossible to go in any library 

with a bock on subjects like user parti

cipation, because they are in saveral catego

ries in the library. My own bock is always 

with craft- and basket-werk, f.or instance, in 

ilny library I have looked at. I have rang the 

British museum, I have ran to every congress, 

I have been furieus on the phone about it 

many times, and they can rlo nothing about it. 

For goodness sake, cannot we find a simplar 

type of system? 

Hhat keeps us very busy now, is that we want 

to present the same system in three different 

languages, if you can call it a language. One 

is the user, how does he see it. The ether 

one is what we see, because we \vant to know 

what is in the background of the system, and 

what is its content. The other one is the 

same system in the dialogue between us and 

the system designer. He try to formulate the 
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architectural design in a language that we 

can translate into the language of the system 

designer, enabling them to write the data

base, to prepare the database, that is the 

actual physical design of the dat'l.base. 

I think the question is, also in the first 

part of the rnorning, and also in the lecture 

of Miss Esin, that some people start with, 

let us say, the construction of the Design 

coalition Team. They have several types of 

coalition teams. For instance, what Mr. Af

rassiabi told us this morning, was a eertaio 

conc~ption of a Design Coalit~on Team, and 

the role of several people. You also talked 

about several roles people could play within 

the team. And now, what I would be interested 

in is that, as part of this whole conference, 

if we should try to concentrata on the forraa

tion and the roles of the Design Coalition 

Teams, ar on the basis of information which 

everyone bas in his own role. In a way I feel 

that the introduetion of Miss Esin was more 

flexible because she accepted that R~ople 

could play different roles in any new situa

tion. 

* This is nat my acceptance, this is the real 

practice. In Turkey we are living under these 

conditions. 
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Yes, but you accept practica as the reality 

\vhich you have to work at. 

Sn they do, because they are a lso the reasen 

of our survey, we want to know how they 

operate in reality. He do nat want to prepare 

something that is not what they do. But also 

we want to say how we want to make it pos

sible fora 11 these differ:ent goals to play 

their part, just a matter of discovery. 

\/ho is weighing the argurnents of different 

partleipants if they contradiet themselves? 

If they contradiet each other then we con

front them in the second phase again with 

that contradiction. Also, v1e believe, if you 

have a Design Coalition ':'ear.1, you >vill have 

contradictions anyway. Because each one of 

them has different views. And then, the more 

partielpants you have in the design coalition 

team, the more contradietien you will have, 

and the more difficulties for your process, 

meaning you require more data. In this case 

you need more information in order to reach a 

decision. Also, you need a more appropriate 

decision-process. Maybe we have to develop 

instantly a deelsion process for that parti

cular meeting or particular project, because 

they do not want to use your one model of 

decision-making. You do not know that, and 
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that is why the system must be very fleKible. 

\Ie are talking ;;.bout the design participation 

team, but on what scale are we talking 

about? 

It seems to me that if you take different 

ti•ne scales, with different elements of the 

building, then the whole eperation of the 

design would be different with respect to 

different building elements, the selection of 

sites every 200 years, the shell every 90 

years and so on down to the scale you can 

replace an element within a few months. Uhat 

about the flexibilities of your system in 

relation to time scales? 

\Ie 11, none of these systems had ever worked 

unless there are cuts, as Christopher Alexan

der says. It is important to have cuts, but 

they must be in the right place. I am sure 

that time is the right dimeosion to start 

with and not space. 

These questions are connected, because if you 

are talking about the the shell, 15 or 30 

years later you are talkingabout only part 

of the building. So, at first you have to 

look at all parts of the building with their 

different life-times, and the fact that you 

are going to refill it again. You have to do 



with tne same shell again, and you know that 

other partsof that shell, ;dth a different 

life-time, have to be replaced, let us say, 

after another 15 or 30 years. You just take 

out a part of the building, but you cannot 

say, ! am just refilling that part, and I 

have nothing to do with the otner parts. So, 

tne decisions are still connected. You cannot 

say the decisions are totally different, they 

are based on the same principle. 

* I think, the question of the design and the 

r.1ethod have a similarity. It is the cut that 

Christopher was talking about. Now we have 

been doing some work, for example, on the re

use of buildings which are 200 years old. In 

Covent Garden there is no way in which we 

can actually make deelslons that are con

nected with decisions taken 200 years ago. 

Also, we cannot reasonably expect that people 

at that time could have predicted the sort of 

things that we would to do. Yet, to a certain 

extent it is possible to do this. 

* Yes, but you are talking the e.xact buildings. 

But when you are going to deelde in your way, 

it means that the stock of buildings will 

change in such a way that you can deelde in a 

better way. 
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All I am saying is: are we so clever, that we 

can now say what the stock of buildings will 

be in 30 years time, when we make our deci

sions? 

No, that is the reason why you should have 

the possibility to re-design part of the 

building, so it is connected to the other 

parts that will exist much langer. It is your 

sum of flexibility. That is the thing we 

should build in. Uhen you can predict it, it 

is better to build a building for 300 years, 

but you cannot predict it, and that is the 

raason to design infill partsof the building 

for a very short period. Technica lly it means 

that you should have the possibility for 

totally different design for parts of the 

building. So, the short differentiation pe

riod creates f lexibi 1 ity. ll'hen open building 

is better, it should give us a better situa

tion after, let us say, 30 years. You should 

start now with the open building because it 

creates flexibility. 
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* The criticism that one aften hears is that 

the concentratien has been on the visible 

structures. By invisible structure I mean, 

the structures of law, of finance, of the 

social allenatlans between people themselves, 

eta. It is really strategically a mistake to 

put so much weight on the technical side. I 

haar a lot of people who suspect, and I do 

not know whether you can oppose tl-tis ar

guraent, that the benefits of participation go 

really to industry and to the professionals 

and not really to ordinary people. Uhat do 

you think about this argument? \lhat would you 

say to such a criticism? 

* To us it is more or less a question of chi

cken and egg. \Ie have nat started with t11e 

physical aspects for nothing. He think that 

all these other things can be discussed in a 

more meaningful way on the basis of their 

physical consequences. ue think, but maybe 

tl-tis is our professional bias as an archi

tect, that legal and financlal problems can 

also be discussad on the basis of their phy

sical consequences. In fact you can make a 
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physical image for such a discussions. In 

this way we have the feeling, a lso the expe

rience, that the laymen can enter the dis

cussion easier, because the discuesion is 

immediately of a concrete nature and is nat 

in abstract economie or social terms. They 

can refer to social and financial concepts of 

their visible world, which is usefull. SAR 

had always dealt with those kinds of prob

lems. A few years ago, our investigation of 

bottlenecks, was part of an effort to trace 

the impediments of other fields. As a result 

of this research, a lot of bottlenecks were 

discovered and a lot of solutions have also 

been found to counter these bottlenecks. 

Also, a number of other solutions, of a more 

general nature, were found, with respect to 

the rules and structure of our housing pro

cess. This cannot be tackled on the project 

level, but needs a rnuch wider farm. Ue are 

quite happy that, at the present day, we 

appear to have managed to start this national 

debate on the invisible structure of the 

support and the infill idea. It appears that 

we are sti 11 pushing very hard, but there are 

a lot of signs, for instanee in the plan 

approval systern, that the subsidy allocation 

system and the financia 1 a llocation, the 

support-infill idea is going to be incorpo

rdted into the future policies, meaning 

modification of the whole legal system, 



a llowing for o"mership wi thin a r·~nted space. 

So thi,; really would be a break-through. 

This conference is about design participa

tion. How guch design participatlon is in

volved in your way of designing? I do not 

have a clear picture of what you have clone 

or intending to do. 

There is a change of concept in the way of 

practica and more decision-making on the part 

of the users. 

I think Habraken 's origina 1 idea \vas expres

sed very much in hard terms and that is your 

observation, but in fact his underlying pre

sumption was the distinction of two spheres 

nf control. You cannot really argue that 

H.3.braken's main emphasis was on the physic'l.l 

part of the story. His elaborati.on was on the 

physical part of the story and subsequently 

there were other elabqrations and there still 

will be needed other elaborations that are in 

the soft-sphere. On.e significant development 

within SAR was, the eJ~:tension of the idea of 

support-infill or of the individual, as col

lated with this tissue-method. Notall col

lectiva aspects can be summarised with the 

support, but there are layers in that as 

well, in this respect the deelsion levels, 

correspond lng with each ether. This notion 
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has been elaborated by us, but not in all its 

invisible structural aspects. The higher you 

get on the scale, the less it will be dealing 

with actual building processes. It will he 

more a social organisation, socio-political 

organisation, physical planning and so on. 

'llhen we started this research, deal ing with 

the tissues, we were no langer considering 

support-infill in its physical terms, but 

more as decision levels. At present, there is 

quite a 9eneral consensus in Holland that the 

idea is valid, but there are still a lot of 

hurdles. In Holland we have a very streng 

centralised housing process, with a lot of 

government intervention, national government 

as well as local government, and a lot of 

rules are attached to this. The whole finan

cing system is also part of this. Hhat SAR 

has achieved so far, are mainly experimental 

projects, that had a purpose in stimulating 

and. influencing public opinion, but we are 

not yet part of the main stream. 

In the USA, most of us are so impressed with 

the scale and numbers of things that have 

been done in Holland, in contrast to the 

United States. In other words, the test of 

sarnething in the United States is usually 

without government support and great plan

ning. Someone manages and struggles to make 

sarnething with an appropriate set of ideas 



about what we nre talking about, and then 

there is hardly any replicatien of that i~aa. 

So, there are series of individual events 

that are not really rational. It would be 

interesting, I think, to tell us sarnething 

about the scale of this operation. How people 

are involved? How many units have been made 

in the last 20 years? tlha·t is your anticipa

tion for acceptance of this idea in other 

places? 

SAR was founded in 196~ by 10 Dutch archi

tecte, but subsequently the organisation has 

gruwn and it is now supported by more than 60 

architectural offices and other institutions 

in the building field, such as contracters, 

industries, principale, etc., all involved 

in the social housing sector. Last year we 

started a new organisation, called the Foun

dation for Open Building (SOB). Main aim of 

SOB is to immobilise the political impedi

ments to enable us to introduce our gaols 

successfully, because at SAR we always have 

the internal conflict of having to do 

research and simultaneously be a lobby-insti

tute. These two actlvities are so alien to 

each other, creating a great deal of prob

lems. So, by separating these two activities, 

we hope to solve arising problerns. This ne<JJ 

:::n:ganisation has immedia te ly attracted a 

large number of sponsors, about 200 different 
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groups. Also, at SAR, \ye had the prol>lem of 

not reaching a number of important parties 

in the field, research being our main inte

rAst. For instance, local governments never 

became part of our organisation, but they are 

part of SOB and we need their support. Uhat 

has been the quantitative results? The pro

jects that really made a b~g step forwards 

are very few, maybe 10 or perhaps 15, a small 

number (1000 to 2000 houses) compared to the 

annual number of houses bui 1 t in the Nether

lands (a bout 100000 houses per year). On the 

other hand we had big impact on the profes

sional fields in general. In this respect we 

have influenced building industry quite 

substantially. Building industry has 9ra

dually disengaged the support and the infill 

from each ether, because we enabled, or we 

supplied, the technica! information needed 

for this progress. The market amount was not 

yet available, but they used these methods 

for their own purposes. This is also in the 

context of what John Turner mentioned, when 

he said that many professional parties ware 

taking up these ideas for their own benefit. 

He is quite correct in this respect, but the 

reasen is that the market was not yet avail

able. It was available as far as the users 

are concerned, but the official way in which 

the housing market is influenced and orga

nised prevented the real market from coming 



into the open. 

To use ~ohn Turners' term of bottom-up/top-

down approaches, I am still left with the 

impression that SAR is a top-down solution, 

because one does not get a picture of what 

they really demand. I arn aware of the fact 

that in the Netherlands there is quite a 

large development of groups and people who 

are interestad in rnanaging their environment. 

J:'or instanee the 'Centrötal Uonen' or '\loon

groepen' [These are some comnunity housing 

farms in Holland, where residents have their 

own private spaces (rooms or flatsland aha

ring soma communal facilities and spaces.] 

Hhat use have these groups for SAR ideas and 

methods? 

A good example is the project I have men

tioned in my paper. A lot of communal hou

sing groups are living in this project. The 

reason for their interest in the infill 

idea, derived from the fact that they could 

not deelde on the configuration of the 

groups. These groups were rather instable, 

so at the end they were seeking areas of 

individual and communal decisions. This auto

matically led to the support- infill idea, 

although it was not thought of in the first 

place. This example shows that, when there is 

an intrinsic need of the parties, they usu-
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ally find this support-infill idea a very 

natura! way for solving the design problems. 

we have the view that you should notbother 

the users with your methodology. tle do not 

diacuss the 10-20 grid or such an analysis 

•.rith users, but they are confronted with 

options. Ue react to their needs and supply 

thtlm with possible alternatives. ilhat can be 

communicated very effectively to users is the 

idea of levels. This is sarnething which has 

proved to be very understandable. People 

understand immediately that certain decisions 

are more collectiva than others. Apparently 

this is not a difficult notion to them, so 

t~e structuring of the process and sorting 

out what deelslons should be made at each 

level, is something operational in dealing 

with users. 

This is not really the answer to my question. 

I am talking about a framework that everybody 

can understand, but the tool for being able 

to operate this is rny question. Your method 

is only a tool for designers. It is not a 

tool for participants. 

You are right, the rnethod is not a tool for 

participation, it is a tool for designers. 

ile are not trying to change the user into an 
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architect, or into a builder, that is a pro

cess function that he can assume under eer

taio circumstances, and on eertaio levels. 

This is oot our prirnary aiM. Another cornp

licating factor, T think is that the 

support-infill idea of the notion of levels, 

makes the design activity more complex and 

more complicated than the traditional way of 

designing. A support design has a very dif

ficult evaluation problem, because you have 

to indicate what the utility is to accomo

date. 

I am not convineed that professionals have 

any better iueas than the users as to what 

will happen in the future. 

* In traditional built environments. There are 

a lot of intrinsic values, that are valid 

even touay, and that can be blue-prints for 

our present day activities. We should use 

those patterns in a good way, not in an 

emotional but in a rational way. A lot of 

patterns that have been handed over to us 

frOJn the past are no long er va 1 id, ju st as 

much as other patterns are still very valid. 

I think it is our professional task, and that 

is where this process of evaluating the vali

dity and utility of eertaio patterns comes 

in. 
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I do not think that evaluating patterns or 

abstracting patterns of the past can rea lly 

help us for the future. Also I do not think 

that looking at the past in that particular 

professional way. I think a rational way, is 

going to abstract what we then subsequently 

can offer. 

There are patterns from the past that you can 

still use, not indiscriminately but intellec

tually. Also, there are organisation 

structures from the past that you can use 

today. For instance, we have a demoeratic 

structure, in principle enabl ing us to sort 

out responsibilities at at 1 levels of physi

cal intervention. This does not work effi

ciently at the moment, but that does not mean 

that it is wrong. He must analyse it, to 

discover its original purpose, as well as the 

needs of today . Then we can find ways of 

eperating it in a better way. In this res

pect, I agree entirely with the emotional 

attitude of people like Tony Gibson. This is 

just one and a very essential aspect, but it 

is not the only one to be taken into account. 

You can make use, much more than he does, or 

than he explicitly does, of existing pat

t~rns. Implicitly he uses a lot of existing 

structures as well. 
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I realise that housing is very much institu

tionalised in the Netherlands. 

Gv~rybody agrees that the individual user 

shou ld ha v•~ some sort of control over design 

decisions. The complic~ted issue is a kind 

of user-control on collectiva levels. You 

already mentioned that in user participation 

projects, the user satisfaction concerning 

the collectiva decisions were a lot lower, 

and were really comparable to the conven

tional mass housing projects, and that their 

main satisfaction was lying in their indivi

dual roles. If this is your conclusion, you 

can argue that, the user participation on 

collectiva levels, is not only effective, 

but also justified. Also, in this view, in 

these decisions you have to elicit the right 

kind of response from this big group of 

people. The problem is that some persons who 

are more introvert and outspoken, can influ

ence the rest of the group and all the strive 

and discontents that can result from this. 

Is it not up to the groups to resolve these 

problems by themselves? 

* I feel there is a lot of confusion about this 

issue of the users and their right of say. 

\fuat we have are two sides of participation. 

One is from below, a 11 the certain 1 i nes of 
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development, and one is from above. Yesterday 

it was the architect who should actually 

participate, but we could regard the whole 

history of the role of the architect as part 

of gaining power, ar taking controL Hhy 

taking control over people's lives by putting 

them into the hands of institutions? You can 

say: housing is one wider part. In the past 

people decided for themselves. Then the 

social situation gat complicated, and came 

institutions who took the rights from the 

people. They did it themselves. Production of 

food and methods of giving birth are other 

examples of this. For instance, today you 

have 1nethods of giving birth, where every

thing is known in details. The mother does 

nat have to bother about anything. She goes 

to a hospital and everything is done for her. 

sa, her power of giving birth has been taken 

away from her. There is a whole process of 

taking the vital things out of the hands of 

people, and in the so-called more developed 

countries, this process has run rather too 

far, and in due course it has become too 

complicated for the professionals. In this 

kind of crisis, they see that they have gat 

toa much responsibility, more than they can 

handle. At this point they want to get rid 

of it, by giving it back to the people. Rut 

people are nat capable anymore, because they 

have been denied for so long the right to 



hand te their vital affairs. I mean, the<e is 

an Utopia, we want to mak~ it better. You 

have to <JO through a kind of development to 

to be you~:self again. Those on the first side 

of the development, still have to <JO through 

the whole process in order to ba able to 

re~lise their needs. So, we must ask our

sel ves: what are we <'loing? Are v;e proposing 

to the so-called 'îhird Horld countries that 

they should participate? They would not 

understand what we are talking about because 

they already do participate, they live it. I 

am afraid they are going through a process 

that will inevitably draw them into our First 

1/orld, because they see us as a target for 

thPir development. He have to think about it. 

Probably they have to go through a whole 

process and we are here to offer the~ the 

participation "again". I just tried to cam

ment on your suggestions. I think, speaking 

of salution is very dangerous because the 

salution is not vlhat you are proposing. 
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SESSION: TIU:: JIBSIGN COAI,ITION Tr:Ar-1 

Ted Swinkels CHAIR: 

SPEAKERS: Susan Hendersen 

* 

* 

Bruce Yoell 

.Jan Thijs Boekholt 

ilhat do you think is the specific knowledge 

of the architect, besides the design process? 

You can talk about the product and the pro

cess. Nowadays students are educated in a 

product-oriented way. If you want to have a 

participatory process, you have to em~tasize 

r.1ore on the methodological skills. That does 

not mean, of course, that he is also one of 

the image generating persons in the process. 

I think, the architect, besides methodelogi

cal skills and a need to involve ether people 

in these processes, also needs to generate 

i'llages •. From a user point of vie<!l, generating 

images from the point of view of the con

sultant, looking to durability and feasi

bility, are roostly skills of other people. 

The architect mostly, generates iflages from a 

users point of view, looking to his physical 

or psychological needs. Also, he has to think 

of aesthetic aspects, which is very often 

neglected these days. I think, very shortly, 

he needs to generate images from a users 

point of view. Secondly, his special skill is 
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to generate images in which integration takes 

place. He has to put tagether the input from 

ether people in some integrated solutions. 

':''lirdlJ, he can act as someone who is most 

knowledgeable about the design process. Most

ly he has more knowledge about that than most 

other people in the design process. 

I feel very critical about the last two pa

pers, because of their level of abstraction. 

I think, they are both presented with the 

view that design is sorne kind of a value-free 

activity, which can be presented in a social 

and political vacuum, and that you can pre

sent such an abstract framewerk for them. The 

real problem is that the debate about archi

tectural education, takes place within this 

organisational vacuum. This constant dis

cuesion about how courses are organised. To 

some extent many schools of architecture, 

have very highly bureaueratic course 

structures, in which, what is taught, who is 

teaching and what they have to say to the 

studente, are never debated. 

Recently I ran a workshop in Aberdeen, for 

ar~hitecture studente about the ernotional 

~roblems of surviving architectural e1uca

tion, in \vhich we used a lo.nd of therapeutic 

methad to actually work on the problems that 

students were eJCperiencing. The studente 
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thought the course was too technocratie, and 

in a way, did not give the1n the opportunity 

to express their feelings about people within 

that kind of framework. Your paper did not 

actually say what the benefits of this colla

boration between engineers and architscts 

are? Hhat difference it will make? Hhat are 

its benefits to the society? What are its 

benefits for the users? It seems to me that 

the great achievements in architecture, have 

been made by people who have had an explicit 

social and political programme for the design 

and architecture. Sadly, this is certainly 

missing in architecture schools in Britain, 

and perhaps in most European schools as well. 

This kind of technoeratic value-free approach 

is, in fact, inappropriate for current social 

conditions. 

I think the first paper, clearly indicated 

the blossoming of architecture wi thin a so

cial and political stand, while the ether two 

papers miss this very significant point. 

I think you are over-simplifying. I am 

talking about the structure, and you do us 

discredit when you say there is not a social 

avnreness within the structure. \lhat I have 

not told you about, or could not within the 

contents of the paper, was the actual course 

content. I was talking about an approach. One 
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approach, an attitude of the school, which 

may not be my own personal view, is that the 

problem is very complex, and it needs good 

undecstanding between the people who deal 

with those problems. That obviously goes into 

evaluating the problem in collaboration with 

those participating in the process. This has 

always been taken as an implicit issue in any 

sort of design situation. I did not think it 

was necessary to include that in my paper. 

P~rsonally I was taking that as a lead. I 

think, the important thing for individuals 

whoare teaching a design course, is to have 

a social awareness. You have got to try and 

he lp your students to focus on what the prob

lems are at the end of the day. You are 

designing for people, and you will hopefully 

design happy environments for people. The 

problem with our courses at the moment is 

that we have a number of ways of approaching 

the architectural education. I would suggest 

that perhaps our approach at Bath is, the 

strenght that we can demonstrate the oppor

tunity for integration. I would not, for the 

moment, claim that this is what every school 

of architecture in the country does. I be

lieve it is a situation rather like newspa

pers. There are quality newspapers who may 

have political slogans and there are popular 

papers with no specific content. I thin~, 

with the make-up and structure of a course, 
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our approach is a valid one. 

M.y involvement in this kind of methodological 

studies of design, derives from my interest 

in the support-infi 11 idea of Ha braken. ~he 

reason to deal with, for instanee SI\R metho

dology, came from that philosophy, or politi-

cal attitude, 

f<:>llowing the 

just t.he same as my designs, 

same social philosophy. I 

think, this is my model of an ideal situa

tion, and of how the wor ld shou ld look 1 ike 

in termsof having support and infill. If you 

want to reach those supported situations, 

what do you think of the wor ld, in which the 

user has more freedom, or more possibilities? 

You hear this expression in your daily envi

ronment. You see that the city becomes a 

living organism which can renew itself. I 

think, if you want to have that situation, 

you need to develop some infra-structures 

tagether with others, in which this ideal can 

be realised. I think, if you want to approach 

design in this way, you need a lot more 

methodology than we have at present. 

You said these projects, resulting from user 

participation, brought about a higher level 

of satisfaction. \las it nat a higher regard 

for the environment, and also adaptability of 

people to these areas? 
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* ,1ell, it is very interesting. First of all I 

would say there are few of these locations 

that are not very popular with people living 

in Frankfurt. GenerallY the level of upkeep 

is extraordinary high. one of the problems of 

the unit in the very beginning was tnat they 

were too small, and this was the concession 

that has to be made due to the budget const

raints. He gave people a variety of community 

facilities, gardens, etc. ~he small spaces 

now, in fact, are not much smaller than 

today's standards. But at the time they were 

small for a new house. They were designed for 

people who were living, six people in one 

house. 

* Are there now less people living in these 

houses? 

* Yes. Now there are less people. They were 

initially designed for standard families, and 

people hang on to them. Now many of them are 

e~derly or young couples. I was going to 

mention this adaptability. There have been 

changes made, and there has also been a re

action by the city to try to get people to 

work on them, and to try to keep the commu

nity as if it is a new one. 

* 
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If you go to Rotterdam, you have nearly next 

to each other, areas like the one you showed. 



You look at these beautiful buildings, dete

rior">ted and preserved as monuments, but you 

cannot touch those wide beautiful walls. You 

cannot adapt it. You cannot renovate them. 

That is all forbidden. This means that even 

more elderly people, or single per!'lon fami

lies live in them. People change, not the 

houses. You should come and see the garden 

city of Rotterdam, built nearly at the same 

time. It is more lively, because that kind of 

architecture allows a lot more of adapt

ability. 

[If I reealt correctly, the meaning of adapta

bility for this particutar project, has been a 

proposal {luckily rejected) fora complete dernoli

tien of ol<ler areas, evicting under-previ t laged 

tenants and to bui ld new houses to be offered with 

a higher rent to those affording to pay more. 

There have been suggestions for maldng provisions 

for participation of new tenants in the design 

process. It was argued that, in this case, the 

design participation process will be easier and 

building management and maintenance will involve 

less complications in the future. By participation 

we refer to active involvement of existing resi

dents, regardless of their social status. Are we 

talking about the same kind of participation? 

Editor] 
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SESSION: DESI~N PARTICIPATION TOOLS AND 

TECHNIQUCS 

CUAIR: Richard Foquè 

SPEAKERS: Hubert-Paul Proyen 

* 

Thijs Bax 

I am very interestad in the system, using a 

grid for participation. You also use grids 

for buildings. You have made a complete model 

for using grids in buildings, but still one 

question remains: How do you handle the 

constraints? The constraints, as far as I 

s~e, are the "sa 1 t in the soup". Ue S<'IW a 

little of it in the Egyptian model, the part 

that is completely left out, because you are 

using it as a model, being so rigid <~t the 

end. 

* These constraints are very important in de

signing a generic grid. Surnning up all these 

requi~ements makes the problem more vivid; 

also as a design problem. There were quite a 

lot of constraints in the project in Egypt, 

where a new city had to be built. In Hong 

Kong these constraints were of a complete 

other nature, climatological and cultural 

factors, technology have completely different 

natures. So, in starting to design a generic 

grid, you have to see it in the same way as 

making the design of a building. Also a 

building at the end is very rigid, because it 
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is just what it is. But is has to be built in 

such a way that the spaces can be interpreted 

in different ways by people who are occupying 

it. A generic grid, in the same way, is also 

rigid, because you want to limit yourself by 

certain aspects, but you want to have some

thing in return, that is in fact a framewerk 

for making decisions. On the ether hand, 

there are quite a lot of possibilities. In 

the !4acao project, c limatologica 1 factors, 

were quite important. The density problem 

existed with about 2000 inhabitants per 

hectare, which is quite a lot. So shadow

angles were guite important. Shadow-angle in 

Heng Kong is 76 degrees from the centre of 

the street to the edge of the roof which is 

very steep. This makes it clear that you can 

build very high. You see it most of the times 

in the skyscrapers of Hong Kong, that even 

upper floers have a small angle, following 

t11is line of 76 degrees. In fact, v;e managed 

to realise this high density of 2000 inhabi

tant per hectare in such a way, that we had a 

much less shadow-angle, about 45 degrees. So 

it was possible to reach the high density 

without these immense high buildings. Never

theless, we had to build as high as 9 sto

ries, in our view, quite high, but guite 

moderate compared with the new territories 

önd wi th the Hong Kong set t l ements. 
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It was stateel that bqth papers are searching 

for the laws of hunan settienent and laws in 

housing. !n fact you ar:e looking for the ~1ay 

tne otber generations worked, in the houses 

in the Belgium village, and in the settle

ments in Hacao. i/hen you have worked that 

out, you try to farm a structure from it that 

has the same qualities. ~hat is a limited way 

of werking. Can you also find, in this way, 

nev,r farms of housing? That goes bac:Jç to the 

basic problem of patterning and structuring. 

Of course, you are looking at the b.uilt

environment. ~herefore, that is traditional, 

that is history, that has been done before. 

ile are looking for reg u latio0 s and lpoking 

for the rules and the laws behind the~;e 

farms. Your question is: "Can new farms 

derive from it?" ~his is indeed a basic 

question. One of the important things of 

looking for these structures, looking for 

these patterns is, in fact, to create a plat

form for achieving new things within new 

conditions. Condit.ions are changing {new 

society, individualism, specialism, etc.) and 

all things we are learning about arealso 

changing (new technology, computer techno

logy, information technology as well as new 

building technology). so all things are chan

ging, but these patterns are still, let us 

say, our cultural heritage, in such a way 
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that a 11 things which a r:e of rea 1 human va lue 

can be expressed in one way or another, and 

can be considered to be a platform for new 

achievements within a new context and condi

tion. The only thing that we do is that we 

are doing it in another way. patterns, is 

another way of language, another way of ex

pressing yourself, than, let us say, the more 

geometrical way, as it is done in the field 

of grids. There are also farms, because thin

king in terros of evolutionary morphology and 

generic ferm and alike, are also ways of 

thinking. They 

present there, 

conditions. 

express qualities which are 

creating openings for new 

* ! will try to answer your question about: 

"how can new buildings come about, which T 

thought was the main question, relating it 

to the use of patterns and its definition". 

Putting the question in an extreme sense, how 

can we design a settiement on the moon? Can 

we use patterns if we have to design some

thing on the moon, a building or a settle

ment? It is a very crucial question, because 

it becomes clear what is the power, as well 

as the weakness of the pattern language ap

proach. I do notbelieve that we can define 

patterns for buildings on the maan, because 

patterns should have a strong empirical foun

dation. There is no empirical foundation 
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v~batsoever for building on the moon, unless 

we take into account the human behaviour, 

since it is us whoare eventually going to 

live over there. \Ie can take our patterns 

from the earth with us, but that is not your 

question. The question is : "How can we use 

patterns, or this approach specifically, in 

different situation?". ~ly example of & buil

ding on the moon is too extrene. Let me come 

to sernething which is probably more interes

ting. How can we define a pattern for a 

balconyin a psychiatrie clinic? If people 

try to commit suicide, and doctors try to 

prevent people from doing that, how can we 

build a balcony to proteet people? There you 

can define a pattarn for that specific field, 

which is not a univeraal pattern. Tt is for a 

very specific thing. You can define patterns 

for elderly people, for handicapped, for 

children, but the main body of the pattarn 

language deals with organic people and orga

nic situations. so, th~ empirical background 

is very streng. The question is: "How can we 

come to new buildings if conditions change? 

What if the context or the scene is chan

ging, and we bring the problem down into a 

level, sensitive to minor changes. I mention 

a very concrete example. From the moment 

that telavision sets came in houses, a new 

pattern was introduced. !low did we re-arrange 

the furniture in a living-room of an ordinary 
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house? So, this is a new context. IJ'hat is the 

best possible rnorphological pattern for it? 

This is on the level of an atom of the built 

environment, indicating how things change, 

an•l how can you come to a new morphologica 1 

solution for this srnall context. If you add 

up different new contexts and different new 

f.orms related to that, like a car comes in, 

or a home-computer comes in, different life

styles, etc., you will notice that the buil

ding ~1ill gradually change. ?his is quite 

obvious. Uhat is the relation between the 

SAR-approach and the Alexander-approach, or 

baqically the Dabraken-approach and the 

Alexander-approach? When working for SAR, I 

was not completely satisfied with their ap

proach. It is a very personal question, I 

consequently putto myself. ilhy did I have to 

explore this pattern language-approach? This 

is not a critique, it is my personal expe

rience. After working at SAR and with grids, 

I found these grids rather rigid. There were 

a lot of illustrations on deformation. You 

start from a grid, and then you have this 

stage of deformation, and that is when the 

whole thing becomes less rigid, but I still 

believe that it is very hard to escape that 

threat of building sernething very rigid. t1y 

second experience is that in working with 

support structures and grids, to a certain 

extent, you have to keep away frorn value 
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judgements. I do nat believe in this ap-

proach anymore that avoiding value judgernents 

is J:.'Ossible. I believe that we have to make 

value judgements, and be very clear about 

them as well. Naturally, I make a value 

ju0gement as a professional and that you can 

make a different value judgement. 

I would like to stress sarnething about the 

practicalities of the generic grid. I was 

involved in the 11acao project as well, as a 

tean-leader. The problem in Macao was that 

the peninsula of 440 hectares had to expand 

with something of 1_50 hectares. lle had to 

design the urhan extension schernes in eight 

rnonths. Ue started in January 1983 and we had 

to deliver the project, ready for tender, at 

the end of 10R3. The prograrnme, was nat 

clearly defined by the client. It should be 

either housing, low-cost middle income, or 

industrial development, for a commercial 

development. so, we had to face the problem 

of designing lSO hectare extension toa pe

ninsula of 440 in eight months withno clear 

programme. That is why we decided a partici

patory approach to the design problem, with 

a strategie choice method, invalving both the 

consultants and the clients. ':'he consultants 

we re from Hong Kong, Portugal, !<lacao and the 

Netherlands. Tn that group we had to tackle 

the design problern. He focussed, as strictly 
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as possible, on the co~non denominator of all 

these not cleary identified programmes. At 

the end of the secend rnonth of the programme, 

this generic grid was identified by members 

of the design team. It was identified as a 

bottorn-up process, but it was also identified 

as a top-down approach frorn the topographical 

feature of the island to the urban tissue. 

The group met at the end of the second rnonth 

of the project. At that time the concept was 

i~entified, and we could preeeed with the 

process for another six months, just detai

ling and developing the variants. At this 

moment, in the port's exterior area, actual 

projects are developed, following the basic 

concept of the grid. In terros of project 

management, the generic grid was instrumental 

in handling this confusing design problem. 

* Pow can you cope with different interests. 

!I0\11 do you go on with conflicts between the 

organisations involved in a plan? How can you 

do this with this kind of language? 

* 
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The fact is that the problems are only better 

defined. This causes problems, because you 

ask people to give their options and their 

insight into a specific situation, seen frorn 

their specific point of view. That makes the 

problem worse, because the conflicts between 

the different parties involved are expressed 
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very clearly. On the other hand, '"e <lid not 

find out a way to solvethese problems, let 

us say on a participatory way, by using 

multi-criteria evaluations, etc. It was just 

designers expressing themselves hy drawings, 

clearly locating the problems. This made it 

possible for us to communicate with each 

other, to reason, to build-up arguments and 

to reach consensus at the end. In fact, the 

conflicts became very visible. 11e did nat 

have a technique for solving these problems. 

Ue could only make them clearer, by using 

drawings, in this specific case the grid. 

It is not necessary to make a choice bet•f!een 

one approach or the other. i/hEm the require

ments are defined on a very clear way, as is 

do~e in pattern language, then you have a 

very vlell-defined starting point for design 

activities.Then you have to gather, one way 

or another, all your starting points, making 

the design in a generic grid, or whatever 

pattern you want to choose. In fact, ve made 

observations, as mentioned earlier, in the 

whole city of Macao, by making sketches, 

notes, etc. Also, it would have been posslble 

to make the patterne instead, descrihing 

these situations. Th en it is possible to 

introduce JTlUch more items than by ju st making 

drawings. tlorking on this generic grid system 

(the same applies to zones and margins in the 
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qAR-approach) is always very physical and/or 

morphological. t1aking re lations between !'lor

phology and functions is similar to the pat

tern language. So, it is a lways defining 

problems and thinking in terms of solutions. 

Therefore, it is always making connections 

between functions and forms, within the 

framewerk of a specific and well defined 

pattern. 

I realise that my point of view was too 

extreme. I a1n correcting it. I noticed that, 

for example one architect who worked with 

SAR, Frans van der Uerf, has built the Ke

yenburg project in Rotterdam, a support/in

fill concept. I visited this project and I 

followed the processof building. He used a 

lot of patterns, and still he used a support 

structure. On the other hand, for environ

mental structure in the I,ima project, Cbris

topher Alexander used a lot of structures 

and patterns. So, there is no basic contra

di.ction. To conclude, I have an image in mind 

of how I would define the SAR-approach and 

how I would define Alexander's approach. I 

believe what SAR does, is to make people give 

each other a hand so that they can have a 

full circle, a complete structure in itself. 

Uhat. Alexander does, is to give a hand to the 

person to the left, and give a hand to the 

person to the right, and nothing more. Then 



see how it will grow. So it is very open

ended. This is a simple meta-phor. 
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TECHNIQUES 
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SPEAKERS: Bill Pirnie 
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* 

Zafar Erturk 

Peter van Loon 

The speaker distingished between a response 

to the full scale model, and a holistic res

ponse to the scale mo~el. How can you des

cribe, the metbod in which you came to that 

-::onclusion? Uhat kind of observ<!.tions you 

had? Hhat kind of clues wen; you looking for? 

\mat are the implications of using roodels in 

the design process? 

Ue did a traditional laboratory experiment. 

Ue used a full scale modeland we observed 

the users approaching the design prob1em. He 

got the impression that, when they used fu 11 

scale mode1s, they usually wrote the problems 

in detail. 

Did you arrive at your conclusions just by 

looking at them and the way people worked 

with the model'? 

Yes, they took the papers and started to 

work. Ue recorded the event on videotapes, 

and afterwards we decided about methods of 
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analysis for reaching our conclusions. Hhen 

people use full scale models, they perceive 

the problem as a whole, and they do not go 

into details. Hhen they use full scale roodels 

they solve one problem, and after that they 

go to another problem. That means, the parti

cipant's behaviour is a serial ist behaviour. 

Uhen they perceive the problem as a whole, 

they only want to so 1 ve the immedia te prob

lem, without going into details. They just 

want to find one solution. 

U ere they ju st eva 1 uating an existing mode 1, 

or could they manipulate the models? Perhaps 

a full scale mo<'lel was a very difficult thing 

to manipulate? Does a full scale model invit 

manipulation? 

There are some factors which affect the expe

riments. Firstly, it is difficult to conduct 

enough experiments in order to have valid 

data for the evaluation of the results, but 

we can reach a general result in this 

research. Ue did about thirty experiments, 

considering this is a private study. He hope 

to go further and to do more experiments on 

this subject. These results are not the gene

ral results, but only the results of the 

first phase of our private study. 
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Do you reeeromend using full scale modelsas a 

design aid? 

Not at. this moment. Probably we will be in a 

position to suggest this after we have con

ducted more experiments • 

Is it true that understanoing the mechanics 

of t;1e technique you are using is important 

to understand the message on a more realistic 

basis. It was mentioned that participants in 

your project were underprevileged people, I 

suppose, you expected these people to under

stand architectural drawings, in a very short 

time. Bow did you do it and what techniques 

did you use? I am very curieus to see some 

examples of your videotapes. Bow did you 

manage the speed of hand 1 ing these in forma

t ion? Television is a very slow medium from 

that point of view. Other speaker is using a 

very sophisticated technique, sophisticated 

in the sense that you need notions of linear 

prograrnming, not a common knowledge to ordi

nary people. I wonder if this technique is 

useful when the laymen participate in the 

design process. I think it is very difficult 

to interpret the results of this computer 

program in such a way that layman can under

stand it. 
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\le used 1 inear programming as a technique but 

that did not mean that it is the only tech

nique to be used in negotiations. we set up 

a methad based on this technique t.o use it in 

one way but also to make it possible for all 

the parties involved, to state and to specify 

their goals. \lhen you campare this technique 

with other methods, you will realise that our 

method is also a language to note all the 

objectives of the involved parties in the 

design process. But the difference between 

this language and ether languages, for ins

tanee grids, is that our technique is multi

di!nensional. Our technique offers more possi

bilities, while grids is a rigid, limited and 

simplistic technique, offering no flexibility 

for a creative design process. In our tech

nique, you can consider all the dimensions 

which are involved, while the grid is two or 

three dimensional. We set up a method, to go 

from the verbal expressionsof the partici

pants to a graphical model and then backwards 

from the model to verbal expressions. There

fore, participants can see consequences of 

their participation in the design process in 

both ways. This is handled by two computer 

programmes. By the first program and the 

final program, parties involved can check 

how far their objectives are realised. If 

they are net satisfied, then they can say we 

li'ke to have more houses or we like to have 



less costs, etc. Then they try, collec

tively, to find mutually acceptable margins. 

* I believe a mot1el must be of a sort that the 

laymen cao understand. I think the best way 

of communication with the layman, is to use 

full a scale model, because they use these 

models in their daily life and they know 

them. Even for me, as an expert, these sort 

of models with complicated numbers and prog

rammes are very difficult to understand. 

Therefore, I am only interestad in labora

tory work and the use of full scale models. 

Of course this in vol ves a lot of diffi

culties. >Ie have got some results from using 

this metbod and we find it a useful means for 

communicating with the Turkish people, who 

have educational and cultural problems. I 

think that is the best way for us and our 

society. 

* I think, academies underestimate capability 

of the general public, when they are werking 

with them. 

* llow is the relation between urban planning 

problems and urban design? In which way form 

is involved in a process like this? In a 

decision-making process, it is very impor

tant to show the people involved what the 

consequences are. It is possible to show 
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them the consaquences in terros of nuQbers, 

densities, casts, etc., and in terms of en

vironQental or physical consaquences. At 

least this was my experience in urban plan

ning, werking on, let's say on the level of 

the manucipality and certainly werking with 

housing corporations. Often in these situa

tions, you are tempted to find a motivation 

for decisions on a higher level by looking 

for the consequences on a lower leve 1. How do 

y~u tackle a problem like this? How integra

tion really is achieved, when you talk about 

a multi-dimensional plan? For integration, 

you have to reduce the problem one way or 

another in such a way that it can be solved. 

In t.he first part they attempted to solve the 

problem by drawing forms and to make a 

structure plan for the area. They made about 

five or six such plans. For each model they 

made a housing programme and a cost calcula

tion. It never ended in a satisfactory plan 

for a 11 the parties in vol ved. It took a lot 

of time. Then we started with an inventarisa

tion of all the objectives of the parties 

involved. \le made verbal notes of these ob

jectives and later on these data were trans

lated to mathemathical expressions. Few of 

these objectives were concerned with the 

farm, the available space and the density. 

People who were rnaking these objectives had 



their own images of density and farms. In 

this case study \ve did notworkout the lay

out of the area. Now we are busy with other 

case studies, a research to integrate numeri

cal and graphical processing of inforrnat.ion. 

At this moment, we are not far enough in our 

research to offer a definite method. Other 

techniques, have the problem of reducing the 

iaformation in order to reduce the cornplexi

ty. One of the advantages of using rnatherna

thical techniques is that they can cope with 

a lot of information, allowing an overview 

of all your infornation, stated in rnathema

tical expressions. So, it was not necessary, 

in our case-study, to reduce the information. 

In this case, even a few details could be 

elaborated. The advantage is that all the 

parties involved, can have at least the 

feeling that they can directly influence the 

constraints. 

* I am amazed that it is possible to solve the 

problems not by negotiation or bargaining but 

by mathematical calculations and computer 

programmes. How do you conduct this bar

gaining process? 

* First the planning team started with an in

ventarisation of all existing objectives. 

Then we wrote the first program, considering 

these objectives. People did not sit behind 
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a computer terminal, but the planning team 

came tagether every two weeks and we made 

different programmes for the lay-out of that 

area. That takes about, I think, some three 

ar four months. l.le made about 20 ar 25 diffe

rent cast calculations. The advantage of 

using computer was that people could promptly 

see changes in their own objectives or 

constraints, allowing other parties to cam

ment. The process does not go further than 

this. This is not only calculation, but a 

very quick way of negotiation. 

* Sa, by negotiation you maan, you are showing 

them the complete plan and every time you are 

bringj ng in more details when people change 

their mind ar have other options. Then you 

make a new plan. That is in fact, one of my 

problems. How do you make a new plan for 

every new chnage. As I see it, mostly in 

evaluation situations, all these options can 

contradiet each other. 

* As far as I can onderstand from the three 

lectures, two of the speakers advocate direct 

invalvament of the architect, in the social 

and psychological reality of the participa

tion proces s, wh i le the thi rd speaker works 

with some sophisticated rnethod, supporting 

the participation process. Do we need some 

kind of medium, in case the architect is not 
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directly involved in the participation pra

cess? Can we expect the traditional archi

tect, or any iirchitect, to get directly 

involved in the social and psychological rea

lity of participation? 

* ':'11ere will al\vays be a place for the archi

tect as we knew him, befare the conference 

started. There has to be a great change in 

the way architacts work, and the way they do 

begin to look for new avenues. New avenues 

can be in all sorts of different directions, 

but I don't understand what you do. Because 

it is fine if there is no architect. If you 

want to design museums, and to specialise in 

that, that is fine as well. But I think we 

sould realise the problem that the general 

public does not understand what architacts 

do. He are samebody apart, and it is very 

nuch an "us" and "them" situation. Anything 

trying to stop us from being some sart of 

funny creature with three legs, called an 

architect; is going to be good for the 

future. So we are goed enough to look for 

different roads. I don't knowhow it is in 

Holland, l:>ut in Britain the Royal Institute 

of Britisch architecte is cutting back on 

student numbers. oresumably because those who 

arA involved in the building and designing 

.i.t, are not getting enough money. !1y sugges

tion is, if the architacts begin to vmrk with 
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cormnunities, there is a need for more archi

tects. There is a noed for more architectural 

students, there is a need for a sort of 

architectural specialism. ~laybe the term 

architect needs to be redefined, a social 

enabler, a designer, an artist, or whatever 

you want. If we begin to take that sort of 

approach, I think, our design skills or ta

lents will be better spread amongst the popu

lation. 

There is always a need for people who are 

specialised. It is not necessary for every 

architect, or every person who is involved in 

architecture and urban planning as a profes

sional, to be familiar with the field, on the 

same level, knowing all aspects of the field. 

t-laybe you can make a di vision in three parts, 

the 'operational knowlegde' of how to make 

plans, the 'community knowlegde' of how plans 

can function and what the users' objectives 

and goals are, and the 'politica! knowledge', 

that is how can we, in a democratie society, 

exchange our resources and make collectiva 

decisions. My specialisation is on the opera

tiona l knowledge. How can I make a plan in a 

complex situation with a lot of parties in

vol ved? That is the work I am do ing. It is a 

pity that not everybody understands the work, 

but on the other hand, the specialiaation is 

a kind of solitude. 



* I would like to cornment on this idea of 

negotiations, and to suggest that there is a 

distinction between distributive negotia

tions, where you are dividing up the resour

ces to different functions, and some kind of 

integrative negotiations, where different 

partleipants are arriving at some form of 

decision, satisfying different qualitative 

values. Maybe, one Ylay of achieving this is 

through a CAP system, where you can have gra

phic~l manipulations as well as numerical 

evaluations. 
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SESSION: DESIGN PARTICIPA~ION TOOLS AND 

TECHNIQUES 

C!lAIR: 

!'!PEAKERS: 

Herman :Oempe lmans Plat 

Besge Botma 

Robert Aish 

Tom !1aver 

* \lhat I miss in the three contributions is a 

cleac concept, idea or philosophy. How does 

the urban situation fit into your dealing 

with the problem? 

* 

* 

You are quite right, the conteKt is missing. 

We are only taking small incremental steps 

and we just suddenly wish that overnight we 

are called to answer all the problems. He 

did nat deal with the context as a greatly 

significant factor. 

I do not think we have to interpret architec

tural plans in this way. It is just an ar

rangement of spaces and of course there is 

some logic in this arrangement of spaces. ! 

think users can very well think about how to 

arrange spaces, but there is also a logic in 

materia l. i'lhat we did not see is the logic in 

the material world. Goals, rules and noros 

have some arrangement is themse 1 ves and that 

is an interplay of measures between spaces 

and material, in fact forming harmony and 

skill. 1/e do nottalk about skills. \Ie talk 
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about levels, that is, in fact, more or less, 

the same aspects in the fields of const

ruction, physics, etc. I am tempted to think 

of Japanese architecture, where indeed dwel

lers have the possibility of deciding on 

design of their dwellings within a system. 

The important thing is that within the sys

tem, when the system is defined, on a given 

moment, just by the programmes and the hard

ware, the user can design with the system. 

That is just where the architect and the 

professiena 1 come in. He can de fine the sys

tem again when the context is changing and 

when new things are introduced. 

* I think it is wrong to think in terros of the 

lay-outs of the designs. They are, in fact, 

a specia 1 case and a kind of brief. It seems 

to be very difficult, within written pages, 

of architectural brief to express values, 

trade offs and the needs of a user group. 

Hov;ever, if you let the users to penetrate 

into r.he whole business of arrenging space, 

it seems to be possible for them to fully 

realise their needs and their values. In fact 

we, after this experimental work, introduced 

a student project. \Ie asked our studente to 

desi<Jn a school. During the first thr<'le weeks 

of the project, we had to work with a school

teacher. Then studente were asked to take 

that as the brief of the school and to begin 
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with designing it. In fact it was most inte

resting to see, how the students tackled 

this. Some used the exact words of the tea

cher on the paper, while better students 

looked for the relationships of functions, 

the needs and values. They could sensibly and 

appropriately incorporate these in their 

design solutions. Perhaps we are talking 

about a new kind of brief for architectural 

design. 

I think there is always something missing, 

whatever discussion we have. I wonder what is 

missing in these discussions. I have read in 

a book about Shakespeare that he was not on 

the side of any of his characters and that is 

his main charm. He is as much in love with 

the so-called fill-ins as with the so-called 

heroes. That quality is similar to your re

mark, that quality of interface is critical, 

whatever we mean by good quality. Ue will 

never be able to describe it, because if we 

did, it ceases to make life worth living. 

Then I•did not like your remark: that the 

quality of cultural and mutual elements are 

essential. I thought, well, wait a minute, 

these grey things are culturally mutual. They 

are a very strong culture, which is part of 

modernism in architecture. There is something 

good about moaernism, I am beginning to 

learn, although I hated it when I first got 
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to know it. I think, modernism has given us a 

great shock as we have realised that the 

function is not anything like the whole, but 

it is probably a new attraction. We have 

forgotten this in the modern time and the 

young people, who are not present in this 

meeting, should know that objects themselves 

are important in our world of sacred things. 

My system was only a demonstration, a kind 

of model which used computers and yet the 

fundamenta 1 idea is tha t us ing computers 

enabled different groups of architects, pro

fessionals and partleipants to be involved in 

the design process. That was not meant to be 

a definite statement that an intelligent 

modelliny system would be a grey box. It was 

just a first try, to see what can be done. 

Now the decorational or the architectural 

idioms, included in the style of the model, 

are something completely independent. I pre

tend this idea of the outcome, that you need 

to be able to communicate the functiona 1 

significanee of a whole rather than introd

ucing specific decorative features, related 

to particular kinds of wholes. Therefore, 

this is a cultural dimension to designing a 

user participation model. tt is with the aid 

of computer graphics that \ve can demonstrata 

and use our model. 



* 

* 

Design participation has got to benefit same

body and the participants are such a diverse 

group of people, that they do not represent a 

coherent market or a coherent producer of 

systems. 7herefore, we should collectively 

look for either a government agency or to 

samebody who can see some limited commercial 

return. \Je use these people as the building 

stones to achieve our goal and maybe it is 

the custom-tailored factories who provide us 

with our building stones. 

Your salution is only a possibility because 

we are still busy with designing tools for 

the design activity. 
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SESSION: DESIGN PARTICIPATJON TOOLS AND 

TECHNI(lllES 

CHAIR: Him Huisman 

SPEAKERS: Ben van Dijk 

* 

Albert 'fhijssen 

Jl.ge van Randen 

In order to nanipulate all those complicated 

issues anà still go on talking, I would like 

to encourage the audience to put a lot of 

questions to the authors. Also, 1 would like 

to ask you to state your name and afiliation 

very clearly because we want to include the 

uiscussion panels in the Volume III of the 

proceedings which will be publishad after the 

conference. 

[ Indeed it is a pity that this statement was made 

in every session and received hardly any atten

tion. Editor] 

* First of all I have to explain why we have 

chosen for steel and not any other raaterial. 

We can see a lot of high-rise buildings, 

constructed with steel. I do not believe this 

can reduce the costs. So, if we want to build 

houses in another way, we have to develop and 

promote other materials. Ue discuseed this 

possibility in the design group. Later, a 

member of another group, a ei v i 1 eng i neer, 
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joined us. He asked ourselveG why should we 

try to use steel in a housing project? It 

must be possible to usc steel and indecd it 

may offer some interesting possibilities. 

Therefore, we considered the potantials of 

building elements with steel, the capability 

of lower cost of the material, etc. He com

pared these elements with other building 

elements and materials. 4e tried to solve 

these problems togethe~, on one hand using 

steel as a material and on the other hand 

trying to deal with the question of approp

riate dimensions and to solve arising prob

lems arising from aclopting this philosophy. 

You talked about custom-tailored housing. 

Then you gave a rather sad example of a 

family splitting up and their need for a 

double household. How do you want to do 

sarnething for that example? If the family 

s"'lits up and they are used toa to live in 

a certain type of house, then it is not 

possible to use the same house with different 

sub-divisions. It simply cannot be changed. 

The first important thing to realise is 

that, in life, these things can happen. You 

can live in a house which fits perfectly to 

your requirements and you must then move to 

dnother house that is not too expensive. 

After one of the partners is moved out, what 



can we do to the old house for the family, 

now occupied by one of them. Nothing can be 

done to that house. '\feither any romas can be 

added nor any rooms can be reduced. Also, it 

would be very difficult, if not impossible, 

to change the size of the house or its rooms. 

That is something important about that house. 

Evidently, the problem is how to deal with 

this new situation. I tried to make it clear 

that this is nota very small problem but it 

is, in my opinion, a huge one. At least in 

Holland, we can find so many examples of 

housing with the influence of personal prob

lems. One solution will be tosetanorm for 

certain square meters required per persen and 

the possibility of changing the infill, but 

that is not the real answer. so, we must look 

for ether possibilities. I don't claim that I 

have found the salution for this problem. 

':!:'here are certainly many ether solutions. "11e 

have to do sernething about the flexibility of 

the construction for changing design of 

spaces when requirements change, without a 

need for compromise, such as narrower rooms 

or inadequate functional spaces. In my 

example, we were more or less able to extend 

the house or rnaking it smaller. That is, in 

view, the beauty of this system, werking in 

both di l::'ections. 
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* There have been less than ten projects of 

flexible housing in the Netherlands in the 

last ten years, the oldest one being less 

thanseven years. Only a very smn.ll propar

tion of the Dutch architacts advocate the 

philosophy of "Open Ruildings". There have 

been very little changes of accupants in 

these projects. Ue really do not know the 

consequences of changing of design for the 

new occupant, but we know that such possibi-

1 i_tiP.R exiRt. 

* one of the main difficulties architacts have 

to face is wor~ing with an existing system 

such n.s subsidy system, building regulations 

and so on. Usually it is very difficult to 

avoid these. \le may, on certain points, find 

eertaio break throughs. PrerequiRit•:: condi

tion to this is making a consequent system 

af co-ordinati.ng rules. In this respect, 
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chan~ing building regulations is a neces 

sity. So;.1e people claitned we vJould nev•::r bc 

n.ble to succeed in that, but we did succeed. 

It took us less than three years. ;t became a 

great surprise for many people. At present, 

subsiJy system is under the attack for dif

ferent reasons. There is no langer enough 

money ta do it in the way we have done it in 

the past. \1"' have tried to <Jet the subsi<ly 

for the support anu not the infill, meanin9 

that pebple are free to make a house .'l.s they 
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PARTICIPATION vs PARTICIPATION 

This epilogue contains a loose chain of my 

thoughts ( borrowing this term from Chris 

Jones}, my reflections on the organisation of 

DPC'85, hopefully useful in the organisation 

of other DPC conferences as well as in making 

the history of DPC'85 more comprehensible. 

I have been active in the conceptualisation 

and idealisation of the theme of participa

tion, as well as connected research and ac

tual design projects, since 1968, when the 

idea started to ripen. It was a great delight 

for me to rece i ve word of the t1anchester Con

ference in 1971, although, not being able to 

attend it, I only read its well-edited procee

dings by Nigel Cross (1}. It was not until 

1<!72, when I started out with ray first experi

ments with design participation for designing 

small single-family houses, that I faced the 

real practical problems in this field. 

Getting to grasp the problem and eventually 

being able to work with (a small proportion 

of} it took a few more years. From 1973 to 

1977, with my colleagues and very good friends 
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or.ir. Ali Amir Rahimi and ir. Kourosh Iran 

Bodi, we managed to realise a number of rela

tively successful design participation pro

jects, getting a bit more insight into the 

problem. !n 1976-77, while werking with Per

kins and Will Partnership in Teheran, I began 

to experiment with the participation of a 

larger number of users in the process of de

sign, despita all difficulties involved when 

werking for firms engaged in commercial design 

activities. At this point, my attention was 

drawn to a number of significant factors 

influencing the process of design partleipa

tien while unrelated to the design activity, 

a.o. political and social factors. 

During 1978-81, I carried out research work at 

th~ department of Design Research in Londen 

under supervision of professor Archer, profes

sor Purcell, Dr. Oppenheim, Dr. Gibson, pro

fessor Frayling, Dr. Nelson and my very lear

ned friend Ronaldo Ramirez. The title of this 

research project was "The Role of Politics and 

Participation in Designing the Built Envi

ronment n .. 
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Reflections on the organisation of DPC'85 

Since then, I have tried not to deviate from 

the issue of participation to the best of my 

effort, though the routine work of the uni ver

sity sametimes demands werking on other design 

issues, which, though interesting in them

selves, are notcompatible with my passion for 

de facto design participation. 

Therefore, thanks to the Eindhoven Univarsity 

of Technology and the Dutch r1inistry of Econo

mie Affairs, I managed to stamp DPC'85 out of 

the ground. My approaches to the organisatio

nal matters of this conference was also guided 

by the principles of participation and it was 

interesting to find out how similar participa

tion problems are, regardless of the field. 

Hainly, I can refer to problems arising from 

collectiva decision-making processes. So, I 

agrde with some of arguments that, unless an 

efficient decision methad is found, participa

tion is more time-consuming. This can be, in 

taany instances, quite a frustrating expe

rience. Therefore, it was not a surprise to me 

that even a simple matter of preparing the 

ca 1 l for Papers could take as long as 1 o 

months (September 1~83 to June )q84). 
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The most difficult problem I encountered was 

how to minimise the time of the meetings of 

the Organising Cornrnittee. In fact, with the 

notable exception of John Carp whose comments 

and suggestions were invariably concise and 

constructive, we had to discuss and re-discuss 

literally everything, to the minutest details 

for considerable lengtbs of time. This will 

take an even longer time, when laypersons 

participate in the housing design process. 

Accepting this as a fact of life one wonders 

how to cope with it, when soma pressing issues 

loom ahead, such as deadlines for subrnitting 

papers, sufficient time for authors to compose 

their contributions, boeking conference 

venues, publication of the book, publicity 

matters, etc. 

This is in no way a criticism of my colleagues 

of the orgaising cornrnittee. They ware all 

sincerely cornmitted to their functions and I 

derived a graat pleasure from working with 

them. The point is that when we, as profes

siena ls, cou ld run into such graat problems, 

what can we expect frorn laypersons? 

I nust admit that the period of time reserved 

for: the abstracts was too long, whereas 

authors ware pressed for preparing the full 
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text of their papers in an exceedingly short 

time. ':'his, and also the instructions for the 

preparatien of camera-ready copies, annoyed 

so~e of the authors, but the relative success 

of the conference compensated for their irri

tation. I write this also as an apology, but I 

really had no other choice, being pressed by 

,so many things, e.g. the bureaucracy of the 

university with respect to the reservation of 

the conference venues, secreterial work and 

publication of books (one month was needed for 

th·.~ lay-out and nine weeks wentinto the prin

ting of the books!). 

The conference as such turned out to be better 

than I expected. Same found the time-schedule 

too tight, with inadequate time for presenta

tions (twenty minutesper speaker). Parallel 

sessions proved unacceptable for some of the 

delegates, whereas others, myself included, 

experienced this as offering more freedom of 

choice. To my disappointment, panel dis

cussions did not work out as I had hoped. 

Repeatedly, these sessions became a trial of 

one of the speakers, instead of creating a 

farm o~ active participation on the part of 

the audience, discussing matters amongst 

themselves. This, however, was compensated to 

some extent by Chris Jones, offering his 
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surprise version of an alternative, and parti

cipatory, plenary panel discussion. Also, the 

response to the workshops was less significant 

than anticipated. Very few atteniied the really 

excellent workshop of Tony Cibson's, and no

one attended the second workshop which had to 

be cancelled, despite so much preparatory work 

of Paul Dinjens and Albert Thijssen. This 

workshop could have been very interesting for 

those in search of practical design participa

tion methods. The Design Participation 

Cxcursion, organised by the SAR, received a 

modest response. 

"laturally, during and after the conference ! 

received compliments and cornplaints. I was 

flatterecl by the compliments and felt embar

rassecl by both just and unjust complaints. 

Sorne of the authors felt their artiele was not 

presented in the appropriate se ss ion, a .o. 

professor Haterhouse. In some cases, I harl to 

agree with thern post factum, rearling their 

full paper, arriving after the conference. 

Judging from the abstracts, however, our 

choice of the papers for the sessions still 

seerned justified. Therefore, I found critisms 

by these authors unjust. If they would have 

had cared enough to submit their papers in 

advance, allowing us to learn about their 
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subject in more detail, then we could have 

included their papers in the appropriate con

text. ~is experience has prompted me to elect 

totally different selection procedures for 

DPC'87, to be explained further on in this 

epilogue. 

The greatest embarrassment to the organising 

committee was caused by the legendary Christo

pher Alexander, who, just one day befare the 

opening of the conference, cancelled his lec

ture by sending a telegram, ~espite all hls 

bargaining discusslons with us, our I:tany tele

phone conversations and his many conditions 

(actually he was the only invited speaker to 

put fonvar~ conditlans rather than responding 

to our conditions). Thanks to Kiehard Foquè, 

we could fill in the gap within short notice. 

He delivered an outstanding lecture on the 

Pattern Language, which was well-received by 

the eon ference de 1 e9a tes. 

The nûmber of the attending conference dele

gates was twice as lar9e than our projections. 

To my surprise, the majority of delegates was 

from other countries than the Netherlands. 

Perhaps this harl to do with our poorly managed 

publi.city poli.cy in Holland. I hope this mat

ter wi ll be dealt wi th adequate ly for T1PC'f17. 
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At the end of DPC'R5, I requested the dele

gates to send me their comments and augges

tions as well as their thoughts about the 

conference. Unfortunately, Talmost no positive 

response came out of this. Apart from a few 

who did respond, I still wait for the majority 

of the others to contact rne. 

Albert Thijssen, with his customary sense of 

humeur, proposed that for a real participation 

conference, especia lly because of DPC'A7 dea

ling ~lith issues of housing anrl homelessness, 

we should hold the conference on á camping 

site. He argues that people discussing such 

issues will have a better feeling of home

lessness by sleeping in tents. For the com

munal gatherings of such conference he pro

posed to rent a circus tent. I agree with him 

that a round asAembly will allow no special 

position of audience and speakers. Speakers 

will, in this case, daliver their presenta

tions from wherever they are sitting amongst 

the audience. An excellent thought, but not 

practical for the time being. ?erhaps if an 

opportunity arises, we can make such an effort 

in the futura. 

Same of the delegates claimed that they left 

the conference no wiser than at the time of 
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their arrival. I really cannot and should not 

judge this. I leave it as it stands, but I 

hope this situation can gradually imprave in 

future conferences on design participation. An 

important aspect of participation, as expres

sed by many of the conference delegates, is 

that to learn participation one bas to parti

cipate. 
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In the meantime, I have, together with Ben van 

D~jk and '!'hijs Bax, established s.o.o.N., the 

Netherlands' Foundation for Design Research, 

in September 198'\. Activities of s.o.o.N. will 

be carried out by various \lorking Groups, ene 

of which is the Conference Organisation >lor

king Group, founded by Ben van Dijk, Marc 

Monroy and myself. The group will strive te 

establish a tradition of organising an Inter

national Design Participation Conference every 

two years, bopefully with off-shoots of para

lell design participation conferences in ether 

fields of design, such as industrial design. 

As our first activity, we made a start with 

the organisation of the International Design 

Participation Conference (DPC'87) in November 

1985. The theme of this conference is Housb~9 

and Participation. DPC'87 co-incides with the 

United N·ations Year of HABITAT (International 

Year of Shelter for the Ho!'\eless, IYSH-1987). 

A Call for Papers for OPC'G7 is included at 

the end of this epilogue. Please note the 

address of DPC'8-7 at the end of this epilogue. 

9PC'85 received more than 200 abstracts, 112 

of which were accepted following the first 
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review round. The conference could only aceo

madate the presentation of 48 papers. Unfor

tunately, we had to make a second selection, 

in the process rejecting a great many excel

lent papers. For DPC'~7. we will try to avoid 

such a situation. It has been decided that 

all accepted papers will be published in the 

proceedings, though a random selection of 

papers will be provided with an opportunity 

for oral presentation. 

Authors are requested to submit the full text 

of their papers to allow a fair review of the 

contents, based on the papers' merit. As it 

had been expected, in the case of DPC'85 some 

very good abstracts turned out to be bad pa

pers. Also, delays caused by late submission 

of papers can be avoided if the full text of 

papers reaches the DPC'87 in time for a fair 

review procedure. 

DPC'85 did not allow for descriptions of de

sign participation projects, owing to its 

being solely concerned with the role of the 

merobers of the Design Coalition Team. In 

DPC'87, both research and design participation 

projects will be given an equal opportunity. 

Hopefully, this will help to bridge the gap 

between academies and professionals as well as 
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allowing a nore realistic insight into design 

participation issues. 

This time, authors are given more time to 

prepare their papers and the editors of the 

proceedings will have a better opportunity to 

po!is~ the papers, naturally with the consent 

of respective authors. This, we hope, will 

result in a better, more readable book, which 

could be a good raferenee manual for those 

unable to attend the conference in person. 

To introduce an extra participatory dimension 

to the organisation of DPC'q?, we hope that 

all those interestad will contact the organi

sing committee, offering their comments, 

suggestions and any possible i'issistance, one 

aspect of which would be as much publicity 

for the DPC'87 as possible, eneauraging sub

mission of more quality papers and attendance 

of •nore delegates at the conference. At pre

sent, DPC'R7 ha.s no subsidies and must be 

regarded as self-financing. He would be grate

ful if those interestad in DPC'87 could assist 

the conference in receiving subsidy grants. 1 

am looking forward to hea•ing from academies, 

professionals and comr.~unity groups alike. 
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l4y final request relates to the publication of 

an international journal on "PARTICIPATION 

STUDIES". 11e have to conduct a market research 

to satisfy a prospective publisher. lle would 

very much welcome your supporting letters, 

concerning the demand for such a journ~l in 

your country, preferably tagether with some 

statistles on the number of prospective rea

ders, i.e. t~e number of academies, professio

nals, government agencies, institutions and 

corm~uni ty groups 1 iable to read such a publ i

cation. ile believe this journal could become 

a stable communication platform for all those 

involved or interested in participation in 

the braadest context. 

I look forward to meeting you in Amsterdam, 

while attending DPC'!Cl7, 

Reza Beheshti 

CONTACT ADDRESS: 

International Design Participation Conference 

cfo· S.Q.O.N., Nassaulaan 2a, 2628 Gfl Delft, 

p.o. Box 616, 2600 AP Delft, the Netherlands. 

'i'elephone: (Ol'i) 62.03.62 
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Following are reports, comnents and sugges

tions received from some of the conference 

delegates. 
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COI1MENTS ON DPC'85 

In terms of theory, the most inspirational 

papers were those that presented a clear meta

phare or idea of how progress might occur in 

the area of design participation. Bibino's 

paper on the design participation meeting, 

':'urner's paper on housing, and Happold's 

overview of his own ~mrks all can be included 

in this group. 

!labraken's paper stood out among all of those 

though in the way it brought a clarifying 

insight to the subject of how and why the 

architect can participate in the rnaking of 

shelter. Ris statement that architacts are 

still trying to find the proper way to parti

cioate, and his search for a new professional 

model allow us to intelligently question the 

knee-jerk procedures we perforra, (and the 

knee-;jerk context in which we participate!). 

One aspect of design participation that was 

all too little mentioned was the interaction 

between architacts themselves. It is not 

enough to simply name tlle memhers of the 

Design Coalition Team without going deeper and 

trying to discover tbe various elements of 

each "actor" interact among themselves. It 

would be interesting and certainly fruitful if 

research could help architscts find better 
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methods of communication within their own 

office. It is about time that architacts 

started to break down the unnecessary barriers 

of hierarchy and conservatism that still rule 

most architectural firms. 

All in all, it was a thought provoking 

conference, and I wish all the best to the 

planners of the next design participation 

conference. 

David N. Benjamin 
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Conference Report 

Design participation is a well-known concept 

in the Department of Architecture at tne 

Bindhoven Univarsity ·of Technology. As the 

Department was founded in its early days by 

John Habraken, the founder of SAR, hardly 

anything else could be expected. Participation 

was directly connected to two other items, 

namely hou,:;ing and its user, It offered a 

salution for the seerningly unsolvable post-war 

hou.,ing problem, 

The effort of the technicians, producing 

gigantic quantities of unsatisfying, standar

dised acco~nodations was opposed by a sociolo

gical and political approach, bringing the 

vital. user back into the process of design and 

production. 

Tha two items, housing and the user, can be 

regarded as typical for a period of two de

cades: the sixties and the seventies. The 

enormous housing shortage, solved as if it was 

only a technica 1 problem, pushed the l,lSer 

into, as Bahraken mentioned in "3 R's for 

Rousing", the seventh relationship between a 

nan and his house, the non-relationship. Brio

ging him back into the field where the deci

sions were made, was a logical correction to 

an out of balance situation. 
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The renewed interest for tlle role of the user 

not only changed the view on housing, but was 

the start of a complete different look on 

design in general. Design was considered as a 

process of decisions, in which many parties 

we re in vol ved. The process took into account 

the element of change, in the design stage and 

during the life-time of the building. Uhile 

many conferences took place in several count

ries, discussing the role of the user, the 

theories on the design process itself were 

further developed. It becarne more and more 

clear that participation in that process was 

not restricted to the user. Every party, who 

played a role in the life-time of a building

starting wi th the first conceptua 1 ideas and 

ending with the demolition- had to be taken 

into consideration. Every party must have the 

opportunity to optimise its part to the bene

fit of the other ones involved. 

Thus came the idea of The Design Participation 

Conference (DPC '85). 'I'he conference \vas pro

poeed by Reza Beheshti and organised by the 

Design Methods Group (GOM) of the nepartment 

of Architecture. This group inheretid the user 

participation ideas from the SAR and did a lot 

of research on the design process, resulting 

in several theses. 

At the conference, the participating groups in 
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the design process were invited to tell each 

other the conditions for their optimal co

operation. The invited speakers were regarded 

as representati ves of the merobers of the 

"Design Coa 1 ition Team", defined by Behesht i 

as ... "all those who are involved in or affec

ted by the process of desiqning the bui 1 t 

enviromnent" (Volume l of this ProceeQ.ings). 

The merobers were divided in the following main 

groups: 

1. architecte, dealing with design issues 

2. consultants, dealing with technical 

issues 

3. building industry, dealing with techni

cal issues 

4. clients, dealing with user issues 

5. building management, dealing with policy 

and economie issues. 

Apart from invited speakers, talking in the 

plenary sessions on behalf of the mentioned 

groups, on the first and third day, there were 

many authors who presented their paper in 

parallel sessions, on the second day of the 

conference. The separation in time and even 

place (the audience moved from the main lec

ture hall, at plenary sessions, to small lec

ture rooms, at the parallel sessions) was 

typical for the position that the conference 
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took, in relation to previous ones and confe

rences to come. 

The amount of papers, received for the middle 

part, on the topic "user participation" out

nurobered the other fields of interest. So, the 

parallel sessions showed a more direct link 

with the conferences, where the user and the 

necessary design tools were considered. The 

plenary sessions, however, more strictly were 

tied up to the main theme, opening doors to 

the future conferences. The merobers of the 

several disciplines in the design process, 

looking for their position in relation to the 

other ones involved, made it clear, that the 

discusslons have just started. 

The total input of the conference, brought in 

by several authors and the audience, in many 

discusslons that took place, resulted in a 

positive answer to the question Bax put for

ward in his concluding lecture: "Is participa

tion in design possible?" This answer could be 

possitive, based on the contributions of the 

conference delegates, under the condition of 

" ... a close collaboration between all the 

parties involved, in both academie and profes

sional fields". 

p.J .H. Pinjens 
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SESSION THREE: DESIGN PARTICIPATION TOOLS & TECHNIQUES 
Concluding remarks by Richard Foqué, Chairman of the Session 

Papers pre&ented by (*): 

H.P. Froyen: A(nyl Pattern Language as a basic Tool in 
Participation Processes. 

M.F.Th. Bax: The Design of a Generic Grid as a Tool for 
Participation. 

Both Froyen and Bax elaborated on a well-known theoretica! 
concept, using a personnal case-study, to illustrate the practical 
value of the theory-underlying method and technique. 
Froyen discussed Alexander's Pattern Language by research on the 
flemish farm-house as a basic architectural typology, which is 
still present in everyday country-side-architecture. 
Bax used the concept of the generic grid, the original SAR concept 
which Bax further developped on the level of town planning, to 
evaluate an interventionplan for Macao. 

Both the concepts of the Pattern Language and the Generic Grid 
imply the existence of a build-in structure in the physical -and 
human environment, and both use from that point of view a streng 
systems approach. 
What is important is to find the structural laws, which govern the 
physical world, the mechanisms behind, in order to understand and 
unveal the complexity of the 'to-be-designed-environment'. 
This paradigm implies the belief in the fact that the environment 
has such structural characteristics at all, that we are here and 
the system is there, outside ourselves, sernething which can be 
analysed and modified according to the roodels we have in our mind. 
It does not take into account that the architect is not an 
outsider but part of that same system. It does not take into 
account that maybe he is imposing his particular and very 
individual structure or pattern on that environment, determined as 
he is by the syntactic structure of the techniques he is using. 
This consideration brings the discussion on the Pattern Language 
and on the Generic Grid Method as tools for participation on the 
level of methodology. It may involve more research on the problems 
of the relations between design-methods and design end-products 
generated by these tools. The question here is how the tools and 
techniques do determine the outcome of the design process. 

The discussion among the participants of the session, although on 
a very practical level, attacked these very fundamental 
methodological questions. 

(*) Prof. J.V. Finrow was not attending the conference. His paper 
'The Pattern Language: Participation based on Knowledge' is 
published in the Proceedings Vol. 2, page 4. 
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Maaskant stated the problem of the planning constraints using a 
generic grid and Van Loon would know how you can deal with 
conflicts between parties, when you impose such a grid as a 
a-priori design concept, which in it~elf cannot be questionned. 
Swinkels wondered if it would be possible to derive a new 
structure from the analysis of an old one: 'Can we derive new 
forma using the pattern language to analyse existing 
architecture?' 
Froyen replied that any pattern language needs 'empirical' 
information. As an example he argued that we cannot design a 
settlement on the moon using the pattern concept unless we have 
empirical information on how to huilt on the moon. 

All three papers, including Finrow's paper which can be read in 
the proceedings, show the close and tied relationship between 
medium and message in the design participation process, as I 
explained in my own contribution to the conference. 
All phenomena and all information has to he cut into models, which 
fit the methods used. This will always imply a reduction of 
experience and life-factual evidence into forma and models which 
can be described by the structure of the method, both on the 
syntactic as on the semantic level. 
The ultimate aim at least should always he to find a solution, 
which is understood by all partleipants as the only possihle one 
within the given context. 



A VIE'I·I ON PARTICIPATION 

Participation is one of those words that have 

been invented to denote an extinct practise. 

Like democracy, for instance. The Greeks 

invented it when highly authoritarian and 

h ierarchizet1 socia 1 structure was we ll estab

lished and the co-existence of the pre-class 

societies, based upon horizontal relations, 

hau been distant and almest forgotten. 

The history of this civilisation could be 

looked upon as a process of taking the control 

of the vital hurnan activities, like health, 

food and shelter, away from the people into 

the hands of institutions. Things people used 

to provide by themselves, naturally. Today we 

have reached to have HcDona lds, hi-tech-cont

rolled births and the housing problem. To have 

one's life in one's own hand - that has been 

lost. In the consumer society one does not 

arrange one's shelter by oneself any more. 

Therefore, the architacts came up with the 

'word' to denote what has been lost: 

.e.~~!~!!· And they have not done it primarily 

because they have become aware of the aliena

tion of the layman - the user, but also be

causa it has become intolerably complicated to 

handle the housing problems, and the proud of 

triumphs has been almest completely overtaken 

by the ~~BP~!!~!~!!!~l for failures. So they 
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have become eager to get rid of the respoosi

bility. And therefore tlley started telling the 

user: Come on, participate!. .• 

The people of the so-called 'Third World' 

(whicll to me sounds like the third-rate

world), cannot understand what is it all 

about. They have been doing it all the time -

not taking part, but living it. Hhat is more, 

when they hear these calls for participation, 

they suspect that they are being prevented 

fro1n reaching the dream-life of the brilliant 

\lest, that is otherwise so much praised an<i 

advertised. 

The users of the so-called de~eloped wor.!_~, on 

the ether hand, having been deprived for too 

long of doing it, are not capable any more. 

But, there is the papa-arebi tect to teach the1n 

how to participate. Thus, 'papa-architect' 

keeps the power and gets rid of the responsi

bility. 

Th ere is st i 11 a long way to go! ..• 

Jovan Ristiq architect 
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Same more final remarks on the D.P.C. 

First of all I would like to give rny congratulations 

to the colleagues and organisers of this very success

ful meeting. 

According to the invitation to react also in a con

structive critical way, I kindly may suggest to take 

some different points, which I briefly will mention in 

consideration perhaps for future activities, meetings, 

researches, etc. 

1. In various disciplines we discovered already that 

lots of so-called male and female aspects on diffe

rent levels determine - sametimes out of balance -

our life. 

It is obvious that this congress was an example there

fore, because there was no direct contribution on eman

cipatory participation neither by a gentleman nor a 

lady, neither in the papers nor in the poster shown, 

neither in the program items nor in the final discus

sion. In a country as The Netherlands with several 

interesting attempts on this subject like p.e. at our 

own university nvrouwen en gebouwde omgevingu - or 

the - "Vrouwenadviesraad voor de gebouwde omgeving" -

on a public level it would be advisable to add this 

problem to "design-participation". 

2. I observed the congress from the beginning until the 

end as careful as possible. One of the criteria (m.ore) 

to listen to the contributions was that of an effective 

methad of practical information, communication and par

ticipation. After so many years (and decades) of even 

observing practical life in architectural design, 

research and realisation I hardly could find a· systemat

ical and methodical way of werking tagether on a high 

professional level with the integration of the demands of 

the laymen of course. 
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My own contribution (volume I, page 272 ar Newsletter 

page 12) discussed just this problem. I propagated a 

transformed-expanded-developed team-work-method, first 

already introduced by Konrad Wachsmann and Walter Gropius, 

I would like to address the suggestions to all conference 

members to try to apply this methad (after a lot of very 

hopeful experiences) in all participatory processes. 

There is the chance to use this methad as an expansive 

way to communicate and to integrate from the very begin

ning, creativity-stimulating until the end of a building 

process (including recycling). 

3. I was wondering to realize a few sametimes smoking people 

in the conference rooms, wherein smoking was prohibited. 

It seemed even not quite adequate to an idea of particip

ation. 

4. In these three days a growing number·of participants made 

use of the alternative cantine (you can be proud you have 

it - say guests very aften) in our university. For some 

guests it had been helpful to inform them on this oppor

tunity already at the beginning of the gathering. 

I am very honoured that I might join in this participation 

event of 1985 in Eindhoven, especially I would like to under

line Habrakens camparisen of a designer with a gardener and 

his elementary observations, Gibsons realistic view on 

influences in participation, Happolds equilibrium of Art, 

Science and Technology, Bax's total picture including the 

ecological (!) problems and the attentionfora holistic (!) 

participation and Brabergs biologica! approach, with his 

contribution, I hope that my work can also be understood 

better by his speech. 

Finally I hope for more camman work or participation in our 

univarsity as well as in the "family of designers, builders 

and users". Thanks to all participants. 

Peter Schmid 
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S.O.O.N: The Netherlands' Foundation for Desi211 Research 

The idea of a Design Research Society in the Netherlands was conceived in the summer of 
1983 by the author and ir. Ben van Dijk. The goal of the Dutch DRS was to be comparable to 
other similar organisations of long standing, such as DRS in the UK and DMG in the USA. It 
took almost two years of planning before we could formally register SOON, in September 
1985, as the Netherlands' Foundation for Design Research. At this time, professor Bax from 
Eindhoven University of Technology joined us as one of the founding memhers of SOON. 
The decision to choose alegal form of SOON derived from two important issues: 

1. A foundation is a suitable Ie gal form in the Netherlands. 

2. A foundation, due to its legal form and structure, does not allow a take-over of 
SOON by a small group, who may in the future deviate from SOON's goals 
and objectives. In Artiele 15 of the Constitution of SOON, the wish of the 
founding memhers is clearly stated that, in the future, SOON and all its assets 
should be transferred to the Dutch Government upon decision of the founding 
memhers or the Board of SOON at that time. 

The goals and objectives of SOON are to initiate activities with regard to the promotion of 
design by research andlor practice in the Netherlands. This applies to all fields of design and 
creative activities. Activities of SOON will be carried out by its Working Groups. 

A Working Group of SOON can start with a minimum of three persons. The first Working 
Group formed in any field of design will co-ordinate activities of similar Working Groups in 
the Netherlands, named Sub-working Groups. A Working Group can only cover a small 
district such as a city. Practical possibilities are the basis of the definition of a district, as the 
group must meet regularly for their activities. Working Groups of SOON are almost 
independent. They should organise their activities according to decisions of their members. 
Nevertheless, they are bound by the Constitution and Working Charter of SOON and any future 
resolutions which may come to effect from time to time. 

Once a Working Group is founded, it cannot be disolved or transferred to any third parties. 
The chairperson of each Working Group will be a member ofthe Council of SOON and will 
be the contact person of the Working Group. Once the Working Group is accepted by SOON, 
its founding memhers have to formulate policies, goals and procedures ofthe Working Group. 
Their decisions should not contradiet the Constitution and Working Charter of SOON. Also, 
the Board of SOON has the right to exert influence on decisions not compatible with the 
general policies of SOON. 

In effect the Working Group will organise its activities independently according to needs 
andlor expectations of its members. They have to submit reports of their activities to SOON 
regularly. These reports and any other documents produced by the Working Group will be 
kept in the archives of SOON. At present, SOON is trying to raise funds for the pubHeation of 
a N ewsletter for SOON, which, a.o., will publish reports of acti vities of Working Groups . It 
will be publisbed in both English and Dutch to be a communication channel between memhers 
of SOON as well as between SOON and similar organisations abroad. 

Working Groups are not permitted toengage thernselves in commercial activities on behalf of 
SOON or the Working Group itself. Any income of the Working Group as aresult of their 
activities, e.g. subsidies, donations, etc., will be considered income of SOON. Nevertheless, 
a Working Group can deelare approved costs of the Workibg Group up to 80% of income of 
the W orking Group. Only costs directly necessary for the acti vities of the Working Group can 
be declared. No salaries, rewards, travelling costs, etc., can be paid to memhers of a Working 
Group. 
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A W orking Group can, apart from its activities, initiate activities in collaboration with other 
institutions. At present, the following Working Groups are formed: 

1. FUND RAISING 
2. THE NETHERLANDS DESIGN COUNCIL 
3. THE NETIIERLANDS DESIGN CENTRE 
4. INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ADV ANCED STUDIES IN DESIGN 
5. DESIGN EXIDBmONS 
6. DESIGN AWARDS 
7. THE NETHERLANDS DESIGN INFORMATION CENTRE 
8. CONFERENCE ORGANISATION 
9. DESIGN PERIODICALS 

10. DESIGNPUBLICATIONS 
11. DESIGN RESEARCH 
12. INTERNATIONALCONTACTS 

Currently the Conference Organisation Working Group is organlSlng a seminar for Dutch 
contractors as a follow-up of the International design participation Conference-DPC'85 to 
discuss participation possibilities of contractors within the design coalition team. A1so, the 
Working Group has been active, since November 1985, in the organisation of the 
Interoational Design Participation Conference- DPC'87. The theme of this conference will be 
HOUSING AND PARTICIPATION and co-incides with the United Nations' Y ear of Habitat 
(International Y ear of Shelter for the Homeless, IYSH-1987). We will soon announce a eaU 
for papers. In the meantime, the organising committee welcomes any comments and 
suggestions. It is decided that, for DPC'87, authors should submit their full paper 
(camera-ready copy will not be necessary). Dead-line to receive papers will be February 21st, 
1987. The address of the conference is identical to the SOON address. We hope international 
institutions, design rrrms and individuals willassist DPC'87 by donations. The bank account 
number of SOON is 51.88.99.462 with ABN Bank in Delft, the Netherlands. The Post 
Bank account number of SOON is 4643376. Soon we will report on details of DPC"87. A 
lecture series on 'design research' and other lecture series are in the prepatory stages. 

The Periadieals Working group is, at present, busy with organising activities for the 
publication of the Newsletter of SOON, such as fundraising and editorlal issues. 

Merobers of the Working Group must be on the list of donators of SOON. At present a 
minimum donation of sixty guilders per year for individuals is required for joining SOON. 
The amount of the inimum annual donation of institutions and design frrms will be decided by 
the Board. As it is the policy of the foundation to remain independent, it is hoped that all those 
who join SOON will help the foundation in raising funds, thus inevitably increasing its 
chances for the realisation of its goals and objectives. 

The Council of SOON co-ordinates the activities of SOON at nationallevel and advises the 
Board. The Council has no decision-making rights. The chairperson of the Council will be the 
President of SOON. He will be appointed by the Board of SOON for a period of two years. 
Memhership of the Council will be for two years. It is decided that no merober can serve in the 
Council for two consecutive terms. The first Council however, which is not formed yet, wil! 
be installed for a period of three years. After two years half of the Council memhers will be 
rep1aced by new members. Hereafter, every year half of the Council memhers will be rep1aced. 
This willensure the continuity of the Council's policies. We hope this policy can make 
merobership of the Council1ess attractive for those who collect titles of merobership of clubs 
and, in effect, are less active. We would 1ike to see active peop1e in the Council. We look for 
those who are not only interested in SOON and its activities, but can also offersome strong 
commitrnent and do some voluntary work for SOON. 
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---------

The Board of SOON welcomes any suggestions andlor comments related to any issues 
regarding SOON and its activities. Also, the International Contacts Working Group would like 
to establish regular contacts with similar organisations abroad as well as institutions, design 
firrns and individuals whoare active in allfieldsof design in other countries. 

Dr. Reza Beheshti 
Chairrnan of the Board 

Contact address: 

S.O.O.N: The Netherlands' Foundation for Design Research 
Nassaulaan 2A, 2628 GH Delft 
P.O. Box 616, 2600 AP Delft, The Netherlands. 
Telephone: 015-62.03.62 
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CALL FOR PAPERS 
The International Design Participation Conference is organising its next event 
in 1987 to co-incide with the United Nations' Year of Habitat (International 
Year of Shelter for the Homeless, IYSH-1987). The theme of this conference 
will be HOUSING AND PARTICIPATION. This is a very broad subject. 
Therefore, the following criteria aim at narrowing down the scope of this 
conference: the conference will mainly concentra te on the issue of housing in a 
design participation context. The conference will deal with both theoretica! and 
practical issues, ranging from design-related methodological and technological 
aspects of housing design with a participatory view to studies of social, 

politica!, economie and cultural consequences of participatory housing design. 
With design participation in housing we refer to the direct involvement and 
influence of the users, in actdition to all experts and professionals, in the process 
of housing design. 

Also, the conference will deal with participatory methods of solving housing 
problems, homelessness and self-built housing, in the context of a variety of 
social, economie, cultural and politica! conditions. In this respect, in some 
sessions ofDPC'87 special attention will be paid to the Third World countries. 

Authors are invited to present their original research and/or design work at 
DPC'87. The papers can be of the following two major categories or a 
combination ofboth: 

1. Original research work with regard to a participatory view of housing 
design. In this case, any subject will be considered which is relevant to the 
issue of housing leading to analysis of items involved in a participatory 
housing design and recommendations for further research or applications 
in practice. These papers can be either of a theoretica! nature or be based on 
observation of case studies. 

2. Housing projects designed with participatory views, both projects 
successful in reaching their goals and these unsuccessful. The paperss 
should contain a brief explanation of the project, the design participation 
methods used, a survey of the participation process and impediments 
encountered in the course of the process, outcome of the project(s) and, 
finally, recommendations for future designs. The design participation 
method should be clearly explained under this heading. 

It would be interesting if authors can, if relevant, describe the role of the 
members of the design coalition team in a participatory housing design process. 
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For DPC'87 no target limit has been set for the maximum number of papers 
accepted. All accepted papers will be included in the proceedings of the 
conference. Nevertheless, if the total number of papers exceeds the capacity of 
the conference in terros of time and space, the authors of a random selection of 
papers will be given an opportunity for oral presentation. However, the 
organising committee will try to avoid this situation. 
SELECTION PRQCEDUBE 

A blind review procedure will be applied in the selection of papers. The 
reviewers will select high-quality papers on their merit, based on: 1. originality 
of research andlor design, 2. validity of methods, 3. design value, 4. analysis 
value, and 5. objective recommendations. 

CQNDIDQNS PREBEOUJSITETO ACCEPTANCEOE PAPERS 

Papers not conforming to the following conditions will not be considered for 
review, regardless of their quality: 

1. Complete papers with all illustrations, drawings, tables and souree lists 
must be submitted. 

2. Papers must be typewritten (a camera-reàdy copy of the text is not 
required. The proceedings will be typeset). 

3. All drawings and illustrations must be of good reproduetion quality. 
Authors will submit the original camera-ready copies of these without 
captions and legenda after receiving confirmation of acceptance of their 
papers. 

4. Papers should be accompanied by a format copyright transfer letter of the 
paper to DPC'87. Accepted papers cannot be publisbed elsewhere in any 
form without permission of DPC'87. Authors should note that, by 
submission of papers to DPC'87, they have agreed to the copyright transfer 
of their paper to DPC'87. Once a paper is accepted in principle, authors 
will be contacted for confirmation of their intention for participation in the 
conference. All final versions of accepted papers will be considered for 
publication in the proceedings, provided they will have reached the 
organising committee before a (yet to be set) deadline. 

5. Papers should be accompanied by a typewritten letter, containing the 
author's name, title, full postal address, affiliation , telephone numbers 
(private and work) and a summary of the author's background (50 to 100 
words). These will be used to introduce the authors during the 
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conference and in the proceedings. 

6. The main body of text of papers of the first category (research work) must 
not be less than 4500 words and not more than 8500 words (not including 
references and footnotes). 

7. The main body of text of papers of the second category (design projects) 
must not be less than 2500 words and notmore than 6500 words and should 
be well-illustrated. 

8. Papers for review arriving after 21 February 1987 will not be considered. 
We suggest that the authors submit their papers as soon as possible, 
allowing time for revisions and corrections. 

Authors of accepted papers will be notified as soon as possible with comments of 
the editors of the proceedings. Nevertheless, the editors reserve the right toedit 
and/or shorten papers, upon which authors may submit a revised version of the 
paper. If revised versions do not arrive at the DPC'87 office by a set deadline, 
then the first version, including the recommendations of the editors, will be 
considered final and no revised version will be accepted after this date. Papers 
requiring a fully revised version but containing quality research and/or design 
which do not arrive by the set deadline may, u pon decision of the editors, be 
included in a later post-conference publication, also including the outcome of 
the discussion panels and workshops. 

The officiallanguage of DPC'87 will be English. 

Authors will be notified of the fees, the venue and the exact dates of the 
conference (probably first week of November 1987 in Amsterdam) as soon as 
possible. 

The organising committee welcomes your suggestions on conference 
procedures, meetings, discussions, etc. Volunteers toserve on the International 
Advisory Board of DPC'87 should contact the Chainnan of the Organising 
Committee. 

We hope international institutions, design finns and individuals will assist 
DPC'87 by donations. The bank account number of DPC'87 (c/o S.O.O.N.) is 
51.88.99.462 with ABN Bank in Delft. The Netherlands. The Post Bank account 
number of DPC'87 (c/o S.O.O.N.) is 4643376. 

DPC'87 IS A PART OF THE ACTlVITIES OF THE "CONFERENCE 
ORGANISATION WORKING GROUP" OF "S.O.O.N" (THE 
NETHERLANDS' FOUNDATION FOR DESIGN RESEARCH). 
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ORGANISJNG COMMlTfEE 

Dr. ir. M.R. Beheshti (Chairman) 
Ir. B. van Dijk 
Ir. M.R. Monroy 

CONTACT ADPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL DESIGN PARTICIPATION CONFERENCE-DPC'87 
c/o S.O.O.N. 
NASSAULAAN 2A, 2628 GH DELFT 
P.O. BOX 616, 2600 AP DELFT, THE NETHERLANDS. 

TELEPHONE 015-62.03.62. 
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